
Preface. 

 

Knowing that my teammates in FAS41 would be asking me to submit a final write-up about the 

game, I began typing this up weeks before the game ended.  In fact, I've thought about my 

approach to this write up for weeks.  Should I give a 'turn by turn' summary?  Should it just be a 

narrative from the victorious DS perspective?  Should I tell the story from a single nation's point 

of view? 

 

How should I tell the nearly two year story to make it readable and interesting? 

 

Maybe I should start with an introduction?  I'm Scott Baltes.  Way back in the 80's (?) I was at a 

gaming convention in Akron, Ohio, and my Dad told me to check out the table with the ME-

PBM game.  Being a local Tolkein loremaster, I signed up right away.  I got put in the first 

Game10 as Arthedain, and boy I sure had no idea what I was doing.  The FP won that game, but 

not due to anything my Arthedain nation did; apparently the rest of the players had no clue how 

to play either. 

 

Throughout the next 20 years (or so), I played in many games.  Of course, over that time our 

technology improved and made the game much easier to play.  With the advent of email, there 

were no more hour-long phone calls each turn with long-distance phone charges.  In the early 

days, my phone bills were more than the turn fees and that surely made my wife unhappy.  But 

the knowledge of ME-PBM I gained was invaluable to our group.  I was part of Tom Walton's 

Mouth of Sauron, and a contributor.  Later, I hooked up with guys like Greg Shaffer, Hansu 

Dong, John Seals, Ernie Hakey, and Jeremy Richman.   

 

By the mid-2000's, I was burned out.  Most of the guys I was playing with had dropped out.  

Real life got in the way of gaming!?  We dragged out my final FAS game an extra 5 turns (or so) 

to research and compile a list of NPC's and Encounters, and then I stopped playing.   

Fast forward to early 2017. 

 
During the “ridiculous” run up to the 2016 election,  someone (Dad) gave me an advertisement for a 

resurgent ME Games.  Even though I had told everyone I was done with ME and would never play again, 

I found myself wanting to get in again and play.  When both Dad (Chuck Baltes) and our friend Bill 

Wilkerson said they were enthusiastic about playing again too, the ball started rolling… 

The 10 year hiatus had taken its toll though.  There was this new thing, JOverseer, and starting from 

scratch with this new tool was like using the old hex map and pushing ‘counters’ around with big 

tweezers.  Wow.  Then there are all these new modifications to the setup.  Whoa, Champions too; ok, 

cool ;)  So the excitement level went up and Chuck, Bill, and I started meeting to plot and plan.  I hadn’t 

done much emailing for the last 10 years so I got a new email, and then started checking out the 

Rulebook and Jov.  I put the Jov up on the big screen in my living room and our ‘stratamagizing’ began. 

First and foremost, the three of us agreed that the better southern climate (and thus production) was 

most desirable.  DS were needed to start up the awaiting game, so each of us chose DS and southern 

regions as 1st , 2nd, and 3rd pick.  Since regions were assigned before setup, and then nations could be 



submitted, we were quite happy when we were rewarded with NMordor, SMordor, and Khand.  Chuck, 

Bill, and myself respectively.   

Regions 

FP: Enedwaith, E Mordor, Forlindon, Near Harad, Far Harad, Lorien, Southern Mirkwood, Angmar, Iron 

Hills, Eriador 

DS: N Mordor, S Mordor, Khand, Harondor, Rhudaur, Dunland, Northern Wastes, Northern Mirkwood, 

Harlindon, Rohan 

Neutral, Gondor, Arnor, Rhovanion, Rhun, Umbar, 

There was a FP in EMordor and we had him surrounded !  Our capital submissions would then try to 

crowd out our target by choosing the  EMordor border hexes.  If we could ‘bump’ his setup into the 

open lands, it would be much easier to kick him out of Mordor.  The sooner he was gone, the sooner we 

could turn our attention to the Two Harads, while hoping the neutrals in Rhun and Rhovanion, as well as 

the SKingdom, at least stayed out of the conflict or could join us for plunder and spoils.   

Chuck and Bill were on the front (or closer to the center), while I was in the rear (or stuck in the corner).  

We decided to ‘gear’ Chuck and Bill as military nations, while I would be the support nation.  I 

immediately opted for “Stealth” and “A40’s”.  What better way to help my allies?  Chuck and Bill took 

“Hire4Free” and other military bonuses.  Our first real conflict was naming our nations.  Being in the 

south and a Tolkien fan, I wanted to be Swarthy Men.  Since there were 3 of us, I thought it would be 

great for us to be Swarthy Men, Swarthier Men, and Swarthiest Men ;)  Chuck and Bill were only mildly 

amused however and decided to give their nations lame names instead. ;)  Chuck became the Quadlim 

Brith (QB), Bill became the DreamersofDespair (DoD), and I was left with Swarthier Men (SW).  We all 

chose 800LC as starting army, and we all chose two artys as well as an arty Victory Condition to start 

helping the Arty Hunt game.  We also agreed to each commit one mage starting with LAT, and further 

agreed to cast each turn.   We all started with max pcs (7), and 3 emissaries committed to immediate 

camping; a E60 and two E40’s.  With our extra setup points, both Chuck and Bill started with small fleets 

on the Sea of Nurn.  Bill was able to start with 20 war machines, and I started with 5.  Both of those 

assets would be important later. 

Our setups were sent to ME, and a week later we got our T00 and met our new allies…. 

 

 

And so it begins… 

Alright, T00 is here!  Well, it was actually kinda mediocre.  Instead of stealth, my C50 started as C60 – 

okay, that’s good even if it’s not what I wanted.  QB got a healing bonus on his champion, and DoD got a 

challenge bonus on a E40.  Of the 6 artys we started with, QB got two +10C artys, DoD got two +500 

damage artys, and I got a +10M arty and a +500 damage arty.  Nothing spectacular, and nothing good on 

the lists of Individual Victory Conditions either.  And unfortunately, our maps overlapped.  DoD and SW 



maps were only one hex different east/west and two north/south, but QB sees up to the xx19 row at 

least.  We all were going to need to move our maps quickly in support of our upcoming military 

campaigns.  Perhaps best of all, we bumped the FP in EMordor to 4227 – the Kalmar, our first victim: 

 

Sitting down to our first order writing session, I said the crushing of the Kalmar should take 5 turns and 

the Harad campaign should take another 5 to 10 turns after that.  I felt confident we could achieve this if 

the Neutrals would at least stay out of the conflict if not outright join us. 

The rest of Middle-earth looked like this at set up: 



01 NK – Nkingdom 1108  N in Arnor 

02 SK – Skingdom 2924  N in Gondor 

03 CU – Curatores 3435  FP in Near Harad 

04 DA – Darokin 3038  FP in Far Harad 

05 FS – Forsaken 2814  FP in SMirkwood 

06 EO – Evenki Okrug 2413  FP in Lorien 

07 SigK – Sigin Khazad 3906  FP in Iron Hills 

08 MF – Mast Foney 1402  FP  in Angmar 

09 GE – Golden Eagles 1117  FP in Eriador 

10 UA – Unsullied Amazons 0206  FP in Forlindon 

11 KA – Kalmar 4227  FP in EMordor 

12 LoSt – Lost Stonefoots 1425  FP in Enedwaith 

13 GO – Gothirrim 1909  DS in Rhudaur 

14 MD – Myrkdale 3010  DS in NMirkwood 

15 ST – Sturmritter 1818  DS in Dunland 

16 SoM – Spears of Melkor 2705  DS in Northern Wastes 

17 LK – Lankunraastajat 0614  DS in Harlindon 

18 RG – Rohangoths  2323  DS in Rohan 

19 QB – Quadlim Brith 3925  DS in NMordor 

20 SM – Swarthier Men 4331  DS in Khand 

21 DoD – DreamersofDespair  3929  DS in SMordor 

22 VP – Vogon Poets 2632  DS in Harondor 

23 Char – Charlatans 4016  N in Rhun 

24 MB – Mountebanks 3813  N in Rhovanion 

25 Hash – Hasharii 2339  N in Umbar 



 

Map note:  SK later joined our team, thus providing the “starting Recons” . 

Six of our ten Dark Servants were a team of Finns (living in Finland !) that started putting out mail of 

their plans immediately and seemed well coordinated.  Their plan was for GO (Rhudaur) to sit and react 

while ST (Dunland) moved to destroy the GE on the coast of Eriador and aid the RG.  Meanwhile, SoM 

(Wastes) and MD (NMirkwood) would move to oust the FS from SMirkwood.  Since RG (Rohan) was 

south of the White Mountains in Rohan, it was expected he would move west toward LoSt on the Cape 

in Enedwaith.  The LK in Harlindon planned to run a Weakness Squad in support, and hoped to survive as 

long as possible.    

This new group of allies gave me help with jov and taught me how to make cool screenshots with plots 

on the map.  I hadn’t done much emailing for the past 10 years, as I said before, and this new tech was 

great for the game.  They offered a Dropbox to store all our turns (also new to me) and a group mail. 

These guys knew what they were doing and I certainly wasn’t going to interdict my preferences to their 

strategy.  Besides, with us in the southwest corner of the map, we had our hands full. 



The last Dark Servant, VP in Harondor, was a familiar adversary from previous games.  Uh oh, I hope he 

doesn’t hold a grudge from the last time I killed him… ;)  We would have need of VP for the upcoming 

Harad campaign.  He was surrounded in Harondor by Neutrals and FP.  If he got attacked first, there 

would be little we could do to help him other than offer a Mtown.  Furthermore, where the three of us 

in the south had each taken one mage with LAT, the VP started with several mages and two LAT spells.  

It would be crucial to be well coordinated with VP, especially since our 6 northern allies started with no 

LATs. 

The Neutrals were a concern.  We had no plan to deal with them.  If they decided to attack us, we 

wouldn’t see it coming.  The SK was close to us but as long as he didn’t interfere, we should be able to 

secure Mordor.  But most importantly to my position, Rhun and Rhovanion (Char and MB) were my old 

friends, Jeremy and Ernie.   If I could get them on our team, I felt sure our combined experience would 

overcome any opponents.  So I sent a quick diplo to these three Neutral neighbors. 

The Starting Team. 

13 GO – Gothirrim in Rhudaur 

- Hire4Free,  C40’s, moral 40, and Summon Storms;  15 war machines; Artys +15C and +500. 

14 MD – Myrkdale in NMirkwood 

- Hire4Free,  C40’s, A40’s;  10 war machines 

15 ST – Sturmritter  in Dunland 

- Hire4Free,  Summon Storms, Fanaticism, Conjure Mounts;  12 war machines 

16 SoM – Spears of Melkor in Northern Wastes 

- Hire4Free,  C40’s, A40’s, Uncover at 40;  12 war machines 

 

17 LK – Lankunraastajat in Harlindon 

- 20% buy/sell, Weakness, Conjure Mounts;  2 war machines 

18 RG – Rohangoths  in Rohan 

- Hire4Free,  C40’s, moral 40, and Summon Storms;  10 war machines, two +500 damage artys. 

19 QB – Quadlim Brith in NMordor 

- Hire4Free, ForcMar moral, 20% buy/sell;  4 transports, two +10C artys. 

20 SW – Swarthier Men 4331 in Khand 

- Stealth, A40’s;  5 war machines, a +10M arty and a +500 arty. 



21 DoD – DreamersofDespair  in SMordor 

- Hire4Free,  C40’s, moral 40, ½ timber for ships;  20 war machines, 8 transports, and two +500 

damage artys. 

22 VP – Vogon Poets in Harondor 

- M40’s, Open Seas, 20% buy/sell, Conjure Mounts;  4 warships and 3 transports. 

 

Well, after digesting all the starting pdfs and gaining some functionality with Jov, I started to see some 

things our team was lacking: 

- Started without a single agent/stealth arty 

- No VCs revealing the number of any agent/stealth arty * 

*(note: my SW had Robes of Aman as a VC.  However, as noted earlier, my research from a decade ago 

showed RoAman as a Good +25 stealth arty and held by NPCs Alatar/Pallando.  So we/I discounted 

casting LAT on RoAman, until many turns later…) 

- Low starting cast ranks with LAT, and only one starting +10M arty to boost any cast rank. 

- No one took Doubled Scouting, or even +20 scouting.  ScoChar is critical to the agent game. 

- Other than the VP in Harondor and the two Mordors on Nurn, we had no fleets. 

- The LK in Halindon started with almost all mages, and only two commanders.  We were going to 

need to relocate him sooner rather than later. 

- Two Freeps Hidden pcs were “revealed” to us on setup!  1425 was on the very corner of the ST map 

and showed a Freep icon but no pc, and LK had an Individual VC for a pc at 1015 where no pc was 

shown.  Someone was going to have to work on getting the Reveal PC spell eventually. 

 

My own military strategy was clear, we needed to win the south and quickly!  But I also needed to stay 

coordinated with my northern allies in some way.  Since only VP, QB, DoD, and my SW had the LAT spell, 

and we were all in the south, I took up the mantle of Arty Organizer.  Jov did not track all the arty info 

correctly I had noted to the team, so it could not be relied on.  The team had 5 total LAT spells and I gave 

each one a range of numbers to cast on.  So from the beginning, I typed up a big mail with the updated 

Arty List and suggestions for the next turn’s casting.  That one “Arty List” mail then grew to 3 mails every 

turn, to include a “Arty Retrieval” mail and a “LATs and OLS*” mail every turn for almost two years.  

*=Other Lore Spells 

I started a “Camping” mail too.  I invited everyone to come to Khand and Mordor to put down their 

camps, while I sent my ems north and west to set up future recruiting bases.  The EGOM (Eastern Gap of 

Mordor, 4321/4421area) and the central Mordor choke-points (3825, 3625, 3526) were targets for my 

ems.  Furthermore, the “every-other-hex –off-map- hexes”  on the eastern map edge needed to be 

accounted for.  There was no way I was going to allow some Freep to create an unseen pc in my rear.  So 

I directed DoD and QB ems to the “off-map” hexes in their range while going to the very southern ones 



myself.  Few of my northern allies were interested in coming south at this point, but that would change 

in time… 

 

 

 

T01. 

 

The first turn results are in! 

Half the team started by bidding for mounts to recruit HC on the first turn.  At the time, I thought this 

was a waste of our scarce starting resources and Reserves, however, I was proved wrong.  It was well 

worth the expense, when coupled with 5 northern allies starting with a C70 and “DS only” spells along 

with their starting war machines, they were awesome!  We were going to take Freep pcs, and there 

were no Freeps on us.  It was very effective and enlightening. 

 



The only Freeps moving were around Mirkwood and the Cape.  It was surely too soon to be optimistic, 

but things looked great up north. 

Meanwhile, I had good reason to be pleased in my little corner of the map.  QB and I had ‘sandwiched’ 

the KA capital with our starting armies.  DoD sailed across Nurn with his starting navy and its war 

machines as reinforcements.  We only saw one Freep icon moving from Harad, and no Neutral 

movement at all.  Hope was high that we could kill off KA before he could get a back-up somewhere 

else.  The KA turn-map would see the whole southeast corner of the map, and that would expose the 

three of us to the Freeps for the rest of the game.  Kalmar had to die quickly, and his turn-map with him, 

if possible … 

 



 DoD and QB sent out commanders to their outlying pcs to Hire4Free.  I had to start with a champion in 

command issuing 408/765/765 to put recruiting armies at both my Mtowns while still sending the bulk 

of my forces into the fray.  We would surely out-recruit the KA, but i also needed to prepare for the 

inevitable Two Harad’s coming our way from the southern road.  Seeing the CU moving north from 

Harad was actually a good thing.  It would take him at least two more turns to be on us, and by that time 

our new recruits would overwhelm his starting army. 

My first turn saw me use the C60 bonus character I started with to raise my taxes to 79%.  I figured to 

ride this tax rate for about 5 turns until lowering it down to 59%.  My allies cited other breakpoints for 

loyalty changes in pcs but I have gone with this since the beginning: 

20 – 39 tax rate = +1 loyalty change (+/-  1) 

40 – 59 tax rate = 0 loyalty change (+/-  1) 

60 – 79 tax rate = -1 loyalty change (+/-  1) 

(note -  I would later receive a ‘rebuff’ from Ernie, along with a lengthy examination of the correct 

ranges.  Yep, I was wrong! ) 

This would also include a proportional +/-  loyalty change for all pcs when the ChTaxRt order was issued.  

So my pcs would all lose 0-39 loyalty (avg  20), but when I lowered my taxes later they would all gain 0-

20 loyalty (avg 10).  All the new pcs I put down subsequently would also improve their loyalty by 0-20 

thus making them easier to improve in the future! 

That loyalty hit on the first turn however caused my starting E60 to fail to improve my capital to a city.  

But my other pcs lost less than average loyalty from the ‘bump’.   Furthermore, my character naming 

was disappointing.  I named a new A40, and two C10 A20 ‘s, and one of the multi’s came with x2Healing.  

Gee, one of my northern allies named an E30 that came with 26 Stealth.  I bought and paid for Stealth, 

and I wanted Stealth !! 

Also disappointing were the results of our LATs.  Two of our five LATs failed outright.  Of the 3 that 

succeeded, two were found to be on foreign characters and one was in the ocean.  Not a good start.  

The team only started with 10 total artys and had numbers for 6 others.  We knew of less than 10% of 

the Arty List.  A very slow start for the Arty Hunt game.  This was the resulting Arty List for T01: 

2    Ring of Axardil  N  C15  ( N13)     

10   Corantir   N  M10  (Grania The Fair at 3813) 

11   Headband of Slaeg  N  M10  (N19 VC) 

12   Robes of Aman   G  s30   (Blue Wizard?) 

21   Cloud Bow   N  +750   (Coastal Waters at 1001.) 

31    Cirmegil    N  +500  (N18)     

37   Red Robes   N   C15   (N13 VC) 

40   Air-cleaver   N  +500   (Dragan of Kalmar at 4429) 

42    Helm of Sen Jey   N  C10   (N19)     

47    Morgul Plate      E  C10   (N19)  



56    The Black Book      N  M10   (N20)  

59    Rúnya    G   +500  (N16 VC) 

111   Water-skimmer   N  +750  (N17 VC) 

142    Elfhewer       E   +500  ( N13) 

145    Snow Hammer       N  +500   (N20) 

157    Bow of Thunder and Bone  N  +500  (N18) 

164    Thrakurghash    E  +500  (N21) 

199   Stormless Bow   N  +500  (N19 VC) 

201    Navorn        N  +500   (N21) 
 

We had tons of other info to digest.  For the second time, I put up Jov on the big screen in my living 

room while Chuck, Bill, and I debated for hours.  Then it was time to send off T02 orders… 

 

 

T02. 

Everything seemed to be moving quickly.  It didn’t seem like two weeks had passed yet we were all 

anxious to see our next turn.  In the day or two before theT02 ran, I shared some arty info with my 

neighboring Neutrals.  We didn’t know much, so there was little info I could give.  However, we agreed 

to swap some known numbers while delegating a “range” of numbers for our LATers to work on.  This 

eliminated any redundant casting while improving our own Arty List far quicker than we could do 

ourselves.  This arrangement with the neighboring Neutrals continued for several turns, first doubling 

then tripling our Arty List in a very short time.  It would also play a role for the Neutrals when they 

decided to declare. 

Turn 2 arrived, most things went according to plan.  QB and I moved up to the KA capital, I met the 

predictable DA on my southernmost pc,  I succeeded in 3 of 4 camp placements, and I was able to put 

armies on two towns and both my Mtowns.  DoD’s starting army followed the QB to sit outside the KA 

capital with his war machines, while the rest of his forces prepared to cross the southern Mordor 

mountains at 3630.  DoD went 3 of 4 in camping and was set to either hire or recruit 1400 troops just 

like me.   QB only succeeded in 2 of 4 camps but did manage to improve a village to town, so he was set 

to recruit 1500 troops. 

It was almost too easy, we just needed to pay for all of it… 



 

The Freeps were too slow trying to assault me.  My recruits would overcome them.  I was confident I 

could crush them piecemeal.  The KA were on my village/tower unopposed, but I had 400hi on my 

southernmost town/tower where I met the supposed DA starting army.  My plan then became ‘sit and 

recruit’ until the KA was crushed and my allies could come south. 

For those of you who have played with me before, you’ll recognize my ‘calling card’ – Flotsam and 

Jetsam.  One of my favorite chapters from TTT, I have named my first two agents Flotsam and Jetsam 

since very early in my ME career.  The A40 I named on T01 was Flotsam.  He came with no bonus, so on 

T02 I had him name Jetsam as an A40 and then Retire himself.  The first ‘death’ of the game.  I planned 

to name a new Flotsam that came with Stealth!  Jetsam came with +10A skill bonus, meaning I had 

named an A50 !  Gee, that was going to be tough rationalizing Retire-ing an A50 to have another chance 



at Stealth.  I figured I’d throw Jetsam into harms way immediately, and if he died I’d just make a new 

and better Jetsam – with stealth! 

My SW economy was awesome.  Riding the 79% tax rate put me at a +10k surplus with 35k in reserve.  I 

even sent an extra 1500 units of steel to QB.  QB had extra orders also, so he sent food to 3630 for DoD 

and sent food to my capital. 

Our allies in the north and west had a good T02 as well.  Although I did note there were two disturbing 

developments … 

 

Starting up in the northwest: 

- LK failed to remove his harbor using a C10 (?).  Two navies land, one GE the other UA.  Additionally, 

LK hasn’t recruited any troops at all and only has 3 commanders total. 

- MF moves south to threaten GO. 

- EO establishes Goblin’s Gate, driving a wedge between our northern allies. 

- MD and SoM armies in Mirkwood block FS armies and land on FS Mtown.  FS will get crushed. 

- EO reinforcements move from Lorien and cross Anduin. 

- SigK shows up from the Iron Hills. 

- ST moves to establish Tharbad, and sends a 2nd army south toward the Cape. 

- GO meets ST at Tharbad for a combined 2k HC plus 27 war machines. 

- RG makes it to LoSt on the Cape. 



- SK puts an army at Dol Amroth. 

- VP sees Freep agents show up on his pcs.  Mordecai and Thomas Hook, assumed from Harad. 

All the good we were doing in the south was going to be negated if we lost the LK.  Our allies were 

already planning to relocate LK with a new Mtown however, so I didn’t interject my suggestions.  

Furthermore, allowing the EO to sit a Goblin’s Gate was going to be a problem in the future.  

Nevertheless, our team looked great: 

 

 

With 5 of 10 nations in the southern climate, I figured we had a large production advantage over the 

Freeps.  With the onset of Spring, our numbers looked great.  Being in the south was big.  The mountains 

and hills/rough terrain gave us a ton of production, especially Gold production: 

 



Most players assumed the camp limit would be hit by T04 or T05.  It was important that our team get as 

many new pcs as possible before the limit was reached.  Then most of the team’s emissaries would be 

directed to improving camps to villages or maybe even organizing an Em Company. 

The Arty Hunt game was still slow.  Our LATers went 3 of 5 on the first turn, but only 2 of 5 on T02.  We 

did have an RA cast for us, but at this time the RA spell only let you cast on 1 arty at a time.  And again, 

we didn’t find anything worthwhile – a +10C in the Rhun Sea and ‘a sword’ in Mordor. 

Our next strategy session had the three of us in my living room again with Jov on the big screen.  I sent 

out “Arty” and “Camping” mails to the team.  I sent Arty info and camping requests to R&R (Char and 

MB in Rhun and Rhovanion, hence R&R) and the SK.  These 3 Neutrals would remain in my turn-b y-turn 

communication loop for the next several turns.  It was a win-win for everyone.  We gave R&R Mordor 

mountain hexes for camping since they had no metals.  R&R gave us forest hexes on the backside of 

Rhun and gave us their starting Arty numbers (6 of them, but not their names).  We gave the SK Arty info 

but he wasn’t interested in camping our areas nor allowing us to camp in his areas.  It was a good 

relationship. 

We sent out our proposed orders for T03 with high expectations… 

 

 

T03. 

Upon seeing my SW T03, I immediately put out this report: 

Team, 

I'm grinning ear to ear right now.  My turn was phenomenal.  

I lost NO pcs.  Kalmar failed to threaten 4431 (village/tower) and Darokin only wiped out my 

army at my town/tower at 4334 then moved off to 4336. 

Chuck and I blasted the Kalmar army on his capital, 4227, and I captured his captain, 

Palmgren.  It looks like he hired a new army, but Bill and Chuck are on him now and should take 

the pc this turn! 

My victorious army from 4227 tried to move home but blocked two small Kalmar armies under 

two veterans at 4329. Kalmar's starting army under Dragan came to my capital after failing to 

threaten 4431.  Perhaps he thought to meet up with his two new armies but I crushed that hope.  

I'm looking forward to destroying all three of those armies this turn! 

I did Scout and follow with my best agent, and he's now on Dragan too.  Dragan's army is only 

800hi at 32 moral. 

Both of my camping attempts succeeded - 3627 and 4422.  Even better, my best emissary flipped 

the Kalmar camp at 4428 and it's now mine! 

Unbelievably, I named another agent with NO stealth.  Instead, he came as a 50 agent, again, 

that's two a50 i've named.  My friends call this "Victory Whining". 

Red Robes #37 is located in the Coastal Waters at 0917. 

There are rumors of an encounter involving Aifric The Bold at 4312. 



tell me your turn went as well, 

Scott 

Our T03 moves had worked even better than planned: 

 

- QB and DoD on KA capital at 4227. 

- QB gathers 3 armies on the road for a thrust at the KA backup next turn. 

- DoD moves transports to backup. 

- DoD gathers remaining troops  at 3630 and improves to Mtown. 

- SW starting army blocks two newly hired KA armies on the road. 



- SW gathers reinforcements at my capital. 

- CU and DA decide they don’t like Khand and seek a way of escape ??  ☺ 

For some reason, the CU and DA backed off of me.  CU went up into the mountains to take a DoD village, 

while the DA crushed my army then retreated to the south. (?)  Meanwhile, my victorious army from the 

KA capital blocked two new KA armies and would crush them as well.  And now I had two A50’s in my 

capital, along with a reinforcement army, and the KA starting army came right to them.  I would  end up 

using both Flotsam(2) and Jetsam to try assassinations on the KA army commander after crushing his 

army. 

Each of the three of us put down two new camps.  Each of us had Reserves to cover our growing costs.  

And the 3 of us were recruiting tons of troops.  We were going to capture the KA capital and destroy all 

his armies.  The Neutrals were quiet and the Two Harads weren’t aggressive.  We were going to be 

awesome ;) 

The rest of the team had both good and bad results.  Our LATers went 2 of 4 in casting, finding one in 

the ocean and one Good aligned.  Additionally, our RA (82 cast rank) failed.  The team was doing quite 

poorly in the Arty Hunt game.  Total, the team put down 16 new camps.   

 

Again, starting in the northwest: 

- LK lost his backup, and the UA and GE came into his capital. 

- ST gave LK a Mtown in Dunland.   

- ST and GO made it to the GE capital on the coast.   



- GO blocked out the incoming MF in Rhudaur. 

- ST also went up into the White Mountains. 

- RG destroyed LoSt army and captured pc on the Cape. 

- EO sends more Elves to Goblin’s Gate and improves to village/tower. 

- SoM and MD blast FS armies but fail to take a pc. 

- FS moves to replace recruiting icons. 

- We see 3 SigK armies coming from Iron Hills. 

I highlighted our successes and downplayed our failures in my next mails to the Neutrals.  R&R weren’t 

doing much but were happy with the information I was providing, while the SK was swapping LAT results 

with us.  Other teammates had sent “introductory” notes to the other Neutrals, Hash in Umbar and the 

NK in Arnor, but there wasn’t any coordination with the other Neutrals. 

I sent out my Arty Mails and my Camping Mail.  Chuck, Bill, and I sat in front of a big screen for hours 

plotting and planning.  Replies to the mails were organized and corrected, and then it was time to send 

off the turns. 

And it should be noted, on T03 the game “turned on” the Encounters.  Our emissaries blundered into 

Encounters, our mountains erupted with Volcanos, and the “Special Hex” spirits engaged our characters.  

I’m saving a special chapter to review the many problems that confounded our team (or just me?) 

regarding this “…first run…” of the newly translated Fourth Age Scenario. 

 

 

T04. 

Our T04 was another great turn in the south.  We we’re on a roll… 



 

So as I’ve been typing this saga, I’m also learning how to edit my screenshots.  I wasn’t doing much of 

this during the game but my northern allies were.  You can probably tell as the quality of my pictures 

improves throughout.  This is intentional and illustrates how we were re-learning how to play Middle-

Earth. 

- DoD and QB captured the KA capital.  DoD took ownership of the town/tower.   

- QB put another 2k troops on the KA back-up. 

- My SW starting army destroyed two KA armies on the road, but lost my hostage to a Rescue and 

then moved south to recruit more. 



- My SW crushed the starting KA army in my capital, Jetsam assassinated his commander and 

retrieved a +500 combat arty.  First kill of the game!  And first arty retrieved! 

- CU starting cav took the DoD mountain village (3k gold production!) and then met up with the DA 

starting cav, right where the DoD put down a new camp on the old-Easterling cap. 

- And even more impressive, both DoD and my SW moved our Turn-maps.  DoD moved his one hex 

West while I moved mine two hexes South.  Go back and look at the difference between the T03 

and the T04 maps ! 

So now we see the SK put an icon on Barad-dur.  And we see one of the Harad’s put down a waypoint in 

the deep desert, probably the DA.  Hmmm…   And we see the CU homelands are bare…  as the DoD 

come down on him with a new army with new war machines…  muhaha 

This T04 map of the southwest looks a lot more ‘cluttered’ than the T03 map probably because QB put 

down 4 new camps, my SW put down 2, and DoD put down 3 new camps.  We didn’t send any product 

abroad this turn but did recruit and move an awful lot of troops. 

The rest of the team had some mixed results: 

 

- LK lost his back-up, will lose his capital in the upcoming turn, and probably get totally kicked out of 

the northwest. 

- GO and ST unopposed on the GE back-up. 



- RG dancing around with LoSt on the Cape. 

- GO getting sandwiched between MF from Angmar and EO from Goblin’s Gate. 

- SigK moving more in from the Iron Hills to distract SoM and MD. 

A back-and-forth seesaw battle was shaping up.  It didn’t look like our northern allies were going to be 

able to eliminate any Freep before the Neutrals would join one team or the other.  They had cav, and 

war machines, and C70’s, and were shipping product around and even set up the LK with a back-up 

Mtown in Dunland.  But it wasn’t going to be enough.   

This turn, our LATers went 2 of 4, while 1 of 2 RA’s succeeded.  The RA gave us the number of our first 

agent/stealth arty, #39 Collohwesta.  One of the VP LATers is now 0 for 4 casting with a 51 cast rank.  

However, VP successfully picked up the “a sword” we located earlier in Mordor, and it turned out to be 

Glosovagil, a neutral +1500.  And isn’t that odd I thought, Glosovagil and Erivagil were on NPC’s when I 

compiled my research from my last FAS game.  Even with ‘batting 500’ on our LATs, each turn I 

suggested we continue casting hoping for better results, but it was understandably slow and 

disappointing. 

Worse, Freep agents were stealing gold all over the place.  Six successful gold steals for the Freeps 

versus only two for us on this turn.  Unfortunately, this trend would continue throughout the game.  For 

the nonce, I was tracking the Harad gold-stealers Mordecai and Thomas Hook and they were working in 

the south.   

Bill and Chuck come over, we sit in front of the big screen again.  Speed remains the objective as we 

plot the upcoming Harad Campaign.  We read through responses to my increasingly lengthy barrage of 

emails.  I’ve now become  responsible (self-imposed?) for the team’s coordination on the Arty List, Arty 

Hunt, Rumor Tracking, Camping, and communication with 3 of the 5 Neutrals.  Additionally, I noted that 

JOV discarded the ‘tags’ from the previous turns Rumors, so I edited my Jov file every turn with 

permanent ‘tags’ and sent that to the team.  I’m getting hours and hours of enjoyment from my turn 

fees….   Why did I ever stop playing? ;) 

Also at this time, I started mailing the ME game company with questions and observations about the 

Encounters that started last turn.  Things just weren’t right!  Clint at ME informed us that this was the 

“first run” of the FAScenario with the new program and errors were likely to occur.  As the game 

progressed, I would end up bombarding Clint with questions and suspected errors (Complaints?).  This 

two year saga could take about 30 separate pages of typing as it is a story all to itself, so we’ll have an 

appendix to the game summary later… 

 

 

T05. 

My T05 “Swarthier Men report”  to the team: 



Team, 

 

I had a relatively boring turn.  I didn't kill anybody, take any pcs, or retrieve any artys. <grin> 

I put down 3 new camps at 3823, 3626, and 4314.  I''m set to try one new camp at 3825 this turn 

and two camp-to-village improvements at 4432 and 4434. 

I dropped my tax rate to 59.  Camp loyalties improved!  I should have no problem raising camps 

to villages throughout my realm. 

I upgraded QB and sent 2k bronze to Gothirrim.  Some agent stole 3950 gold from my town at 

4334.  Any rumors of such? 

At the same town, I met up with those two elusive starting cav armies of: 

A small army bearing the banner of the Darokin under Captain Bargle is here. 

A small army bearing the banner of the Curatores under Lord Geffon is here. 

I have 400hc/81lc/1069hi and plan to bash two more Freep armies! 

The Harads raised their 'waypoint' to a town at 3838 and then promptly left it to march towards 

me.  I see an icon at 4237 which I expect to be 2k+.   

My crappy agent did not get the encounter at 3530. 

 

Locate Artifact True - artifact #39, a Cloak, is located in the Hills & Rough at 1918. 

 

There are rumors of an encounter involving Runala at 1823. 

Strong economy, ready to name characters, 

Scott 
 

My T05 “Arty List” mail to the team: 

Better this turn.  We went 3 of 4 in LATs and 1 for 1 in RAs.  Our cast ranks are improving 

slowly.  An Uncover found #3 Fire's Edge and the RA found #198 Gurthang.  Two LATs found 

#39 Collohwesta and the other LAT found #61 Aeglin. 

 

1    Cloak of Protection             N  A10  (n24, Mountbanks) 

2    Ring of Axardil                   N  C15  (n13, Gothirrim)   

3    Fire's Edge                          E  +750  (n11 VC) 

10   Corantir                              N  M10  (n24, Mountbanks) 

11   Headband of Slaeg             N  M10  (Jessica Mohiam at 1108 t4, N19 VC) 

12   Robes of Aman                  G  s30   (Blue Wizard?) 

14  unknown                             (n24, Mountbanks) 

21   Cloud Bow                        N  +750   (Coastal Waters at 1001 t1.) 

22   Glosovagil                          N  +1500  (n22, Vogon Poets)  

31   Cirmegil                             N  +500  (n18, Rohangoths)     

36  unknown                             (n24, Mountbanks) 



37   Red Robes                         N   C15   (Coastal Waters at 0917 t3.  N13 VC) 

38   Angian                               E  +500 (RA t2) 

39  Collohwesta                       N  s20  (Hills & Rough at 1918 t5) 

40   Air-cleaver                          N  +500   (n20, Swarthier Men) 

41   Angbor                              N  C10  (Coastal waters at 4216 t2) 

42    Helm of Sen Jey                N  C10   (n19, Quadlim Brith)     

47    Morgul Plate                      E  C10   (n19, Quadlim Brith)  

56    The Black Book                 N  M10   (n20, Swarthier Men))  

59    Rúnya                                G   +500  (N16 VC) 

61   Aeglin                                G   +750  (Coastal Waters at 0513) 

69   unknown                             (n24, Mountbanks) 

70   a sword,                             (Plains at 4316 via SK LAT t2) 

71   Durcarak                            (AoN  3402 via SK LA t3) 

72   Calninquë                           (AoN  4108 via SK LA t) and n3 vc 

92   unknown                             (n24, Mountbanks) 

111  Water-skimmer                  N  +750  (N17 VC) 

142  Elfhewer                            E   +500  (n13, Gothirrim) 

145  Snow Hammer                   N  +500   (n20, Swarthier Men) 

157  Bow of Thunder and Bone N  +500  (n18, Rohangoths) 

164   Thrakurghash                    E  +500  (n21, Dreamers of Despair) 

170   a sword                            (Plains at 2101 t4) 

185    Sil-Maegil                        G  +750  (Hills and Rough at 2826  t3,given to SK) 

187  a Hammer                         (Desert Wastes at 4439 t4) 

198  Gurthang                            E  +2250  (RA t5) 

199  Stormless Bow                   N  +500  (N19 VC) 

201  Navorn                               N  +500   (n21, Dreamers of Despair) 

 

I have bolded the artys we know of that are just laying on the ground - or under the water.  The 

list will be followed by who's going for what: 

#39 Collohwesta @1918 – H-ST 

#170  a sword  @2101 - NONE 

#187 a hammer @4439 - NONE 

If you want to go for something, speak up! 

 

LAT mages and their cast rank; 

Zatanna  cr65  (n22) 

Xerxes   cr64  (n20) 

Rentice  cr60  (n19) 

Garath Banefire cr56  (n21) 

 

my suggestions are: 



Zatanna LAT  #198 Gurthang 

Xerxes LAT random #100 thru #110 

Garath LAT random #62 thru #68 

Rentice LAT random #180 thru #189 

 

 

Circe RA random #190 thru #197 

Grangol RA random #4 thru #30 

Any other RA random #120 thru #140 

 

anyone else? 

And don't forget to consult the 'Encounters' thread for investigate-able arty encounters. 

Scott 

 
 

My T05 “Encounters” mail to the team: 

Team, 

We found no new investigate-able encounters.  That's two turns in a row.  Apparently we're not 

exploring enough?  We're in the process of getting 3 now tho... 

 

We know of 3 others.  Would you like to go investigate an encounter?  Would you like us to all 

'freak out' when you pick up Cloak of the Abyss or Ring of Wind?  With our LATing, that would 

be just our luck! 

 

1918 - 285ing Esmeralda, m33, n15 

3530 - 285ing Meldrick, a43, n20 

3532 - 290ing Crannock Peyn. a38, n19 

4229 - found by n19 T3 

3426 - found by n20 T3 

1910 - found by n13 T3 

On a side note, this thread is not talking about 'rumors' of encounters.  Those you'll see on the 

jov update in the hex.  Those could be anything from investigate-able encounters to npc's or 

spirits/wights etc.  But unless someone is spreading rumors, then the character reported is either 

IN the hex now, or just left after hitting the encounter.  If you find a rumor of an enemy character 

in the same hex as one of your characters, then it may be wise to issue some kind of attack order 

against him.   

M-VP, if you're considering taking up my offer to camp 4133, then you could continue on to pick 

up those two artys in the south too?  I'm much too busy to send a second character for this. 

 

Let's not duplicate our efforts. speak up it you want to go for something, 

Scott 



 

 

Our onslaught in the south continued: 

- DoD’s victorious army from the KA capital dragged their war machines over to join QB on the new 

KA capital.  KA didn’t Hire at 4427 after QB blasted his army.  Could he be out? 

- QB’s victorious cav army from the KA capital moves down to SW town on the road. 



- QB also sends another cav army from his homelands to the SW capital.  SW upgraded to Friendly 

with QB to enable future ‘fed’ movement. 

- DA and CU starting cav armies get caught by a superior SW army on my southernmost town. 

- DoD meets up with a small CU army and recons finding only 500 troops facing his 1400hi with 10 

war machines, and only 300 CU troops next door.  Nothing on the CU capital. 

- VP sends cav to assist in Harad. 

- DoD sails his fleet home.  Capital now has 2500hi ready to move out. 

- MD puts down camps in Mordor, 3422 and 3621.  MB takes 3521 and 3721 as agreed. 

- DoD move his map one hex West again !!  Now we see the Harad bridge is down. 

Once all the team had downloaded their files to the Dropbox, my work began.  I spent hours compiling 

the results of T05.  I updated Jov.  I sent a Dark Servant Briefing to R&R (Char and MB) and to both the 

SK and NK.  They all responded positively.  I swapped Arty info with SK, and camping hexes with R&R.   

Most players opined that the camp limit would be hit by this time.  Some even stopped trying to place 

new camps.  Once the camp limit was hit, the only new pcs we’d be able to put down would be on 

‘ruins’.  This turn, QB put down one new camp and flipped a KA camp, DoD put down one new camp, 

and I put down three.  And all 3 of us were committed to continue trying to place new camps every turn 

until we failed to get the “c e m s” message – “continued efforts may succeed”.  I had been trying to get 

my northern allies to come south for camping but only MD from Mirkwood came down.  The ‘Camping’ 

mail I put out covered all this and asked my allies to continue trying.  I also noted that some of our allies 

had not done much (or any!) camping.  At the risk of being told to mind my own business, I started 

harping on everyone getting out to camp.  I also began a discussion about the market.  According to my 

reasoning, our production and economies were superior to the Freeps and therefore we should depress 

the market by whatever means available.  Yes, a depressed market would hurt us and our massive 

production but I pointed out that it would hurt the Freeps more.  Thus began a long debate on 

depressing the market numbers and spiking any “buyouts”. 

 

Looking at all these cool charts is great, but only if you can keep track of who the nation number 

belongs to.   



 

Just like in the game, my maps, charts, and dialogue are improving page by page.  I wish I could make 

the whole map bigger and easier to see, but still fit on the page.  At least you’re getting an idea of 

where the action is by the white circles, and where the major army movements happen by the colored 

arrows.  Now that the nation numbers are included, you can go back and compare the ‘Stats’ chart to 

the map.  And here’s the T05 summary of my northern allies along with our camping results:  

- GO #13 holding his own by defending both sides of Rhudaur with assistance from ST.  Also assisting 

in the assault of the GE coast.  MF sends more from Angmar.  4 new camps, one lost camp. 

- MD #14 sends two armies south but both get blocked by FS.  More incoming SigK from the east.  4 

new camps. 

- ST #15 spreads influence to Rhudaur with two new villages south of the road, crosses White Mts to 

assist on the Cape, and also sacks the GE back-up.  4 new camps and two improved in Rhudaur. 

- SoM #16 fights continuing waves of SigK from the east, and sends cav to Goblin’s Gate but meets 

both EO and FS.  6 new camps, lost a town. 

- LK #17 capital put under siege and loses a town to UA.   2 new camps, lost Mtown and town. 

- RG #18 gathers three armies at LoSt back-up.  6 new camps, captured a LoSt village. 

- QB #19 put down 8 new camps, and flipped one KA camp. 

- SW #20 put down 10 new camps, and flipped one KA camp. 

- DoD #21 put down 7 new camps and captured the KA capital, lost village to CU. 



- VP #22 put down 0 camps, only improved starting pcs. 

- Freeps stole gold from us 5 times versus only 2 gold steals for us.  We sent metals to Rhudaur. 

T05 was the most challenging and detailed turn yet.  And my intense mailings increased the team’s 

communication.  When Chuck, Bill, and I sat down in front of the big screen for our session, we had the 

next several turns moves all plotted out.  But of course, no plan survives the first engagement… 

 

 

T06. 

T06 was a character naming turn with 3 new ‘slots’ available.  We named a total of 20 characters, and I 

finally got my first stealthy agent.  Again, my old mails seem to tell the story better than my current 

narration. 

My T06 “Swarthier Men report” to the team: 

Team, 

Camps are still available.  I created one and improved two camps to villages. 

I destroyed two more armies at 4334.  Darokin lost 296hc and Curatores lost 365hc.  Lord 

Geffon of Curatores wields Durcrist (G +500) and survived.  Captain Bargle of the Darokin 

suffers from deadly wounds.  I still have 229hc/47lc/610hi. 

 

There's gonna be a big combat at 4335 this turn.  I have 3 armies and QB has two - we're facing: 

A large army bearing the banner of the Darokin under Commander Milare is here. 

An army bearing the banner of the Curatores under Lord Sparky is here.   

We have a total of 964HC/524LC/2620HI.  No info on the enemy but hopefully this should be 

enough. 

My e60, Carlon, got the Gundabad encounter again at 3426.  He was killed and resurrected by 

the encounter.  My a40, Meldrick, failed again to InvEnc at 3530.  There's something screwy 

with the encounters. 

My only mage has never failed to cast: 

Locate Artifact True - E Voronwë #100 is located in the Open Plains at 3908.  It's a G +500. 

No rumors. No gold stolen.  No movement detected by Kalmar. 

I did name 3 new characters.  A new a40 who I will promptly retire.  A new c10 a20 that I'll use 

immediately as an army commander.  And a new c10 a20 named Zulu Baddass came with 26 

stealth. 



Attention!!  The market cap has changed.  I sold for 27k.  I always counsel to never sell 100% 

food so as to keep a couple of units of food in your starting pcs.  Well, I thought I'd get capped at 

about 2/3 of my food.  Now I have no food.  Duh. 

This is very bad for another reason.  It means the Freeps can sell for more gold now and be less 

limited on their expenditures.  Also, it looks as if the Freeps made a move to corner the steel 

market and maybe the mounts as well.  Again I advocate we depress the market!  It's also 

possible the Kingdoms have influenced the market? 

Nothing to report on my map, other that the DA have upped 3838 to a Mtown.  I'll have to thank 

them for the improvements when I take the pc. 

Scott 

 

When everything works and there are no surprises, you call it a boring turn.  This was a boring turn for 

me, but our planned shift to the Harad campaign paid off by meeting their combined forces with our 

superior forces on the Khand road, again. 



 

- DoD defeats small CU army, and two more small armies pin him next to the CU capital. 

- VP moves around major river with two cav armies. 

- DoD gathers 2400 nudists (means HI with no equipment - I got a real kick out of that one!) 

preparing to cross the mountains. 

- QB and DoD sack the next KA capital and move south to the KA town.  Unless KA got a Mtown from 

an ally, he’s out ! 

- Two QB cav armies and 3 SW HI armies meet up with two big Freep armies, one DA and one CU. 



 

T06 was a decent turn in the north as well.  Rather than clutter up an already crowded map, I’ll try a 

straight narration of this map this time: 

 

Harlindon. 

All the UA and GE armies combine on the LK capital.  LK improves mountain town to Mtown.  He still 

only has 3 commanders after character naming, a C50 and two C10 ‘s. 

Eriador coast. 

ST and GO capture two GE towns.  ST heads north with his remnants. 

The Cape. 

RG and ST move up to the mountains to confront the new LoSt army.  RG captures LoSt backup, but 

LoSt comes out of his hidden capital to reclaim a village. 

Rhudaur. 



GO gets 4 armies to meet the MF on the west road.  The SoM defeat next to Goblin’s Gate may have 

prevented the Freeps from sending more through the Pass this turn. 

Northern Mirkwood. 

SoM keeps meeting SigK dwarves on the north road.  Every turn they continue to send in more and bash 

each other.  Meanwhile, the MD blocked out another SigK army from his capital. 

Southern Mirkwood, 

MD lost one combat, won another, and managed to get onto the FS back-up with superior forces and 20 

war machines. 

So it ended up being a pretty good turn overall for the team.  It was what we had expected and planned 

on.  We took 2 Mtowns and 2 towns from the Freeps.  We only put down 2 new camps, but we 

improved 13 other pcs.  And all camping failures did received the “c e m s” message.  We continued to 

get out-stolen, 4 gold steals for the Freeps and only one for us.  A disturbing trend.  We went 2 for 4 

with LATs and 2 for 2 with RAs.  The Collohwesta encounter was Spirits/Wights and ended up almost 

killing the ST  mage that tried to retrieve it.  Gurthang ended up being located in Arnor.  It would end up 

taking several turns to pick these up at grievous cost.   

However, the biggest development of the turn was the last minute communication with the Neutrals.  I 

knew that R&R (MB and Char) would wait to see what the other Neutrals were going to do to ensure a 

balanced game.  I still had only sent the “welcome” email to the NK and Hash in Umbar, but I was 

starting to feel confident about the SK.  Two days before T07 was due, the SK player mailed us to say he 

was in touch with the other neutrals.  They all said they had very little interaction with the Freeps.   The 

SK mails claimed he was probably going to join us soon, and that the Hash in Umbar would likely go with 

him.  The Neutrals were anxious but not quite ready to commit to a declaration.   

So erroneously, our creator of Dropbox and group mail invited the SK player to the team.  It became a 

‘done deal’.  The SK had all our turns and all our mails, including some that were not so flattering.  Then 

Hash in Umbar would need to be invited as well since he confirmed his intent to go whichever way the 

SK went.  And I’d need to tell Jeremy and Ernie in R&R.  I had really wanted them on my team, but if 

they too joined then 4 of the 5 Neutrals going Dark Servant would certainly tip the game.  And then I 

found out the NK was even considered joining us !  But the SK and NK expected to split.  Then the talk 

on our team became tense.  Some wanted to ‘pick and choose’ which Neutrals we wanted.  Some 

wanted them all to join.  I put out heated messages like: 

We've been committed from the setup.  The neutrals have not.  From their point of view, the 

whole reason for their existence is to balance out the game.  That's what they want to do as 

neutrals. 

You've described your preferences for which neutrals you want, as have several others on our 

team.  But I'm saying again, our preferences don't matter.  It doesn't matter what we want, the 

neutrals are going to try to balance out the game regardless of our preferences! 



Where is it written that neutrals have to balance out the game?  It's not.  Except by those 

neutrals who are paying $7.90 each turn to do exactly that.  We can't tell them how to play.  It's 

their nation and their decision to make. 

Oh sure, it's our job to influence them to our side, but I'm not going to tell them what to do and 

how to play.  Scott 

What a mess. 

With only hours until the deadline, we made no changes to our orders.   

 

 

T07. 

Thusfar, I’ve gone into a bit of detail.  Maybe too much for the average reader.  But hey, you’re all 

experienced players reading this, right?  The beginning turns are critical, and usually shape the rest of 

the game.  I’m also a big advocate of “Player Demoralization” as a tool to knock players out.  At the 

same time, a well coordinated team of players should be able to keep a player in the game with 

transfers of Mtowns and gold if he loses his homelands.  However, that’s only if the displaced player 

wants to stay in the game.   

We hoped that taking the KA homelands, plus assassinating his army commander and taking his artifact, 

would demoralize the player, but it was certainly possible he received a Mtown in nearby Harad or had 

sent out emissaries to SMirkwood, or even farther.  We didn’t have confirmation yet, but we were 

hopeful he was out since we had no reports of any KA activity this turn or last turn.  Or not? – it turns 

out we found two camps in northwest Mordor belonging to KA, and the original KA capital now owned 

by DoD got InfOther-ed down to 1 loyalty… hmmm… 

My T07 “Swarthier Men report”: 

Team. 

Another victorious turn. 

Chuck and I crushed the combined Harad armies at 4335.  They were only 4700 naked HI.  All 

five of our armies survived and I captured one of their commanders. 

My reinforcement armies went past the battlefield and ended up at 4137.  We expect a warm 

welcome as we march toward the Harads core. 

I had intended on making major towns for my allies.  I sent my best em to my best town at 4433 

only to find the Freep agent Thomas Hook on the pc.  Improvement will have to wait as I plan on 

doubling Thomas Hook. 

I created one camp and raised two camps to villages.  I'm set to camp 4430 and improve 4428. 

No LAT this turn but expect me to cast next turn. 

For the third turn in a row, my agent failed to find the encounter that we know is at 3530.  My 

agent went back to the capital and will be retired.  (I retired another A40 this turn as well.) 

I sent 10k gold to Bill to help him improve his pcs and create more camps. 



All for now, 

Scott 

My plans for the new Harad Campaign were in full swing now.  The big battle on the Khand road proved 

to be cataclysmic for DA and CU.  They didn’t have anything left to deal with our incoming waves: 

 

Northwest Mordor was a mess.  MB from Rhovanion was improving his holdings.  MD maintained his 

but didn’t come further south.  And we found two other camps belonging to KA.  The nation colors Jov 



gave for the SK, KA, and MD all were dark and looked similar, so I circled them for you.  There were also 

two other unknown camps unaccounted for.  I started making plans for the build-up of Mordor. 

DoD and VP were dancing around the CU capital, crushing small armies and taking small pcs, until we 

could bring in a second wave from Mordor and Khand.  DoD had 3300hi ready to move out of 3630 but 

would take a few turns to get there.  All the victorious QB and SW armies in Khand would be heading 

that way too. 

QB and DoD captured the last KA town in EMordor then split up.  DoD to post camps, and QB north to 

prepare for a possible R&R invasion.  SW losses in combat had been high, but I had helped destroy 8 

Freep armies while only losing one combat.  We would ignore the last KA home pcs and invite our 

northern allies to flip them with their emissaries I was inviting to the south. 

Yes indeed, we were a juggernaut.  But the biggest news of the turn was our two new teammates – SK 

and Hash.  They declared their intent to join our team, joined our Dropbox and group mail, sent us their 

files, and started plotting with us.  I was both delighted and dismayed… 

 

 

Our new Hash player had done a fine job building his nation.  He had created a bunch of new camps and 

was making improvements.  Hash was running a 10k surplus at 60% tax rate, but maintaining few troops 

although most were heavy cav. 

On the other hand, I was dismayed by the SK nation.  He was running a 38k deficit at 50% tax rate!!    He 

had 12k troops and no way to maintain them nor get them into combat quickly.  More troublesome was 

the SK had only created 2 new camps total.  But most dismaying, although an experienced ME player, 



our SK did not realize he was not limited in number of characters allowed in FAScenario.  He had 

followed the restrictions for non-kingdom nations, only naming up to 12 initially, and then to 15 on turn 

6.  I had expected the SK to be an economic powerhouse.  Instead, he was an instant economic liability. 

02 – South Kingdom in Gondor 

- “1/2 timber for forts”, “Hire4Free”, “+20% buy/sell”, “Road Building”, “Caravan Prices”;  12 

Warships but no transports and no harbor/port, 5 artys. 

25 – Hasharii in Umbar 

- “+20% buy/sell”, “C40’s”;  4 artys. 

 

Now there were tons of emails flying around.  My mails to NK and R&R informed them of the situation.  

The SK and Hash were on our team and planning to Declare the following turn (T08) at the earliest.  If 

the other Neutrals wanted to make a balanced game of it, they would have to Declare for the Freeps.  

I’m sure Jeremy and Ernie weren’t prepared for an all out war with us in Mordor, but there was some 

serious unhappiness on our team about the NK tipping the scales in the north.   LK was already going 

down, and now the NK would be able to throw his full might at GO in Rhudaur and beyond. 

We could have had ALL the Neutrals and finished the game in a few turns!  This was discussed, but 

being the great players they are, Jeremy and Ernie (along with the NK) decided to “make a game of it” 

and join the Freeps – also after next turn, T08.  Additionally, because of our earlier coordination with 

camping and artys, Jeremy and Ernie agreed to an extra turn of peace.  We would not move on them 

until we had T09 in hand.  I’m sure they were as relieved as we were with this arrangement. 

There was no arrangement with the other Neutrals.  SK had an army in Umbar and Hash already had 

troops out.  I started a new mail “Harad Campaign” and began coordinating the downfall of CU and DA 

with our new teammates.  Sure, the SK and Hash could now attack Harad from the west but neither of 

them had changed their Relations to anyone.  To take pcs from the Harads would need two downgrades 

each, but more importantly these two would need to upgrade to each other and the Dark Servants 

already operating in the area.  Otherwise,  our team would end up blocking each other – as ended up 

happening many times because of Relations.  

SK had a mage, Cynwise, with a mage arty that instantly made him our best LATer.  Hash had a big mage 

too, Mallazant, and now both were willing to retrieve artys.   And together, they had 9 new artys to add 

to the Arty List.  One of those artys was Helm of Shadow, a neutral +10S arty, owned by Hash.  Hash also 

had Daecollo (neutral +25S) as a Victory Condition.  My old research had Daeron owning both Daecollo 

and Daeron’s Rapier in 4th Age, but we were going to cast LAT on it anyway. 

My mails integrating the two new Neutrals, t07: 

Guys, 



I brought this up a couple of times before.  This time, I'm gonna make it happen. 

First, my rationale for an agent company is to ; 

1. Keep our agent/stealth artys safe.  The best way to do that is for them to move every turn with 

their owner refusing and agent-ing.  And the best way to do that is with a company. 

2.  Kill enemy characters.  The most offensive thing you can do to an enemy (other than take his 

capital) is to kill his characters.  Especially ones he gets emotionally attached to. 

Obviously, I designed my nation with that in mind.  I finally got my first stealthy character.  I 

retired characters before and I just retired another and I plan on retiring another one this turn.  

I WILL have stealthy agents!  And they will join companies and kill our enemies. 

I'm volunteering Jetsam (A56) and Zulu Baddass (C10 A24 S26) for company duty.  I only have 7 

commanders to run my military so I need someone to volunteer to command the company.  I can 

upgrade you next turn. 

Jetsam is at 4335 planning to guard and take custody of my new hostage. 

Zulu Baddass (love that name) is at 3437 planning to steal and recon. 

So neither plans to move this turn.  Any potential commander will need to meet me next turn 

within 12 of those locations.  Does that sound like a good plan to you guys in the south? 

J-Hash, you own our teams’ first and only agent/stealth artifact.  I would invite you to join the 

company using Helm of Shadow.  Or ask you to pass it off to Jetsam.  It's your nation, your 

artifact, your call.  When M-RG picks up Collohwesta this turn (hopefully) at 1918 I would 

suggest the same choice to him.  I will happily wield them and slay our enemies or assist you in 

doing so.  Last turn (?) I put out a mail about our agents and who could use Collohwesta.  I even 

suggested Badbard meet up with our retriever, but didn't get any response.  You may also note I 

suggested a LAT on Cloak of the Heavens owned by Mountebanks - as this would be a good first 

target and the only other agent/stealth arty we know of.  In Scott's world, agent/stealth artifacts 

breed more agent/stealth artifacts since they are a priority target. 

This is the reason Chuck, Bill, and I committed a character slot to a LAT mage in our setups!  

And why I took stealthy agents.  This is the reason you want me on your team, not because of my 

mediocre diplomacy skills ;) 

Please give me some feedback,  

Scott 
 
 

Guys, 

I'd like to spell out our plan to fix (at least for this turn) J-Hash and J-SK and help them achieve 

their goals. 

J-Hash, you've gathered 3000 mounts and 2000 leather at 2339 for cav.  You intended to buy 

4000 steel from the market. 



J-SK, you've got insane numbers of troops to maintain.  You planned to up your tax rate, sell, 

and disband to correct your economy.  You rightly suggested a gold transfer to ease your 

transition. 

We suggest the following: 

J-Hash, only buy 1000 unit of steel this turn, just enough to outfit your new recruits at 2339 

you're recruiting.  Chuck has agreed to 948 you about 1500 steel to 2339 for the following turns 

recruits.  We can try to get you more after that, if necessary,  Please 948 20k gold to J-SK at 

2924.   

J-SK, we think you should send out your Minas Tirith army to the north this turn.  We also think 

you should send your cav from Dol Amroth to Minas Tirith this turn for a blitz into Mirkwood 

next turn.  If you need to disband troops, lose them elsewhere.  With all you're doing plus J-

Hash's 20k transfer, things should look different for you next turn. 

In the meantime, I'd like to reiterate our desire to get other nations to camp in the SK home 

region.  In another mail I mentioned 3122, 3222, and 3224, but we should also consider the 

North Ithilien road and all the rough hexes in SGondor.  Of these, 3 hexes we would suggest MD 

camp are 3122 or 3222 since it's 12 from his capital.  We can put Bill and Chuck at the other two 

unless someone else speaks up. 

I think it would be great for LK and ST to send an em from Dunland into SGondor while there's 

still camp slots available.  If you're interested, I'd suggest 2627. 2327, and 2427. 

comments? 

Scott 
 
I’ve edited my mails by taking out the player’s name and inserting their nation abbreviation to protect 
identities.  So, for instance “Jared”  playing the Hash becomes “J-Hash”, while “Jose”  playing the SK 
becomes “J-SK”.  Gotta protect the other players names, right?  These are just two examples of the 
deluge of mail I sent out this turn. 
 
Most of the talk was about the Neutrals, but there was still a war going on in the north: 
 



 
 
Now I’ve really confused you!  What’s with all these other colors?  It was hard enough seeing the Freeps 
in blue and the Servs in red, but now I’m giving each nation a color too? 
Well, the Jov picked the colors and I changed the view from ‘nation’ to ‘allegiance’ in the previous global 
pictures so you’d get a better understanding of the position.  By now, T07, things are getting a little 
convoluted and you need to see more detail.  We had 3 big combats in the north this turn: 
- LK (yellow outline) lost his capital in Harlindon.  His city/tower and 500 nudists were crushed by 3k 

of the UA (purple).  His new capital is up in the Blue Mountains with his back-up on the Dunland 
road.  Only 6 yellow pcs left. 

- GO (orange outline) and ST (dark blue) combined armies crushed 3k MF (light blue) nudists on the 
Rhudaur road.  Freeps didn’t come down on GO from Goblin’s Gate, they went east instead.  One 
GO camp in the southern Emyn Muil, and still combating on the GE (light green) coast. 

- Two MD (dark purple outline) armies crushed the FS (orange) army, captured his Mtown/castle, and 
captured his commander. Three MD armies meet FS on the Forest Road.  Two MD camps south of 
the forest. 

LK was packing his bags for the journey south.  GO was maintaining Rhudaur and working on the GE 
coast.  ST was everywhere – GE coast, Tharbad, Rhudaur, White Mountains, and the Cape.  SoM was 
getting stuck in a constant grind on the Wastes Road with the SigK (yellow).  MD was doing a wonderful 
job but was now assailed on 3 sides.  And the RG were also getting stuck in a grind with the LoSt on the 



Cape.  Our allies were doing well, but not well enough to overcome the addition of the NK (pink) when 
he eventually came out to join the increasingly active Freeps. 
 
I swamped the team with emails this turn.  Greeting our two new teammates, plotting the new Harad 
Campaign, and consoling the other Neutrals now joined the list of my ‘regular’ mails.  By putting out so 
much, I figured every player would coordinate in some fashion whether it was camping, casting, Arty 
retrieving, or product transfers.   We had the beginnings of a real team… 
 
 

 
 

T08. 
 
My first mails from T08: 
 

Team, 

Unless I missed something, every failed camp attempt by our team was followed by "continued 

efforts may succeed".  Again, I suggest ALL northern nations send at least one emissary to the 

south.  Not just for camping but to receive a backup from your southern allies.  We had many 

camp failures plus the Kalmar's degraded two camps we know of.  And does anybody have a 

guess at what turn the pc pool is increased?  We may never see a camp limit. 

There's a ton of new map info.   

Chuck moved his map two hexes north.  We see a bunch of new Charlatan pcs. 

Bill moved his map (third time!) south two hexes.  We see the Curatores core now. 

Scrys by MD and SoM show the Mountebanks core.  Ernie's got a "shit ton" of troops. 

And check out the area around 1211.  NKingdom has a port on the ocean. 

We lost one of the hostages we took last turn.  Additionally, 3 of our characters were captured 

including A-GO's c81 with artifacts.  We lost one character to challenge but assassinated one of 

theirs. 

The Freeps have more and better agents than we do.  Every turn they out-steal us.  They've 

sabotaged forts and failed several assassinations.  Of special note, we've been able to spot 

Mordecai every turn since 2.  Not this turn, he's out there somewhere in the south.... 

I'm going to have to be very careful with our first agent company. 

In case you didn't note, I'm sending copies of your reporting errors to ME.  They say they're still 

working on it.  Also, they responded that SK is indeed allowed to go to 21 characters. 

 
Scott 

 
That short summary of the team’s turn results was the first of many to come.  My SW turn report shows 
how we were becoming more integrated as a team. 

 

Team, 



It should be no surprise to anyone that I had another good turn.  Not perfect, but pretty good. 

First, the failures. 

My e66 failed to camp 4430 but did get the "c e m s" message.  Still no camp limit? 

I named a new agent.  He came with an agent bonus (the third one!) but no stealth.  He'll be for 

the chopping block this turn and I'll try again. 

That's all the bad news.  Everything else is awesome... 

In Harad, stealthy Zulu Baddass stole gold from the Curatores village at 3437 and did a recon 

finding: 

Both Bill and VP made it to their destinations unopposed!  They should each take a town!  And I 

found Bared of the Darokin with about 400 troops at 3338, his capital!  My little 10 command 

rank found all 3 armies.  Hopefully, Chuck's character is here (3437) to make a company and 

Hash's agent is here to hand off Helm of Shadow. 

Both Chuck and I made it to 3838, an undefended Darokin Mtown, with our cav armies.  Poof! 

Nothing happened at 4335, the remains of the cataclysmic battle from last turn.  I took custody of 

my new Darokin hostage and no hostile actions were detected. 

Thomas Hook, of Darokin, is now my double agent.  He felt soooo good about working for me 

that he decided to visit me in my capital. 

Xerxes "never-fail" cast LAT: 

#112, a Collar, is located in the Mixed Forest at 2513. 

 

I got two commanders home to fix relations.  Recruiting 400hc and 700hi next turn.  Plan to 

improve 4433 to Mtown.  My economy remains strong. 

 

Scott 

 



 
 
- The two Turn-map moves by QB and DoD were big!  Now we see parts of Rhun and the CU core in 

Harad.   
- VP and DoD avoided the CU capital and landed on undefended towns.  There were no Freeps left to 

contend with the 3300hi army the DoD was bringing down from Mordor. 
- Even though the SK hadn’t Declared or changed Relations, he launched his Umbar army into the 

heart of the DA.  He hoped to get into combat and lose the troops.  Hash gathered his troops and 
prepared to launch his invasion next turn. 

- On the other flank, my SW cav and the QB cav combined our remnants on the DA Mtown in the 
desert.  The remains of my SW leg troops (about 900) moved west shadowing our cav.   

- Our new SK ally also sent troops north toward Mirkwood.  1800hi made it up to the crossroads and 
another 4800hi was coming out of Ithilien.  If only he could use it before bankruptcy… 

- DoD and QB were also marching armies north toward the EGOM (Eastern Gap of Mordor, 
remember?) for the eventual war with R&R. 



 
It looked like the south was definitely going to be ours!  My mails begged the northern Dark Servants to 
come south, keep the market depressed, help the Arty Hunt, and to keep recruiting… 
 

Team, 

This was our best turn yet for our spellcasters.  No LAT failed.   

Of special note, J-SK found #131 Daecollo at 1312, N +30stealth.   

Chuck found #121 Spear of Bladorthin N +1250 at 1804. 

Scott found #112, a Collar,  at 2513. 

Bill's tracking #1 Cloak of the Heavens, the only agent arty we know of. 

M-VP found #104 Elhach, N +1000 at 4229 where we've run into a Inv?Ecounter before. 

M-VP researched #191 Wolor Priest Ring, E +15 Mage, and #201 Navorn which Bill owns.  

Interesting tho that Navorn's 2nd power is Perceive Nationality! 

 

A-GO lost #2 Ring of Axardil and #142 Elfhewer to the Golden Eagles n09. 

 

And… 

 

You assume the camp limit should have been reached by now because everybody goes out and 

creates camps for the first 4 or 5 turns then goes to improve them.  Clearly, that didn't happen 

this game regardless of our combined experiences.  Think about the fact that 3 of our 12 nations 

put down virtually NO camps.  How many Freeps did the same?   

And then, does the pc pool increase over time?  Is it time? 

Forgive me sounding like a skipping record (I have some), but please come south with your 

emissaries.  There's tons of room, great production, and you're much safer in the south.  Stop 

camping in the north, that's just more pcs the Freeps can take.!! 

 

I have 4332 available for transfer this turn.  A-GO's emissary, Fritiimund at 3923, is the only 

one of you in range.  Shall I give the order? or wait for someone else? 

I will beseech Bill, M-VP, and Chuck, to make Mtowns for eventual transfer.  Must secure our 

northern allies! 

Scott 

 

And… 

 

Team, 

Chuck and I are forming our first company this turn.  Small characters with low skills but we 

hope to add to the company soon.   

Priorities of the Agent Company; 

1. Keep our agent and stealth artys relatively safe.   

2. Hunt down the enemy agent and stealth artys. 



3. Kill enemy characters and pass off their goodies to teammates. 

So, our team possesses a total of 1 A/S arty.  Pathetic, but it's what we have.  J-Hash has agreed 

to transfer it into the company this turn.  You've noted that I've asked Bill to LAT Cloak of 

Protection last turn and this turn (and every turn) until we get it.  You've also noted my intense 

coordination and pleading for my allies to pick up any lost A/S artys, like Collohwesta and 

Daecollo.  I intend on having all these in a company - doesn't have to be this one. 

Why in a company?  Because the arty wielder is safest (IMHO) each turn by RfsPers, Assass, 

and MovChar.  Just like I intend to hunt their A/S artys, I suspect they will hunt us!  Up until 

Champions were introduced, the only way to accomplish all three orders each turn was in a 

company. 

As we achieve success taking the enemy's A/S artys, and adding new ones we pick up, more 

agents will join the company to inflict even greater damage on the enemy.  Once we get a 3rd 

agent over 100 (combined agent and stealth) then we'll form a second company.  That's my plan.  

To get agents to 100.  My default settings for an agent company are: 

A small c10 a20 to command. 

Two killers at 100 combined A/S wielding artys. 

Two a50+ to guard. 

One a50+ to scout. 

And one of these non-commanding characters needs small command skill. 

In my experience running agent companies, our success will yield us many goodies.  I remember 

times I exceeded my allowed artifacts held and any extras I got just dropped on the ground.  This 

happened a couple of times to me.  I also remember a time when our company commander got 

killed and the whole company transferred to another character of a different nation!  Our 

company had characters in it that were NOT friendly to the commander! 

Anyway, I intend to ask nearby allies to occasionally send characters to the company destination 

to receive 'junk' and get it off our agents.  I don't want Zulu Baddass showing up on an enemy pc 

cuz he's got 5 artys on him. 

 

This turn, at 3437, Chuck will have Delynmit c10 a25 issue a CreCmpy and MovCmpy to 3725. 

I have Zulu Baddass c10 a28 s26 receiving Helm of Shadow from J-Hash, stealing gold, and 

joining Delynmit's company.  I also have Jetsam a58 at 4335 with a hostage, who will guard and 

move to 3725 to join the company next turn. 

3725 is as far north as we can go and still meet up.  Also note that this is within 12 hexes of the 

aforementioned Cloak of Protection at the Mountebanks capital. 

I generally don't do capital strikes cuz everything's harder in enemy capitals, but still... 

And if we don't go for Cloak of Pro then Mirkwood is certainly a target rich environment! 

If you'd like to get in on this company stuff then please speak up!!  You'll need to go Friendly to 

Chuck #19 and he'll need to get Friendly with you so coordinate early.  We certainly need more 

agents to fill out my default setting. 

feedback? 

Scott 

 



Our allies in the north were doing a good job, but they were outnumbered and under constant 

pressure from waves of Freeps coming from multiple directions: 

 

 
 

- LK was losing a pc each turn in Harlindon.  He’d be down to 4 pcs after this turn. 

- GO was fighting a two front war.  The fresh NK forces coming from Arnor would be too 

much to handle. 

- ST had gathered 3k cav at Tharbad, and was still working on the Cape. 

- RG had bogged down into a stalemate on the Cape with the LoSt. 

- SoM would likewise be bogged down by constant waves of SigK dwarves from the Iron 

Hills. 

- And MD was being sandwiched by EO, FS, and SigK. 

 

We hoped our allies could hold out with help from our new SK ally, until we had consolidated 

the south.  We knew most of our efforts for the next several turns after that would be dealing 

with R&R, so all we could do was offer our allies new homes in case they got kicked off their 

turn-map before we could come to their aid with armies. 

 

We had a long meeting in my living room… 

 

Team, 

 

Chuck and Bill just left my house after a 4 hour meeting of sitting in front of Scott's big screen 

studying the jov and your pdfs.  We remain confident in our plans and have no major changes to 

report. 



The latest update on the Harad Campaign is approved!  See the latest entry on the Harad 

Campaign t8 thread.  We've got about 10k troops snuffing out the Harads - steamroller! 

The latest southern camping plans are approved.  The three of us will only be attempting one 

camp total this turn leaving whatever camp slots are still available for our allies to take.  We 

plot to make two attempts next turn.  See the latest entry on the Southern Camping t8 thread for 

your assignments.  Assignments worked better than requests this turn! 

The arty game is picking up.  Our three mages remain committed to casting LAT each turn to 

find lost stuff for the team to use.  M-VP, J-SK, and J-Hash have committed to picking up stuff in 

the south.  P-LK, M-RG, and H-ST are committed to picking up their targeted artys in the north.  

Thank you for your efforts and see the latest Arty Retrieval t8 thread. 

The destination for the new agent company has changed.  3625 is as far as they can go and 

meet.  At least now we're in range of one possible target in Mirkwood - 3013.  Of course, we are 

still tracking #1 Cloak of Protection on Moutebanks at 3813. 

Aid to allies.   

Chuck is transferirng 3822 to J-SK this turn.  It's worth about 3k and some metals each turn.  

That's only 10% of his deficit tho.  Scott is transferring 4332 to A-GO this turn.  It's worth about 

6k each turn and serves as a backup capital.  Bill is committed to improving 3629 to town this 

turn then Mtown the next and then transferring it to the next Finn needing a backup. 

Chuck's planning to move his map north two hexes.  This is his second map movement north and 

he can do one more north after that.  His top row will be xx13; 3 942's equal 6 hexes north for 

15k gold. 

Bill's planning to move his map south two hexes.  This is his 4th map movement and will give us 

the bottom row showing Curatores backup and e/w road.  He's spent 20k gold to do this. 

 

Unbelievably, I've put out more mail this turn than any other!  I hope you are following my 

deluge of emails.  I have dubbed myself Master of the Mighty Mordor Minions!  Mx4 

Scott 

Mx4 

 

And at the last minute, our new J-Hash player could not send his orders in on time.  In the 

previous days, he committed to several ideas for the Harad campaign, but now “real life” had left 

him with no time.  He asked that I supply his potential orders, which he approved and submitted.   

 

 

 

 

T09. 
I’m now 40+ pages into this Game Summary.  It’s become more ‘story’ than ‘summary’, and I’m 

liking the fact that my old emails supply some turn-by-turn details. 

 

My T09 “SW report”: 



Team, 

I had two failures in the turn.  Xerxes (c40) failed to downgrade Mountebanks, and also failed to 

LAT.  That's a first! 

Chuck and I captured the Darokin Mtown at 3838.  It's now my town at loyalty 4.  I can't save it 

so someone better come and influence it from me, pronto. 

All my armies reached their destinations.  I'm set to make a tower at 4421, capture a Curatores 

village at 3436, send 900hi at the Curatores backup at 3538, and send 1400hi north out of my 

capital. 

4332, a Mtown/tower with great production, is now A-GO's.  Hope you can put an army on it 

soon!  I did make a second Mtown for myself, and plan to make another one this turn. 

Darokin put down a camp at 4436 in the 'off map' hexes.  I'm on it with a e69.   

My Darokin double agent, Thomas Hook, refused challenge, failed to steal my gold, then moved 

to 3430.  Yep, he's a champion. 

And I still hold Milare of Darokin.  He'll be stuck in my agent company now. 

Zulu Baddass stole gold at 3437, received Helm of Shadow from J-Hash, and joined Chuck's new 

agent company and moved to 3625.  Zulu's now a 34 agent with 36 stealth.  That's 14 agent 

points in 3 turns! 

Oh, and guess what... 

My new agent came with NO stealth..... 

Scott 

 

  

This was a huge turn for everyone in the game.   

Both Jeremy and Ernie (Char and MB) declared for the Freeps. 

J-Hash declared for us! 

Both NK and J-SK were still Neutral but committed, and both were going to be in combat with 

the enemy soon. 

I put out even more detailed mail… 

 

 

Cut from the T09 “Arty List” mail: 

Team, 

J-SK found 191 Wolor Priest Ring, E m15, at 3119. 

M-VP found 105 Tablets of DK, E m15, at 3319. 

M-VP also RA'd 202 Macirillë, N +750. 

Chuck found 122 an Armour, at 3524. 

Bill tracked 1 on Jarmy Kane still at 3813. 

Scott's LAT failed. 

H-ST picked up Gurthang! 



M-RG lost his champion Armanaric trying to pick up Collohwesta. 

Bill picked up 99 Maranya! 

J-Hash transferred Helm of Shadow to Scott, thanx. 

See the Arty Retrieval thread for lots more info. 

Scott 

 

 

Cut from the T09 “Arty Retrieval” mail: 

 

Team, 

We're finding and picking up some good stuff now and we have many more characters 

participating now.  If I've left out one of your characters, or forgot to suggest targets for you, or 

you don't want to send that character, please speak up!   

 

Here's who I see on known artifacts this turn: 

Cynwise – J-SK got encounter for 75 Herugrim at 4425. 

Murgana – M-VP did NOT get encounter for 104 Elhach at 4229 

Lehtineitsyt – P-LK got encounter for 131 Daecollo at 1312 

Rob Rong – A-GO got encounter for 121 Spear of Bladorthin at 1804. 

I assume all four of those characters will remain in the hex until they pick up the arty. 

From the Arty List, I see some good targets.  Here's what I consider the top 5 priority list: 

…(a page of details)… 

 

 

Cut from the T09 “Harad Campaign” mail: 

Team, 

Once again, every move we planned worked perfectly.  We're set to capture a city/tower, a town, 

three villages, and a camp.  Here's the disposition of our forces: 

…(a page of details)… 

Assuming this all works (and why shouldn't it?) then we'll take both of their capitals next turn! 

I also assume you'll give me some feedback!  Let's not just follow Scott into the abyss.... 

Also, this might be the place to discuss ems and taking over some of these low loyalty pops we're 

taking, but this is too long and should probably be just military.  So look for em targets in Harad, 

but on the thread titled "Ems in the South" please. 

Scott 

 

There was an increase in team coordination this turn.  I got lots of replies to my mails.  I was 

now coordinating the team’s efforts in camping and improving the south, transferring southern 

pcs to northern allies and directing their emissaries to flipping our gains, finding artys and 

picking up artys, and the teams’ only agent company. 



But things were far from perfect.  This turn, our team took our first substantial losses in the 

north: 

 

- MD loses two Mtowns to assault.  One commander was challenged and killed, another 

captured.  All his armies are out in Mirkwood while the SigK from the Iron Hills brings an 

army onto his capital.  A new icon from Rhun appears in the Bight.  E-MD claims if his 

undefended capital falls, he’ll be out of the game. 

- LK’s capital is infested with UA and will fall next turn.  RG gives LK a backup Mtown 

south of the White Mts. 

- GO loses the combat at Weathertop to 3k NK cav.  His commanders in Rhudaur and 

Goblin’s Gate are assassinated.  Two armies disband.  New MF army comes in from 

Angmar.  Grim… 

- ST crosses the Brandywine with his cav and war machines to roast a lightly defended NK 

port. 

- SoM throws a continuous stream of troops to the ‘every turn combat’ on the N.Wastes Road. 

- RG gets ‘A Balrog’ in his tiny army on the Cape. 

- SK consolidates two armies just south of the forest.  He also starts the teams first Emissary 

Co. 

- The team lost 6 characters this turn!  We were out-stolen again.  And we lost a bunch of 

troops, some to combat and others to assassination. 



 
 

 

The team was surely big enough to handle relocating MD and efforts were seemingly underway 

in the north.  All his characters were in the north, except for one emissary working in Harad.  

Most of the team’s emissaries were still nation-building but only a few had come south.  GO 

already had a backup in Khand, but we’d need to get MD a backup in the south next turn.  The 

whole team would need to move fast to establish new bases in the south.  The southern nations 

would concentrate on building up the Black Gate/Morannon area, while the northern nations 

would flip/receive former KA, CU, and DA pop centers in the south.  Southern nations were also 

tasked with providing Mtowns if and when necessary. 

 

My “Ems in the south, t9” mail: 

Team, 

If you read all the mail to Clint at ME then you know we will probably hit the camp limit this 

turn.  

Since that is the case, we should prioritize our northern allies for getting existing pcs by InfOther 

or transfer.  Both Bill and Chuck are willing to transfer Mtowns, but both are still working on it.  

Bill's making 3629 a Mtown this turn and can transfer it next turn.  Chuck's planning to move his 

best em to his two starting towns to make them Mtowns.  That'll be two more turns for Chuck.  

I'm not sure what M-VP, J-Hash, or J-SK can offer in their homelands, but I'm sure we'd all be 

willing for you Finns to come take our 'ill gotten gains' in Harad!   

 

For starters, my small cav army is led by a c12 !  I got control of 3838 (now a town) at only 4 

loyalty.  I should have foreseen this and either dispatched a character there or asked a Finn to 

come get sunburned!  This same commander is going to take a village at 3436 this turn. 

Additionally, M-VP’s going to gain control of 3338 this turn with a c44.  He should get the pc at 

high 20's loyalty.  Easy pickin's for a pair of Finn ems. 

Moreover, we lost 4227 to a Darokin em.  It's a town/tower with great production (4 resources, 

remember?).  But we already planned for this!  Chuck has 1071hc next door at 4127 with two 

more turns of food and can be on it for an assault next turn.  His commander is only c33 so 

should get it with low loyalty like 4127 that he's taking this turn. 

 

So unless someone's going to transfer a Mtown to a Finn, and please speak up if you can, I 

suggest the following targets for FEMS (new Scott term for Finn Emissaries in the South!) 



 

3338 - will be Mtown/?tower? at plus or minus 30 loyalty (assuming M-VP's willing) 

4227 - will be village/tower if all goes as planned with mid-20's loyalty 

3838 - town at 4 loyalty, may degrade so come quick 

3436 - will be camp at less than 10 loyalty so come now before it degrades. 

Here's the FEMS I see, or making their way south: 

Pahamieli e57  @ 2817 – E-MD  

Galathil e68  @ 2725 – H-ST 

Kulmasaha e55  @ 2628 – P-LK 

Aabaddon e68  @ 3120 – H-SoM 

Spite  e58  @ 3434 – E-MD 

Enerdhil e61  @ 4026 – H-ST 

Fritiimund e48  @ 4332 – A-GO 

 

So only 2 FEMS can reach 3338 and I suggest both Kulmasaha and Spite go there.  P-LK? E-

MD? 

In the far southeast, the only other 2 FEMS that can get to Scott's low loyalty pcs are Enerdhil 

and Fritiimund.  H-ST to 3436 and A-GO to 3838?  Or vice versa? 

That leaves the three north and east of Mordor.  I suggest Pahamieli, Galathil, and Aabaddon 

converge at 3521 or 3721 on the suspected Mountebanks village or camp.  Next turn, take that 

and have two of the FEMS move to 4227 and one receive 3629 from Bill. 

There's alot of options here and someone certainly has better ideas than I do.  If you've got other 

plans or would like to see some other action, just let us know. 

Finally, we in the south are trying 3 camps in Nwest Mordor: 

M-VP - send Tyrion home to make characters or improve pcs 

Chuck - send Naglimbal home to improve pcs 

J-Hash - send Malugant home to improve or 3634 to flip a Harad camp 

anyone I missed? 

Scott 

 

 

 

Moving fast was certainly on my mind as well.  Chuck, Bill, and I had agreed to non-aggression 

with Jeremy and Ernie until we had “turn 9 in hand”.  Well, now we had “turn 9 in hand” and we 

weren’t done with the Harad Campaign.  I didn’t think we we’re well prepared for a two front 

war, yet… 



 
 

The KA were now confirmed ‘dead’ and the Freeps had lost his turn-map.  The DA had 

emissaries working in the east tho.  My best em went out to camp the “off-map” hexes and 

landed on a new DA camp, while Bill’s new multi couldn’t hire at the old KA capital (4227) 

because the DA flipped it this turn.  Fortunately, Chuck had a small ‘fed’ cav force next door and 

could move to reclaim it.  And some NK agent named Shaddam IV failed a kidnap in Chuck’s 

capital. 

 

And now there was no question about winning the Harad campaign.  Another 7k troops coming 

from Umbar under SK and Hash, combined with our wave from the east, would certainly take 

everything in Harad.  The question now became how fast can we take it all and would CU and 

DA get relocated by their allies? 

 

 

 



 

Disaster for T10. 
 

…again, for consistency’s sake, I’m addressing Chuck (QB) and Bill (DoD) by name.  Other 

teammates are by first initial of first name, then a hyphen followed by nation abbreviation.   

So “Eric playing the Myrkdale nation in NMirkwood” becomes 

“E-MD”  (Eric is fictitious, his real name does start with “E” tho…)  

The old mails I’m copying address players by name, and I’m editing those to protect the player’s 

identity.  Chuck and Bill have given me their consent to use their names, but I didn’t even ask 

the rest of the players on our team. 

Also, I’m using Jeremy’s and Ernie’s names even though they sided with the Freep enemy.  

After all, they are both legends in ME-PBM … 

 

A worsening situation in the north: 

 

E-MD did not lose his capital at 3010 and received gold, but did not receive a Mtown.  Now he 

says his capital will fall to three Freep armies along with two other towns and he’ll go bankrupt!  

E-MD offers to move his characters for Bribing but refuses a Mtown (on the off-chance the 

Freeps fail somewhere) in an attempt to save himself.  He’ll be eliminated next turn. 

We in the south were not fast enough to save him and there was no plan from his northern allies.  

I was very frustrated.  I sent an un-kind criticism in a mail and had to immediately apologize.  I 

know he could have been saved.  And with his collapse, other players in the north were now 

questioning our victory – very depressing... 

 

P-LK was totally kicked out of Lindon.  His only three pcs are a Mtown in Dunland, a Mtown in 

Gondor, and a newly transferred town in Rhudaur where he’s setting up his Weakness Squad.  

He’s still only got 3 commanders, can’t hire or recruit, and has no economy.  Both of his 

Champions are company commanders. 

 

J-SK’s delay to consolidate armies before plunging into Mirkwood allowed the FS to block him 

out of the FS capital.  Furthermore, he did Downgrade the FS in Mirkwood and the DA in Harad, 

but he’s still Neutral to everyone on the team, all the rest of the Freeps, and poses a risk of 

blocking teammates in the north and the south.  Between retiring troops, gold from J-Hash, and a 

good production village from Chuck, his deficit is more manageable.  That also meant he didn’t 

have the gold to name characters and was still only at 15.  How was he going to have enough 

command orders for Declaring, Downgrading, Upgrading, and naming characters?  Even if we 

could get him enough gold, it would be many turns to get his nation up to speed. 

 

H-ST is desperately trying to impact the Freeps strategy.  He finally got his small cav force up 

into the White Mountains on the Cape to beat down LoSt.  He captured the NK port on the 

Brandywine and marched that cav to reclaim Weathertop.  And this turn, he put armies on both 

Isengard and Hornburg.  His Champion CEM was assassinated at Tharbad! 

 

M-RG has laid waste to the plains on the Cape.  He’s got tons of production and a huge 

economy.  He’s outside of the Hidden LoSt capital with cav, war machines, and A Balrog, but 

has no food.  He’s also got 3 mediocre emissaries working on flipping LoSt mountain camps. 



 

A-GO gets another army disbanded when the commander gets kidnapped.  A new EO army 

comes from Goblin’s Gate.  Another MF army is on the way from Angmar. 

 

H-SoM grinds away on the NWastes Road.  How long can he hold out if Mirkwood falls? 

 

An ever-improving situation in the south: 

 

J-Hash had accepted two turns of my recommendations quite literally without much input due to 

his real-life issues.  He was going to take a ton of Harad real estate, and had successfully camped 

Durthang at 3122 with the intent of making it his new base in the north (relatively).  Two turns 

ago he sent 60k gold to J-SK; this turn he sent out 40k gold, 15k to J-SK, 15k to E-MD in 

Mirkwood, and 10k to H-SoM on the NWastes Road.  His nation was becoming a real power and 

we were lucky he was so willing to help. 

 

M-VP had taken on much of the Arty Hunt game with his mages.  His commitment was most 

important.  His mages also have Conjure Mounts and can supply an ally with mounts.  He was 

aiding us in the Harad campaign with cav, and he had camped Carach Angren at 3222 with the 

intent of making it his new base in the north (relatively).  His only real issue was economics.  

3222 was one of only 3 newly created camps for his nation.  He had captured the DA capital 

(with Bill) and a CU village, but he was willing to let a northern ally flip his new Mtown at 3338 

(as you read in my T09 “Ems in the South” mail) so didn’t have a big tax base nor tons of 

production.  

 

I continued to “harp” on the team about keeping a depressed market, continue camping until the 

‘c e m s’ message disappears, and stay committed to the Arty Hunt.   

  

My T10 Arty mails: 

Team, 

This turn, M-VP picked up 104 Elhach, great.   

M-VP also RA'ed - Skull Helm #183 is a Helm - Evil - Command +15. 

M-VP also LAT'ed - artifact #107, a Sword, is located in the Coastal Waters at 1003. 

Scott LAT'ed #1 Cloak of Protection on Jarmy Kane of Mountebanks at 3423, Barad-dur. 

J-SK LAT'ed - Brôdic Spear #83 is located in the Coastal Waters at 0102. 

Chuck LAT'ed - Aedring #133 is located in the Mixed Forest at 2823. 

….(arty list follows)… 

 

Team, 

We didn't find anything really exciting this turn.  After some study, here's who I see going for 

stuff this turn: 

 

J-Hash moving Mallazant to: 

191  Wôlor Priest Ring            E  M15  (Open Plains at 3119, t9) 



M-VP Investigating : 

105 Tablets of Dark Knowledge E M15  (Open Plains at 3319, t9) 

P-LK Reacting with riddle answer and moving?: 

131  Daecollo                          N  s30  (Open Plains at 1312, t8 and N25 VC) 

A-GO Investigating : 

121  Spear of Bladorthin          N  +1250 (Mountains at 1804, t8) 

E-MD Reacting with riddle answer and moving? : 

112  a Collar                            (Mixed Forest at 2513, t8) 

J-SK Reacting with riddle answer and moving? :  

75   Herugrim                          G  +1000  )Open Plains at 4425, t7). 

 

H-ST didn't get encounter : 

39  Collohwesta                      N  s20  (Hills & Rough at 1918 t5) 

There's some other stuff laying around unclaimed: 

35  Robes of the Orc Priests    E  C10   (Open Plains at 1315, t7) 

70   a sword,                           (Plains at 4316 via SK LAT t2) 

100  E Voronwë                       G  +500  ( Open Plains at 3908, t6) 

122  an Armour                        (Desert Wastes at 3524. t9) 

133  Aedring                            G  +1000 (Mixed Forest at 2823. t10) 

170   a sword                           (Plains at 2101 t4) 

185   Sil-Maegil                       G  +750  (Hills and Rough at 2826  t3) 

187  a Hammer                        (Desert Wastes at 4439 t4) 

Anyone want to try for any of these?  There's also still some random stuff laying around with 

Investigatable Encounters: 

3530 

3625 

3426 

3923 

Let us know what you want to go for, there's plenty.  

Scott 

 

Keeping the team communication on a high level was my intent when I started coordinating the 

Arty Hunt.  That was going well, but most of the tactical decision making in the south was done 

with us sitting in front of the “jov screen” in my living room. 

Bill, Chuck, and I were now engaged in a two front war.  We still had 5 armies in Harad, while 

another 4 of our armies engaged the incoming R&R in the EGOM.  Chuck wasn’t very active in 

the mailing department.  He read everything and would talk for hours on the phone, but typing 

up big mails was never Dad’s thing.  I put out this for him… 

 

My T10 Quadlim Brith turn report: 



 

Guys, 

I'm taking the liberty to report on Chuck's turn.  There's alot of enemy action in his turn. 

Both Mordecai and Thomas Hook are on his pcs.  Thomas Hook is Scott's double and has failed 

to steal gold for three turns in a row.  He'll try to steal from Chuck's village at 3824 and 

hopefully fail for a 4th time.  We suspect Mordecai is also a Darokin champion.  This turn 

Mordecai refused M-VP's challenge at Osgiliath, took out J-SK's bridge over Anduin, and moved 

to 3430.  Chuck's character there can't do anything about it. 

A gaggle of Freep emissaries showed up at Chuck's village at 3624: 

Anders Boounder has already influenced Bill's pcs in previous turns.  Duinhir, Eldram Rand, 

and Luucia Neito also show up on the village report.  Also, there are rumors of an encounter 

involving Johkiro at 3624.  Loyalty is 68 so it's not certain Chuck will lose this village. 

In Harad, Chuck's cav remnants captured the Curatores village at 3637 and joined Bill's big 

army on the Curatores capital at 3435.  It's an undefended city/fort and according to the jov 

combat calculator they will take the pc if the loyalty is 79 or less.  It's that close.  We have 

captured a bunch of his pcs (three towns and a few camps) so we're hopeful. 

There's action in the eastern gap of Mordor - the area around 4321 - now referred to as EGOM.  

Chuck caught 'an army' of Charlatan's under lord Emrys at 4322.  Scott and Bill showed up too 

and we'll squash this army.   

More importantly, Chuck's 3200hi met "a large" Mountebanks army under captain Nuala Dillon 

at 4222.  Normally, I'd say that's good however, Chuck sent 1000 timber to 4321 and failed to 

get either army there to fortify.  Also, this army just made 3200 bronze armor but hasn't 

equipped it yet.  If Chuck loses, we'll hand Ernie a bunch of bronze armor...ugh 

Chuck assaulted the last remaining Kalmar pc at 4127.  It was a village/tower but degraded to a 

camp/tower before the combat so it's now a ruin.  A similar situation happened to Bill at 4426.  

This army is now 956 fed hc and is assaulting the Darokin town/tower at 4227 this turn. 

Moved the agent company to 2914.  Need more agents to wield stealth artys.  Scott’s two guys 

aren't enough. 

Had 2700 gold stolen at capital, and 75 gold stolen by Zulu Baddass - love that name! 

Failed to upgrade to J-SK with a c36.  Doubled J-SK's champion Ioreth.  Successfully moved 

nation map east one hex so we now see the back side of Rhun.  One more move (the 4th) north 

and he'll be done moving his map. 

Locate Artifact True - Aedring #133 (G +1000) is located in the Mixed Forest at 2823. 

Posted a camp at 4424, created a camp at 3224. 

Chuck's prepared to: 

Name characters 

recruit cav in capital 

improve 4023 to Mtown 



Economy is straining but troops losses in combat should fix that. 

for Chuck, 

Scott 

 

 

Then the Harad campaign required more attention, especially with Relations issues between J-

SK, J-Hash, and the rest of the team… 

 

My T10 “Hasharii report”: 

… 

Well, J-Hash can speak for himself but I'm on a roll and he's been taking my suggestions for the 

past two turns so I thought I'd give you all a detailed report on his nation.  He's got a very strong 

nation and very good characters.  Three gold transfers this turn, and he has sent 100k to allies.  

And he offered pcs last turn for our beleaguered northern allies. 

J-Hash captured a Darokin village at 2938 then improved it back to a village.  He also destroyed 

the Darokin camp at 3037 and promptly re-camped the ruin.  That's excellent, do it again soon 

please.  He's now got all three of his armies on the Darokin capital at 3038 and jov says he'll 

take it with 30% losses.  Well done! 

J-Hash declared his allegiance to the DS!  Official welcome!  Your first reward is the Darokin 

capital - nice!  He also downgraded Darokin to hated 

His emissaries (in addition to the above combat hexes) also created a camp at 3122 but failed to 

improve a camp at 2236.  He's got one camp attempt this turn at 3333 and has gathered the rest 

of his ems at his town at 2436.  Not sure if he was planning to improve the pc but it's only 17 

loyalty.   

Both J-Hash and M-VP ended up at 3319 and Mallazant got the encounter.  Either of you can 

investigate - you'll have to work it out between you.  Mallazant has a challenge of 65 and 

Lynna's challenge is 50.  Whoever DOESN'T investigate can go to 3119 for the other mage arty.  

More on this in Scott's Arty Retrieval thread. 

I don't know what Mtown J-Hash was planning to hand off, but I do see P-LK's big em Okapoika 

at 2235.  Please do NOT consider giving P-LK 3038 after you take it.  The fort will remain intact 

and P-LK has little hope of upgrading relations to J-Hash (or anyone) anytime soon - it will 

block the road.  Maybe 2139? 

Hope I didn't step on any toes, J-Hash... 

 

My coordination of the south was in high-gear, and I had willing teammates.  My northern allies 

were well coordinated, but the tides of war were turning against them.  The more mail I put out, 

the more hopeful I was that they would come south and integrate.  More was better, right?  

Chuck wasn’t putting anything out, and Bill’s infrequent mails were mostly responses to my 

questions. 

 



My T10 “DoD report”: 

 

Why stop now..... 

Bill can send his own damn report but since I'm knee deep in reporting other people’s turns, I 

might as well double down on stupid and speak for him too ;)  When will someone tell me to shut 

up?  

As mentioned in other mails, Bill's 3300hi is with Chuck on the Curatores capital at 3435.  

According to jov, they will take it if it's loyalty is 79 or lower.  Close.  Also Bill joined with M-VP 

at 3338 to take that Darokin city/tower.  It's now M-VP's Mtown cuz Bill killed the tower, he's 

only got 279hi and 5 war machines left and faces a multi-combat along with M-VP at 3338 this 

turn. 

The Curatores sent out a small army that landed on Bill's village at 3336.  Look for more on this 

in Scott's Harad Campaign thread. 

 

Bill failed to improve 3629 to Mtown for transfer this turn.  His best em is still there to try 

again?  He also failed to destroy the Kalmar camp at 4426 because it degraded before combat.  

Therefore, he also failed to create a camp on the ruins cuz there's no ruins.  He DID get 'c e m s' 

message!!  And his scry of 4419 revealed nothing, surprising.  Bill also failed to downgrade the 

NK with a c40. 

Bill's army around EGOM (that's Eastern Gap of Mordor) met up with 'an' army of Charlatans 

under lord Emrys.  Chuck and Scott are here too - bug squash.  He's recruiting hi in his capital 

and hc at 3726.   

Foreign character The Blue Wizard shows up at Bill's camp at 3723. 

Bill doubled Scott's stealthy agent, Zulu Baddass - love that name. 

Bill also sent the new +30M arty to his m60.  I believe this is our best chance to get Reveal PC.  

We should ask him to work on that list, yes? 

Bill's economy is strong and he has good characters.  He's going to be in 3 combats this turn and 

will lose a bunch of troops.  He can easily name characters, improve pcs, and even move his map 

again! 

See anything else Bill? 

 



 
 

- Bill successfully moved his DoD map two hexes south.  This is his 4th map move.  We now 

see the xx39 row.  Only a small gap remains un-mapped in Harad. 

- Chuck moved his QB map one hex east.  This is his 3rd map move.  We now see the eastern 

edge of the map (excepting the ‘every-other-hex’) up to the xx15 row.  One more move 

north and we’ll see all of R&R (Rhun and Rhovanion, in case you needed reminded). 

- A new MB army showed up outside Mordor on the Morannon road where M-VP blocked it 

with a small cav force. 

- Durthang, Carach Angren, and Barad Ungol were all camped.  J-Hash, M-VP, and Chuck 

(respectively) are all committed to improving and  hiring.   

- The R&R Campaign begins in the EGOM. 

- The apex of the Harad Campaign is set up for next turn.  We’ll take both of their capitals and 

destroy the bulk of their remaining armies.  Only one city will remain.  And we’ll start 

talking about bridge construction at 3334 for our victorious remnants to head north asap. 



 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

T11, grrrr………….. 

 

It’s one of those “I told you so…” moments.   

MD tax rate only went to 87% with the loss of his capital at 3010 and another town.  His 2nd 

town loss was by Threat, and so gave him revenue before falling.  All we would have had to do 

was give him a Mtown – which we had plenty of and I had advocated for.  Ugh! 

 

I thought T10 was bad for the team, but this was worse: 

- #14 MD eliminated from play 

- The team lost 6 characters, again. 

- The Freeps out-stole us, 12k to 5k.  A recurring disparity each turn. 

- GO in Rhudaur is getting ‘sandwiched’.  NK cav along with EO from Goblin’s Gate and MF 

from Angmar should overrun his homelands soon.  

- SK failed to Declare Allegiance with a c54.  That commander left his capital and he only has 

a c30 to try again.  There’s a big team discussion... 

 

The north was slowly falling, but the south had its hands full: 

- Capping off the Harad campaign. 

- Overcoming the onslaught in the EGOM 

- Establishing NWest Mordor 

- Freep emissary company in Mordor 

- Freep agents everywhere, Minas Tirith bridge was sabotaged! 

 

My T11 Swarthier Men report: 

Team, 

A couple of unexpected things but still a good turn. 

First, Curatores has about twice as many troops as I had estimated.  My small cav army was 

blasted at 3436 by 3000hi and 500hc.  Fortunately, Bill and Chuck took his capital! 

Second, we lost the combat at 4322!  Charlatans had 2700hc in mixed equipment and defeated 

our combined 3 armies.  Worse, Bill and Chuck showed up with reinforcements but so did 

Charlatans.  I'm afraid we'll be defeated again here.  My commander Varis Votaris was captured 

during combat by Emrys.  To balance that, next door at 4222 Chuck destroyed a mixed army of 

3500 Charlatans and captured a battlemage. 

After all this time, I finally made a a40 with stealth; 29 stealth!  Maybe they were compensating 

me for the lame name I chose, Willow Wisp. 

I improved 3 camps to villages, and am set up to improve one village to town and two camps to 

villages.  Assuming my economy can handle that. 

 



Locate Artifact True - Cloak of Protection #1 is possessed by Jarmy Kane in the Hills & Rough 

at 3729. 

@ 1918 on Collohwesta. 

The agent company is here.  Jetsam got the 'hidden crevice', so the encounter is turned on for 

Esmeralda to InvEnc.    

 

There are rumors of an encounter involving Martin at 1525. 

My town at 3838 degraded to village, still at 4 loyalty 

I still have my Darokin double, Thomas Hook at 3114.  And I still have my Darokin hostage. 

 

more soon, 

Scott 

 

My T11 QB report: 

Team, 

Scott here, putting out dad's report. 

Big combats. 

@ 4222 - Chuck's 3200 nudists destroyed Mountebanks army and captured mage Finbar the 

Wise.  Mountebanks had 1000hi, 90li, 100ar, and 2300ma. 

@ 3435 - Chuck and Bill successfully assaulted the Curatores capital.  The Mtown/fort is now 

DoD!!! 

@ 4322 - All three of us lost our armies.  Our combined forces were 1038hc (all steel) and 

2549hi.  Charlatans had 2700hc in wo/br weapon and br/st armor.  We inflicted 'severe' losses.   

Additionally, two new Charlatan armies arrived; one 'an' and one 'small'.  Both Bill and Chuck 

arrived with reinforcements but we'll probably lose again. 

We have two armies next door; Chuck's 2200hi at 4222 and Scott's 1400hi at 4423. 

 

@ 4227 - Chuck successfully assaulted the Darokin town/tower.  It's now a village/tower at 18 

loyalty.  Hope someone is here to flip it! 

Chuck improved 4023 to a Mtown.  He has an emissary there now and will transfer it to a needy 

Finn.  Decide who needs it this turn and send a name to Chuck.  He's also set to improve 3924 to 

Mtown this turn.   

Chuck did fail to name a commander and failed to move his turn map, both due to lack of gold. 

 

The loyalty was influenced/reduced at Vascante.  This is Chuck's village where 5 foreign 

characters showed up last turn.  The loyalty went from 68 to 47. 

1150 Gold and 1762 Gold was stolen. 

. 

Locate Artifact True - artifact #134, a Bow, is located in the Hills & Rough at 3336. 



Chuck also sent 1000hc toward Morannon.  It's at 3323 

Econ more manageable now with loss of troops.  

enuf for now, 

Scott 

 

We had DA down to 2 known pcs and neither was a Mtown so it’s possible he was out.  CU had 

a city remaining and was still active, but another turn or two would surely smash all remaining 

resistance in Harad. 

And of course, I was more determined than ever to get our allies relocated to the south.  I was 

planning on a regional integration scheme for Harad, like what we did around NWMordor.  

Using the NW Mordor example, we would have 4 nations building and recruiting in a tight 

bunch of hexes.  That way, if the Freeps targeted that region with assassins/emissaries then 3 

other nations could react to it while our abused teammate recovered.  One nation defending that 

region will lose to determined effort, whereas 4 nations defending that region have a chance for 

success. 

 

My T11 “PC transfers…” and flipping mail: 

Team, 

Here I go again, giving other people's stuff away ;) 

Of course, you'll correct my faulty assumptions... 

 

 

Transfer Mtown/tower @ 4023 

Chuck is prepared to transfer and already has an emissary there.  I suggest A-GO send 

Fritiimund to receive the pc.  I further suggest A-GO continue sending Ottokar south to maintain 

your two Mtowns.  As a waypoint and possible target, I could suggest 3721 for Ottokar.  3721 

being in range of both your Mtowns and a Mountebanks camp you might be able to flip on the 

way. 

Transfer Mtown/fort @ 3435 

Bill is prepared to transfer.  I suggest H-SoM and Bill send their ems at 3629 to 3435.  

Aabaddon to InfYour and MovChar, and Azriel to MovChar and TrOwner to Aabaddon. 

Low loyalty pcs: 

Mtown @ 3338 w/17 loyalty. 

P-LK has Kulmasaha (e58) here to InfOther and I suggested he move in Okapoika (a22 e76) to 

ensure he flips it next turn.  Thanks M-VP for letting this happen. 

village @ 3437 w/ 14 loyalty. 

I suggest H-ST send Enerdhil (e69) here to flip M-VP's village.  Enerdhil's currently at 3838 

flipping Scott's village. 

 

Input?  Corrections? 



Scott 

 

When I got to the Harad campaign mail, our ‘less than Tolerant’ relations bit us in the butt!  It 

took many mails to devise a plan to get everyone to their destinations, and then one wrong move 

and block messes up the entire scheme.  Furthermore, we left the conquered CU and DA capitals 

without a garrison at pitifully low loyalty.  One Freep emissary on each could flip them both. 

 

 
Some new details in this map.  Colors are difficult to distinguish sometimes.  The SK is purple, 

the DA is brown, and they sit side-by-side on the desert road  - 3138 and 3238.  QB is pink-on-

black, the GO is orange-on-black – when not side-by-side they look the same.  From Umbar, 

then clockwise: 

- Hash gives LK a village.  LK’s emissaries target ‘friendly’ Mtown to flip. 

- SK sends cav over the Undeeps toward the Gap of Rohan.  Or could head to Mirkwood next 

turn. 

- On the road outside the Black Gate, VP wins the combat versus MB but disbands as a result.   

- QB sends cav through the desert toward the Black Gate. 

- ST, SK, and SoM get pcs in Mordor. 



- Big battles in the EGOM.  R&R invasion disrupts planned fortifications. 

- Harad is almost done.  DA has only one known pc, and we’ll be taking that this coming turn 

unopposed.  CU gathers his remaining armies on his last bastion, 3538.   

 

Of course, I was still putting out mail to coordinate camping, artys, and lore spells.  My 

teammates picked up 3 artys this turn; Pectoral, Gaerennon, and Collar of Command (+35E, 

+20C, and +25C respectively).  Our riddle answer for Daecollo failed, but ST was able to send a 

big character back to try the Spirits and Wights guarding Collohwesta. 

 

And as mentioned previously, I sent another big mail to Clint at ME with errors and questions.  

Again, this was the first run of the FAS on the new system and some things were just not right. 

 

 

 

 

T12 wasn’t a disaster, at least not a bad as the last two turns.  In fact, we had reason to rejoice: 

 

Guys, 

I'm still absorbing our turns but... 

Not only did I lose my Darokin double, thus possibly confirming he was bribed by a Freep em 

and is out, but I see the Curatores didn't issue orders.  Bill attacked him at 3436 as planned and 

lost but Curatores used standard tactics and my camp is still there.  No move, no destroy pop, no 

challenge.  At his (suspected) capital 3538, his 3 armies failed to do anything and I still have my 

910hi there.  No move, no attack, no challenge. This is huge if Curatores is out too!! 

btw, none of the teams armies got to 3538 as planned.  M-VP and J-SK blocked each other and 

J-Hash moved elsewhere.  There's a city/tower here - let's get it please.  Let's make sure he's out. 

Scott 

 

A few more mails brought other things to light: 

 

Team, 

There are several things that are now self evident: 

1. The Freeps have lost all three of their southern turnmaps.  The entire south is now safe and 

free to build.  We should fill the south with camps, then improve them when we finally hit the 

limit, and become economically titanic!!  I suggest all pc creations and improvements now be in 

the south and off the Freeps turnmaps. 

2. We should put up the major bridge at 3333/34 asap.  J-Hash has 3333 and Bill has 3334.  We 

should send them timber to facilitate!  A new thread is needed. 

This means we can send all that cav in Harad (more than 2k) up to SK and into the fray.  M-VP 

and J-Hash need to become Tolerant to each other so they don't block on the way.  We could get 

relations fixed and food provided - needs work.  Bill and J-Hash? 



3. We'll need to have a NEW Campaign.  When these southern forces get up to the Black Gate 

region, will we go to Mirkwood or Rhun?  We could even discuss Dunland.  It'll be a few turns 

but we need to plan now so we can get intel with characters/spells/etc. 

Let's talk about it now! 

Scott 

 

 

Many of us had been sending product and gold to allies since the first turn.  Our Conjure Mounts 

nations (LK and VP) were sending mounts, while the southern nations were sending metals and 

gold.  Now we were anticipating losing the North and needed to rebuild those nations sooner 

rather than later, or too late.  Another every-turn mail became needed. 

 

My t12 “Aid and Transfers” mail: 

Team, 

I don't want to see anyone get confused and send aid to the wrong place so let's have a thread 

just on aid. 

 

I. 

P-LK and J-SK need gold. 

M-VP, M-RG, and J-Hash have all offered gold.  I don't know if you're offering 10k or 20k, but 

for the sake of starting the discussion, let's use 15k.  If you can send more, then please do so. 

 

J-Hash and M-VP each send 15k to J-SK at 2924.  That's 30k to J-SK. 

M-RG send 15k to P-LK at 2239.   

 

II. 

J-Hash needs timber at 3333 for bridge construcion. 

So far, only Bill has offered 5k timber.  We need another 5k timber sent to 3333.  Timing is 

critical as J-Hash needs to get his cav across the bridge next turn. 

III. 

PC transfers. 

In the past few turns, we have given (or allowed to be flipped) : 

A-GO - two Mtowns and a village (w/4 products!) 

H-SoM - one Mtown and a town 

H-ST - two villages 

P-LK - one village 

and several people have camped ruins. 

That's awesome, we are truly a team!  So far, I've only heard of one proposed pc transfer this 

turn from J-Hash to P-LK, or M-VP to P-LK.?  I know P-LK's working on flipping M-VP's 

Mtown at 3338.  And so far H-ST's moving to flip E-MD's old camp at 3436.  I've also asked J-

SK to come flip the town at 3236.  See the Harad thread for more targets. 

 

Does anybody need anything else?  Speak up whether you want to give or receive, 

Scott 

 



 

Yes, it seemed we had ‘rolled-up’ the entire south in just 12 turns !!  Oh, we still had problems.  

Pesky NK agent Shaddam IV showed up at Morannon, and a group of (suspected DA/CU) 

characters had parked on Bill’s Mtown at 3630.  I suspected these were Harad characters 

preparing to get bribed by the Freeps. 

 

Additionally, we were starting to reap some rewards for our perseverance in the Arty Hunt game.  

After several failures, we finally picked up our very first agent/stealth arty, Collohwesta.  Spirits 

& Wights had killed a ST champion, wounded another mage, then wounded that same mage 

turns later while wielding Gurthang.  All for a +20s arty? 

 

 

My t12 “Arty List” mail: 

Team, 

J-SK fought spirits and retrieved #70 Calris, E +750. 

J-SK also LATed #78 Mace of the Huntsman is possessed by Gomor in the Mountains at 1425. 

H-ST picked up #39 Collohwesta and promptly transfered it to Scott, thanx. 

Chuck LATed #1 Cloak of Protection is possessed by Jarmy Kane in the Open Plains at 4322, I 

have a little surprise for Mr Kane ;) 

Scott LATed  #140, an Axe, is located in the Open Plains at 3304. 

M-VP answered 'Curunir' and picked up #105 Tablets of Dark Knowledge, well done! 

M-VP also RAed  #146  Anarmacil G +750. 

M-VP also RAed #203  Silmaruth N +2000. 

And M-VP LATed #113, a Jewel, is located in the Coastal Waters at 1220.  I remember 

Miramarth is a Jewel... 

We've done well at coordinating this since the beginning of the game.  I humbly accept your 

thanks for keeping this coordinated ;) 

 

 

1    Cloak of Protection              N  A10  (n24, Jarmy Kane of Mountbanks @ 4322 t12) 

2    Ring of Axardil                     N  C15  (n09, Brethen t8, Golden Eagles) 

3    Fire's Edge                           E  +750  (n11 VC) 

10   Corantir                              N  M10  (n24, Mountbanks) 

11   Headband of Slaeg             N  M10  (Jessica Mohiam at 1108 t4, N19 VC) 

12   Robes of Aman                   G  s30   (Blue Wizard?) 

14  unknown                              (n24, Mountbanks) 

17  Cubragol                             N  +500  (n25, Hasharii) 

21   Cloud Bow                         N  +750   (Coastal Waters at 1001 t1, N21 VC) 

22   Glosovagil                          N  +1500  (n22, Vogon Poets) 

28   Helm of Shadow Helm       N  s10  (n20 Swarthier Men) 

31   Cirmegil                             N  +500  (n18, Rohangoths) and N7 VC 

35  Robes of the Orc Priests    E  C10   (Open Plains at 1315, t7) 

36  unknown                             (n24, Mountbanks) 

37   Red Robes                         N   C15   (Coastal Waters at 0917 t3.  N13 VC) 

38   Angian                               E  +500 (RA t2) 

39  Collohwesta                       N  s20  (n20, Swarthier Men) 



40   Air-cleaver                        N  +500   (n19, Quadlim Brith) 

41   Angbor                              N  C10  (Coastal waters at 4216 t2) 

42    Helm of Sen Jey               N  C10   (n19, Quadlim Brith)     

47    Morgul Plate                    E  C10   (n19, Quadlim Brith)  

56    The Black Book                N  M10   (n20, Swarthier Men))  

59    Rúnya                               G   +500  (N16 VC) 

61   Aeglin                               G   +750  (Coastal Waters at 0513) 

67  Cuiviegurth                        E  +750 (n23 VC via Uncover x2) 

69   unknown                             (n24, Mountbanks) 

70  Calris                                  E  +750  (n02, SKingdom) 

71   Durcarak                            (AoN  3402 via SK LA t3) 

72   Calninquë                           (AoN  4108 via SK LA t4) and N03 VC 

73  Glamdring                             G  +750 (n02, SKingdom) 

75   Herugrim                             G  +1000  )Open Plains at 4425, Gurthang riddle). 

77   Boots of Iron                         N  C10  (n02, SKingdom) 

78  Mace of the Huntsman          N  +500  (n12, Lost Stonefoots on Gomor t12) 

83  Brôdic Spear                         N  +500 (Coastal Waters at 0102, t10) 

88   Palantír of Osgiliath            N Scry  (n02, SKingdom) 

92   unknown                              (n24, Mountbanks) 

97   Culok                                    N  +500  (n25, Hasharii) 

99   Maranya                              N  M30  (n21, Dreamers of Despair) 

100  E Voronwë                         G  +500  ( Open Plains at 3908, t6) 

103 Ring of Barahir                    G  C40  (n02,SKingdom) 

104 Elhach                                  N  +1000 (n22, Vogon Poets) 

105 Tablets of Dark Knowledge   E M15  (n22, Vogon Poets)    

107  a Sword                             (Coastal Waters at 1003, t10) 

108  a staff                                (Open Plains at 1606, t11) 

111  Water-skimmer                   N  +750  (N17 VC) 

112  Collar of Command            N  C25  (on Grangol, n14, at 2022) 

113  a jewel                               (Coastal Waters at 1220, t12) 

121  Spear of Bladorthin          N  +1250 (Mountains at 1804, t8) 

122  Gaerennon                         N  C20  (n22, Vogon Poets) 

131  Daecollo                           N  s30  (Open Plains at 1312, N25 VC and Murazor riddle) 

133  Aedring                            G  +1000 (Mixed Forest at 2823. t10) 

134  a bow                               (Hills & Rough at 3336, t11) 

140  an axe                              (Open Plains at 3304, t12) 

141  Hue Changer                      N  +500  (n25, Hasharii and n03 VC) 

142  Elfhewer                             E   +500  (n09, Brethen t8, Golden Eagles) 

145  Snow Hammer                   N  +500   (n20, Swarthier Men) 

146 Anarmacil                           G  +750  (RA t12) 

152 Burning Blade                     E  +500  (n02, SKingdom) 

157  Bow of Thunder and Bone  N  +500  (n18, Rohangoths) 

164   Thrakurghash                    E  +500  (n21, Dreamers of Despair) 

170   a sword                           (Plains at 2101 t4) 

173  Pectoral                            N  E35  (n18, Rohangoths) 

183  Skull Helm                        E  C15  (RA t10) 



185   Sil-Maegil                       G  +750  (Hills and Rough at 2826  t3) 

187  a Hammer                        (Desert Wastes at 4439 t4) 

190  Mothras                            N  +500  (RA t7) 

191  Wôlor Priest Ring            E  M15  (Open Plains at 3119, t9) 

192  Forest Blade                      G  +750  (RA t9) 

194  Mallorn Staff                     N   M20  (n02, SKingdom) 

197  Orcrist                              N  +750  (RA t6) 

198  Gurthang                          E  +2250  (n15, Sturmritter) 

199  Stormless Bow                  N  +500  (N19 VC) 

201  Navorn                              N  +500  and Perc Nat (n21, Dreamers of Despair) 

202  Macirillë                           N  +750  (RA t9) 

203 Silmaruth                           N  +2000  (RA t12) 

 

As I learn more about jov, I'm finding new features all the time.  I've started tagging enemy 

characters with artys they've used in combat.  I don't have a number, but I can tag the character 

with the name and power of the arty. 

Don't forget to check out the Arty Retrieval thread coming out soon, and as always please 

correct my errors and omissions. 

thanks, 

Scott 

 

As you can see, our Arty List had grown considerably.  Still, we didn’t have any clue about the 

big agent/stealth artys.  Maybe the Freeps had them and that’s how we were losing so many 

characters in the north each turn? 

 

 

My t12 “LAT and RA” mail: 

Guys, 

 

LAT mages and their cast rank; 

 

Cynwise  cr86 (n02) 

Zatanna  cr76  (n22) 

Xerxes   cr73  (n20) 

Rentice  cr69  (n19) 

Garath Banefire cr92  (n21), but he also has Scry Character cr89 and Scry Area cr107.  So I'll 

not be assigning Bill anything to LAT 

 

my updated suggestions are: 

Cynwise LAT #203 Silmaruth N +2000 

Zatanna LAT random #114 thru #120 

Xerxes LAT random #135 thru #139 

Rentice LAT #1 

Garath LAT  switching to ScryChar, ScryArea ? 



 

 

Our RAing mages: 

 

Magda RA random #204+ 

Circe RA random #147 thru #151 

Any other RA random #23 thru #27 

 

Comments welcome!   

Requesting input for target of  ScryChar. 

This might be a good spot to update you on Bill's ScryChar info.  Last turn, Bill cast on Shaddam 

IV of the NKingdom.  Shaddam IV is a60+ m60+, holds no artys, and is currently at 3221 

Morannon.  Both J-SK and Chuck have an army there. 

This turn, Bill cast on Mordecai of the defunct Darokin.  Mordecai is c40+ a70+ M60+, holds 

no artys, and is currently on Bill's Mtown at 3630. 

Bill is at 3630 with Garath Banefire, has a 113 challenge, and intends to kill Mordecai - 

hopefully right after some Freep em spent alot of gold to bribe him ;) 

 

And don't forget to consult the updated Arty List, just to double-check, 

i do apparently make errors, 

Scott 

 

As I mentioned before, there were many ‘errors’ in this game, the first FA game run after the 

conversion to pc.  I promised a whole chapter on this later.  For now, it turned out that the 

ScryChar spell was reporting “additional” information giving an erroneous mage rank to the 

target based on the caster’s rank.  Basically, every target was listed as an ‘additional’ M60, 

because Bill’s mage was 60+ at the time.  This forced us to abandon challenges on these targets.  

After about 5 bogus casts with ScryChar, it was fixed by the game company.  But the 

opportunities were lost… 

 

We were having success with all these supportive aspects of the game.  The amount of mail I 

was putting out every turn was as much as (if not more than) the rest of the team combined.  In 

fact, we did not start as a team but I was determined to make us one.  I just needed to keep my 

ego in check and not step on anyone’s toes.  Due to my ‘deluge’ of mail each turn, I was now 

leading the teams efforts in Arty List, Arty Retrieval, Spells, Aid, Camping, Transfers, Freep 

tracking, and the two military campaigns in EMordor and Harad. 

 

Other than sending resources and trying to relocate south, the North was in a perilous position 

and there wasn’t much we (in the south) could do to help.  Mordor was funneling massive 

amounts of troops to the EGOM while trying to establish the Morannon area, while our other 

southern nations would need a couple more turns to ‘clean up’ the Harad region. 

 

The Freeps had agents everywhere.  They were stealing our gold at 4 times the rate we were 

stealing from them.  The Freeps were also assassinating and kidnapping GO characters in 

Rhudaur and ST characters in Dunland and SK characters in Mirkwood.  And as these Freep 



agents continued to succeed, they would become an even greater threat as the game progressed.  

Could the South do enough, fast enough, to come back and conquer ME?   

 

 
 

- SK fails again to Declare.  He is forever Neutral.  To J-SK’s credit, he says he will continue 

to be part of our team until the ‘end’, even tho a Team win means a loss for him.  He lost 

two of his three commanders in his big army inside Mirkwood to assassins but has another 

army at Dol Guldur. 

- RG continues to send waves of troops to LoSt on the Cape. 

- LK survives with two Mtowns, one town in Rhudaur, and a village in Umbar.  He has two 

partial Weakness Squads in Rhudaur.  No armies, no economy. 

- ST continues with ‘nuisance’ cav on the coast, but sends everything else to aid GO in 

Rhudaur. 

- GO is getting his characters killed while being sandwiched from the west by NK and MF, 

and from Goblin’s Gate by the EO. 

- SoM continues the ‘meat-grinder’ with SigK from the Iron Hills. 

 

Meanwhile, in the south… 

 



 
 

- The MB army that was moving up the back-side of Rhun landed on my forest camp as 

expected.  I moved Flotsam there to try an assassination next turn. 

- QB and my SW reinforcements arrive in EGOM and pin the Char remnants.  We see two 

more Freep armies coming. 

- GO and SoM have Mtowns in the south.  ST has several smaller pcs. 

- QB establishes Barad Ungol.  Hires an army and set to improve.  He also sends 1000hc to 

Morannon since we lost the SMirkwood map and can’t see if anything is coming down. 

- VP improves Carach Angren.  He’s set to hire and improve, along with two mages to 

Conjure Mounts. 



- Hash has characters half-way from Umbar to build at Durthang.  My plan for a ‘power-

block’ at northwest Mordor is taking shape! 

- SK puts ‘shell’ armies at Morannon and Minas Ithil.  His 18k deficit keeps him from 

recruiting more. 

- Both the major rivers are down.  Minas Tirith/Osgiliath bridge was blown by an agent last 

turn and the Harad bridge was taken down by CU early in the game.  Hash will attempt the 

Harad bridge next turn with timber contributions from DoD and RG. 

 

But most importantly, 4322 has seen two turns of big combats and a third coming next turn.  Our 

commanders held one of their characters hostage and we had one held by them.  It was 

reasonable to expect some kind of target in the hex so I sent my new ‘stealthy agent’, Willow 

Wisp, to 4322.   

One of our LATs was committed to tracking the only agent arty we knew of: 

 

1    Cloak of Protection              N  A10  (n24, Jarmy Kane of Mountbanks @ 4322 t12) 

 

I had Ernie’s agent in my “sights”…. 

 

 

 

 

T13. 
 

My t13 “SW report”: 

 

Team, 

I'm seeing some great results from my allies turns.  I'm sorry if my report is going to overshadow 

your good turns... 

This is certainly my best turn yet: 

Agent company went to 2413 with Jetsam's 95 scout, 

Found: 

Cutpurse Aryssa - the Evenki Okrug.  

Captain Bors the Younger - the Evenki Okrug.  

An unknown Dark Servant Female.  (Chuck's CC and has me doubled) 

Lord Galahad - the Evenki Okrug.  

Captain Percival - the Evenki Okrug. 

Furthermore, Zulu Baddass's recon shows that Percival is an army commander and has 500 

troops. 

So at first glance, I'd say assassinate the cutpurse with Zulu Baddass and kidnap one of the non-

army commanding commanders with Jetsam. 

And ask Chuck to send us on to the next target. 

 

Flotsam assassinated captain Lorcan Dillon of the Mountebanks at 4314.  Chuck's map doesn't 

see 4314 so we don't know if the army disbanded.  Flotsam then moved to 4321 where Chuck just 



put up a tower and blocked an army of the Charlatans under lord Meraben.  I guess he'll be 

targeted for assassination as well. 

 

We won the big battle at 4322 this turn.  I captured Tartas Izain of Charlatans and retrieved 

#116 Ring of Angrenost. 

Additionally, as you know, we've been tracking #1 Cloak of Protection for the last 5 turns.  It's 

the only agent artifact we know of.  Well, it's been on Jarmy Kane of the Mountebanks and he 

was running around stealing gold until last turn when he went to the big battle hex (4322) 

presumably to rescue his battle mage that Chuck captured last turn. 

Jarmy Kane was assassinated by my new stealthy agent, Willow Wisp,   Willow Wisp received: 

#1 Cloak of Protection  N a10 

#36 Listening Helm  N a15 

#69 Fonhrad  N +500 

Willow Wisp is now a 72 agent with 29 stealth and bound for company duty. 

 

Created a great camp at 4437, improved a camp to village at 4422, and improved a town to 

Mtown at 4428.  Named another a40 with no stealth. 

M-VP and J-SK made it to 3538 so we can get J-SK his Mtown this turn. 

I'm sending another 2300 troops up the road to 4422 this turn. 

 

So, two kills, one capture, 4 artys, won big combat, all ems succeeded, max characters, and very 

solid economy!  Great turn! 

 

Scott 

 

The immediate follow-up question became “…what to do with Scott’s new toys?” 

My t13 “What to do with Scott’s new toys?” mail: 

 

Team, 

I'm now holding our team's 4 most important artys, IMHO. 

Cloak of Protection Cloak 1 Yes Neutral Increases Agent Rank by 10 

Helm of Shadow Helm 28 Yes Neutral Increases Stealth by 10 

Listening Helm Helm 36 Yes Neutral Increases Agent Rank by 15 

Collohwesta Cloak 39 Yes Neutral Increases Stealth by 20 

That's an awesome responsiblility and I take it very seriously.  Should these artys fall into the 

hands of the Freeps, it could get very ugly for us.  So as I stated some time ago, my priorities for 

the artys are: 

1. Keep them in a company with guards. 

2. Don't put them up against enemy agents, but still do damage at unsuspected targets. 

"Is it safe?  Is it secret?" 

 

I have the two stealth artys in Chuck's company at 2413 this turn and plan to do some damage.  

The two agent artys are at 4322 on my new stealthy agent.  It just so happens, those hexes are 

exactly 24 apart and I can meet up with the company in one turn!  If you're looking at your jov, 



you'll see the intersection of those two movements is a line drawn from Morannon, 3221, up to 

the Charlatans village at 3613. 

I'll take no chances at 2413, where I intend to have both Jetsam and Zulu Baddass RfsPers and 

Assass/Kidnap.  That leaves only Chuck's CC to guard Jetsam and move the company. 

Willow Wisp won't take chances either.  She'll RfsPers and move to join the company. 

So, should I meet at the Charlatans village at 3613 to steal gold, or should I meet up at 

Morannon? 

Shaddam IV has been at Morannon for two turns now.  He's a NK champion, A70+ M60+ as per 

Bill's ScryChar on turn 11.  Unknown if he'll move on or if any new Freep would come in.  In 

any event, I won't have a ScoChar wherever I go. 

input? feedback? 

Scott 

 

 

We had other great results from all over the map.  Bill’s champion with the +30M arty, Garath 

Banefire, challenged and killed Mordecai (Harad champion) before the Freeps could Bribe him.  

VP mages located Ring of Curufin (!!) and RAed a number for another +30M arty.  VP gave SK 

a +20C arty to help him fix relations.  Hash picked up a Good +1500 from a random encounter. 

 

The Arty Hunt game was uniting our team. 

My t13 “Arty Retrieval” mail: 

Team, 

First, I see us attempting to pick up artys this turn at : 

@1312 for Daecollo. 

Bill has Crannock Peyn, a54, but did not get the encounter.  More on this in a separate mail. 

@1606 for a staff. 

M-VP has Vixen, m40, and found the encounter. 

@3625 for a random encounter. 

J-SK has Cynwise, m76, but did not get the encounter. 

@3119 for Wolor Priest Ring. 

J-Hash has Mallazant, m55, and got the following riddle 

Of its many names, one was great 

and it it held til the circa 1050 date. 

But during the war about the ring 

it was this name to which most did cling. 

 

Second, here's what's laying around.  Listed according to (my) priority: 

 

@3002  135 Ring of Curufin 



@2636  138  a Ring   

@1315  35  Robes of the Orc Priests 

@1804  121  Spear of Bladorthin 

@2101  170   a sword 

@4439  187  a Hammer  

@3304  140  an axe   

and the rest on my list is a collection of Good aligned damage artys. 

 

Third, here's a list of the Inv?Enc anyone is welcome to go investigate: 

3634 

3530 

3426 

3923 (unsolved riddle) 

discussion?? 

Scott 

 

Even more uniting for us was the results from our Camping and Transfers. 

My t13 “bye Harad thread, hello Ems in the South thread”: 

 

Guys, 

The Harad Campaign is over.  We've got the last of the loose ends cleaned up with our upcoming 

orders. 

 

@3538 

J-SK, M-VP, and I will capture the pc.  J-SK needs the Downgrade by a C54 to work but I think 

we should take the chance.  Next turn, J-SK and Scott can disband their remaining nudists and 

head home.  M-VP may want to keep his remaining cav and send it north over the new bridge? 

 

@3236 

J-SK's Em company should hopefully flip this Curatores town before it degrades. 

 

@3634 

H-ST should hopefully be able to flip this Curatores camp before it degrades. 

@3536 and 3636 

We'll let these two enemy camps degrade in the desert.  More chances for our attempts to create 

camps. 

And that's it.  We don't see anything else!  However, our maps are blind in a small region west of 

the Harad road.  If anyone has a spare Recon/Scry/Palantir, then I could suggest 3136 as the 

center. 

 



That leads us to "What to do with all our emissaries in the south?"  Well, from last turns 

planning, I had anticipated us moving to camping locations for a turn or two before organizing 

into two squads and going offensive.  However, now we've learned (from Bill's turn) that the 

Camp Limit was hit this turn !!  We're still making many attempts this turn but most will 

probably fail.  I guess Scott was wrong about that! 

So, let's take a look at the map and see where we can gather!  There are NO known enemy pcs 

south of 3421 - a Mountebanks camp.  That's amazing! 

For truly offensive operations, we're going to have to look further.  Rhun, Mirkwood, Lorien, or 

the Cape. 

In general, I suggest all southern ems willing to go offensive should move north.  And they 

should be our best ems, say at least 60+.  Leave the smaller ems for maintenance and 

improvements. 

3421 is the first (only) target for our southern most ems.  Unfortunately, P-LK, H-SoM, and H-

ST's ems are too far away.  So I suggest H-ST sends Enerdhil and Galathil to improve Mordor 

camps to villages, H-SoM sends Aabaddon back up to 3629 for maintenance (or improvement), 

and I don't know if P-LK was offering any ems to this endeavor. 

Further north, we have some ems that can reach other targets. 

2817 – E-MD's old village with 2100 gold production, just got rumor of encounter for Graendal 

this turn. 

3818 - Charlatan's village hit several times by our ems. 

3918 - unknown village 

there are other targets as we go further north, but for this turn I expect these to be free of enemy 

armies and easy targets for us to flip. 

 

Summary. 

First, find out who is coming to one of the following targets.  You guys may have other things for 

your ems to do.  Volunteers?  Go as far north as you can! 

Sign up below: 

3421 - I've got one I can send, Balliard E84 from 3432 

2817 

3818 

3918 - I've got one I can send, Keamon E74 from 4430 

 

Next turn, we should have even more ems to go offensive as H-SoM, H-ST, and P-LK come up 

north to join us.  Then we'll pick some juicier targets in their rear.  And I don't know if J-Hash or 

anyone else was willing to give us an em?  And I assumed A-GO's ems are staying put. 

 

comments?  missed something? 

Scott 

 

Just like the Morannon area, we were populating regions with multiple players.  This would give 

us an advantage in any region the Freeps tried to conquer.  Our reaction would be with multiple 

nations so that if any of us took a bunch of character hits and couldn’t field armies enough to 

defend, then two or three other nations would be able to do so.  And if the Freeps didn’t hit a 



certain region, then those nations could move out their recruits in waves – not one at a time.  

Furthermore, those players would have to coordinate with their neighbors!  

 

In the far East, we had set up GO with two Mtowns.  SoM now had a Mtown in Harad and a 

town in Mordor.  LK got 3 villages and was working on flipping a Mtown in the bottom two 

rows of the map.  SK still had Umbar and would get another Mtown on the Harad road.  And ST 

now had 5 small pcs scattered around the south. 

 

If we were given enough time, I was determined to make the south an unbreakable bastion with 

“inter-locking fields of fire”. 

 

 
 



- Umbar (not shown) was filled with Hash pcs, but SK still had Umbar and LK now had a 

village.  So we had 3 nations in Umbar. 

- Only VP was present in Harondor and only SK in Gondor.  A weak point in our fortress.  We 

were going to put up the Harad bridge this turn and bring up our victorious remnants from 

the south, come up the Ithilien road, and then decide where to go in two turns. 

- Not quite as fast as I would like, Hash was set to improve Durthang and bring in a 

commander to hire next turn.  VP had raised Carach Angren to a town and was set to hire 

this turn.  QB had hired an army at Barad Ungol and was recruiting, but wasn’t set to 

improve the village.  Both SK and QB were defending Morannon, but since we had lost the 

MD map we no longer saw the roads coming from Mirkwood and Rhovanion.  Among the 

many other tasks (Relations!) the SK needed to finish, we asked SK to move his map north 

asap. 

- LK would flip VP’s captured Mtown (loyalty 2) at 3338, while SK/VP/SW would capture 

the last CU city resulting in the SK owning a new Mtown. 

 

All this turn, I sent tons of mail about our successes and planning for more.  But we were getting 

‘pounded’ in the north.  My allies lost 5 characters; three were kidnapped, a fourth was captured 

in combat, and one was assassinated.  The big SK leg army in Mirkwood was disbanded (3850hi 

in mixed equipment), and all three SK characters that started with that army were gone.  And the 

ST’s next wave of hc was disbanded in Dunland.  Furthermore, this turn the Freep agents stole 

23k gold from all over the map, while we only had one steal for 1700 gold.  Our huge economies 

were funding the Freeps!  Did the Freeps already have some big agent/stealth artys? 

 

- LK gathers both ‘partial’ Weakness Squads on the Rhudaur road.  He should make his first 

kill this turn.  Unfortunately, he’s at max characters but has refused to name any 

commanders.  His third, and only other commander sits in Dunland unable (unwilling?) to 

hire a new army. 

- GO continues to get ‘sandwiched’ in Rhudaur.  ST continues to reinforce Rhudaur but 

character losses are taking its toll. 

- SoM must continue the ‘meat grinder’ on the Wastes road versus the SigK dwarves from the 

Iron Hills.  Now he’s taking character losses as well. 

- The EO in Lorien have now made Goblin’s Gate into a Mtown/castle.  We’ve found a bunch 

of his pcs; he’s big and powerful. 

- The FS homelands in SMirkwood were blasted, but now he seems to have re-established 

himself with former MD pcs.  And he blocked our SK cav (w/ war machines) out of Lorien 

this turn.  Maybe EO gave him a Mtown in Lorien? 

- RG and LoSt were locked in a constant ‘grinder’ like the NWastes.  RG had captured 

everything on the plains, but the LoSt was firmly entrenched in the mountains and his capital 

was Hidden.  Until we got the RevealPC spell, RG wouldn’t be able to kick him off the 

Cape. 

 



 
 

On two-thirds of the map we were defending, and losing.  We were going to have to launch a 

new offensive somewhere.  And not just send a couple of armies somewhere!  We were going to 

have to coordinate waves and waves of multiple-nations armies if we were going to kick the 

Freeps out of any region. 

 

My last mail from t13: 

 

Team, 

Our Harad campaign is over.  See the last Harad thread. 

Our make-shift mini-campaign in Lorien seems over before it began.  J-SK's inf army got 

assassinated and his cav army got blocked.  We see other Freep armies around J-SK's cav so I 

doubt his force will last long.  And there's no sign of anyone else sending armies that way.  Still, 

our agents will do some damage; Bill stole gold twice from EO and H-SoM's set to steal from the 

same two pcs this turn, and of course Scott's attempting one 615 and one 620 in the EO capital.  



That leaves me looking for a New Campaign?  I don't see how we can project much power in the 

west.  We can send assistance west using some of the team's agents and emissaries, but I still see 

a slow decline. 

However, give us another 3-5 turns and we'll have a Central Campaign.  By the time our 

victorious remnants from Harad get up to the Black Gate, we hope to have powerful recruiting 

bases from M-VP, J-Hash, Chuck, and J-SK in Northwest Mordor to launch multiple armies 

together!  I foresee us driving north to rescue H-SoM and drive a wedge between the Freeps.  I 

can't foresee if we'll be in time to save H-SoM's pcs. 

So, it seems obvious to me that the most force we can bring to bear is in the east (for now).  We'll 

call it the R&R Campaign.  Assuming the teams' emissaries in the south and east stick together 

and coordinate next turn, they will be a powerful tool for our invasion of Rhun.  Like 

paratroopers! 

If you're studying the jov, you'll see that Chuck, Bill, and I can slowly grind them down with 

recruiting.  But I think we'll only break them by emissary and agent strikes.  Within two turns, I 

hope to have all our assets in place.  Then it's death and destruction at break-neck speed! 

This mail is light on specifics.  It's just my thoughts on the general flow of the game right now.  

However, I would ask you all to confirm your willingness to execute this plan.  Are you sending 

your emissaries up (or over) to get in range of R&R?  Do you have some other plan for your 

ems?  And are there any mediocre agents that can go steal gold from R&R? 

 

Do you have ideas?  Just cuz I type more than anyone else doesn't mean my ideas are 

good/great/awful, nor does it make it the law.  Please tell me your thoughts and ideas, let's not 

just 'blindly' follow Scott ! 

 

 

 

 

T14 
 

Well, this “Game Summary” has sat here unattended for almost a month.  Once again, sometimes 

‘real-life’ gets in the way of Gaming.  I return to it now, having re-read it several times, making 

corrections and clarifications.  Clint at ME Games said if it was too long then no one would read 

it!  So, like Tolkein, I’m coming back to add even more boring details.   

 

My style and viewpoint of the game has changed from the first pages.  I have decided to let this 

stand as it vividly represents the “growth” of the game.  In fact, I’ve found it redundant to 

“summarize” what happened during a turn when I go back and read the mails from that time.  

Why not just use the mails?  I think it makes for a better read. 

 

The first to report their results was the SK: 

Great turn.  But trouble ahead. 

Mountebanks have a huge army at 3018 facing my 1200 HI.  I need to downgrade them but won't 

win.  I don't mind losing my army, but I'm concerned about the security integrity of Mordor - we 

need to move armies forward to 3221 to block entry.  I'll also secure the western entrance to 

Mordor with another of my own armies. 



 

We easily captured 3538 - I'm happy to offer it up (MT) as a backup to anyone who needs it. 

Lots of steals against the SK.  Not a problem yet. 

Got my HC army over to the EO town at 2316 - no opposition.  Will burn and move. 

Destroyed an EO army at 2515. 

 

Is Tyrion one of our characters at 2927?  Otherwise I'm going to assassinate him this coming 

turn. 

Got Arty #110 - a +35 evil command arty.  Who wants it? 

LAT on #204 - on the ground at 3704. 

 

Downgrade of Curatores worked. 

Flipped 3236. 

Emmy company is back at my cap to name new characters. 

 

Sorry about the collision at 3024 - I did not realize the Vogon Poets were moving west.  Hope 

that army will re-route to 3221. 

 

Economy good enough.  Mithril prices are very nice right now. 

 

J - SK 

 

 

My response to J-SK: 

J-SK, 

Yes, great turn. 

I suggest you keep 3538, it's just the kind of hidden (off map) backup you need.   

Tyrion is M-VP's champion.  He's at Pelargir to bribe Spite, a Myrkdale emissary. 

Congrats on 900ing Ulokai.  Perhaps you could offer it to Chuck.  He can combine it with his 

other two command artys and make a 120 commander.  That's good enough to threaten, I would 

think. 

VP cav army did not come from the west into Osgiliath.  It came from the south.  This turn, J-

Hash has another cav army coming up the road.  If you could upgrade to J-Hash this turn, he 

could make it two more hexes up to 3022.  Both M-VP and J-Hash will be sending troops up the 

road on a regular basis now I think.  So upgrade them or get rid of the Osgiliath tower (not 

recommended). 

 

The real bad news (from my viewpoint) in your turn is the pc report at Morannon.  :  

Mesaana, Salander, and Shaddam IV  

That's where our agents went to join the company, transfer artys, and have a safe turn!  Now 

we're going to be in an agent battle which is exactly what i was trying to avoid. 

Well, thanks for having high loyalty in the pc to get us some target names. 

 

That huge Mountebanks army is the remnants from the Myrkdale battles around 3013 a few 

turns ago.  It was following your huge hi army until it got assassinated last turn.  It was 6300 

troops to start, but don't know what losses he's taken.  I'd say he's got at least 5k left? 



If he comes at Morannon, let's hope our agents win the battle for us! 

Scott 

 

 

My Swarthier Men t14 report: 

Team, 

Not nearly as good as last turn. 

Both of my assassination attempts failed.  I did succeed in kidnapping Bors the Younger of the 

EO. 

My LAT on Daecollo failed. 

Both of my camping attempts succeeded.  Nice production. 

My little camp at 4421 refused to be threatened by an army of the Mountebanks under captain 

Kerry Murphy.  They tricked him with altered road signs sending him into my armies at 4422.  

Another bug-squash. 

And of course, a stated in another mail, my agents are all at Morannon.  I'll put out a separate 

mail about this. 

Didn't lose anybody, helped J-SK get the new Mtown at 3538, no gold stolen, one camp 

degraded at 3436. 

A fairly boring turn for the Swarthier Men, 

Scott 

 

 

Excerpt from my Arty List mail: 

Team, 

J-SK 900ed #110 Ulûkai at 3625, well done! 

J-SK also LATed #204 Orb of Seeing located in the Open Plains at 3704. 

Chuck failed to LAT #137 Unknown. 

Scott failed to LAT #131 Daecollo. 

M-VP RAed #147 Fuinrauko, Evil - increases combat damage by 2000 pts. 

M-VP also LATed #203 Silmaruth, in the Shore/Plains at 3025. 

… 

 

 

My ‘Camping’ mail: 

Team, 

Despite our last turn's report that the camp limit was hit, we succeeded in creating five camps in 

the south.  The only failure was Chuck's at 3128 due to lack of 110 gold. 



J-Hash camped 3127. 

Bill camped 4426. 

Chuck camped 3621. 

And I camped 4430 and 3432. 

 

Again, I'm seeing pcs degrade on the map.  Both of H-ST's attempts on flipping camps failed 

(3434 and 3634) because the camps degraded before the attempts could be made.  And yet, those 

two crappy Harad camps in the desert (3536 and 3636) remain up, and we want them to 

degrade. 

 

I see us set to make several more attempts this turn. 

J-Hash attempting 555's at 2435 and 3230, and maybe a 552 at 3028.  I'm trying a 555 at 3731. 

Is there anyone else I'm not seeing?? 

So if you're planning on going somewhere in the south to create a camp, please reply to this mail 

with your intentions. 

Scott's planning on moving to 3821 for camping attempt next turn. 

Scott 

 

 

My initial ‘R&R Campaign’ mail: 

Team, 

The plan has advanced to the implementation phase - it's time to go!  Again, I didn't think we'd 

be ready for another turn or two.  I see we can throw 5 armies at them and at least 10 emissaries 

this turn.  No agent's tho, they're tied up at Morannon. 

 

 

R&R icons and forces (from south to north) : 

4422 - 'an' army (900-2000) of Mountebanks.  Getting squashed by Scott's 3700. 

4421 - 'an' army of Charlatans.  Threatening Scott's camp probably and moving? 

4219 - FP icon 

4018 - FP icon on camp 

3716 - FP icon on Mtown/fort 

4016 - FP icon on City/fort  Charlatan capital 

4015 - FP icon on Mtown/fort 

3713 - FP icon on City/fort   

3813 - 600 troops under Breandan Duffy on City/fort  Mountebanks capital 

So you can all see this in the jov but I thought that listing it like this would show the enemy's 

recruiting (about 2300 troops) and available blockers (at least 3). 

 

Here's the armies I see that we can send this turn : 



3417 - Chuck's unfed 1000hc can ForcMar to 3815 - a town/tower on the road. 

4021 - Chuck's unfed 900hi can ForcMar to 3818 - a Charlatans village. 

4021 - Bill's 664hc can get food and MovArmy to 3816 - a town/tower on the road. 

4321 - Chuck's 2265hi and Bill's 1700hi can move 3 hexes ne but will probably get blocked.  If 

not, they could split up on their last movement to show two icons instead of one. 

 

In another mail, I'll address our emissary assets.  For this mail tho, I'd like the ems to split into 

two groups of 5 (or more?) at : 

3915 - a town 

3916 - a village/tower 

Next turn, I expect to take 3 or 4 pcs from them with this plan.   

 

Reinforcements: 

Scott - nothing new coming up the road.  Battling but not moving at 4422.  Expect to have 3k+ 

troops remaining.  Recruit hc at home. 

Chuck - gather hi at 4022 this turn, about 2200.  Recruit hc at capital. 

Bill - bring 1800 hi to 4025 via ship.  Recruit hc at 3726, and hi at 4021. 

 

 

There's some other details that need discussion, but I figured this is enough to start a 

conversation, 

Scott 

 

 

My ‘Harad Recap’ mail: 

Team, 

There are no Curatores or Darokin pcs that we know of other than the two desert camps we're 

waiting to degrade.  The final tally is : 

J-SK - one Mtown, one town, and two villages 

J-Hash - one town and three villages 

M-VP - one village and two camps 

P-LK - one Mtown and two villages 

H-SoM - one Mtown 

Bill - one village 

H-ST - one village 

Chuck - one camp 

Well done team.  That's 18 pcs !! 

I thought some gloating was in order... 



Scott 

 

 

My ‘Agent Battle at Morannon’ mail: 

Guys, 

J-SK's town/tower with 89 loyalty shows: 

Shaddam IV - A70+ M60+ and suspected NK champion. 

Mesaana - stole 1470 gold from 3423 this turn  

Salander - a suspected gold stealer 

Against that, we have Chuck's company commander and my 4 agents: 

Delynmit - C10 A37 

Flotsam - A66 (40 health) 

Jetsam - A69 s30 , holds Collohwesta and Helm of Shadow 

Willow Wisp - A72 s29 , holds Cloak of Protection and Listening Helm 

Zulu Badass – C10 A48 s26 (54 health) 

It seems obvious that I should have Jetsam and Willow assassinate two targets, and have 

Flotsam and Zulu guard the artifacts.  I think it's also clear that everyone should RfsPers. 

And I certainly don't want to leave the hex in case something goes wrong and I need to attempt 

to get the artys back next turn.  That's why you saw me sending my best emissary here this turn.  

If I do miss, I want to be able to double the enemy assassin before he can try on me. 

 

There's a few things I don't like about this.  One, we don't have a scout other than the pc.  And 

two, keeping the company in place at Morannon another turn.  And three, both my guards are 

wounded. 

I don't see anything I can do about it.  Anybody got any different ideas? 

Scott 

 

 

My ‘Bribing MD characters’ mail: 

Team, 

Time is running out to bribe EMD's defunct characters.  He was eliminated turn 11.  I figure 

we've got at least 5 turns before his characters go 'un-bribe-able'.   Thusfar, only Fat Soal has 

been recruited.  Here's a list of E-MD's characters. 

 

Badbard  A69 at 2109 

  P-LK failed to bribe him a couple of turns ago.  A-GO's city is a dangerous hex, stealiing, 

kidnapping, assassinating. 

Engra  C84 at 2914 

  Was an army commander but should have disbanded by now. 

Grangol  C20 A56 M36 at 2022 



  Once again, I'll suggest M-RG put the Pectoral on Ermanaric to give you the best possible 

chance of bribing him.  Not only is Grangol a champion but he's also holding Collar of 

Command! 

Spite  E59 at 2927 

  M-VP's got Tyrion here this turn to bribe him. 

Valoss  C45 at 2809 

  No one has mentioned him. 

 

Butcher Urt  C60 at 3621 

Eriedia  A54  at 3621 

Pahamieli  E62 at 3621 

Snort  C40 at 3621 

   This turn, A-GO failed to bribe both commanders using 9500 and 10k gold.  Your ems are only 

57 and 54 but you have the gold to try the same thing again.  Maybe just one bribe at 20k would 

be better?  One for 20k this turn and one for 20k next turn?  I don't know.   

Additionally, Chuck has an E88 here and is willing to bribe either.  A-GO, can Chuck have the 

agent, the emissary, or both? 

 

Since so many of our attempted bribes are failing, I suggest you send your best ems and prepare 

to spend 20k gold. 

Let me know what you think? 

Scott 

 

 

My first attempt at a ‘Emissary Companies’ mail: 

Team, 

Before I get into planning, we need to know exactly which ems are committing to offensive 

operations in R&R.  Some of you have champions running around and I don't know if you're 

planning to commit them or not.  Additionally, I'm curious whether anyone's planning on 

running a company?  

In the R&R Campaign mail, I'm suggesting two targets for our ems - 3915 and 3916. 

 Here's a list of all the ems I see in range: 

H-ST 

  Aabaddon, E77, @ 3629 - can't make it so return to 3421 (Mountebanks village at marginal) 

  Kronnos, E83 M36, @ 3321 - champion trying to flip MB camp 

  Mantas, E61,  @ 3321 - trying to flip MB camp 

 

A-GO 

  Please use Badwilas and Fritiimund to bribe commanders and build/maintain pcs. 

 

H-ST 

  Enerdhil, E75,  @ 3528 

  Galathil, E77,  @ 3528 

  Fat Soal, C10 E80 M40 s10,  @ 3528 - champion 



I assumed you'd be improving pcs, but to have all three of your ems here tells me you're 

contemplating creating a company.  If not, I totally understand wanting to use Fat Soal 

elsewhere.  Whether you send two or three, you can only reach 3916. 

 

Chuck 

  Oberlein, E70,   @ 3918 

Bill 

  Lyssande Calad, E69,  @3918 

  Ravan Greycloak, E70,  @3918 

Scott 

  Keamon, E70,  @3918 

Keep these four guys together and move to 3915. 

J-Hash 

  Would you consider using Malugant, E77, @3122 offensively?  He's in range of either target 

and you could keep Galrun at 3122 for improvements. 

 

J-SK 

  I figured you'd keep Ioreth at Minas Tirith for naming characters.  For now? 

 

 

Also, I plan on recalling my best em, Balliard, from offensive duty this turn to go to Morannon so 

I can double any targets next turn in conjunction with the Agent Company.  It may be a 

permanent arrangement. 

Please respond with your willingness to participate !! 

And who did I miss??  Are there any other candidates out there? 

Scott 

 

 

Overall, the Freeps seemed to have given us a ‘breather’.  Only the SigK was moving troops at 

SoM still.  ST moved onto Goblin’s Gate with cav and war machines.  GO blocked 4 armies 

outside of Rhudar.  We saw a bunch of Freep icons moving around, but they weren’t on our pcs 

yet.  Maybe we would have enough time to get the full power of our southern nations up north in 

time. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

T15 
 

My T15 Swarthier Men turn report: 

Team, 

Yes, I did indeed assassinate both Shaddam IV and Mesaana at Morannon.  None of our agents 

were challenged, none of my guards detected any hostile attempts, and all went according to 

plan.  Four more characters of ours came into the hex this turn so I hope it wasn't overkill or 

paranoia and that we have some more targets this turn. 

Unbelievably, all four of the ems at the Charlatans village at 3818 failed to InfOther.  My 76 

failed, Chuck's 70 failed, and Bill's 70 and 69 failed.  That's ridiculous !! 

I flipped 3421, the Mountebanks camp; and I created a new camp at 3731.  I also failed to 

improve a camp to a village with a total of 97 (em rank plus loyalty). 



My LAT found #136, a staff, at 3923.  3923 is where A-GO got that riddle that we have no clue 

on. 

As expected, I won the combat at 4422.  My camp at 4421 again refused to be threatened!  

Continue on into the north. 

Oh, and here's a surprise... 

I retired my 8th (?) character to name a new A40 with no stealth.  Surprise!! 

Sent remaining gold (+6k cuz of town improvement failure) to Chuck to help him handle his 

maintenance and bribe characters. 

Scott 

 

 

Chuck, Bill, and I were still meeting in my living room in front of the big jov screen every other 

week.  We would go through the results, come up with plans, then have me put out a bunch of 

mail.  Chuck and Bill became “lazy e-mailers” letting me carry the load ;) 

 

My T15 “QB report” for Dad: 

Team, 

Chuck continues to lead the charge from Mordor.  He's always in the front! 

His 1000hc army got blocked out of R&R only making it to 3615 where he's facing two armies of 

Mountebanks. 

His 900hi army made it to 3818 but met two small armies of Charlatans. 

His 2200hi army destroyed the camp (not tower) at 4321.  Then Bill posted a camp, and both 

their armies moved one hex to 4220 where they met a ‘huge’ Mountebanks and ‘an’ army of 

Charlatans. 

He also moved 1200hi up to 4121 (mountains) where he plans to post and move north! 

Amazing!  Chuck's first attempt to pick up an artifact and he 900's #138 Elenya  N  +15stealth.  I 

guess it was ok that he didn't LAT for us this turn!  

 

2325 Gold was stolen at Amduss.  His Mtown/tower at 3924. 

His NatSell capped the market at 26,957.  He was left with 4 mithril.  What does that tell us? 

He moved Chichan to receive Ulukai from Joseph at 3613.  Thanks in advance. 

He successfully bribed Pahamieli at 3621.  He's at 18 characters on turn 15 thus proving that 

you can go over the limit of the "naming" characters rule by bribing. 

 

Received 17,762 gold from Scott.  Thanx.  More than expected. 

 



Plans: 

Send 1500hc out of capital. 

Have 3 combats. 

Move map one more time. 

Improve camps. 

Bribe Myrkdale agent at 3621. 

Deliver Elenya to agent company. 

 

Scott 

(for Chuck) 

 

 

As I’ve mentioned several times, I was sending many mails to ME Games.  So many errors had 

occurred in the pdf reports that I found myself questioning everything, including ‘dumb luck’ 

situations. 

 

A T15 mail titled “What are the odds?”: 

Team, 

What are the odds that those 4 ems on an enemy village all failed to InfOther with ranks of 69 - 

76 ?? 

Well check this out !!  J-SK successfully named 4 new characters.  All four of them came with a 

bonus and all four came with a new color portrait. 

E30 got +10E = E40 

C30 got +10M  = C30 M10 

A30 got +10A  = A40 

E30 got +9E  = E39 

J-SK, that's the most amazing set of characters named I've ever heard of.  Congrats! 

Scott 

 

 

The “DoD t15 turn report”: 

Team, 

Bill asked me to put this out.  He's too busy preparing for a tropical cruise.  Must be rough on 

him so I agreed to help him out... 

His king challenged and killed a Curatores regent, thus freeing his hostage Rigellian.  He also 

recovered #199 Stormless Bow - that's Chuck's VC!  His challenge is now 124 and he's now at 

3239 to attempt on Marhwini.  btw, that's 11 points of mage rank in his last two challenges.  

Garath Banefire is now a 71 mage! 

His agent at 3002 got a riddle for Ring of Curufin.   

Second son, king, and high king as well, 

to him the labor of a secret kingdom fell. 



Seems easy enough, I guess Turgon. 

His other agent went to 2414 and found it to now be a Forsaken Mtown/fort. 

As I put out in my turn report, both his ems failed to InfOther at 3918 then moved to 3915 with 

the other ems.  He did manage to improve his forward recruiting base at 4021 to a Mtown. 

His small hc army got blocked from its destination by a small Mountebanks army at 3817.  He 

posted a camp/tower at the ruins of 4321 then moved one hex NW before being blocked by two 

armies at 4220.. 

He's got 1200hc in all steel at 4022 ready to move out.  He's got another 600hi at 4021 and 

recruiting 400hi in bronze.  And his fleet brought 1800hi to 4025, but there's a food issue and 

he'll be very slow. 

Scott 

(for Bill) 

 

 

Mordor and the south was growing.  We were relocating our northern allies.  Our northern allies 

needed to hang on for as long as possible.  Our victorious armies from Harad needed to get up 

north via Ithilien (bridges blown).  The “power block” in NWest Mordor needed more 

improvements.  Speed was crucial. 

 

My T15 mail titled “Disaster in Ithilien”: 

Guys, 

All the planned cav movement up the Ithilien road is scrap. 

J-SK's army at Osgiliath tried to move north up the road and blocked M-VP's plotted movement 

at 3023.  Therefore the huge Mountebanks was not blocked out of Morannon and will take it. :( 

Additionally, J-SK didn't upgrade to J-Hash so his cav got blocked at Osgiliath. 

Further, unless J-SK gets off the road NW, or disbands the army, he will continue to block both 

M-VP and J-Hash moving north. 

 

And still further, unless both M-VP and J-Hash upgrade to tolerant to each other, then they will 

also block each other going north up the road. 

 

What a nightmare! 

 

Hopefully, the agents will take out the Mountebanks army (at Morannon) so it can't do any 

further damage, but we have to assume there's more coming.  How are we going to get out of this 

one... 

 

Scott 

 



 

Yes, speed was crucial – yet we had just lost a turn of movement in Ithilien and would have to 

pay for that with the loss of Morannon.  Moreover, any planned help we could send to our 

beleaguered northern nations was also delayed. 

 

Excerpt from H-ST’s “Dunland” mail: 

Hi All, 

 

Situation in Dunland turned to quite bad. Good news is that I sent some troops to north and 

intercepted 2 armies (unsullied amazons and golden eagles) and prevented them to combine at 

1817.  

 

The bad news is that there is a golden eagles cavalry at 1817 and unsullied unknown size army 

icon at 1719. Also the northern two armies can reach my capital next turn. 

 

There are also multiple assassins in my capital and emissaries in mountain town. 

 

What happens next; 

- 1817 will be lost 

- all armies are trying to my capital 

- i will lose a couple of characters to assassinations / kidnap 

 

Any ideas how to defend? Most likely I will lose the capital and cannot do anythung about it. 

… 

 

H-ST 

 

 

Last turns ‘breather’ the Freeps gave us had turned into an alarming situation.  The Freeps 

renewed their assault on GO in Rhudaur, SoM got pushed back a hex on the Wastes road, and 

now they had multiple armies invading Dunland.  And a new development, GO lost a 

commander to a Freep Weakness Squad !! 

 



 
 

 

Things looked grim in the north!  Yet I continued to accentuate the many successes we were 

having in the other aspects of the game; characters, economy, and artys. 

 

My T15 “Myrkdale characters” mail: 

Team, 

M-RG got Grangol and his Collar of Command at 2022 ! 

Chuck got Pahamieli at 3621 ! 

A-GO got Snort at 3621 ! 

M-VP got Spite at 2927 ! 

That leaves: 

Butcher Urt and Eriedia at 3621 

Engra at 2914 

Valoss at 2809 

Badbard at 2009 



I assume that A-GO will attempt to bribe Butcher Urt and Chuck will attempt to bribe Eriedia.  

Anyone else? 

 

This worked out really well for us.  Thanks. 

Scott 

 

 

My T15 mail titled “Camping, characters, Relations, odds and ends.”: 

Team, 

Bill posted a camp on a ruins.  Scott created a camp.  J-Hash failed to create two camps and 

both reports did NOT contain the "c e m s" message.  I didn't see anything degrade on the map 

this turn so it seems we're at the limit.  Nevertheless, I intend to make one camp attempt every 

turn. 

Relations are a big problem for our team.  J-SK and J-Hash need many downgrades to the 

Freeps, and many upgrades to the team.  Several other teammates still need to downgrade NK, 

Mountebanks, and Charlatans.  With the multi-layered defense we've established in NW Mordor, 

it's even more critical for us to upgrade relations with allies that may have movement conflicts.  

This turn I've asked J-Hash and M-VP to upgrade to each other.  Please keep relations in mind 

when plotting your orders. 

This past turn, our team named or bribed 10 new characters!  That's terrific!  And this is now a 

naming turn so we're going to name even more this turn.  Outstanding!  However, please note 

that A-GO lost Pantagi to 5 weakness spells.  That's right, the Freeps have a Weakness Squad !!  

I'll assume they have 5 60 point mages for a 100% kill.  We need to find their names and track 

them. 

I see J-Hash has a new agent company he just brought up to Pelargir: 

Razamur C20 A48  and company commander 

H'el Spawn  A54 

Schadou Storrm  A50 

Not good enough to go around 615/620ing but definitely good enough to steal or guard.  i'm sure 

J-Hash's looking for some direction for his company.  What do you guys think?  Send them to 

Dunland to defend, Lorien to steal, elsewhere?? 

2413 was just improved to a castle.  2414 was just improved to a fort.  We found two more 

Forsaken pcs; 2414 a Mtown/fort and 2810 a town.  Looks like Forsaken has re-established 

himself in Mirkwood region.  I can't see that we can do too much about it other than stealing his 

gold.  Thanks H-SoM and Bill. 

comments? 

Scott 

 

 

Excerpt from my T15 “Arty List” mail: 

Team, 



M-RG bribed Grangol and got #112  Collar of Command. 

Chuck 900ed #138 Elenya  N +15 stealth.  Impressive ! 

J-SK LATed #131 Daecollo, it's still at 1312 - at least the Freeps don't have it ! 

Scott LATed #136 a staff, at 3923 where A-GO had that unsolved riddle. 

M-VP got this riddle for #35 Robes of the Orc Priest at 1315, but then left the hex: 

They say that this was protected by a fence 

and that two only passed and went hence. 

But soon elf and dwarven passion would come into play 

and as it fell, elf fought elf to die that day. 

  My guess = Doriath 

M-VP also RAed #148 Lorglin, a N +30 stealth !!  Awesome, will be first priority for LATing. 

And M-VP LATed #147 Fuinrauko E +2000, at 2731 - right next to his capital! 

Bill picked up #199 Stormless Bow off the dead body of Aabadon of the Curatores. 

J-Hash got the encounter at 1910, but didn't send anyone back for #191 at 3119. 

And Bill got this riddle for #135 Ring of Curufin at 3002 and is there to answer: 

Second son, king, and high king as well, 

to him the labor of a secret kingdom fell. 

  My guess = Turgon 

 

(…much bigger Arty list followed…) 

 

So I was tagging enemy characters that held an arty.  Apparently, jov doesn't keep my tags on 

characters.  This turn, Gomor shows up at H-ST's capital but my tag doesn't. 

 

Don't forget to check out the Arty Retrieval thread coming out soon, and as always please 

correct my errors and omissions. 

thanks, 

Scott 

 

 

My T15 “Arty Retrieval” mail: 

Team, 

We picked up 3 artys this turn: 

112 Collar of Command 

138 Elenya 

199 Stormless Bow 

 

 

I see us attempting to pick up arty this turn at: 

3704 - 204 Orb of Seeing 

J-SK, please have Cynwise ( 360 TrArt  chich  #110) and move to 3704. 

1910 - unknown 



J-Hash, please have Mallazant 290 InvEnc and stay in the hex.  You could offer a ScryArea to 

your allies with your second order or do a 900 with no arty #. 

1606 - 108 a staff 

M-VP, since you didn't get the encounter, will you stay in the hex for a 900 attempt or go back 

for #35 Robes at 1315?  Let me know what you want to do. 

3002 - 135 Ring of Curufin 

Bill, please have Istvan answer the riddle and deliver the arty to the agent company.  Location 

yet to be determined. 

3025 - 203 Silmaruth 

Chuck, please send Rentice here.  Second order would be either 900 or LAT.  We also need to get 

you in range of the agent company to deliver Elenya, but it will take two turns.  That's why I'm 

asking you to go north as far as possible for the following turn. 

3119 - 191 Wolor Priest Ring 

J-Hash, last turn I suggested you send Suladan here to answer the Mirkwood riddle.  Are you 

sending someone else this turn? 

 

2731 - Fuinrauko 

I'll betcha M-VP's got someone near that can attempt to pick this up.  If not, then maybe J-Hash 

would spare a character to check this out.  M-VP?  J-Hash?? 

 

 

anyone else?  something I missed? 

Speak up, there's tons of toys for everyone!! 

Way back on turn 5 or so, when half our LATs were failing, who'd have thought that now I'd be 

saying there's tons of toys for everyone?  Our perseverance in the arty game has really paid off. 

Kudos to me for keeping on this every turn ;) 

 

Scott 

 

 

Then I put out three separate mails with jov-shots of our teams’ status: 

 

 



From this shot, I noted several things: 

- many of you need to name characters 

- M-RG and Chuck ( and even Scott) need to improve camps to villages 

- we need to recruit more! 

- A-GO and P-LK need more commanders 

- we have a ton of cities and Mtowns, no one need ever be put out of the game due to lack of a 

Mtown. 

Scott 

 

 
 

 
From this screenshot, you can see our massive economies! 

As I said in another mail, between all of us, we should be able to do anything we want while 

keeping the market depressed. 

The product numbers are stores+production. 
As I noted in another mail, we need to do a lot of work on relations. 
Scott 

 

So with this discussion, old arguments resurfaced again.  Some of our nations with the +20% 

buy/sell SNA felt they weren’t getting the full use out of their chosen SNA.  They were 

constantly buying off the market, thus increasing the market prices, while I was advocating for a 

depressed market.  In particular, I had this discussion with P-LK who was buying up the mithri 

instead of naming max characters and hiring armies : 

 

P-LK, 

Regarding the Market. 



Again, let me plead my case.  I think we have a much stronger team economy than the Freeps.  I 

believe we have way more production (product and gold) than the Freeps.  I believe this because 

of our teams' better climate and the fact that we've put down many more camps than the Freeps, 

especially in mountains and hills&rough.  Further, I believe we have about 3x the metals 

production as the Freeps, meaning gold, steel, bronze, and mithril. 

We do not need to interact with the market at all to complete our orders, generally.  As a team, 

we're flush with cash.  Admittedly, some of us are better off than others, but we've already 

transferred a ton of gold to our neediest allies and I expect that practice will continue.   

The Freeps need the market MORE than we do!  I'm surprised they haven't tried to corner the 

market on a particular product yet.  I don't see the Freeps working the market at all.  P-LK, you 

weren't the only DS buying mithril two turns ago.  That spike in mithril was our doing, not the 

Freeps.  Many of us sold for a nice profit.  How much did the Freeps make on that?  Not as much 

as us, I bet. 

 

I know many on the team have the +20% buy/sell SNA.  And yes, we've all done NatSell to get 

gold to complete our orders.  But every time I see us buying off the market needlessly, I grind my 

teeth and try to hold my tongue.  That just raises the market prices.  Selling is fine, every time we 

sell the market prices decrease.  If we were to organize a 'buyout', it should be in a metal and 

everyone must agree to NOT sell that product.  We could organize something like that but I don't 

see the need, it's alot of orders and alot of organization.  In fact, if we were to detect the Freeps 

attempting 'buyouts' then I would suggest (on a turn-by-turn basis) that we 'spike' (by selling) 

any suspected product. 

 

So, I think the ideal market for us in this game is a Sell Price of 1's across the board.  Ok, I've 

never seen mithril at 1, but still !  If the Freeps need cash, they'll have to organize a buyout - if 

we can keep the market depressed.  I had a very good teacher on this, Greg Shaffer - wish he was 

still playing.  When we played in the north, he organized a market buyout every turn.  When we 

played in the south, he organized spikes every turn.  To review that strategy, I'd need another 

long mail. 

 

Does this make sense to everyone?  Tell me where I've erred? 

Scott 

 

P-LK wasn’t convinced: 

Scott, 

I have to disagree here: 

 

There is no hard evidence that we have more and bigger pc’s than enemy. At least there is no 

visible sign of economic weakness from our enemy. From where I look upon the map I can see 

tons of enemy cities and MT’s around. IMO our enemy is creating most of their income from 

taxes and stealing our gold. That way they are not affected by climate-changes. Actually I think 

we are in total control of metal-business, holding 4/5 of all mountains and 3/5 of all hills&rough 

in the map. Therefore we are letting enemy go easy in financial war when we refuse to exploit 

the vast superiority of our resources by manipulating the market. Every turn we are allowing 

enemy to buy resources they don’t produce themselves for low prices. 

 



I guess I can be wrong about this, being quite new to the game and all. Be it as it may - I have 

dropped my mithril buying-orders and play with the team’s guidelines. 

 

P-LK 

 

 

P-LK, 

Well, let's go into more detail here. 

First, there IS hard evidence that we have an advantage in the number of pcs.  I never said 

anything about "bigger".  In fact, when J-SK and J-Hash joined us way back on turn 7, we had a 

discussion on this very topic, remember?  At that time, I conceded the fact the Freeps may have a 

slight tax base advantage due to their starting region bonuses.  If we assume we've kept pace 

with the Freeps in tax base improvements then they still only retain a slight advantage in tax 

base.  And I don't even think this is true anymore because we have taken more of their cities and 

Mtowns than they have taken of ours. 

According to my jov, we have 183 pcs.  We have confirmation on 49 Freep pcs, and I went 

through and counted another 74 pcs not identified as Freep.  If we assume there's another dozen 

pcs we don't see on the northwest coast, that gives the Freep roughly 135 pcs.  Thus, we have 

about 50 more pcs than the Freeps. 

Just think of all those mails begging us to create camps in the south.  Combine that with the 

apparent Freep lack of putting down camps which is evidenced by the camp limit being hit on 

turn 14 of this game.  We never stopped camping, they did.  And that's why we have such an 

advantage. 

 

Second, your comments about the Freeps economy are insightful.  They indeed are surviving on 

their tax base plus stealing our gold.  24,575 this turn!!  Although I've found that the "Turn 

Report View" in jov is not always accurate.  Specifically, one of Bill's agents was not listed as 

stealing gold from the EO and Forsaken for two turns in a row that I noticed.  Regardless, the 

Freeps are stealing much more gold from us than we're stealing from them.  The only ways to 

stop that are to guard all your locations or ensure you spend all your gold before the 690 phase.  

Although we could talk about tax rates again in a separate mail? 

The third leg of the Freep economic tripod is the market.  And this is where I think we can gain 

an advantage over the Freeps.  We have more resource production than the Freeps.  That's clear 

from our advantage in pcs but also from our overall better climate.  It just turned Fall and in 

another 4 turns it will change to winter.  In the south, most of the non-mountain hexes stay hot or 

may turn mild.  In the north, those hexes go from mild to cool, and cool to cold mostly, but 

sometimes worse.  When referencing the climate/production chart, you'll see the big break is 

from cool to cold - a whopping 40 or 50 % reduction in resource production.  Whereas our loss 

in the south is only 10%.  This means our advantage in resource production is even larger now 

than in summer and will be larger still in 4 turns when winter hits.  Our advantage is 

compounded twice, once by our superior number of pcs and twice by the weather. 

We all have to sell from time to time to complete our orders.  I've already argued that when 

looking at the teams' total economy, we shouldn't have to sell anything to complete our orders.  

Let me explain that statement in more detail.  This turn, the teams total surplus from taxes+gold 



= 70k.  Additionally, the team has almost 150k in reserve.  For this exercise, let's assume we all 

spent orders to balance out our gold evenly between all 11 players on the team.  The result is 

that every player gets a 6.4k surplus and a 14k reserve.  So without selling, virtually everyone 

could complete all their planned orders up to 20k.  Again assuming we all spent orders to 

transfer stuff around, we could keep this up for quite some time by just improving our tax base.  

However, the reality is otherwise.  We're not going to balance out our assets evenly between 

each nation every turn.  I'm just trying to prove my point that we don't NEED to sell to complete 

our orders.  Should we then assume the Freeps NEED the market more than we do? 

Now let’s look at the factors governing the market.  Any buy/bid from the market increases the 

demand of that product and therefore increases the price of that resource.  Both the number of 

buy/bid orders and the amount purchased contribute to the increase.  Any sell to the market 

decreases the demand of that product and therefore decreases the price of that resource.  

Additionally, the total average gold reserve on hand will increase or decrease the market prices 

depending on its relation to the market.  This is a fuzzy-er subject but if money becomes cheaper 

then it will take more money to buy the same amount of the resource.  We must also account for 

the market cap.  The game begins with a market cap of 20k - at least that's my experience.  That 

means that no matter how many or for how much, each nation will be capped at 20k worth of 

purchasing or selling to the market.  So as a practical exercise, let's say the market cap is 20k 

and you have 5k food to sell.  At a sell price of 1 you make 5k but you need 10k to complete the 

rest of your orders, as an example.  So to complete your orders, you need to do additional 

NatSells.  Conversely, at a sell price of 3 you make 15k, 10k which you use to complete your 

orders and 5k to save for next turn and you only use the one order.  The other side of the coin is 

this:  Let's say you need 25k to complete your orders.  Then no amount of selling will get you the 

money you need because of the market cap.  For this turn, turn 15, the market cap was 27k. 

 

Let's continue on with buyouts and spikes. 

Buyouts.  This is achieved by several of us buy/bid-ing for ALL the units of a particular 

resource.  The hope is to buy at a small price then sell the following turn at an inflated price.  

Taking the units to 0 is the best result.  Any selling (by either team) will lessen your results 

depending on how many sells and how much is sold.  Which resource to pick depends on the buy 

price, number of units, and if you think anyone's going to sell a certain resource.  This can also 

be used as an aid to allies.  For example, buy 1k units of mithril in conjunction with a team 

buyout and ship 1/2 of it to a ally to reap the profits on the next turn.  The beauty of this is that it 

can be done from a non-capital hex!  Unfortunately, the bad part of all this is the enemy will be 

able to cash-in as well.  True, their units will not be as much as ours because we did all the 

buying but they will not have used any orders (other than 1 sell) to achieve the big payoff.  This 

is why I'm not in favor of doing buyouts at this stage of the game. 

Spikes.  This is used when you notice the enemy is doing buyouts.  Say you suspect all the steel 

will be bought up by the enemy.  Get 3 or 4 of your teammates to sell 100 units of steel each.  

Nobody's gonna miss 100 steel but the market will certainly react.  Instead of steel going to 20, it 

will only go to 10.  You will have cut the enemy's profits in half - team wide.  Meanwhile, your 

team can now take advantage of the steel sell price at 10 with only losing 300 to 400 units to do 

it - team wide! 

Both of these strategies take considerable coordination and effort by all members of a team. 

 



P-LK's totally right about a deflated market.  With cheap prices, it will be easier to buy 

resources.  That's only if you've got the money to buy!  We must determine, based on what intel 

we have, if the Freeps need to sell constantly to just cover their maintenance and complete their 

orders.  Can they afford to buy?  We haven't seen it yet. 

 

As an aside, I'd like you all to note: 

- between J-Hash, M-VP, Bill, Chuck, and Scott, the south is cranking out about 2k hc each turn. 

- Chuck, Bill, and Scott are maintaining almost 1/2 the teams' total troops 

- we're seeing an awful lot of Archers and MaA. 

- we always seem to have better armor and weapons 

- we're not seeing much cav from the enemy 

 

I think the Freep economies are straining.  Given all I'm seeing on my jov, I don't think they can 

buy cheap resources to match us.  However, the best part of having a superior economy is being 

able to field more troops.  We need to recruit more!  So we can take more enemy pcs!  So we can 

steamroll another Freep!  So we can win! 

 

well, this has become quite long, hasn't it? 

Scott 

 

Of course, I was already receiving mail from teammates joking about the ‘barrage’ of mail I was 

putting out: 

 

Scott, 

When you write essays, Scott, you might consider a couple of bullet items at the beginning to 

serve as an executive summary of sorts.  Darned challenging to read this all on the screen of my 

retro iPhone... 

:-) 

J-SK 

 

 

Team, 

I found the guy to help me write my phd paper...good stuff scott really i enjoyed it...you have 

some real insights 

J-SK just save the email brother...that was good stuff...i filed it under my mepbm folder w over 

15 years of emails i can go back and find and read for inspiration. 

J-Hash 

 

 

 

Our team was certainly going to take losses, and our players in the north were going to be 

susceptible to “player demoralization”.  So it was important for me to keep everyone engaged in 

communication and planning, making sure those players would still run viable nations.  H-ST 

then coordinated a huge plan for the defense of Dunland and got a ton of responses.  H-ST 

wasn’t done this turn, he put out a huge mail identifying and tracking Freep characters: 

Team, 



The last turn was revealing... 

 

I think I can pinpoint 5 emissary or weakness companies of which one is inactive. 

 

1) 1818 Dunland capital: Faren Kiner, Gomor, Meliss Lee identified as foreign chars. I do not 

think they are agents because we have not got any rumors about them before. Because there is 

an army in my capital, I suscpect that they are either emissaries or weakness mage squad. In 

both cases, there surely are some agents as well. These could be from Mast Foney (=Fast 

Money) - Faren Kiner -> Karen Finer 

 

2) 2016 Dunland mountain top town; more obviously an emissary company. The same squad 

took another village there. So it contains at least Anders Bounder and Blomquist. Could also 

contain some agents because some agent activity in Rhudaur happened at the same hex as 

Blomquist located. I was trying to challenge Blomquist and got a refusal, still he moved. So this 

is a company for sure. It could make sense to cast locate character to Anders or Blomquist going 

forward to keep track where they are. These are likely Lorien emmies because I lost my other 

village to the same squad and the village became Lorien village. 

 

3) 3221 Morannon: Harald the Fat, Delunmit, Balliard; also Shaddam IV has been there for 

some time. I am not sure of these and did not check if these are our own; lol. Anyway, if they are 

not our own chars, then they likely are emissaries. That is because we have not had any rumour 

about their activity before. Shaddam IV could be an agent. Name refers to North Kingdom 

(naming has been from Dune). 

 

4) 2715 Mirkwood: Luucia Neito, Balthamel, Aifric The Bold; again no agent related rumour. 

 

5) Then we have had Kenrik, Veritatis and Mordecai at 3630. Likely these belonged to one of the 

nations we took out as they have not really been doing anything for many turns. 

 

Then we have enemy agents: 

 

In Rhudaur / Dunland area we have likely two companies; 

 

1) Gaius Mohiam and Thurif Hawat -> both have kidnapped A-GO's commanders, so it could 

make sense to track one of them. Company likely includes more but I could not figure out who. 

 

2) Baron Harkonnen + 2 unkown others -> also kidnapping and stealing 

 

3) Dunland has operated Nightshade accompanied with at least one other. Also North 

Kingdom's Margot has been stealing from Lankunraastajat. 

 

4) In Rohan we have Enedwaith agents Runala and Moonshadow at 1525. They have many 

turns tried to assassinate M-RG's general. 

 



There are others but I think I covered the most dangerous ones. Aragost has been stealing in 

Iron Hills for many turns in different towns. He may however transferred to Rhudaur / Dunland 

front. 

 

P-LK has been successfully tracking some enemy chars, so I think you could consider to start 

tracking Baron Harkonnen and Gaius Mohiam. If we could kill either one of them with 

weakness, we surely would release 1-2 A-GO's missing commanders. 

 

H-ST 

 

 

 

Thanks H-ST.  That's great! 

Are you following this on jov, or tracking this by hand? 

Update at 3630. 

Mordecai is dead, Bill killed him turns ago. 

Kenrik is a suspected Charlatan/Mountebanks emissary that generated a rumor at 3814 on turn 

3.  We thought he was trying to bribe Mordecai. 

Veritatis is a suspected Darokin/Curatores defunct emissary. 

Update at 2715. 

Aifric the Bold is a suspected Charlatan/Mountebanks emissary that generated a rumor at 4312 

on turn 3. 

Update at 1818. 

Gomor held #78 Mace of the Huntsman on t12 at 1425. 

 

Update at 2016. 

Anders Boounder is indeed an emissary.  He InfOther-ed Bill's pc at 3629 many turns ago. 

 

Update at Morannon. 

Our team has 8 characters here.  Six of Scott's, Chuck's company commander, and J-SK's agent. 

Mountebanks has Moira Duffy leading 3300 troops and Harald the Fat is subcommander/M40. 

Shaddam IV and Mesaana are dead - I assassinated both this turn.  Salander got away? 

 

J-SK's town/tower at 100 loyalty (Morannon) reported: 

Balliard - my E88, ok I get why he shows up 

Delynmit  - Chuck's company commander C10 A39, usually wouldn't show up cuz he's too small 

Flotsam - my A68, not happy that he shows up but he's bigger so ok 

Harald the Fat - Mountebanks M40 via J-SK's ScoChar and jov has him listed as a commander 

10. 

Priest Ovtheast - my A52, ? 

Willow Wisp - my A53(78) s29, even my stealth couldn't cover the fact I'm holding 3 artifacts. 

 

Scott 

 



 

 

Chuck, Bill, and I were totally engaged in the R&R Campaign however, and all we could offer 

was backups, gold, and the agent company. 

 

My T15 “R&R Campaign” mail: 

Team, 

Very little of our first wave plan worked. 

Our ems flipped one camp (3421) and utterly failed at 3918.  Two groups of ems are now in 

place at a Mountebanks town @ 3915 and a Charlatans village/tower @ 3916.   

H-ST's recalling his 3 ems from offensive duty.  That leaves us with 7 ems, not enough for two 

groups.  Ok, so let's go to the island @ 4215 all together and make sure we get that? 

We tried moving 5 armies north.  All 5 were blocked by 7 Mountebanks/Charlatans armies.  Only 

Chuck's small 900hi made it to its destination at 3818 and he's facing two small armies.  We 

have 4 more armies we can send north but don't expect to get very far.  The only good thing 

about this is that we pulled them off their recruiting bases for a turn or two.  If we can keep up 

the pressure then they will eventually crack, but it's slow going.  We need agents and ems to help 

us break through quicker. 

We've seen an awful lot of archers and men-at-arms coming out of R&R.  It's tough to tell if 

we're going to win these 4 combats with our current intel.  In any event, I don't think we ought to 

be running around with small armies.  Any future movement plots into the R&R better be with 

more than 1k troops or you'll risk being overrun. 

 

 

Combats. 

3615 - Chuck's 1000hc is facing two Mountebanks armies of 1000 and 1100 troops.  I suggest 

you refuse and attack.  If they're 1/2 MAA then you'll win, if they're cav and hi then you'll lose. 

3817 - Bill's 664hc is facing a small Mountebanks army commanded by a Veteran.  I suggest you 

attack but you may feel comfortable not refusing.  If so, we'll have to discuss a move plot and 

target. 

3818 - Chuck's 900hi is facing two small Charlatans armies and a village.  Again, it's unclear if 

you'll win or lose.  So, I suggest you plan to refuse and Capture the pc. 

4220 - Chuck's got 2000hi and Bill's got 1700hi and they're facing ‘an’ army of Charlatans and 

a ‘huge’ army of Mountebanks.  Once again, if they're 1/2 MaA then you'll probably win.  So I 

suggest you both attack and refuse. 

 

  

Reinforcements. 

 



4021 - Bill's 619hi, recruiting 400hi, and could move north to 3918 or 4018.  Not sure if you can 

replace the recruiting icon tho. 

4121 - Chuck's 1200hi, posting a camp and could move north to 3918 or 4018. 

4022 - Bill's 1200hc could get food and ForcMar all the way to 4017, but I don't think he'll make 

it.  Or he could go over the mountain to 3920. 

4422 - Scott's combining armies for a total of 588hc 102lc 2612hi, and can ForMar up the side 

to 4318. 

And I'm afraid we'll be getting no help from our allies in the Morannon region. 

 

Your comments and suggestions are welcome and expected, 

Scott 

  

 
 



 

 

There was so much mail coordinating our moves that the team was quite upbeat about the 

upcoming turn. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

T16 



 

My t16 “Swarthier Men” report: 

Team, 

Moira Duffy was kidnapped, and J-SK apparently assassinated Harald the Fat before I could get 

to him.  Hopefully, those 3300 Mountebanks troops have disbanded.  At least the icon is gone 

according to J-Hash's recon.  Don't know about the town/tower. 

Then the AA Company met up with Bill's (Curufin toting) agent at 3713 (MB capital).  My 

ScoChar found nothing and my recon shows no icon.  What a waste, sorry I suggested it :( 

Hey, I named a new A40 with 17 stealth.  Ok, I'll take it.  His name is Baxx Tabber. 

My big army made it all the way up to 4318.  Hope to get to the Charlatans 'core' this coming 

turn. 

 

Doubled Chuck's Company commander, Delynmit. 

Successfully InfOther-ed 3915, left it at 'fair'. 

Failed to CreCmp with an E79.  Trying this upcoming turn with an E89.  No "c e m s" message. 

 

Locate Artifact True - artifact #137, a Cloak, is located in the Open Plains at 2421.  All Cloaks 

are agent/stealth, right? 

Cav supplies all set up in the capital.  2 character slots open and will name two A40's (with 

stealth).  Looking at shipping food to allies at their forward recruiting bases. 

 

Scott 

 

 

So, it was a standard ‘…good turn for Scott!’ but a disaster for the rest of the team.  As I studied 

the pdfs I saw we had some real problems. 

 

My t16 mail titled “Scott’s Observations”: 

Team, 

I'm just gonna start rambling here... 

So where in the hell are R&R getting these insane troop numbers from?  How are they issuing so 

many recruit orders?  Last turn I argued that we were not seeing alot of cav from them after 

killing off their initial 2.5k.  Well, Chuck and Bill lost 3 of the 4 combats around Rhun cuz 

Mountebanks are running around with thousands and thousands of Men-at-arms and Charlatans 

are recruiting big cav armies.  Silver lining - NK sent gold to Mountebanks. 

This turn, R&R didn't block two of our armies from going north and we'll take a camp and a 

village.  Instead, they marched unhindered right into Chuck's backup, surprised us, and will 

probably take it.  Bad trade.  H-ST flipped a nice village/tower but half the ems at the other 

target failed again and we didn't take a town.  More on R&R in a bigger mail. 



H-ST just got his ass handed to him in Dunland.  He lost two characters to challenge and a third 

to Weakness Squad (although he was captured in combat first). Both the challenges were from 

enemy Weakness Squad mages. He just lost a town and will lose his capital this turn.  He also 

lost Gurthang. 

That enemy Weakness Squad is now on P-LK's capital but one of their mages took bloody 

wounds in the challenge and P-LK should be able to kill her with his Weakness Squad - thus 

making the enemy Weakness Squad less than a 100% kill. 

The Freeps put up a camp at Tharbad.  Alert - bridge is coming next!  We better send Katla to 

sabotage it now! 

Both M-RG's hc commanders were assassinated along with the army being disbanded.  His 

containment on the Cape is weakened. 

A-GO lost his capital and will lose another Mtown this turn.  His one remaining commander 

from the north is fleeing south.  However, not only did he bribe Butcher Urt C60 of Myrkdale, 

but his C81 Edilwulf just escaped to 1115 !  

The team gained 14 characters (to include A-GO's two).  Five of our characters were killed and 

one was captured.  We only killed two Freeps and captured two.  However, this is the first turn 

we actually out-stole them!  The Freeps only stole gold once from us, at Dol Amroth from J-SK.  

J-Hash captured one of their thieves, Gadriel of EO, at Pelargir. 

 

H-SoM's down to 3 Mtowns in the north and is defending his capital this turn.  We can't do 

anything to help him militarily and it's just a matter of time before the EO or newly rebuilt 

Forsaken come up to help the Dorfs kick him out.  Unless Mordor can blow out R&R quick 

enough... unlikely 

 

Around Morannon, the agents did their job and that 3300 troops of Mountebanks disbanded but 

not before threatening the town/tower.  It's easiest for M-VP to move in his new recruits and 

recapture the place immediately.  J-Hash and M-VP have hc at 3119 but nothing came down the 

road toward Mordor.  Both J-Hash and M-VP have upgraded to each other, have improved 3122 

and 3222 to towns, have gathered supplies for armored hc, and have done a wonderful job at 

establishing a power base in Nwest Mordor - thanks!  Now let's have the both of you work out 

the same thing with M-RG in Rohan and you can both fight on that front too! 

 

The Freeps bought out mithril.  Only one person on our team tried to buy mithril and was 

denied.  Either the Freeps bid or M-VP went last after they plotted to buy every unit.  They must 

need the cash.  Well, they made a killing.  They bought 4k units at 14, and it's selling for 128.  

Our team has a total of 2k mithril.  So if we all sell mithril this turn, then next turn we'll have to 

discuss either out-bidding the Freeps or selling as they buy. 

 

...alright Scott, get on with your normal mails.  I can't wait for you to flood me with more mail 

this turn ;) 

Scott 

 

 



And that’s just what I did, sent out a bunch of mails.  Bill claimed I was spending at least 10 

hours each turn just typing ;)  And if that’s what’s required to beat this Freep team, I was willing 

to put in maximum effort.  I was getting a lot of gaming from my turn fees ;) 

 

Excerpt from my t16 “Arty List”: 

Team, 

H-ST lost 198 Gurthang in a challenge. 

J-SK transferred 70 Calris and 110 Ulukai to Chuck, thanks. 

J-Hash picked up 111 Water-skimmer, that's P-LK's VC. 

Bill LATed 148 Lorglin is located in the Shore/Plains at 1113. , excellent! 

Scott LATed 137, a Cloak, is located in the Open Plains at 2421. 

M-VP LATed 130, an Orb, is possessed by Coulson in the Mixed Forest at 1015. 

M-VP RAed 149 Horse-lord's Shield, N +15C. 

And Bill answered Turgon and retrieved 135 Ring of Curufin, N +35A.  Outstanding. 

 

(…followed by Arty List, now about 100 numbers…) 

Scott 

 

 

In fact, we had ‘piles’ of artys to pick up or locate, and we still hadn’t found Ring of Wind or 

Cloak of the Abyss.  I suspected the Freeps had those two and were using them against us.  But 

more teammates were getting involved, and interest was peaking.  It’s always cool to see a big 

list of the artys you own on your turnsheet! 

 

One of many ‘side-mails’ responding to my t16 “Arty Retrieval” mail: 

Dad, 

Rentice. 

Forget Silmaruth (or send someone else) !  We need Rentice to 810 to 2421, and 900 #137 a 

cloak. 

If you succeed in picking up this suspected agent/stealth arty, you will then need to deliver both 

137 and Elenya to J-Hash's new agent company. 

This is important !  Combine these two artys with 148 Lorglin that J-Hash's attempting to pick 

up this turn and PRESTO... 

J-Hash's company becomes AA2 Company and we have a whole 2nd squad of kick-ass, arty-

toting assassins. 

grand ideas... 

S 

 

Meanwhile, ‘real-life’ was once again affecting players.  J-Hash in Umbar had asked to be 

replaced.  Health, family, new job, moving out-of-state, etc.  “J” was a good player and fun to 

mail.  His nation was in the top 3.  So I talked him into continuing for a while and provided a 

separate mail for him to digest the plans that had evolved in his absence. 

 

My t16 mail to J-Hash 



J-Hash, 

Once again, this turn I've asked you to do a half a dozen things for the team in a half a dozen 

separate mails.  I usually address the topic, not the player.  However, I'm willing to make an 

exception in your case because I've kept up on how swamped you are and have no time.  Or 

maybe it's because I see the desperate need to get you on the front!  Either way, I hope you'll 

forgive me for trying to micro-manage your nation. 

Agandur. 

Remember, H-ST's fort at 3435 will continue to stop any future army movements.  Both J-SK and 

M-VP have upgraded you to Tolerant so you're clear all the way up past Mordor/Gondor. 

430 hc 

860 nw nw nw nw nw nw  

ending at 3129 

En Sabbah Nur. 

We're asking both you and M-VP to send your first cav armies to R&R.  I suggest you try to 

PostCmp with your C62, and asking M-VP to Recon with his C41.  I have plotted you both to 

3416.  And you're both Tolerant to each other now, thanks. 

552 

860 e ne ne ne e 

Cador. 

We asked you to retrieve 191 Wolor Priest Ring and move toward both your mage and your new 

base at 2119.  Once there, we'll have to see about getting the pc and meeting Mallazant. 

285  Mirkwood 

810  2119 

Mallazant. 

You're the perfect (only!) candidate to attempt to pick up 148 Lorglin at 1113.  You may have 

read other mails suggesting Lorglin, and the two agent/stealth artys Chuck's retrieving, go into 

your new company under Razamur.  It'll mean more upgrades, but I'm suggesting other nations 

insert their awesome agents (Katla) into your company - making a 2nd AA Company!  The 

sooner you get Lorglin, the sooner the Freeps die. 

810  1113 

900  148 

Razamur (CC), Schadou Storrm, H'el Spawn. 

I've asked H-ST and P-LK where they want you to come defend them.  I suggested 1919, P-LK's 

capital or 1920 which may become H-ST's new capital.  I also congratulated you on capturing 

Gadriel of EO.  I further suggested you execute her immediately, even tho she'll probably escape 

first.  And I noted that the execute didn't have to be given by the character holding Gadriel 

hostage (Razamur). 

Razamur  690 and 820 to 1919/1920/other 

Schadou  650 and 690 

H'el Spawn  690 and ? depending on destination 



Malugant. 

Please continue to InfOther and travel with the Emissary Non-Company to 3612.  Thank you for 

your participation. 

525 

810  3612 

 

Arennes and Galrun. 

If you can afford it, please have Galrun improve 3122 to a Mtown.  Next turn we'll see about 

sending him to Isengard.  It's great you have gathered your cav supplies there for Arennes to 

recruit hc every turn.  We don't need you to move out yet, maybe next turn? 

 

In your capital and Rahs Al Ghoul next door. 

If 2119 is to be your new project, then one of these commanders should head half-way there this 

turn.  Dol Amroth or Pelargir are likely waypoints for you. 

Additionally, we've asked you to upgrade to Chuck this turn.  That's not critical this turn as 

you're not moving close to him, so I'd put that off. 

Instead, try naming two commanders, or maybe one straight commander and a multi-class 

(com/agnt would be my suggestion).  That's up to your economy. 

Remember to have a reliable up/downgrader in your cap, preferably two. 

   

Well J-Hash, I again apologize if it seems like I'm trying to run your nation.  I suppose I could 

send this same kind of mail to everyone - but I don't wanna do that. ;) 

I totally understand if you have other plans or don't want to follow my suggestions.  Just let me 

know so I can come up with something else.  It does seem like I've overloaded you... 

Scott 

 

 

Now some people would be offended by a mail like that.  Instead, J-Hash was quite happy with 

my help and said he’d be sorry to have to leave the game.  It was one of his best/favorites.   

And despite the losses, our northern allies were becoming more active in the mailings.  They 

were building in Mordor and preparing for relocation. 

 

And while our attention on the other aspects of the game had united us, we still had to beat R&R 

(MB and Char / Ernie and Jeremy) or we’d never be able to project our power from Mordor.  I 

was convince now that the game would be won (or lost!) based on the Rhun Campaign.  Now 

Chuck, Bill, and I would be throwing everything we had at Rhun.  And we’d ask for help from 

the teams’ agents and emissaries. 

 

My t16 “AACompany” mail: 

Team, 

As you've read in other mails, we're going to attempt to form a 2nd AA Company using J-Hash's 

already existing agent company in the north and the new agent/stealth artys we'll be picking up 

in the next turn or two.  As this develops, consider which of our best agents are willing to join 

and wield these agent/stealth artys in J-Hash's company.  He may need to start upping relations 

to nations of potential candidates. 



In the meantime, here's the AA Company: 

Delynmit - C10 A43 and Company Commander 

Jetsam - A73 S30 holding 3 hostages, Collohwesta and Helm of Shadow 

Willow Wisp - A78 S29 holding Cloak of Protection and Listening Helm 

Zulu Baddass - A50 S26 receiving Ring of Curufin from Bill 

Flotsam - A68 

Priest Ovtheast - A54 

and not in the company: 

Istvan - A99 holding Ring of Curufin (+35A) 

Again, our scout and recon found nothing this turn at 3713.  Still, I would suggest our known 

arty holders be guarded.  And I further suggest I use the two best agents to ScoChar: 

 

Delynmit - 610 jetsa ; and 820 to 4016 

Jetsam - 215 and 930 

Willow Wisp - 215 and 930 

Zulu Baddass - 215 and 670 SabFort 

Flotsam - 650 Execute and 690 

Priest Ovtheast - 650 Execute and 610 willo 

and not in the company: 

Istvan - 360 zulu  135 ; and 755 delyn 

 

So it seems I've already decided where the company's going - 4016, the Charlatans capital.  

There are other targets I considered: 

3813 - Mountebanks capital 

3906 - Sigrin Khazad capital 

3010 - Forsaken backup 

 

From what our military encounters have shown, Mountebanks is recruiting the bulk leg troops 

and Charlatans are recruiting heavy cav.  If we can take out the Charlatans cav recruiting, we'll 

severely weaken R&R allowing more of our armies to get into their core and take pcs.  That's it, 

that's what I based my decision on. 

 

If you'd like to make an argument for a different target, then speak up.  I'm all ears.. 

Scott. 

 

 



 
 

Of course, as we were slowly losing the north and west, winning the R&R Campaign became all-

important.  A Friday sit-down with Chuck and Bill lamented our movements that allowed R&R 

to make it to Chuck’s back-up at 4022.  If we lost that, it would slow down our recruiting for 

many turns.  We also worried about the unknown icon sitting at 4020.  Did it have food to move 

up to the mountains?   

However, we were ‘patting ourselves on the back’ about the ongoing Relocation (Harad not 

shown): 

- ST has 3 villages and 2 camps, and has two big ems improving. 

- GO has 2 Mtowns and 1 camp, and recruiting. 

- SoM has 1 Mtown and 1 town. 

- LK has 1 City, 2 towns, and 1 village. 

And we were improving our own pcs in the south every turn. 

 



 

 

 

T17 
 

When I got over 100 pages typed up for this ‘Summary’, I decided to send out a file to Chuck 

and Bill asking them to read it and comment.  Since I felt I had achieved some kind of milestone 

(?) at 100 pages, I decided to send it to both Jeremy and Ernie to ask for their opinions.  The 

other players in the game were probably wondering if I was ever gonna put it out.  The most 

important feedback included: 

“…less copied mails, please…” 

Or  

“…I skipped the mails…” 

And 

“…make the pictures clearer…” 

 

Thanks guys, I’ll try to do that !  This is what my teammates probably thought throughout the 

game ;) 

 

 

One thing tho, T16 was the first real Team Turn Summary that I put out.  I titled it “Scott’s T16 

Observations” and this became the first mail I put out each turn.  That was the spark for most of 

each turn’s discussions and planning from then on.  Later, when I became ‘exalted’ by the team, 

this mail would bear the title “Sauron’s Eye sees…”.  I intend on opening up each future chapter 

of this ‘book’ with that mail…. 

 

My T17 “Scott’s Observations” mail: 

 

Team, 

I see we lost 4 characters to enemy actions.  We only killed two enemy characters. 

I see we out-stole the Freeps in gold again for the second turn in a row.  This turn we're +10k !! 

 

For the last two turns we got rumors of gold being sent to Mountebanks at 3813.  This turns 

rumor was gold being sent to Charlatans at 4016.  That would explain why we just stole 17k 

from Mountebanks this turn! 

Alert J-Hash !! 

The enemy just flipped your town/fort on the Harad road at 3038.  We must do something about 

this immediately. 

All ems trying to create camps failed.  The exception being H-SoM just planted a camp on the 

ruin at 2913.  And there's still reports of 60 and 70 point ems failing to InfOther.  Shift to 

improving Camps to Villages, gentlemen.  

R&R is starting to crack, the signs are there.  More in the R&R Campaign mail. 



Gap of Rohan looks increasingly difficult.  New Freep icons in Fangorn (2318) and North 

Undeeps (2717) may interfere with M-VP/J-Hash plan to build up a powerbase.  We may want to 

re-direct some southern cav over the Pelargir bridge this turn instead of sending it to the 

Morannon area.  I noticed M-VP's 542hc is fed at 3129.  More in a Gap Campaign mail. 

H-SoM's situation in NWastes looks bleak.  The Freeps are finally coming up behind him.  Better 

get secure in the south.  Scott's got a Mtown to give. 

Will the Freeps try to corner the market on mithril this turn?  Steel?  What should we do about 

it? 

 

 

Relations are improving.  J-Hash/J-SK/M-VP are all tolerant to each other now.  Well done!  

Still needs work tho... 

 
 

 

Some of us desperately need to name more characters.  H-ST and A-GO in particular.  Let's get 

some aid to them this turn: 

 
 

 

We also need more recruiting.  Our economies can handle twice the number of troops we 

currently have.   

Scott 

 

My t17 “Aid” mail: 

Team, 

I'm afraid I will be alittle more forceful this time.  Last turns aid mail got no positive response.   

 

P-LK will lose his capital this turn.  His new capital will move to his city at 3338. 



 

A-GO will lose his capital this turn.  His new capital will move to his Mtown at 4023. 

 

H-ST just lost his capital last turn and we're struggling to maintain his homeland in Dunland. 

 

H-SoM's homeland is going to get backdoor-ed this turn.  He can last in NMirkwood for only a 

few more turns. 

 

 

Meanwhile, J-SK and Scott have offered Mtowns and I'd like that to happen sooner rather than 

later.  Economically speaking, M-RG and J-Hash are in the best shape to give pcs.  But I think 

both J-SK and I are prepared for the loss.  Like how about this turn !? 

 

H-ST - please move Enerdhil to either 4428 or 4334 to receive a Mtown.  4428 if you want to be 

closer to the front; 4334 if you want to be further back. 

 

H-SoM - please break off Kronos from offensive duty and head to your new village at 4215.  Its 

58 loyalty should allow you to make it a Mtown in two turns with Kronos.  Furthermore, please 

break off Mantas from offensive duty as well and send him to 3915 with P-LK (see below). 

 

A-GO - please move Rob Rong to Dol Amroth at 2227.  J-SK please move Yridry from 2927 and 

transfer Dol Amroth to Rob Rong.  Furthermore, I would suggest A-GO send Edilwulf there as 

well.  Next turn, you can hire a new army and move out to post camps with your C81.  I'd like to 

see you fill the Belfalas peninsula with camps and then improve them to villages.  Posting comes 

first so you'll get first crack at any open pc slots. 

 

P-LK - please move Kulmasaha from 3521 to 3915 with H-ST.  The Emissary Non-company left 

it at fair so you could get it in a turn or two. 

 

 

That's all the additional aid I can come up with this turn with the information I have.  

However, I would ask M-RG to consider transferring a Mtown next turn. 

I would also ask J-Hash if he can arrange a transfer of gold to A-GO at 4023 to help him name 

characters next turn. 

 

input?  suggestions? 

Scott 

 



 
 

 

The rapidly deteriorating north could only be offset by major victories in the south.  But this 

turn, R&R blocked out every army we sent at them.  Chuck, Bill, and I had thrown more than 7k 

troops at them and none of them reached their plotted destination.  Even worse, the Charlatans 

burned Chuck’s backup and slipped past his armies again to land on an undefended town in the 

QB rear.  We were in desperate need of quick victories, yet we were bogged down instead. 

 

So it was a good thing that we were planning waves and waves of troops being thrown at R&R.  

In addition to any leg troops we could send through the EGOM or over the mountains, we had 3 

new cav armies ready to plunge into the fray next turn. Hash and VP met on the Rhovanion road 

with 1k and 1.5k from the Morannon region, while I brought up 1.3k from my capital to the 

EGOM. 

 

We had VP reclaiming Morannon and the SK moving north out of Ithilien.  And we didn’t see 

any Freeps coming at us from Mirkwood or Fangorn… 



 
 

 

 

T18 
 

My t18 “Scott’s Observations” mail: 

Team, 

Here's a few things I've noticed so far... 



Even with the death of Gomor last turn, the Freeps still have 5 mages successfully casting 

Weakness.  Their company is currently at Minas Ithil, and J-SK will likely lose Rachem.  Rachem 

does have a subcommander. 

Haven't seen M-VP's turn yet but it seems the Freeps only killed one of our characters this turn 

and captured one.  We killed four of theirs: 

- warlord Thyme of UA, killed by P-LK's mages 

- spy Aragost of SigK, killed by Bill's challenge 

- regent Myrrdin of the Charlatans, assassinated by Scott 

- regent Adaira of the Charlatans, assassinated by Scott 

Additionally, we named 5 new characters. 

A-GO put up a camp with a mediocre em at 3821 !  Then a nearby volcano improved its loyalty 

up to 45, excellent.  Do I think the camp limit has been increased?  No, not necessarily.  Maybe 

A-GO just freaked a roll. 

The Market. 

As predicted, the Freeps bought out all the mithril again.  Their profit, assuming they shared the 

product and can sell it all, is about 100k.  We also will profit, EXCEPT  P-LK and H-ST that 

have no capital character.  So I suggest everyone sell all their mithril and we ship gold to P-LK 

and H-ST to fund their next turns character naming. 

The Freeps need this market manipulation to survive.  Next turn, I will again ask if we should 

out-bid the Freeps for the mithril buyout or should we issue 5 sells to ruin their profit? 

Dunland looks bleak.  Our plan to establish M-VP and J-Hash in the Gap of Rohan may not be 

quick enough.  Intense coordination between M-RG, H-ST, M-VP, and J-Hash will be necessary 

if we're to be successful holding this region.  More recruiting, more characters ! 

There's a shift in the Freep strategy.  The Sigin Khazad are coming south to help R&R.  The EO 

and Forsaken have taken their place in the destruction of H-SoM's homeland.  And their agents 

and Weakness mages are coming east.  This could be good for us.  Let's think on this... 

If the character hits are going to be directed at our powerful southern nations, then this is the 

perfect time for our beleaguered nations to name characters, fix relations, fix tax rates to 59, and 

get recruiting in multiple major pcs. 

And somebody's got to maintain a decent sized force in Harad !!  We've got several dangerously 

low loyalty Mtowns in the south. 

My flood of mails will begin when M-VP gets his turn posted, so strap in and prepare for the 

ride... 

Scott 

 

 
My t18 “Swarthier Men” report: 

 

Team, 

The standard good turn for Scott. 



First, the failures. 

Our blind ems at 3612 failed to InfOther because of the enemy army we didn't see there.  I 

haven't seen all the pdfs yet, but so far everyone seems to have gotten out.  The Dwarves have 

come to R&R !! 

Jetsam failed to assassinate a c30 at 4016 due to tight security.  Jetsam is still doubled by Chuck. 

My LAT on #91 failed. 

 

On to the good stuff. 

 

Willow Wisp and Zulu Baddass assassinated two Charlatan regents at 4016. 

 

Flotsam's ScoChar at 4016 shows two remaining Charlatan capital characters;  

Commander Aldam - the Charlatans  

Warlock Alisair - the Charlatans. 

 

So I plan to clear out the Charlatans capital and have the company move out. 

I successfully threatened the camp/tower at 4321 from the Charlatans.  My big army beat up on 

700hc of the Charlatans and destroyed his camp at 4018.  We're squaring off again at 4018 but 

I've got 3 times his attack/con. 

I named a new A40 that came with 30 stealth !!  Introducing... 

Miss de Meaner at 4331.  Oh, I think she'll head over to the Dunland region to join up with J-

Hash's AA2 company ;) 

I improved a camp to village, town to Mtown, and gave the Mtown at 4428 to A-GO. 

I also moved 11k food to 3922 for my allies to use getting over the mountains. 

Still recruiting 400hc and 400hi each turn. 

more soon, 

Scott 

 

Once again, most of our moves got blocked in R&R.  Our cav that did get through to their targets 

were met by new Freep armies, including two new armies of SigK dorfs.  Now R&R was getting 

their team to help them, finally.   

 

I did indeed flood the team with emails this turn.  All of the bad things predicted last turn came 

true.  LK lost his capital in Dunland and was re-established in Harad.  ST’s last pcs in Dunland 

had UA and GE armies on them, and his base in Rhudaur was taken.  GO lost his capital and fled 

Rhudaur with all his characters.  SoM got back-doored by the EO from Goblin’s Gate while the 

SigK kept grinding away on the Wastes road.  Quite depressing. 

 

We were picking up (and losing) artys.  We were still frantically improving pcs and camping 

ruins.  We were coordinating lore spells and mapping.  We were sending tons of product and 

gold to allies.  We were very coordinated and supportive of allies.  Our offensive emissaries and 



agents were producing results.  We were doing great at all the little things, but we were losing 

ground.  Soon enough, the Freeps would turn the Misty Mountains into a fortified wall and start 

sending powerful armies to the south. 

 

 
 

 

I was now intensely involved in planning and suggestions for my northern allies.  Their starting 

team was down to 5, and 4 of them were in the process of relocating south.  It’s hard to be 

enthusiastic when you’ve lost your homelands – yet that’s what was needed if we were going to 

come back from losing the north. 

 

So the R&R Campaign was the biggest tactical situation, but team moral became the most 

important strategic consideration for me. 

 



 
 

It is critical to note that the Charlatans and the Hasharii are nearly an identical green in my jov.  

So at 3714, that’s a Hash cav army on the MB.  And at 3023, that’s 1.9k Hash cav coming up 

(finally) from the victorious Harad Campaign.  Hash has Durthang at 3122, but the Char owns 

the village at 3621.  Now combine that with the QB/GO similarity, ‘pink outline’ versus ‘orange 

outline’, and the fact they are both in the same area.  A constant headache in this game… 

 



Other important notes for T18: 

- The Freeps Weakness Squad (FPWS) is at Minas Ithil, 3124.  They met Shelob this turn. 

- Freep agent company, dubbed “Night/Moon”, is at Minas Tirith, 2924.  Nightshade and 

Moonshadow are UA agents. 

- Freep emissary company, dubbed “Lanfear”, is at 3621.  Lanfear and his company are FS 

emissaries. 

- Freep emissary company, mixed GE and UA, is at Dol Guldur, 2715. 

- Other Freep agents are working around Mordor.  It seems the Freeps are trying to press their 

advantage by sending tons of characters to the south! 

- Chuck lost 3 artys with the capture of his commander, Tripana.  Two neutral +10C artys and 

a 750 combat arty. 

- SK picked up Kirrauko, VP located Tinculin, but Hash failed to pick up Lorglin. 

- The Freeps out-stole us 22k versus our 5k. 

- SoM agent, Katla, took out the bridge at Tharbad hoping to slow the troops flowing from 

Arnor. 

- SK forms Em Co. 

- Hash forms Agent Co. 

 

 

 

 

T19. 
 

Well, it’s high summer now.  This game ended 6 months ago.  I haven’t done any work on this 

for the last month, again.  Perhaps I stopped because at this point in the game, with us receiving 

T19,  our remaining Finn allies were ready to call it ‘quits’.  It was a depressing time… 

 

Before I had even put out my turn report, my Finn allies put out a huge mail (29 responses).  

Some of them declaring their intent to drop the game unless someone (me?) could show them a 

‘clear path to victory’. 

 

My T19 mail titled “Decision time”: 

 

Team, 

It seems there's a discussion about conceding defeat, or at least some players dropping.  Before I 

spend my time coordinating our efforts, I'd like a firm determination of each players wishes. 

See, last turn J-Hash confided to me that he was considering dropping cuz he feels he can't give 

the game the time it deserves.  He agreed to play a couple more turns.  I reminded him that E-

MD picking up any drop was discussed back on turn 11. 

H-ST - Losing interest on this game so prepared to quit. 

 

H-SoM - Unless we have a super clear and realistic plan on how to win this, I'd call it quits.  

This sounds bleak and pessimistic, yes, but, like I said, I do not see a way out. 



P-LK - We Finns really need to pull our shit together fast or we’re gonna lose this game for all 

of us.  Can we alter that now or should we just quit? 

A-GO? 

M-RG? 

I think I already know what the rest of the team says.  J-SK, M-VP, Chuck, Bill, and I all think 

we're really having a good game.  We're all big and powerful and have taken few hits, so 

naturally we want to continue. 

So, if one or two of you wanted out, then I think we could replace you with E-MD and another 

ex-player I know.  However, we can't do anything about 3 or 4 of our players wanting to quit. 

Most importantly, our Finn allies are victims of the "Player Demoralization" factor.  I believe 

I've mentioned this before in previous mails.  The enemy pounds on one player until he's 

demoralized and wants to quit.  It's happened before, will happen again. 

So I'm not gonna try to talk anyone into playing if they want out, I understand cuz I've been in 

your shoes before.  I would like to have an answer from every player tho: 

Are you demoralized and losing interest?  Do you want to continue to commit time and money to 

a game you believe is lost? 

I won't begin my usual mails until you all have answered, 

Scott 

 

 

These mails were full of arguments of why we were losing.  I responded with arguments of why 

we were going to win. 

 

 

Sorry guys, I can't agree with some of your assessments of the strategic situation in the game 

right now. 

 

First, we've eliminated three of their nations, not two.  You all forget the Kalmar campaign turns 

1 thru 6, and then the Harad campaign turns 7 thru 12.  We've lost one nation, so it's our 11 

nations vs. their 10 nations.  Comments about the "neutral split" are irrelevant - we have more 

nations now!  

 

Second, we do have other advantages over the Freeps.  We still have more pcs.  Our agents are 

better (due to artifacts).  Our mapping is far superior to the Freeps.  The Freeps have to 

manipulate the market to run their nations, we don't.  The Freep armies are mostly nudists, most 

of ours are in bronze/steel.  We are compact and can defend turf, the Freeps have to march for 

turns to get to us.  There's parody in the gold stealing for the last few turns.  We're offing as 

many Freep characters as we're losing each turn, now that our company's up and running.  I can 

go on... 

 



R&R will fall.  We've taken 3 towns, 3 villages, and 4 camps from R&R thusfar.  Our 

AACompany is plotting to take out both bridges at 3612 this turn.  No more dwarves in Rhun.  

The majority of the Forsaken military will die to J-Hash at 3017 this turn.  Who's left to send 

troops to R&R to save them?  No one - and they can't handle 12k incoming troops by themselves. 

 

H-ST's home pcs in Dunland may be gone, but now both M-VP and J-Hash will be defending the 

Gap of Rohan along with H-ST and M-RG.  And we're organizing another AACompany (not as 

fast as I'd like) there to defend the Gap as well.  We can, and will, hold the Gap of Rohan. 

 

Bill? 

M-VP? 

Chuck? 

J-Hash? 

 

Again, I'm not going to start my coordinating until I've heard from ALL players on the team, 

 

Scott 

 

 

The Finn’s wanted a leader.  I didn’t want to be ‘team leader’ as this wasn’t a team game.  But it 

was obvious to all that we needed a single focus, a plan to win, and someone to step up and 

coordinate all this.  The choice was easy (read ‘already determined’).   

I would now ‘run’ the Dark Servants of game 41.  I would now suffer the ‘self-loathing’ 

associated with ‘telling others what to do’. 

It was either that, or lose the game… 

 

 

Team, 

Just about everyone has chimed in on quitting, in some fashion or another.  For those of you who 

have mentioned this turns' results or possible upcoming moves, I take that to mean you're still 

interested and are willing to continue in 41.   

E-MD - by your responses, I assume you're willing to get back in if anyone wants out. 

A-GO - by your responses, I assume you're still demoralized about losing your homelands but 

will continue (with ever-increasing) coordination to help us pound R&R while you're rebuilding. 

H-SoM - by your responses, I assume you've been talked into continuing even tho you're 

demoralized about the loss of your homelands. 

P-LK - by your responses, I assume you don't want to quit at all.  You're certainly frustrated with 

the coordination with your allies.  You just want better results. 

 

H-ST - by your responses, I assume you've been talked into continuing even tho you're 

demoralized about the loss of your homelands. 

 



M-RG - by your responses, I assume you just want to get on with it and don't know why we're 

having this discussion. 

J-SK and M-VP and Bill - like M-RG, let's get on with it ! 

Chuck - by your non-response, I assume you will agree with whatever your son says - unless 

otherwise instructed to disagree in advance ;) 

J-Hash - by your non-response, I assume you're in the middle of another 5x12.  You'll either keep 

paying and trust to Scott to keep you updated, or you'll be asking E-MD to take over. 

 

Tell me Team, are my assumptions correct for each of you?  You know what they say when you 

assume !?!?! 

 

Assuming my assumptions are correct, I will now begin my mailings... 

Scott 

 

 

My T19 “Scott’s Observations” mail: 

Team, 

 

Use my jov to see all my updates and additions.  Jov doesn't necessarily update enemy army 

info.  It depends on how the info was collected ie.pdf or xml.  Then go thru and add your own 

updates.  Get back to me and tell me what I missed. 

 

Lost pcs from Freep em flips: 

3422-camp,  3435-Mtown/fort, 2022-Mtown, 2715-camp/tower,   

 

Enemy em groups: 

3024 - Bhahb Nhutuhn (n09-GE), Brewington (n09-GE), Calkona (n12-LS), Ecko (n10-UA), 

Lofii (n12-LS), and Ovgol (n12-LS). 

3430 - Aifric the Bold (n23-Char) and Veritatis (?).  And maybe Kenrik (?) as well. 

3823 - Balthamel and Lanfear (n05-FS) and others that my research can't seem to find right 

now. 

???? - Anders Boounder, Blomquist, Guenivere, Merln, and Morgan le Fay just took 2715 from 

J-SK but I don't see where they are now. 

 

Enemy agent groups: 

- Both Gaius Mohiam and Gurney Halleck of the NKingdom stole gold from H-SoM at 2605 this 

turn.  Also at 2605, H-SoM's commander Man-son was kidnapped.  Also this turn, Gaius 

Mohiam was rumored to have an encounter at 3313.  That's 11 hexes apart. so maybe we should 

scry 3313 to make sure nothing is there.  And we should expect these agents moving south into 

Mordor next turn. 

- Both Nightshade and Moonshadow messed with J-SK at 2924 but aren't showing up anywhere 

this turn. 



  

Enemy Weakness Squad: 

at Chuck's capital 3925.  Meliss Lee and Faren Kiner are reported by the pc.  Other suspects 

include Griak (c10+) and Kally Evans.  Chuck has an A67 and A69 there, maybe he'll get lucky 

this turn. 

 

Character kills/losses: 

Sammael (c40+) of Forsaken killed in combat by H-SoM. 

Alisair (m60+) of Charlatans assassinated by Scott. 

Rachem, J-SK's c33 army commander at 3124 was weaknessed to death. 

Harthalethiel, J-SK's c48 with #122 was assassinated at 2924, presumably by Nightshade. 

Draeneso, J-SK's c38 at 2924 was kidnapped by Moonshadow. 

Man-son, H-SoM's c43 was kidnapped at 2605, maybe by Paul Atriedes. 

 

We had 3 failed assassinations, and we know of one failed assassination by Thomas Hook on 

Bill's Carissa at 4017, and one failed kidnap by Piter de Vreis on M-RG's Vilkyria at 1725. 

 

You all see the market.  The Freeps will once again attempt to buy all the Mithril.  This turn we 

must A) sell mithril OR B) out-bid the Freeps for all of it.   

 

much more soon, 

very busy last two weeks for me, 

Scott 

 

 

 

And I then proceeded to plan moves for my allies with huge mails.  I included ‘screenshots’ of 

maps, move plots, and orders for characters in the hexes.  Those jov ‘screenshots’ were not saved 

so I can’t reproduce the whole mail here without going back and reconstructing the pictures.  

Sorry, I’m already behind and can’t give you that amount of effort now.  Instead, I’ll give you a 

small map with some notes for each Campaign.  Suffice it to say, I was now micro-managing 

most of the orders for the team, with input from the other players of course...   

 

 

3 page ‘Gap Campaign’ mail: 



 
 

- New Hash agent company at the new ST capital 2019. 

- LK’s partial Weakness Squad #1 just got his Mtown 2022 flipped under him. 

- LKS partial Weakness Squad #2 at the new ST backup 2023. 

- SK and ST destroyed the captured road pcs then plugged the Gap at 1920.  RG moved in too. 

- The UA got food and moved up to the new ST capital at 2019 – damn… 

- SK encountered a EO army coming down from Fangorn 2619. 

- LoSt comes down from the mountains on the cape to surround RG. 

- Hash building up Isengard 2119. 

- VP building up Hornburg 2121. 

 

 

4 page ‘Harad, south-central’ mail; 



 
 

- Our ems left the Char town/fort 3038 at ‘marginal’.  My SM has one em here to assist LK 

flipping the pc this turn. 

- That Char/?? Em Co just flipped the SoM backup at 3435, a disaster!!  We have no armies 

and only a few ems to spare.  SoM needs a new backup now. 

- 3338 just became the new LK capital due to losses in Dunland.  Fortunately, LK has two 

characters here.  Unfortunately, he has no gold or product to sell so can’t name characters or 

hire.  A mad scramble begins to cover our remaining pcs and reclaim our lost ones.  LK 

needs a new backup now. 

- The two ST Mtowns are at 16 and 22 loyalty.  We could lose them in one shot.   

- I make bold plans to get LK gold and another Mtown while covering his capital with a new 

VP army.  I plan to gather team ems and follow the Freep Em Co.  I plan ‘friendly flips’ of 

low loyalty pcs with extra team ems. This mail included the old Kalmar pcs which were also 

really low loyalty. 

 

 

2 page ‘Morannon Strategy’ mail: 

 



 
- The Hash cav from Durthang 3122 met up with the victorious Hash cav from Harad (finally) 

but was blocked on the road by FS.  FS has two armies with 3700 total troops but has only 

showed naked HI so far.  Hash has 3400 cav in steel armor and 45 weapon.  I expect a big 

victory. 

- Hash characters coming from Pelargir to re-populate Durthang. 

- VP ready to move out of Carach Angren 3222 with 1600hc. 

- QB ready to move out of Barad Ungol 3224 with 1400hi. 

- SK took a character loss to the FPWS at Minas Ithil 3124, but still maintains an army. 

- SK took a character loss to the Night/Moon Agent Co at his capital 2924, but still maintains 

an army. 

- Osgiliath 3024 has the SK Em Co. there but a ton of high Freep ems are there as well.   

 

 

3 page ‘R&R Campaign’ mail: 



 
- The Char incursion into the QB homelands was finally crushed by DoD and my SW at 3825.  

QB has already re-camped 4022 and is set to improve and hire. 

- GO now has many pcs around Mordor (and Khand, not shown) with capital at 4023.  He’s 

recruiting and getting to max characters. 

- We’ll be in 4 combats, 3 of them are expected victories.  Hash will lose to the two SigK. 

- I plotted out movement for 5 more armies from Mordor and Khand to head into the fray.  A 

total of about 12k troops, about 5k are cav! 

- I planned for the AA Co. to take out the one known MB character and blow both of the 

bridges over the Celduin.  Then move into the Char capital to ease our upcoming assault. 

- With targets getting scarce, I plotted to break up the Em Non-Company to individual targets.  

My ‘screenshots’ had arrows going all over the place. 

- Most importantly, the SoM was losing his homelands in the NWastes, and had just lost his 

backup in Harad.  I had him move his best em there to improve, and a commander to hire.  

Additionally, I arranged for another Mtown to be transferred to the SoM.  But he’d last 



another two turns in the NWastes at least and I wanted to get him ‘set up’ when that 

happened. 

 

Of course, I did not neglect my other mailings. 

 

Excerpt from my t19 “Arty List” mail: 

Team, 

J-SK lost 122 Gaerennon when Harthalethiel was assassinated by Nightshade(?). 

J-SK also LATed 151 Ring of Bleeding located in the Hills & Rough at 3506. 

P-LK cast LA, Locate Artifact - Narya #123 is located at or near 4024. 

Chuck answered Orcrist and picked up 137 Mantle of Doriath, G Hides one pc, at 2421.  I 

thought this left with Elrond? 

Scott LATed 90, a sword, in Mountains at 3730. 

M-VP RAed 153 Turantir  G +500. 

M-VP also RAed 205 Belt of Durin N  C25. 

M-VP also LATed 91 Tinculin N M40, in the Mountains at 3322. 

And M-VP answered War of Wrath and picked up 147 Fuinrauko E +2000, at 2731. 

J-Hash 900ed 150 Helm of the Mumak-king N  C25, at 2115. 

(…updated Arty List followed) 

 

 

Excerpt from my t19 “Arty Retrieval” mail: 

Team, 

We picked up 3 artys this turn but lost 1: 

137 Mantle of Doriath by Chuck, 147 Fuinrauko by M-VP, and 150 Helm of the Mumak-king by 

J-Hash. 

122 Gaerennon was taken by Nightshade of ? 

 

I see us attempting to pick up artys this turn at: 

 

3506 - 151 Ring of Bleeding  E  +25M 

I would ask J-SK to head back north with Cynwise for this toy.  Cynwise needs to 360 this turn to 

Circe (M-VP) and Long Stride to make it to 3506.  It's also a SiginK town, are you alright with 

that, J-SK? 

 

3322 - 91 Tinculin  N  +40M 

I would ask M-VP to send Circe here and 900.  The plan is for J-SK to give you a mage arty 

(either Mallorn Staff or Orb of Seeing) this turn. 

 

1113 - 148 Lorglin  N  +30s 

J-Hash's wounded mage left, but M-VP sent Lynna here this turn.  Lynna didn't get the encounter 

message.  So I guess my suggestion would be for Lynna to 290 (thinking maybe the encounter is 

still active cuz of J-Hash's mage) and 900. 

 

1804 - 121 Spear of Bladorthin  N  +1250 



M-VP tried 'Grima Wormtounge' but failed.  I'd already checked on Bobbins and it WAS listed.  

Perhaps the encounter has reset and any future attempt will need to find the "hidden trail" 

again? 

 

1315 - 35 Robes of the Orc Priests  E  +10C     Doriath riddle. 

 

3025 - 203 Silmaruth  N  +2000 

 

3730 - 90 a sword 

 

4439 - 187 a hammer 

 

2101 - 170 a sword 

 

3938 - 44  an axe 

 

2823 - 133 Aedring  G  +1000 

 

4425 - 75 Herugrim  G  +1000 

 

2826 - 185 Sil-Maegil  G  +750 

 

3908 - 100 E Voronwe  G  +500 

 

1312 - 131 Daecollo  N +30s 

Unsolved Witch King/Murazor riddle 

 

3923 - 136 a staff 

Unsolved  riddle 

(…) 

 

 

Excerpt from my t19 “LAT’s and OLS” mail: 

Team, 

 

LAT mages and their cast rank; 

Cynwise  cr137 (n02) 

Garath Banefire cr96  (n21) 

Zatanna  cr83  (n22) 

Xerxes   cr83  (n20) 

Rentice  cr70  (n19) 

 

my updated suggestions are: 

Cynwise not casting this turn (360 and 825) 

Garath   casting Scry Char? 



Zatanna LAT  113 as requested to make sure?  Why bother, cast on 123 Narya IMHO. 

Xerxes LAT  205 Belt of Durin  

Rentice not casting this turn (360 and 810) 

 

Our RA/LAing mages: 

Magda RA random #206+ 

Risunieto LA random 158 thru 163 

Any other RA or LA random #23 thru #27 

Is there someone we want to track every turn via LAT?  If so, tell us your ideas and why we 

should track them.   

 

Bill's ScryChar on t17  on Thufir Hawat found him holding no artys - Thufir is A70+ and M70+, 

a dangerous character.   

He cast on Gaius Mohiam T18; retains the following title(s): - Rogue(A60) - Conjurer(M70). 

Artifacts held: None.   

This turn, Thomas Hook retains the following title(s): Commander - Rogue - Conjurer. Artifacts 

held: None. 

(…this was one of the ‘glitches’ in the game…) 

 

 

My t19 “Jov charts” mail: 

Team, 

Last turn, someone responded that these charts helped them see the team situation. 

 



 
 

 
 

(…Relations and Low loyalty charts followed…) 

 

And I organized a Mithril buyout for the team, bidding to ensure we got the lion’s share, 

transferring to the needy, etc. 

 

Well, I just spent the last 10 pages of this Game Summary (??) on turn 19.  It was an important 

turn.  There was more emailing on t19 than any other, maybe any other two turns previously? 

 

 

 

 

T20, Christmas ‘17. 

 

My t20 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

The Swarthier Men seem unstoppable! 

Everything in Rhun seems to have gone as planned.  I captured 4017 and thwarted Thomas 

Hook's 3rd assassination attempt in that hex.  I also managed to capture the Charlatans 

commander.  Bill captured 3816, and now both of our armies with war machines are at 3716 and 

plan to capture that Mountebanks Mtown/fort.  R&R looks very good for us. 



The AACompany assassinated a Mountebanks C40 and took out BOTH bridges at 3612!!  

Unfortunately, my ScoChar at the Mountebanks capital, 3813, turned up 3 false reports.  

Flotsam is probably doubled.  That's ok, there's a fort to sabotage and a treasury to plunder.  No 

new characters for Mountebanks this turn ;) 

LAT shows:  Gaerennon #122 is possessed by Nightshade in the Shore/Plains at 4016. 

And therefore Moon Shadow as well??  Betcha they were following the AACompany.  Shame we 

couldn't have dueled them... 

Sent another two armies north from Khand.  1800hi at 4228, picking up food and force marching 

to 4424.  1200hc at 4321, sending into the fray. 

Baxx Tabber, A50 s17, came into 2022 (recently flipped GE Mtown) scouting and found: 

Warlock Boyd - the Golden Eagles.  

Agent Hollar - the Golden Eagles. 

Banneret Long I - the Golden Eagles 

Miss de Meaner, A49 s30, came into 2619 after J-SK just lost a combat and a village to EO 

regent Percival.  I doubt a camp will spot Miss but still, maybe I should refuse.... 

At my newly acquired village/tower at 4017: 

Local militia spotted Thomas Hook at Invarness and thwarted his mission. 

Local militia spotted Salander at Invarness and thwarted her mission. 

At my village at 3922: 

Lanfear and Balthamel (Forsaken ems) lowered the loyalty from 57 to 29.  There may be another 

em as well. 

After stealing from Mountebanks, I sent 11,198 gold to P-LK. 

 

Pack of Mumakíl  are in my capital.  My cav just left so I guess I'll have to recruit some more... 

Scott 

 

 

My t20 “QB report, for Chuck” mail: 

Team, 

Scott here for Chuck. 

First, an apology to J-SK for blocking his move out of Barad-dur.  I counseled Chuck to move 

out from 3224 this turn as well thinking he would be behind J-SK's army.  I failed to give Chuck's 

army 3 hold orders for that to happen.  Sorry J-SK. 

It turns out that the FP Weakness squad was accompanied by Nightshade and Moon Shadow in 

Chuck's capital.  The FP Weakness squad took out Bill's champion/navy, but  Local militia 

spotted Moon Shadow at Briescak and thwarted her mission, and I figure Nightshade did a 

ScoChar going into 4016. 



Chuck's assassination attempt on Meliss Lee failed, but he did assassinate Griak.  We guessed 

that Griak was company commander or just one of their mages cuz jov listed him as having 

command skill.  We'll have to see if they show up anywhere this turn and if they only do 80 points 

of damage. 

He lost 3430 to Charlatan ems, as expected.  Bill's got a small army with food next door at 3529 

that can move up this turn. 

He improved 3329 to Mtown AND 3224 to Mtown. And improved 4022 to village. 

He's got armies on two Charlatans villages 3918 and 4217.  Unopposed and will take. 

Can move 1400hi from 4022 to 4321.  Can move 1200hc out of 3925. 

Rentice transferred Elenya to J-Hash and moved to the Daecollo hex, 1312.  Rentice got the 

encounter.  We're gonna have another go at the Witch-king riddle. 

Chuck bought 600 mithril and sent 300 of it to Bill.  If our teams' other buys worked then the 

Freeps will have just been shut out !! 

Scott (for Chuck) 

 

 

My t20 “Scott’s Observations” mail: 

Team, 

This turns critical subject is saving H-SoM.  I'll be putting out a separate mail about this so 

please give it your attention and comments. 

Holidays and family have put me way behind in the game, I hope you'll forgive my tardiness. 

It seems to me the Freeps have moved many of their assets east to deal with our R&R 

Campaign.   

-The FP Weakness squad may be stuck at Chuck's capital IF we got lucky and Chuck took out the 

company commander.  If not, they moved to somewhere that we can't detect them - maybe to 

4016. 

-The Moon Shadow/Nightshade company seems to be following our AACompany since they're 

now at 4016. 

-Two or their em squads are at 4127 and 3423. 

-Other Freep agents are gathered at 4018 - Thomas Hook and Salander - to try to take out our 

armies. 

-SigK armies moving to help R&R.  M-VP destroyed one SigK army, we have two more (small) 

SigK armies at 3714, another on the back-side of Rhun at 4415, and another that got stopped at 

3712 cuz we took down the bridges. 

-On the NMirkwood road, two western Freep icons seem to have crossed the High Pass and are 

moving toward R&R - 2610 and 2910. 



-We've taken 11 R&R pcs; and taking a Mtown and two villages this turn with armies, and we 

have ems trying to flip a town, a village, and two camps.  After this turn, they'll only have 6 pcs 

left in Rhun. 

 

Over in Rohan, I see we'll be Revealing the Lost Stonefoots capital in two turns, and the Golden 

Eagles capital in three turns !!  Yes, Bill's learning Reveal PC this turn and moving that way.  So 

a new offensive is in order - we need to coordinate the destruction of LoSt and you'll be seeing 

that in my upcoming Gap mail. 

In general, we're not recruiting enough - anywhere IMHO.  We need, and can afford, more 

troops.  More specifically, we should also be putting icons on all our Mtowns/cities to defend 

from Freep em groups.  Please make plans to do so, as far as you are able. 

Thanks to Chuck, M-VP, and J-Hash for 'stealing' the Freep market manipulation on mithril.  M-

VP bought 950 units, Chuck bought 600 units, but J-Hash inverted his units/bid and only bought 

23 units.  Therefore, we got about 1600 of the 2200 units available this turn.  Combine that with 

the climate change and we just dealt a major blow to the Freeps. 

Next turn, we'll anticipate the Freeps trying to out-bid us for all the mithril.  Instead, we'll try to 

sell a bunch of our leftover mithril to spike their buy and drive the price down.  The Freeps are 

going to be very unhappy... 

 

This turn, we killed three Freep characters and captured one.  We lost 3 characters: 

Belzathar - Bill's champion was weaknessed to death at 3925 

Suladan – J-Hash's champion was killed as a subcommander in combat at 3714 

Isildkur – H-ST's army commander killed in combat at 1920. 

I also noted we failed in 5 other assassination attempts and 3 kidnap attempts.  Pretty bad luck, 

but if we continue trying this number of 615/620s then surely we will crush the Freeps. 

 

This turn we out-stole the Freeps by 11.4k. 

It looks like we have stabilized H-ST after the fall of Dunland.  Well done.  Thanks to M-VP for 

covering 3538.  It'll take a couple of turns for H-ST to recover since he has no one at his new 

capital yet. 

It looks like this last turn also stabilized P-LK, Thanks for the Mtown, J-Hash. 

A-GO's on solid ground now and is sending troops into the fray again.  If you and P-LK would 

coordinate camping ruins and flipping low loyalty pcs, I think we can reserve some new pcs for 

both of you.  I have some ideas for both of you in upcoming mails. 

This was a good turn for us as a team!  Fear not, and take heart... 

...the hearts of every Freep you meet ;) 

Scott 

 

 



And then a huge discussion began about saving the SoM in the NWastes.  As predicted, his 

capital would be under assault next turn.  But somehow, I had taken care of others with team 

transfers of Mtowns and gold but not enough to give the SoM a cushion for the upcoming turn.  

His backup in Harad got flipped last turn, but he made a new one on the Rhun island this turn. 

- If the SoM capital 2705 falls, then SoM can’t sell and taxes will raise to 107% and be 

eliminated. 

- If the SoM capital is only put under siege, then SoM can sell and taxes will raise to 84%. 

 

And I argue that the SoM 2200hi is in all steel armor defending a Mtown/fort, and the latest 

reports of the opposing EO has him as 3900hi with crappy moral and equipment.  I mailed out 

charts and estimates which all showed the EO was about 5k offense short of taking out 2705.  

Then went on with aid and transfers of 2 Mtowns from Chuck and my SW. 

 

I sent out a 5 page Gap Campaign mail, a 1 page Harad Update mail,  a 4 page R&R Campaign 

mail, a 1 page Mordor Strategy mail for the Morannon region, and Arty List, Arty Retrieval, and 

LAT mails as usual.  A withering barrage of questions and requests from my allies… 

 

 
 

 



Also, I started a big discussion when I asked the SK to consider moving his turn map north so we 

could start seeing the southern part of Mirkwood.  We had a big gap between the SK and SoM 

maps when we lost the MD.  It turned out that most of the team had no experience moving their 

turnmaps.  An educational opportunity… 

 

Team, 

I have moved my turn map once.  Way back around turn 6(?) I shifted my map two hexes south 

with one 942 order.  This let me see the bottom two rows every turn so no one could hide a pc in 

the desert below me.  Bill then moved his map 3 times (or maybe it was 4 times).  Once south two 

hexes so he could also see the bottom two rows, and west twice to see Harad during that 

campaign.  Around turn 10, Chuck started moving his map.  He moved it four times, once east 

one hex to the edge of the map, and then 6 hexes north with 3 942 orders. 

ATTENTION !! 

If you issue this order, and either your capital is not on your turn-map or the order moves your 

map so that your capital is no longer on it, then your map will re-center on your capital - 

wherever it might be.  So we definitely do NOT want P-LK, H-SoM, A-GO, or H-ST to give this 

order.  Yes, you can move your turn-map all the way across Middle-earth if you wanted. 

 

So, looking at the jov, I see that J-SK could help dramatically by moving his turn-map.  There's a 

gap of 2 (and a half) hexes between his map and Chuck's, so two eventual 942s east would be in 

order.  Furthermore, and more importantly, J-SK could move his map north 6 hexes (like Chuck) 

and see all the way up to the xx13 row.  That would just overlap H-SoM's map and give us all of 

the SMirkwood region.  We would lose little (or none) mapping because M-VP's map covers 

everything on J-SK's map south of Minas Tirith. 

 

For reference, you can go back through Chuck's pdfs (in dropbox) to see his 4 map moves. 

Scott 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T21. 
 

SoM was eliminated.  Another disaster! 

 

The EO issued a DstPop order and somehow destroyed the SoM Mtown/fort.  Upon further 

review, my allies claimed my estimates were too low due to the moral bonus of the DstPop 

order.  They said I should have given the EO a 100 moral for the DstPop order, while I had only 

considered doubling (100%) their moral.   

What?   

100 moral for a bunch or newly hired nudists? 

I couldn’t believe it. 



I sent a huge mail to Clint at ME and he claimed the whole staff did several hours of re-running 

the combat.  Annoying, but helpful. 

 

The result stayed the same – SoM was out!  And after we just gave him 2 Mtowns and 20k 

gold….   Was I leading the team into the toilet?   

 

 

My t21 “Scott’s Observations” mail: 

Team, 

We did some good things this turn.  We also took a couple of serious hits.  It all pales in 

comparison to losing H-SoM.  Definitely a blow to our chances of winning the game.  Most of the 

arguments I made 4 turns ago about how we have some parody with the Freeps will not stand up 

now.  We're going to need more enthusiastic coordination from everyone if we're going to pull 

this off. 

1) We must recruit more !!  General rule = if your economy is in the 'black' then you don't have 

enough troops in the field.  Everyone needs to recruit more, more, more... 

2) We must put army icons on our Mtowns and cities.  The Freeps have 4 known em squads and 

other known single ems running around as well.  No more losing Mtown/forts without defense. 

3) We must achieve "Minimum Relations" as quickly as possible.  What are "Minimum 

Relations" ??  That's easy: 

- have at least Tolerant relations to everyone on the team. 

- have at least Disliked relations to everyone on the Freep team. 

The only players to achieve this thusfar are M-RG, Bill, Chuck, Scott, and M-VP.  The rest of you 

should make a point of doing at least one up/downgrade each turn. 

4) Well, we got the Freeps attention over to the east.  That's for sure.  So our 'golden 

opportunity' must be in the north and west.  I plan to put out 4 more additional major emails: 

- "Cannibalizing H-SoM" 

- "Gap of Rohan" 

- "Black Gate" 

- "R&R"  

Getting back H-SoM's stuff will take away assets from other plans so I'm doing that first, as a 

priority. 

I have tons of ideas for us, it just takes a long time to type it up... 

be patient, I'm gettin there... 

Scott 

 

 

My t21 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

I just took my first real loss of the game.  I had a great turn except for one thing... 



@ 3813 Mountebanks capital 

The NKingdom had Baron Harkonen, Thufir Hawat, and Gurney Halleck in the hex and my 

scout didn't get a whiff of any of them. 

Baron Harkonen overran and injured my A65 guard down to 18 health and succeeded in 

assassinating Willow Wisp.  I lost 3 artys; #1 Cloak of Protection, #36 Listening Helm, and  #69 

Fonhrad. 

 

Thufir Hawat failed to assassinate Jetsam via A-GO's rumors. 

And there's rumors of Gurney Halleck attempting to assassinate Bill's agent Istvan, but don't 

know the results yet. 

Additionally, Zulu Baddass failed to SabFort cuz of 'tight security' with a 126 chance. 

The company moved on to 4015. 

 

Other than that, my only other failure was calculating my econ.  My mountains went cold, 

produced less mithril, and thus sold less mithril so my NamAgnt order failed due to lack of gold. 

My Ems flipped the Charlatan town at 4014,  improved 4321 to town,  helped flip the Charlatan 

Mtown/fort at 3435 for H-ST,  and gave my Mtown at 4438 to H-SoM. 

 

Agents: 

Zulu Baddass failed to SabFort at 3813 Mountebanks capital. 

Baxx Tabber assassinated Holler of the GE at 2022 and found the loyalty at 49. 

Miss de Meaner failed to StlGold from the EO village at 2619. 

Jetsam's ScoChar for the company at 4015: 

Mystic Forbia - the Charlatans. Warlord Meraben - the Charlatans. 

 

With Bill's help, I captured the Mountebanks Mtown/fort at 3716.  It's now a town/tower. 

I also captured Isolde the Fey and took #10 Corantir and #92 Craig-olf-Ti.  Now the pc reports 

foreign characters: 

Meliss Lee, Paul Atreides, Salander 

Again with Bill's help, we smashed 1642hc and 800hi at 4017.   My remaining 479 cav made it 

into the Charlatan capital at 4016 and is facing two small armies.  Yea. 

My 1200hc from the south made it to H-ST's village/tower at 3916 and got blocked by a small 

Charlatan army.  My champion, Sulimon, is in command so I can refuse, attack, and move. 

My 1800hi made it up to 4422.  Looking to run into the hidden SigK army suspected to be 

running down the map edge. 

 

Locate Artifact True - Gurthang #198 is located in the Shore/Plains at 4016.  So my thought is 

this;  Meliss Lee had it, transfered it to a Charlatan, then the Charlatan hid it in the pc.   

 

Econ is fine.  Recruiting in homelands. 

much more soon, 

Scott 



 

 

Wow, the Freeps had sent loads of help to R&R.  We had no inkling the NK agent squad was on 

top of our AA Co. last turn at the MB capital.  They made several attempts on our agents, and 

only succeeded in killing one – my best stealth (30) agent with two agent artys, a +10 and +15.  

That’s a double loss; our agent power gets weaker and theirs get stronger.  They had our names 

and were hunting us! 

So our 20k troops flooding into R&R were doing a great job, but the Freeps were using two 

agent companies and the FPWS in the region.  Additionally, the Freeps were running Em Co’s in 

Mordor and the south.   

Well, I wanted to get their attention away from our floundering nations and that seemed to have 

worked.  Except now our floundering nations were either being eliminated or leaving their 

homelands a smoking wasteland.  Worse, those Freep agents had exacted a heavy toll on our 

characters.  Between the Freep agents kidnapping and our losses in combat, they were now 

holding 11 Dark Servants hostage.  Frightening!   

It was still the only plan that made sense: 

Get our powerful southern nations on the ‘front’ and take the hits while our relocated nations 

rebuilt. 

 

The ‘power bloc’ we were building in NW Mordor was almost complete.  QB, VP, Hash, and SK 

all had cities or Mtowns they were recruiting from.  We’d be able to send out a beefy army every 

turn from the Black Gate, or multiple armies on the same turn, with huge range of movement.  

Relations were still a problem tho, so movements would have to be coordinated and precise.  We 

already had several blocks in previous turns due to “less than Tolerant” Relations. 



 
 

- GO now firmly established in Mordor/Khand with 3 Mtowns and several smaller pcs.  

Recruiting on the front and sending armies to the R&R Campaign.  Capital 4023. 

- ST now firmly established in Mordor/Harad with 3 Mtowns and several smaller pcs.  

Replacing characters and putting ‘shell’ icons on Mtowns.  Capital 3528. 

- SoM is gone, but he’s got 3 Mtowns and a town we have to get back.  Fortunately, most of 

his characters came south so we’ll have an easier time Bribe-ing them back into service. 

- LK (not shown) now secure in Harad with a city, Mtown, and two towns.  Capital 3338. 



- On this map, the only bridge still up is at Pelargir, Minas Tirith and 3612 bridges are gone. 

 

 

 

We took big losses in the west as well.  On the Cape, the RG stronghold at 1725 was infested 

with even more Freep agents.  RG lost 2 characters and his armies, and LK lost one of his 

Weakness mages.  LK did manage to kill off a C80+ with his mages.  Our new AA Co (now our 

second Agent/stealth Arty toting Company  = AA2) came into the hex to gather more agents and 

artys (Miss de Meaner and Lorglin) but not quick enough to save the Mtown.  SK was also 

moving 1400hc that way, but it was also too late. 

 

 

 
 

- Note that both MF (Freep) and ST have nearly identical blue icons. 

- SK and ST armies were destroyed in the Gap.  More Freep armies came through the Gap, 

and we have no info on them. 

- Hash maintaining Isengard, while sending out small armies to reclaim mountain pcs. 



- VP beats off Freep army at Hornburg and can re-hire, improve, guard, and has mages to 

insert in his army. 

- Even more Freep armies appear.  Two more coming down from Rhudaur, one at Tharbad 

that may sit to reconstruct the bridge, two on the Dunland coast. 

- Garath Banefire, Bill’s DoD champion with Reveal PC spell, came to 2523 and plans to 

move and Reveal the hidden LoSt capital next turn. 

- LK gathers both his ‘partial’ Weakness Squads on the LoSt capital in preparation for our 

new offensive. 

- At 1725, our new AA2 Co will be squaring off with LoSt armies and new LoSt agent 

company – hereafter called the Dalii Co. 

- RG loses characters and armies and needs to build up again.  Additionally, he’s running a 

small Em Co in the northwest. 

 

So I figured with the loss of SoM this turn, the team would have another big discussion about 

surrendering.  But that didn’t happen!  Instead, everyone seemed attentive and very responsive to 

my planning mails.  We still had advantages.   

- The team had 39 cities and Mtowns.  Enough to ensure no one got put out of the game. 

- We out-stole the Freeps again, 14k vs 5k. 

- We lost 4 characters this turn, but took out 5 Freep characters.  Most of our recent turns also 

had us ‘offing’ more of theirs than they ‘offed’ of ours.  Furthermore, we had 7 other 

assassination attempts fail.  That many attempts in one turn was phenomenal and we planned 

on continuing that trend. 

- We lost 3 artys, but picked up 4 new ones. 

- We were tracking their artys and agents with spells.   

- Everyone agreed we were going to win Rhun.  Compliments by teammates included 

‘juggernaut’ and ‘unstoppable’ and ‘bulldozer’. 

- Our new offensive on the Cape suffered a set-back this turn, but we were starting to 

coordinate our assets and plan moves. 

 

Chuck, Bill, and I still spend one afternoon in front of the big-screen jov to plot and plan.  

Everybody sends out their planned orders, hopefully everyone proof reads, we catch errors and 

omissions, make corrections, then send in the turn. 

 

Also, t21 had several large mailings to Clint at MEgames with errors, omissions, and questions 

in the game.  I know I’ve promised the reader a complete summary of my mails to MEgames 

about the problems and glitches in this ‘first run’ of FAS, and I will.  For now, it is to be noted 

that the ScryChar spell was reporting that all targets had a mage rank equal to the caster, even if 

the target didn’t have mage rank.  We had lost out on several challenge opportunities (artys!) and 

had to RfsPers other times because we thought the targets were multi-classed mages and didn’t 

want to risk it.  That’s one thing that got fixed, at the t21 mark.  And we also got the “encounter 

permanently attached to the character” problem fixed as well.  Read on… 

 

 

 

 

T22. 



 

 

My t22 “Observations” mail: 

Team, 

We got our asses handed to us on the Cape at 1725. 

- J-Hash's agent Schadou Storm was captured by Dalii (guarded Bulni) but escaped.  His target 

was army commander lord Bulni of LoSt.  He was removed from the company and lost two 

damage artys to Dalii (+1500 damage). 

- M-RG's champion Grangol was captured by Ephraim while trying to assassinate Dalii.  

Grangol did not immediately escape.  He has one chance to escape before execution. 

- Scott's stealthy Miss de Meaner also failed to assassinate Dalii because he was too well 

guarded. 

M-RG lost the Mtown, but J-Hash assassinated captain Thror and we can hope his 1200 

armored hc disbanded. 

Most of our moves in R&R worked.  We're going to destroy the bulk of their armies and take the 

Charlatans capital.  Both Charlatans and Mountebanks put up castles on their cities but that 

won't stop us. 

Once again, we out-stole the Freeps by 10k gold. 

 

We lost 3 characters: 

-Oksanieto (P-LK) M59, was challenged and killed by Joyarq at 1425. 

-Lin Dwar (Scott) C50 A44, was weaknessed to death at 3716. 

-Jackoalltrades (Bill) C52 A31 E32, was assassinated by Thufir Hawat/ Baron Harkonen at 

3716. 

We also had two characters taken hostage, both are good agents and hope to escape: 

-Grangol (M-RG) was captured by Ephraim of LoSt at 1725. 

-Eriedia (Chuck) was captured by Leto II Atreides of NK at 2814. 

And our team named 7 new characters !! 

 

We killed 4 Freep characters: 

-warlord Meraben of Charlatans was assassinated by Zulu Baddass (Scott) at 4015. 

-lord Joyarq of LoSt was Weaknessed to death (P-LK) at 1425. 

-captain Thror of LoSt was assassinated by H'el Spawn (J-Hash) at 1725. 

-big agent Salandar of Forsaken was challenged and killed (Scott) at 3716. 

We took one Freep character hostage and lost one Freep hostage: 

-captain Seamus Dillon of Mountebanks was taken by Arennes (J-Hash) at 3613. 

-Isolde the Fay of Mountebanks escaped when Lin Dwar died at 3716. 

We lost 4 artys; two to the enemy and two dropped at 3716. 

We gained 5 artys:  



 

This is the 3rd (or 4th) turn in a row where we have the advantage in most every category of 

reporting.  Admittedly, it's a small advantage but an advantage nonetheless.  We're slowly 

grinding down the Freeps, I think? 

Here's some other charts for you: 

 

 
  

In the above shot, you can make some observations: 

A-GO (n13) needs gold this turn badly. 

M-RG (n18) needs to distribute all that bronze and timber; to himself or others.  It's mostly 

sitting at his cap. 

P-LK (n17) needs to fix that tax rate that's draining his loyalties. 

 

 

 



 
 

Looking better with relations.  Every turn sees us getting closer to "minimum" required 

relations.  Disliked to the enemy, and Tolerant to our allies. 

J-Hash and J-SK need the most work here. 

 

 

 
 

 

We need more troops.  More recruiting!! 

 

 

Keep up the good work, more of "Scott-mail" coming soon, 

Scott 

 

 

I tried to paint a rosy picture for my allies, but I was actually quite concerned about our losses.  - 

Between combats, assassinations, and the FPWS, we had lost more than 6k troops in the R&R 

Campaign this turn.  We got our AA1 out of the R&R Campaign to go work in Mirkwood, so 

that was a relief but our new AA2 on the Cape in the west was tangled up with the Dalii Co. 

putting our newly acquired A/S artys at risk.  I earnestly advocated NOT squaring-off with the 

Freep agents – get away from them and move every turn so they can’t catch us.  By this time I 

was confident that we had more A/S arty power than the Freeps and did my best to keep them 

safe.  And we had only found 1 of the big 3 A/S artys – we had RoCurufin, but no info on 

RoWind or CoAbyss.  Did the Freeps already have them?  Were they using them against us now?  

Well, other things had come to light… 

 

Excerpts from t22 “Arty List”, “Arty Retrieval”, and “LATs…” mails: 

Team, 

 



A-GO's em, Rob Rong, was given 121 Spear of Bladorthin by the game company. 

Scott lost 10 Corantir and 92 Craig-olf-Ti when Lin Dwar was Weaknessed to death at 3716.  

Both artys should have dropped in the hex. 

J-Hash lost 17 Cubragol and 134 Aracu when Schadou Stormm was captured by Dalii at 1725.  

Schadou escaped.  Dalii is now trackable via LAT! 

M-VP transferred 104 Elhach and 148 Lorglin to J-Hash's agent H'el Spawn. 

Scott retrieved 122 Gaerennon from the dead body of warlord Meraben of Charlatans. 

Scott also LATed 94 Romoquenaro at 2509. 

M-VP 900ed 113 Miramarth A10 at the mouth of the Greyflood, at 1220.  !! 

M-VP also answered the "Hithlum" riddle at 3322 and retrieved 91 Tinculin, M45 !! 

J-Hash answered the "Doriath" riddle at 1315 and retrieved 35 Robes of the Orc Priests. 

(…arty list followed…) 

 

 

Team, 

I figure our LATs are duty bound to track the Freep known agent/stealth arty groups: 

- 1) #1 Cloak of Protection, on Baron Harkonnen.  Last seen with Thufir Hawat and Gurney 

Halleck at 3813 on t21 and 3716 on t22.  Also has 36 Listening Helm and 69 Fohnrad. 

- 2) #114 a gauntlet (Scott suspects Bracers of the Mists), on Nightshade.  Currently at 3613 via 

LAT, travels with Moon Shadow.  Also has 12 Robes of Aman. 

- 3) #17 Cubragol, on Dalii t22 at 1725.  Was with Ephraim who captured Grangol. 

I don't have any sure way to track their Weakness Squad cuz they dropped Gurthang.  However, 

Meliss Lee never seems to fail to appear on our pcs. 

 

This turn, neither Cynwise nor Zatanna cast on their assigned targets.  So we did not track 

Baron/Thufir/Gurney, nor did we cast on 93 (next on random list). 

 

Bill's ScryChar spell updated with game company fix: 

T17 - Thufir Hawat retains the following title(s): Spy(A70). Artifacts held: None. 

T18 - Gaius Mohiam  retains the following title(s): Rogue(A60). Artifacts held: None. 

T19 - Thomas Hook retains the following title(s): Commander(C30) - Rogue(A60). Artifacts 

held: None. 

T20 - Moon Shadow retains the following title(s): Veteran(C10) - Thief(A80). Artifacts held: #12 

#114. 

T21 - Grania The Fair retains the following title(s): Hero(C20) - Mage(M30). Artifacts held: 

None. Spells known: #104 #510 #413 #415. 

 

(…spell casting assignments followed…) 

 

 

(…discussion about game company fixes…) 

1312 - 131 Daecollo  N +30s 

Chuck's having Rentice answering the riddle with "Angmar", and doing a 900. 

J-SK's having Cynwise move here and 900. 

- both plan to swap artys next turn.  Ring of Bleeding to Rentice, Mantle of Doriath to Cynwise. 

 



4123 - 123 Narya  N  M50 

M-VP's having Circe move here and 900. 

 

3716 - 10 Corantir N M10  and   92 Craig-Olf-Ti  N 500 

needs 900ed 

 

4016 -  198 Gurthang  E  +2250 

needs 900ed 

 

3025 - 203 Silmaruth  N  +2000 

 

3509 - 94 Romoquenaro  N  +750 

 

3730 - 90 a sword 

 

4439 - 187 a hammer 

 

2101 - 170 a sword 

 

3938 - 44  an axe 

 

2823 - 133 Aedring  G  +1000 

 

4425 - 75 Herugrim  G  +1000 

 

2826 - 185 Sil-Maegil  G  +750 

 

3908 - 100 E Voronwe  G  +500 

 

3923 - 136 a staff 

Unsolved  riddle 

 

 

Summary of our Retrievers: 

Cynwise (n02)  C10 M56  ch78 

 - using +20M arty but needs a combat arty 

 - needs to get rid of 2 Good damage, and one Evil mage arty 

Circe (n22)  M53  ch133 

 - using +35M and +45M arty 

 - needs to transfer one mage arty 

Lynna (n22)  M50  ch100 

 -  using +15M and +1750 damage artys 

Mallazant (n25)  M55  ch85 

 - using  +15M and +750 damage artys 

 - needs to transfer +10C arty 

Rentice (n19)  M59  ch59 



 - not using anything, needs a mage and a damage arty 

 - trying to pick up Daecollo; and needs to get rid of Mantle of Doriath 

(…followed by requests for confirmation…) 

 

All players like seeing a big list of artys on their turnsheets.  It’s cool having tons of toys!  I was 

determined to knit the team together, and passing out artys to the team was a great tool.  I 

suggest at least 25% of my time each turn was coordinating artys – tracking Freeps, locating lost 

ones, researching (or guessing!) riddles, 900-ing others, and moving the team’s mages to cover 

as much of Middle-earth as possible. 

 

 

My t22 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

My turn went pretty much as expected. 

As predicted, Lin Dwar (C50 A44) was Weaknessed to death at 3716.  But not before I 

challenged and killed Salander (gold stealer) of the Forsaken. 

I lost the two artys Lin took from Isolde the Fey (Mountebanks) and assume they are sitting at 

3716.  Lin's army disbanded as did Bill's when he got assassinated.  The Freep agents also took 

out the tower and stole 3050 gold. 

My agents in Chuck's company at 4015: 

- Flotsam (my scout) got re-doubled by Bill's em Ravan Greycloak.  Thanks, I'd rather report to 

you than Ernie. 

- Jetsam failed to assassinate Forbia (C10 M40) 

- Priest Ovtheast guarded.  I didn't detect any attempts on any of our characters there. 

- Zulu Baddass assassinated warlord Maraben of the Charlatans and regained 122 Gaerennon. 

The company's at 3013 now, a Forsaken Mtown/fort.  The Forsaken army left but Daeron is 

there.  We'll try to assassinate Daeron (has toys) and steal the gold and take down the fort! 

On to the next target. 

Huge combats coming this turn at 4015 and 4016.  I'm in both.  Charlatan's capital falls this 

turn!! 

My stealthy agents over on the Cape: 

- Miss de Meaner failed to assassinate Dalii at 1725, but I saw that Grangol's attempt also failed 

and he got captured by Ephraim!  Miss joined J-Hash's company and moved to 1818. 

- Baxx Tabber got challenged by the EO but refused (whew!) and moved to 1425 to guard 

Garath Banefire who just revealed the LoSt capital.  Baxx may be doubled by GE as well. 

Ems improved 4321 to Mtown, and 3626 to village.  4438 (SoM Mtown) down to Marginal. 

Named a new A40 to replace the lost Willow Wisp.  I named this one Wilted Wisp but didn't get 

stealth.  I'll try two more this turn.  Maybe Withered Wisp and ? 

 

Locate Artifact True - Romoquenáro #94 is located in the Open Plains at 3509. 



 

There are rumors of an encounter involving Cynwise at 2211. 

Interesting, I expected Cynwise to get the encounter that we've had rumors of since the beginning 

of the game.  Yet J-SK's pdf shows no encounter messages nor did Cynwise get the encounter.  

Something else to ask Clint about... 

Scott 

 

 

We had Mordor and the south secure.  Every time a Freep Em Co would steal a pc, we’d take it 

back in a turn or two with armies or emissaries.  Our displaced nations were getting icons on 

their major pcs and naming characters to replace losses.  Almost all of us were still improving 

pcs in the south as well. 

 

 
 

 

While we were awesome in Mordor and the south, and our R&R Campaign looked like a few 

more turns until complete victory, the situation west of the Anduin looked bleak.  RG was 

holding his own so far.  We had VP and Hash operating in the Gap.  The SK sent 1400hc and 

they had food to get up into the mountains.  Even the RG Em Co (with GO assistance) was 

effective and had retaken pcs in Lindon.  And Bill just revealed the LoSt capital at 1425.  But 

there was a ‘flood’ of incoming Freep icons and they had already moved past the Gap.  And the 

Freeps had agents and emissaries operating in the region as well. 

 



 
 

This turn’s coordination also included: 

- A 1 page AA1 mail.  Three of our agents got doubled by Freeps when we were in Rhun. 

- A 2 page AA2 mail.  We blocked the road with a newly camped ruin and set the trap with 

our agents waiting. 

- A 3 page ‘Cape and Gap’ mail.   

- A 3 page ‘Center Strategy and Morannon’ mail. 

- A huge 6 page ‘R&R Campaign’ mail. 

- Many replies and tweaking. 

 

This was the turn that I started signing off my mails with: 

 

Sauron 

Make Mordor Great Again! 

 

 

 

 

 

T23. 
 



Yet another disaster… 

 

My t23 “Observations” mail: 

Team, 

First, neither of our good agents escaped from being captured last turn.  Both Grangol and 

Eriedia were executed.  Grangol was M-RG's champion and Eriedia was Chuck's agent.  Both 

originally belonging to E-MD in Myrkdale. 

We only lost two characters this turn otherwise!   

M-VP's C53 Galen was Weaknessed to death at 3613 and his cav army disbanded.   

And Bill's C50 Rigellian suicided against 4015.   

Also, I noted the FP Weakness squad needed 6 spells instead of 5. 

 

We did well in character kills this turn: 

- Vanderford, a C30 of the GE, was assassinated by Amandil at 2022. 

- Frask, a small agent of LoSt, was overrun and killed by Amandil's (H-ST) assassination attempt 

on Vanderford at 2022. 

- Daeron, npc M100, was assassinated by Zulu Baddass at 3013.  Didn't get his toys. 

- Vevina Duffy, C40 of the Mountebanks, was killed in combat by J-Hash at 3612. 

- Worth Carter, C? A? of the MF, was assassinated by Rahs Al Ghoul (J-Hash) at 1818. 

Additionally, we captured: 

- Thomas Hook of the Forsaken by Brubar (Chuck) at 4016 

- Jammy Creamer of the MF was kidnapped by H'el Spawn (J-Hash) at 1818, but immediately 

escaped to 1918 via rumor.  We think the 2700 troops disbanded. 

 

Most everything in R&R worked as planned.  Charlatans will be blasted off our maps this turn.  

Mountebanks left with two cities, soon to fall.  The big exception in this turns success was 4215.  

We had 3 ems (two of AGO's and one of P-LK's) there but somehow a Forsaken em went first 

and flipped the "marginal" Mtown on the island.  Bullshit.  Two of our 3 succeeded, reporting 

"normal" and "fair" loyalty.  Both of A-GO's ems are still there but P-LK moved on. 

In the center, our armies are starting to flow out of the Black Gate.  J-SK made it all the way to 

3013 and will capture the Forsaken Mtown/tower.  Also, I mentioned in my turn report that 

there's going to be a big showdown at 2814.  NK agents led by Baron Harkonnen versus our AA1 

company. 

Chuck's up to 3119 and J-Hash's ready to move out of 3122 with 1900hc and 11 warmachines.  

That's good! 

And we had dismal results west of the Anduin.  M-RG's city/fort at 2323 was flipped by EO and 

hired an army on it!!  Even worse, the pc had (and now the EO has) : 

5535 leather 

20925 bronze 

6300 steel 

5120 food 

16835 timber 



Words can't describe my dismay! 

And still worse, it looks like Minas Tirith will fall this turn.  On J-SK's capital this turn: 

A large army bearing the banner of the North Kingdom under Captain Alia of the Knife is here. 

An army bearing the banner of the The South Kingdom under Captain Triste is here. 

Foreign characters reported: Aifric The Bold, Bhahb Nhutuhn, Brewington, Calkona, Faren 

Kiner, Feyd-Rautha, 

Luucia Neito, Meliss Lee, Moon Shadow, Ovgol 

and we know Nightshade is here as well via M-VP's LAT on 114 Rat Gauntlets. 

So, the Freeps have amassed their Weakness Squad, their Agent Artifact toting Company, a big 

and fed NK cav army, and two Em Companies. 

Still no words to describe my dismay! 

Also, as predicted, J-SK's cav got blocked out of the LoSt capital and will be destroyed in a 

meaningless battle.  About the only "good" things going on in Rohan/Gap/West are: 

- Bill revealed the GE capital at 1015.  J-Hash's AA2 Company is there now and hopes to make a 

kill. 

- H-ST took back the Mtown at 2022 from GE 

- M-VP's holding out at Hornburg, 2121 

We barely saved A-GO from extinction, thanks J-Hash for the gold transfer.  We must make A-

GO's economy stable.  P-LK and H-ST will need pcs as well.  Look for an upcoming mail on 

Allied Aid. 

(…Team Econ chart…) 

And, like a broken record, we still need some attention to fixing relations. 

 

(…Team Relations chart…) 

We Bribed 4 of Harro's characters and named 7 others: 

(…New/Lost Character chart…) 

Only two gold steals, one for the Freeps and one for Bill.  Scott did manage to sabotage a fort: 

(…Agent actions chart…) 

And again like a skipping record, we need more troops.  A constant flow of armies to the 

front(s): 

(…Team Stats chart…) 

Well, enough for now, more soon... 

 

Sauron 

Make Mordor Great Again! 

 

 



Wow, just when we start gearing up for a Campaign in the west the Freeps hand us our heads in 

a basket.  Losing the RG capital to Freep ems was bad, but handing them all that gathered 

product was crushing – a huge economic swing.  Furthermore, the upcoming loss of Minas Tirith 

was going to drive a wedge between our nations.  The Freeps were going to try to split us up and 

take us out piecemeal.    We weren’t moving fast enough west of the Anduin.  It seemed my own 

personal success wasn’t enough to assuage the damage being done to my allies. 

 

 

My t23 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

I just looked through all the pdfs except for J-SK who hasn't posted yet.  There's alot of work to 

be done for the upcoming turn.  At first glance, most of us had great turns however we took a 

heinous loss in Rohan. 

So let me start with my usual nation report.... 

I failed in zero orders.  Everything worked as planned however I did not flip the SoM Mtown at 

4438.  Two hits with an E90 and the loyalty was only 23 !? 

Zulu assassinated Daeron (npc) but didn't get any toys.  Jetsam sabotaged the fort down to tower 

at 3013 in preparation for J-SK's assault.  The company moved to 2814 and Flotsam's ScoChar 

reveals: 

Azriel Mistral.  (Bill's big em) 

Delynmit.  (Chuck's company commander) 

Legate Fallandor - the Quadlim Brith.  

Conjurer Semirhage - the Forsaken. 

However, my LAT by Xerxes reveals: 

Locate Artifact True - artifact #1, a Cloak, is possessed by Baron Harkonnen in the Mixed Forest 

at 2814. 

Baron was last seen with Thufir Hawat, Gaius Mohaim, and Gurney Halleck.  I suppose we 

ought to assume they are there as well.  Looks like there's going to be a big showdown this turn 

!!  Stay tuned for the AA1Company mail ! 

I named two characters, an A40 and a C10 A20.  Naturally, the 22 stealth came on the C10 A20.  

It'll be a while before he's useful.  Oh, and please feel free to comment on the creativity of my 

character names.  These two I named Fell O'Nee and Larry the Leper.  ;)   C'mon Scott, really 

??  A stealthy agent named Larry the Leper ? 

Yeah, that's right!  Larry's gonna sneak up on his target and inflict him with leprosy.  Oh man, 

that's funny.... 

My other ems managed to improve 3421 to a village, and 4228 to a town. 

My small cav army under Kaib the Crippler assisted A-GO and Chuck in capturing the 

Charlatan capital at 4016.  It's now a Mtown/fort owned by Chuck,  We wiped out 3 armies and I 

have 300 cav left. 



My bigger cav army under my champion Sulimon assisted Bill and Chuck in wiping out two 

armies at 4015 and Bill sacrificed a character to put the Charlatan city/castle under siege.  

Sulimon moved out with 895 remaining and will be in combat with captain Queron Burke of the 

Mountebanks for the upcoming turn.  He's small, I'll crush him. 

Made 8 war machines in the capital army, ready to move out with cav.  Moved 4k timber to 4017 

where another army of 2000 nudist will make another 8 war machines.  And I'm plotting many 

more thousands of troops coming up the Khand road. 

I neither lost nor gained artys.  My doubles remain intact.  Strong economy. 

much more soon, 

Scott 

for 

Sauron 

Make Mordor Great Again 

 

 

Our failed moves and losses in the West really depressed the team this turn.  There wasn’t very 

much discussion from my allies.  We were all ‘dismayed’ by our losses this turn, and the implied 

upcoming losses as well.  I came up with a detailed plan for everyone to follow, since I was now 

the ‘Sauron’ of the team… 

 

My t23 “West of the Anduin” mail: 

Team, 

West of the Anduin is in big trouble. 

 

@2323 

EO city/fort with Anders Boounder in command of 500 troops.  M-RG's new capital is 2223. 

 

@2924 

NK will wipe out J-SK's army and a dozen Freep ems will probably take the city/keep.  J-SK's 

new capital will be 2927. 

What are we gonna do about it?  We cannot get superior military to either pc anytime soon.  

Sending in agent companies now could be walking into a trap.  Same with our Weakness Squad.  

So I don't suggest we move into either pc with just characters now. 

We're going to need some input from everyone!  Please help come up with a long term plan to 

get us out of this mess.  My first suggestion is for M-RG, H-ST, and J-SK to put armies on, and 

recruit from, every major pc you guys own.  I suggest you do it now!! 

There's alot of other stuff to cover.  I've included screenshots where we have multiple players in 

the same hex so you all can see the coordination: 



(…jov shot of orders for our AA2 and Reveal PC mage in the GE backup…) 

@1015 

 

This suggestion risks Razamur to challenge.  I feel guards for both H'el Spawn and Garath are 

essential.  The destination of 1725 is suggested because we want a target, but not too many 

targets, and back to the Cape to kill off the LoSt.  The corollary here is that we ask J-Hash to 

bring in his new agent, Katla A84, to 1725 and do a ScoChar.  Assuming it's safe enough next 

turn, then Katla can join the company and maybe transfer a stealth arty to her.  And again, that 

assumes J-Hash is willing to risk a challenge for Katla as well.  1725 is the better of my two 

suggestions IMHO because we can pick up Schadou Storrm there, get him back in the company, 

and allow him to RfsPers and attempt an assassination on Bulni there this turn. 

Another suggestion would be to have Razamur keep the company at 1015, thus leaving him free 

to RfsPers and GrdChar, while Katla moves to 1015 and ScoChar.  Probably more targets and 

might be more dangerous, I think.  What do you think J-Hash?  Anybody else got a suggestion? 

 

(…jov shot of orders for M-VP and J-Hash at Hornburg…) 

@2121 

 

Hopefully, one way or another, we're gonna kill Judoc and his army.  I suggest that before the 

combat, M-VP has Magda challenge Judoc.  This 104 challenge should negate the need for 

anyone else to RfsPers to Judoc.  Thus, Pyotr can both recruit and hire to ensure an icon on 

2121 next turn regardless of the outcome of any combat (unless Pyotr gets killed/captured).  M-

VP's got a +1750 and two resistance spells in the combat but we're still not sure of what's going 

to happen so I think this covers all the bases.  Even without the A Balrog (last minute edit: Clint 

just confirmed that Pyotr has the A Balrog), M-VP should wipe out Judoc's army.  Then comes 

J-Hash's assassination attempt with Rahs Al Ghoul.  Rahs receives command arty and heads to 

Mordor base.  Unless M-VP's got something else to do with Spite, I suggest a friendly doubling 

of Rahs.  And look to the Arty Retrieval thread for a destination for Mallazant, ok J-Hash?  I just 

need more time to give you a decent recommendation.  M-VP and J-Hash, your thoughts and 

comments are critical so please let us know what you want to do? 

 

 

@1425 

P-LK, can you please double Scott's stealthy agent, Baxx Tabber?  Of course, that's in addition 

to Weaknessing Azaar.  Where are you sending the Squad?  I'll bet 2121 is going to see 

continued action.  And you'd be safer on our pcs than the Freeps.  Additionally, M-VP could 

meet you there with his damage artys to transfer to you next turn.  Furthermore, with your 

losses, can I suggest you consider merging into one company when you get to a 'safe' hex.  

Maybe next turn if you take my 2121 suggestion.  What do you think P-LK and M-VP? 

 

@1219 

M-VP, please follow my chain of logic.  First, I suggest you have Roose challenge Parks with 

your 105cr.  Then, assuming you're willing to risk that Parks doesn't have a sub-commander that 

challenges Jarak, Jarak won't have to refuse and can both transfer Miramarth to Varyss and sail 

away!  Remember, 'huge' only describes his ships, his troops were scouted at 400. 



If Parks refuses and attacks you, you'll have a ship combat that you will lose.  All your ships, not 

your troops.  Then you'll have a land combat where we assume you'll win.  All in the same 

report. 

If you attack Parks and CptrPop, the same will happen and you'll destroy the camp.   

And then, of course, you can have Varyss assassinate Parks if all the rest of that fails.  And in 

any event it's time to get out of there, with or without your ships !!  I suggest: 

Roose - IssPers  parks ; and MovChar to 2121 (not join) and stay on dry land 

Jarak - TrArt  varys 113 ; and MovNavy/RfsPers/CptrPop/MovChar ? 

Varyss - Assass  parks ; and MovChar to 2121 (not join) ; and ?? 

Whaddya think M-VP? 

 

@2119 

J-SK, I suggest Butterbur attempt to assassinate Jessica Mohaim.  Jessica was last known to 

possess a mage arty and is the smaller commander. 

 

@2022 

H-ST, I think your best chance is to cross-guard Amandil and Siegfied.  It's risky to challenge 

Dalii cuz he's known to have a +1500 damage arty - probably 75 to 80 challenge.  Stay and 

recruit, right?  Challenge is up to you.  Your thoughts? 

 

@1525 

Let's assume that LoSt has enough to beat J-SK's army.  Therefore I suggest Caruryn RfsPers 

and MovChar to 2227.  Why 2227?  To replace the one that I'm suggesting moves out. 

 

@2227 

J-SK, I suggest you recruit more cav and move to 2527 - maybe your new capital.  Hope that 

Caruryn comes in from 1525 to hire a new army. 

 

@2123 

M-RG has a commander and two ems and J-Hash has two ems.  We can hope they flip the 

village.  M-RG, were you planning on HireArmy with the commander?  And moving it to your 

capital or sitting to deny the Freep ems? 

I'm going to suggest that J-Hash send Malugant E84 back to Umbar (2135, best loyalty in 

range).  His task will be to improve Hasharii pcs with high loyalty into Mtowns.  And then I'd 

suggest the weaker of M-RG's ems, Faydenra, move toward Mordor to 3024.  Next turn, plan on 

Faydenra doubling Chuck's Itzahere and receiving a pc from Scott/Bill/Chuck.  M-RG's 

Wilmasand and J-Hash's Cador can stay together and go take LoSt mountain villages.  Starting 

with 1623.  Why 1623?  Cuz I'm going to further suggest that J-SK meet you there with his em 

company from... 

 

@2619 

J-SK, I still think E50's aren't good enough to flip pcs.  However, if you join up with M-RG's and 

J-Hash's ems at 1623, you all together should have enough for a decent shot at flipping those 

mountain villages - one each turn if you stick together.  Comments? 

 

@1920 



As suggested earlier, Katla is for J-Hash's AA2 Company.  However, Galrun E95 is here as well 

and I suggest he move to a ruin to establish an alternative Hasharii base on the Cape.  J-Hash, 

one of two options: 

1) move Galrun to 1825 to camp the ruins and plan on improving and hiring with Abrakh from 

2018 

2)move Galrun to 1526 to camp the ruins, and plan on not improving - but moving back to 1825 

as suggested above and make that the base, just delayed one turn.  In the meantime, using 

Abrakh from 2018, you can hire an army of 100hi and move to the GE camp at 1627 to destroy 

that.  Naturally, Abrakh's losses will disband the army and you can move to 1825 for real 

recruiting. 

Using Galrun and Abrakh together is cool.  Galrun's camps are easily improve-able and 

Abrakh's got agent rank when he does settle down to recruit. 

Whaddya think J-Hash? 

 

@2024 

M-RG, have Bogatyr recruit 300 and move to the capital with 1500 total?  Have Moller hire a 

new army of 100 and sit? 

 

@2223 

M-RG, have Tongaard challenge Blomquist and recruit?  He was an em traveling with Anders 

Boounder, right? 

 

@1725 

J-Hash, have Schadou Storrm refuse and assassinate Bulni, please.  M-RG, since we're not 

sending more troops this turn, maybe you should refuse and Stand and defend the E hexside? 

 

And some basic comments about Minas Tirith, 2924: 

- get Denethor out !!  He's carrying 4 artys.  Guard him too. 

- use Denethor and Gilrean to double Moon Shadow and Nightshade.  Not a great shot but you 

should try 

- do up/downgrades before the combat/InfOther happens, while it's still your capital. 

 

OK, guys.  Another long and detailed strategy session from Scott.  Many of you are referenced 

several times and I suggest you go back and re-read this mail.  I've asked as many questions of 

you all as I've given suggestions.  I need to hear from you. 

It would be nice to hear from you all.  I'll take anything, I'm starting to get paranoid that you 

guys are becoming uninterested and are just 'going through the motions'.  C'mon guys, let's hear 

some chatter. 

It took me hours and hours to come up with all this.  I still have the Center and Eastern strategy 

sessions I'm working on and an Allied Aid mail I'm working on too.  If I have to, I'll make you 

feel guilty for ignoring my efforts...  ;) 

 



Scott 

for  

Sauron 

Make Mordor Great Again 

 

 

 

 

This stage of the game was a real see-saw battle.  Each little victory would come with a related 

defeat. 

- About 1 of every 4 new artifacts we acquired were later lost to the Freeps.  CoProtection, 

Listening Helm, Gaerennon, Gurthang, etc. 

- Winning Rhun, but losing Gondor. 

- Tons of product regularly redistributed throughout the team, then losing 10 turns worth of 

production to the Freeps when they flipped the RG capital this turn. 

- Keeping our AA Co’s safe while still hitting the Freeps, then just happening to land right on 

one of their agent companies; AA2 on the Cape last turn, and AA1 in Mirkwood this turn. 

- Sending out the SK to spearhead attacks in Mirkwood and the Cape, then having the Freeps 

get to Minas Tirith and sack his capital. 

- VP and Hash establish Gap strongholds, then Freep armies overwhelm the Gap.  VP holding 

out a Hornburg for now, while Hash will lose Isengard. 

- Both QB and SK had moved their turnmaps all the way up to the xx13 row, but we had lost 

the SoM map. 

 

Or looking at this another way, every time something bad happened to us, I would point out 

some related success to give us hope.  I tried to find the ‘silver-lining’ in everything. 

 

I sent out a huge “Aid” mail detailing the next 3 turns worth of pc transfers from 

Scott/Chuck/Bill to our needy allies. 

 

I sent out more detailed mailing with proposed orders for the R&R Campaign, our new Center 

Campaign, cannibalizing the defunct SoM,  lone emissary coordination, and of course moving 

our mages around to pick up and distribute artys. 

 

This t23 mailings were bigger than anything I had done before.  I was worried that some players 

might have been offended that I was trying to micro-manage their nations.  My fears were 

unfounded.  Instead, the team was very encouraged and thankful for a ‘complete plan’. 

 

I was truly the ‘Sauron’ of the Dark Servant team now… 

 

 

 

 

 



T24. 
 

As if I hadn’t sent enough mail last turn, I also sent several volumes of mail to Clint a MEgames.  

Several things got fixed between t23 and t24.  A riddle we answered correctly but didn’t get the 

arty for was edited to us.  An NPC (Daeron) I assassinated didn’t have his artys on him, and 

those were edited to me.  Our ‘Witch-king’ riddle we had been working on for 10+ turns was 

abandoned when we found out it was Daeron’s artifact (now edited to Scott).  The ‘A Balrog’ 

was put into the correct army – it had been teleporting like Dragons in 1650.  And so on… 

 

I was even conversing with Jeremy and Ernie during the R&R Campaign.  It was mostly banter 

back and forth, but they were having some issues with unexplained errors in the game as well.  I 

kept them somewhat updated on the fixes the game company was making. 

 

 

My t24 “Observations” mail: 

Team, 

We got our asses handed to us in Character Warfare.  We lost 9 characters: 

-Triste C43 n02, died as army commander at 2924 in combat. 

-Denethor C36 E67 champion n02, died as sub-commander in 2924 combat, 4 artys dropped in 

hex. 

-Vengeant C42 n13, suicided on 4015. 

-Rolandos C40 n18, was assassinated at 2322. 

-Vilkyria C50 n18, was assassinated at 2323 by Torri of the EO. 

-Wilted Wisp A40 n20, was retired. 

-Azriel Minstral E92 M23 n21, was assassinated at 2814. 

-Pyotr C43 A34 n22, was assassinated at 2121. 

-Razamur C20 A64 n25, was challenged and killed by Galyon of the GE at 1015.  J-Hash's 

company disbanded. 

 

We only killed 5 of theirs and captured 1 : 

Butterbur n02, assassinated Jessica Mohaim of the NK at 2119. 

Parruherra n17, was challenged and killed Azaar of the LoSt at 1425. 

Pelagius n18, captured Bulni of the LoSt at 1725. 

Zulu Baddass n20, assassinated Baron Harkonnen of the NK at 2814 and took 2 agent artys. ;) 

Magda n22, challenged and killed Judoc of UA at 2121. 

H'el Spawn n25, assassinated Wardlaw of the GE at 1015. 

 

We named, bribed, or released six others: 

Liuva C32 M40 n13, escaped to 2814. 

Indash A37 n15, named at 3528. 

Mortha C34 n15, named at 3528. 

Augis C24 M40 n18, escaped to 1525. 

Steely Pate C10 A20 S25 n20, named at 4331. 

Gashi C40 A60 n22, bribed at 2705.  Came with hostage Eroth of Sigin Khazad.  ;) 

 



We out-stole the Freeps again: 

 
 

We got several rumors of transfers to allies: 

 
The Freeps must be straining to maintain Charlatans and Mountebanks.  Look for new 

Charlatan home in Rhudaur. 

 

 

The usual Team Economy chart: 

 
Wow, everyone has fixed their taxes and we're starting to get a bit more balanced. 

 

Here's the cool chart showing pertinent facts: 



 
 

We all need another character or two and more recruiting is needed as well... 

 

 

Relations: 

 
J-SK needs Down to n08 for minimum Disliked to Freeps; then Up to n21, n20, n15, and n13 in 

that order. 

A-GO has minimums for Freeps; then Up to n02 and n25. 

H-ST has minimums to Freeps, then up to n25. 

P-LK needs Down to n23 and n24 for minimum Disliked to Freeps; then Up to n25. 

M-RG, Chuck, Scott, Bill, and M-VP have completed all required relations changes. 

J-Hash needs Down to n06, n09, and n12 for minimum Disliked to Freeps; then Up to n13, n15, 

n17, n18, and n21 depending on proximity. 

 

And we did manage to pluck a couple of Mtowns, 3013 from the Forsaken and 4416 from the 

Charlatans.  We lost no major pc this turn. ;) 

Look forward to Scott's deluge of upcoming mail, 

Sauron 

Make Mordor Great Again! 

 

 

My t24 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

Biggest news first. 



At 2814, Zulu Baddass injured Paul Atreides of the North Kingdom and thwarted his guard 

mission and then assassinated Baron Harkonnen and retrieved #1 Cloak of Protection and #36 

Listening Helm.  #69 Fonhrad must have dropped in the hex cuz Zulu has 6 artys already. 

Also, Jetsam guarded Zulu and injured Gaius Mohiam of the North Kingdom and thwarted her 

assassination mission.  And Bill's agent in the company, Istvan, guarded Jetsam and spotted 

Thufir Hawat while performing his guarding.  Our agents chain guarding each other worked 

great.  Unfortunately, both Chuck and Bill had their best ems there to double (or re-double) our 

agents.  Chuck's em refused the Forsaken challenge and got away, but Bill's em (Azriel E92 

M23) was assassinated.  Presumably by Baron before I killed him.  Obviously, our agents didn't 

get re-doubled but other ems moved to the company and we can try again this turn.  And lastly, 

we apparently freed A-GO's battlemage, Liuva C32 M40, who's been held since turn ???? 

- Flipped back my Mtown at 4438 from H-SoM with best em.  

- Left 4015 at 'marginal'.  It turns out we did NOT get 4015.  This turn, A-GO suicided on the 

walls and took another Mtown to hit the loyalty, but only two of our 5 ems succeeded in 

influencing the city/castle.  Serious bummer, no more suicides, we have to send ems back. 

- Transferred awesome village at 4432 to A-GO.  90 em to 90 em and only got it at 36 loyalty. 

- Stole 3354 gold from LoSt at 1425. 

- Sent 20k gold to A-GO. and 1445 bronze to his Mtown at 4332. 

- Went Friendly to A-GO allowing him to 'feed' off my pc and make it up to 4416 to squash some 

dwarves! 

Virtually everything went as planned in R&R.  The exception being 4015.  Additionally, I 

captured Queron Burke of the Mountebanks at 3915.  Now we have the Mountebanks capital 

ringed by our armies.  Like I said, two more turns... 

And for the second turn in a row, I named a stealthy character.  Steely Pate is C10 A20 S25.  

Nooo, I couldn't get stealth on my A40's.  Hard to complain tho, so I'll take it. 

more soon, 

Scott 

 

 

Chuck and Bill were involved with all my grand planning.  We were coordinated like one player, 

playing 3 nations.  Adding to that, J-Hash was still unable to give much time and effort due to 

moving, new job, health, etc., so I was sending him a list of his characters and what we wanted 

him to do each turn.  He was quite happy with this arrangement, telling me many times how 

great it was.  So basically, 4 of our 10 nations were being run by 1 player (a collective, a hive 

mind). And now, most of my other teammates were committing roughly 3/4 of their orders to the 

‘grand plan’.  They were being ‘absorbed’ into greatness….   (yes, you may laugh at that…) 

 

 

My t24 “Arty List” mail: 

Team, 



 
 

 

Posting this chart was easier than typing it all up.  Additionally, we cast: 

M-VP LATed artifact #95, a Ring, is located in the Shore/Plains at 3511. 

M-VP also LATed Rat Gauntlets #114 is possessed by Nightshade in the Shore/Plains at 2924. 

Bill LATed Cubragol #17 is possessed by Dalii in the Shore/Plains at 2927. 

Scott's LAT was on #1 but I took that from the Freeps. 

(…followed by the arty list, now over 100 known…) 

 

 

Once again, I was searching for a silver-lining to our losses.  It was a dismal turn for the team. 

- 9 characters lost in one turn!  Our worst losses to date.  But we were replacing our losses 

with experienced SoM characters.  (H-SoM was still following along with the mails and 

wanted to know when he would receive the all the gold we were bribing him with! Ha ha) 

- 5 artys lost in one turn!  Thankfully, 4 of those dropped on the ground at Minas Tirith. But 

we also recovered the two agent artys I lost earlier and a new +25S (Daecollo). 

- Isengard fell, and Hornburg would follow next turn.  We would lose the Gap.  But we had 

both PWS companies (that’s P-LK’s Weakness Squads) at Hornburg, accompanied by M-VP 

agents and emissaries, and would exact a heavy price from the NK armies there. 

- We failed to flip the Char capital, 3 of 5 emissaries at 80-90 ranks failed.  But we had 12k 

troops in Rhun, and another 4k coming up from the EGOM.  Even better, more than 50% of 

these troops were heavy cav in good equipment, and Chuck, Bill, and I had constructed 

about 35 war machines in separate armies. 

- SK was getting pounded.  Minas Tirith held out this turn, being reduced to 52 loyalty, but 

would surely fall next turn.  The Freeps stayed in the hex with their FPWS, the Night/Moon 

agent company, and a big pile of their emissaries.  Worse, his supposed backup at Pelargir 

was infested with the Dalii agent company.  We were going to need to relocate the SK now 

and help him to rebuild. 



- RG, with help from ST, was trying to defend his homelands but it was clear the Freeps were 

keying on the region.  When RG lost his capital last turn (and that ridiculous hoard of 

product) then all plans for an offensive got scrapped.  We would need to relocate RG too! 

 

 

West: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Center: 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

East: 

 
 



 

Yep, my mails were brutally long and painfully detailed.  We would have to re-constitute our 

disbanded AA2, swap agents and artys, and then get back to work.  We had to coordinate many 

lone emissaries, while directing the SK and RG Emissary Co’s to work on the Cape to buy us 

time to reinforce the area.  And of course, my over-emphasis (?) on artys consumed 3 big mails.  

And this next mail shows the details on the Aid and Transfers being discussed. 

 

My t24 “Aid and SoM” mail: 

Team, 

Thought I'd combine two subjects in one mail since both would require the coordination of our 

ems in the east.  I figure we've got two turns remaining until bribing H-SoM's characters 

becomes questionable.  If you can't get a big em to your target in two turns, it'll be too late. 

Remaining SoM characters: 

Derrikk C46 @ 4215  - A-GO or P-LK, attempt Bribe next turn 

Fenziz A74 M52 @ 2704 - Bill attempt Bribe next turn 

Jaghatai Khan C48 @ 4215 – A-GO or P-LK attempt Bribe next turn 

Kano I C65 @ 3505 - was commanding an army, status unknown 

Kronoss E90 M38 @ 3924 - unclaimed champion 

Lambo C59 @ 3505 - was subcommander, status unknown 

Luttinen C50 @ 3822 - unclaimed 

Mantas E67 @ 4438 – H-ST Bribing this turn 

Nokturno Kulto C82 @ 2705 - Chuck Bribing this turn 

Tarkin C46 @ 3007 - unclaimed 

Most importantly, I suggest M-RG or J-Hash claim Kronoss at 3924.  Both have lost a 

champion so it stands to reason one of them should get Kronoss.  M-RG's best em for this is 

Hiltrude E116 (using Pectoral) at 2410; while J-Hash's best em is Galrun E95 at 1825.  I leave 

it to you two guys to decide who's going for Kronoss, but it must be decided now.  This should 

take precedence over other plans for these characters.  And whoever goes, has to go NOW! 

Additionally, I suggest P-LK claim Luttinen at 3822.  P-LK, your only commander over 30 is 

running your company.  So I suggest bribing Luttinen and using him as your capital commander 

for up/downgrading, taxes, etc.  You have an extra turn until you need to go there. 

Finally, regarding SoM, we have Bill and P-LK on the last two 'southern' pcs.  Bill has Lyssande 

at SoM camp at 3120, and P-LK has Okapoika at SoM town at 3915.  I suggest both of you stay 

in the hex until you get it.  3120 was a 1 loyalty camp, and 3915 was a 23 loyalty town. 

On to the Aid plan for this turn: 

Chuck has Pahamieli transfer 3224 to M-RG's em Faydendra from 3024.  Mtown with 660 gold. 

Bill has Loial Tee transfer 3430 to A-GO's em Ottokar from 4432.  Village with 1360 gold. 

Scott has Carlon transfer 4430 to H-ST's em Galathil from 4127.  Village with 1440 gold 

A gold transfer can be arranged, Bill's got plenty this turn.  TBD 



Futhermore, I'd like to take J-Hash up on his offer to send mounts to allies.  Please 948 2k (or 

more) of your mounts to Bill's Mtown at 3726.  Next turn, Bill can send on 1k of those mounts to 

Chuck at 3924.  Both have the willingness and economy to field armored cav but lack the mount 

production. 

 

Anybody else have a request?  An offer? 

Confirmation is needed by all. 

 

Sauron 

MMGA! 

 

 

 

 

 

T25. 

 

My t25 “Observations” mail: 

Team, 

We're in trouble!  J-SK is poised to lose all of Gondor.  Minas Tirith just fell.  His army from 

Pelargir moved into Minas Tirith and will be destroyed.  Linhir is hosting enemy ems and will be 

lost as well!  The bridge at Pelargir was sabotaged!  His newly hired army at Dol Amroth may 

get assassinated by Dalii this turn!  The Freeps now have a Strategic Site Victory - if they felt so 

inclined as to transfer all SS pcs to one player. 

We are set to prevent that, this turn.  We have ems at 1609 and 2212 this turn and hope to flip 

both.  We also hoped to put J-Hash's cav army on either 2119 or 2121 but it looks like that will 

get blocked.  Chuck only made it one hex into Mirkwood before being intercepted by 4k+ troops 

of EO and Forsaken.  His recon showed about 6k total in SMirkwood around 2715. 

So we now have to plot and plan to "not lose" to a SS Victory by the Freeps.  I'm sure we'll come 

out with a detailed plan in Scott's upcoming mails. 

We continue to out-steal the Freeps.  But only by 5k. 

 

We assassinated 4, captured 1, and Weaknessed 1 of the Freeps.  



 

-captain Malantur of the SigK was captured by A-GO 

-captain Butler of the NK was Weaknessed to death and his army disbanded by P-LK. 

 

We lost 2 to assassination, 1 to kidnap, 1 to Weakness, 1 captured in combat, and one hostage 

escaped.  But we named 7 new characters, and Bribed 1: 

 
 

 

Dalelry is 2109.  We've had multiple reports of gold being sent to 2109.  Betcha it's the re-

located Charlatans or Mountebanks.  We should visit 2109 soon: 



 

- Solime is the village at 1810.  This confirms that if you send gold to a player, and don't send it 

to the capital, then the rumor generated is of the non-capital pc, even tho the gold makes it to the 

capital.  Therefore, this should be standard procedure; that when you send gold to an ally, try to 

send it to a pc that the enemy doesn't know about so the enemy doesn't know who got the gold.  

Minor info, but still. 

 

 

Tracking the Freeps: 

 
-2227 Dalii travels with Ephraim both of the LoSt 

-2527 Bhahb Nhutuhn travels with 5 other ems, including Ovgol who frequently shows up on pcs, 

of the EO (?) 

-3430 Durin of the SigK has at least one other em with him.  Damn, we just gave that village to 

A-GO. 

-4416 Seoman (?).  This is a new assassin of unknown origin.  He's assassinated two of our army 

commanders and disbanded their armies in the last two turns. 

-2322 Anders Boounder along with Blomquist is a mixed company of enemy ems, 5 of them or so. 

-2322 Meliss Lee travels with Faren Kiner.  This is the FP Weakness Squad. 

-4433 Lanfear is a Forsaken em that apparently travels with at least one other em. 

-2223 Nightshade travels with Moon Shadow.  These two hold the only agent/stealth artys the 

Freeps own, so far as we know and are their best assassins. 



We've lost track of the Mount/Char em squad headed by Aifric the Bold. 

We've lost track of the NK agent company; Thufir/Gaius/Gurney. 

 

Team Stats: 

 
Both H-ST (n15) and Chuck (n19) are running big deficits but have tons of product and should 

be okay.  M-VP (n22) must have miscalculated and tried to buy too much product, thus making 

his taxes slip! 

 

 

 



 

This shows we can afford more troops - and we certainly need more recruiting !!  I know, I say 

that every turn ;)   This also shows our tax base slowly "even-ing out" as the southern nations 

continue to transfer stuff to less fortunate allies.  You can also see that several players have 

many character slots open.   More characters, more troops !! 

Upcoming mails: 

Arty List 

Arty Retrieval 

LATs and RAs 

AACompanies 

Aid to Allies 

East, West, and Central Strategies 

and a new one, SSite Strategy 

Scott 

as 

Sauron 

Make Mordor Great Again! 

 

 

 

So the Freeps were in the process of cutting us in half.  Not really, since most of our nations were 

already secure in Mordor or the south.  Still, the bridges over Anduin were now cut down, SK 

had lost Minas Tirith and his pcs in Gondor would soon come under attack, and the RG was now 

an isolated island in the west.  It looked as if we were going to be kicked out of the west, finally.  

Meanwhile, our Campaign in the east suffered a major setback… 

 

My t25 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

From what I see so far, we just lost 6k troops in Rhun and did nothing.  Four of our armies are 

gone:  A-GO lost 800 at 4015 to assassination, Scott lost 2k and war machines at 4015 to 

kidnap, Bill lost 1707hc at 4017 to assassination, and Chuck lost 1400 to combat at 3815. 



Two more of our armies are going to get beat at 3713 this turn.  Bill and Chuck are facing 5 

Freep armies - one SigK, one Forsaken, one Mountebanks, and two NKingdom.  Sure wish we 

had the AACompany here... 

 

My army under Kaib made it to the MB capital 3813 and should clear out the 500 troops of 

Mountebanks.  There's a navy at 3813 as well with 100 troops. 

A-GO and I managed to put 4015 under siege, before we both got taken out.  I sent those two 

artys with Chuck's em to 4015 to meet up with A-GO.  Hope I haven't sent you all to your deaths. 

Additionally, Lanfear of the Forsaken flipped Chuck's Mtown/tower at 4427, and then Forsaken 

hired an army!  Lanfear's at my Mtown/tower at 4433 this turn.  52 loyalty. 

I see H-ST flipped 4127, but the Freeps flipped 4227 from A-GO.  Looks like my next wave is 

committed to retaking the old Kalmar pcs.  Will move on 4427 immediately! 

Improved a camp to a village and gave a village to H-ST.  I'm set to give away another gold 

producing village this turn, and raising 4421 to a village and putting a tower on it. 

 

Locate Artifact True - artifact #157, a Bow, is possessed by Torri in the Hills & Rough at 2223. 

All my agents made it to 2117.  We'll re-form the 2nd company and transfer artys around.  

Hopefully, everyone in the first company is doubled by allies.  We just need to get the 2nd 

company doubled.  More on this later in a separate mail. 

Scott 

 

 

 

 

The Freeps from the west had finally sent armies to R&R.  Now Jeremy and Ernie had the NK 

and FS assisting them along with the SigK from the Iron Hills.  Of course, these Freep 

reinforcements would show up on the same turn that we just lost 6k troops in the region!! 

Just when I thought we’d have the R&R Campaign won, this setback threw my planning back 

another turn (or two)… 



 
 

- Our already engaged armies would have to deal with the MB core. 

- Our next wave (below Rhun) would have to sprint north. 

- Another wave would have to be organized from Mordor. 

- GO and I would have to deal with the FS Em Co (Lanfear) and retake the old Kalmar pcs 

again. 

 

My huge mail for the R&R included 7 maps with plots for armies and characters.  But most of 

this turns’ focus for the team would be in the Center and the West. 



 

My t25 “Center Strategy” mail: 

Team, 

So both J-Hash and M-VP finally got armies recruiting across from Pelargir, only to have the 

bridge blown this turn.  We should then discuss erecting a new bridge at Osgiliath, pouring 

troops across on the same turn, and retaking Minas Tirith! 

Chuck now owns Osgiliath as a camp/tower at 44 loyalty, and has 947hi under a C40.  He's also 

planning to improve the camp to village with Naglimbal E90. 

 
 

What does this 'rainbow' of a map mean?  What are all those 'dots' in the hexes?  From top to 

bottom: 

3120 - Bill trying to establish a forward recruiting base 

3122 – J-Hash's 500hc and recruiting 500hc 

3222 – M-VP's 259hi and recruiting ? 

2924 – J-SK's army, NK army, and EO pc 



3024 - Chuck's 947hi 

3124 – J-SK's 500hi recruiting 400hi 

3224 – Chuck just gave the Mtown to M-RG 

2927 – J-SK's new capital with two agents, no commander 

3127 – J-Hash's new 100hc and recruiting 300hi 

2830 – M-VP's 465hc 150hi and 400ar, and recruiting 400hi 

 

So if we could get the bridge up next turn, we could march across with enough force to crush the 

NK army and whatever the EO hires.  I suppose that should be our plan! 

1) get timber to 3024 this turn for bridge construction next turn, 

2) get 10 ems in range of 2924 this turn 

3) get AACompany or Weakness Squad in range of 2924 this turn if necessary 

Chuck can use his economy to buy some timber this turn, others have some timber in stores.  Can 

we get 10k timber to 3024 this turn? 

 

Looking further north, both our armies in Mirkwood got caught: 

 



 

J-SK's 1023hi got stopped at 2810 and will have a combat with the EO.  Chuck's 1400hi got 

stopped at 2815 and will get blasted by 4200 Freep troops.   

However, I'd like to suggest Bill's agent Crannock Peyn at 2715 do a ScoArmy Y and follow Kay 

the Seneschal so that next turn he can assassinate him. 

 

The only enemies I detect in WMordor or Harad is Durin of the SigK at 3430 trying to flip A-

GO's new village.  A-GO I suggest you have Ottokar double Durin this turn. 

 

 

Shorter than usual for one of Scott's mails, 

Please give input on timber and bridge building at 3024, 

Please confirm 10 ems in range of 2924, 

Please give input on Agents/Weakness in range of 2924, 

 

Sauron 

Make Mordor Great Again! 

 

 

 

Indeed, it looked even more grim in the west on the Cape: 

 
- The former RG capital 2323 was now an EO stronghold and they were recruiting and 

moving out troops.  Ugly… 



- We had lost the Gap and now Freep armies were flowing through.  We were sending cav 

from Mordor (Hash and VP) but they were getting blocked in the Gap. 

- The new RG capital 2223 had Freeps infesting the pc.  The FPWS was here along with their 

best emissaries.  It looked like RG was going to be left with one Mtown in his homelands. 

- Our Weakness mages, PWS 1 & 2, were keeping the LoSt capital busy, but now there was 

no hope of getting armies to take the LoSt capital itself. 

- Our AA1 and AA2 companies were together at 2117, ready to swap artys and agents to make 

two balanced companies.  Also, the RG Em Co came here to re-double our compromised 

agents. 

 

 

And of course, I was still coordinating the ‘Arty Game’. 

Excerpt from t25 “Arty List” mail: 

(…) 

M-RG lost 31 Cirmegil N +500 to Martin of the LoSt at 1725 when his commander Pelagius was 

captured in combat. 

J-Hash 900ed 95 Ring of Binding E +35A at 3511.  Outstanding! 

Scott LATed 157 Bow of Thunder and Bone on Torri at 2223. 

Bill LATed 17 Cubragol on Dalii at 2227. 

M-VP LATed 114 Rat Gauntlets on Nightshade at 2223. 

(…Arty List followed…) 

 

 

A +35Agent arty was the best we had found in 25 turns of play.  Still no RoWind or CoAbyss, 

but we had RoCurufin and now RoBinding.   

 

Excerpt from t25 “AA Co’s” mail: 

(…reorganizing both companies and their artys…) 

These transfers make J-Hash's company 'heavier' in agent/stealth artys than Chuck's company.  

So the plan is to send Chuck's company to meet up with J-Hash's mage who's delivering the 

+35A arty.   So the final AA2Company with these transfers looks like this: 

Abrakh (n25) C38 A68 - company commander 

H'el Spawn (n25) A77 S30 

 - holds Robes of Loil  

Katla (n25) A84 S15 

 - holds Elenya  

Schadou Storrm (n25) A65 - doubled by n17 

Baxx Tabber (n20) A95 S17  

 - holds Ring of Curufin 

Jetsam (n20) A83 S30 - doubled by n19 

 - holds Helm of Shadow and Collohwesta 

That's an impressive AA2Company.  Stealth artys = 10, 15, 20, 30 and Agent artys = 35.  110 

points of arty.  So what's that leave in the original AA1Company: 

Delynmit (n19) C10 A59 and company commander - doubled by n20 



Istvan (n21) A89 S25 - doubled by n20 

 - holds Cloak of Protection and Daecollo 

Flotsam (n20) A73 - doubled by n21 

Priest Ovtheast (n20) A71 - doubled by n19 

Miss de Meaner (n20) A55 S30 

  - proposed recipient of Ring of Binding +35A next turn 

Zulu Baddass (n20) C10 A92 S26 - doubled by n21 

 - holds Listening Helm 

 

This also remains an impressive company.  Stealth artys = 25 and Agent artys = 10, 15, 35. (+35 

next turn).   

(…followed by targeting discussion…) 

 

 

It was a disappointing turn for us, but we were still working to turn the tide… 

  

 

 

 

 

 

T26. 

 

My t26 “Observations” mail: 

Team, 

In the character war, we took a pounding this turn.  We lost 3 characters and another 3 were 

taken hostage.  Please note that our 12 agents in companies did not even attempt a kill.  That 

will change this turn... 

Doestio, C19 A16  n02, kidnapped at 2810. 

Elendawen, C39  n02, kidnapped at 2810.  

Tongaard, C54 n18, weaknessed to death at 2223, 112 Collar of Command picked up by Augis 

n18 subcommander. 

Augis, C24 M40 n18, assassinated at 2223, 112 Collar of Command lost to assassin. 

Jyxtol, C67  n19, captured in combat at 3713 by Scytale n01, 70 Calris and 110 Ulukai lost to 

Scytale. 

Kaib the Crippler, C73  n20, assassinated by Gaius Mohaim at 3813. 

We only took out one enemy character: 

Kliak of the LoSt was Weaknessed to death by P-LK's mages. 

 

All our aid worked and everyone seems stable.  I foresee that M-RG will need gold to name 

characters, but not this turn cuz he has no one in his capital nor are we sure that the pc won't be 

flipped.  I think A-GO could use some gold cuz he hasn't lost any troops and is starting to recruit 

from multiple pcs again.   

We noted that P-LK did not transfer 4215 (the island) to A-GO as planned.  What happened?  



Instead, P-LK sent Okapoika to 3612 and found the NK put up a camp and probably rebuilt the 

bridge to allow the new SigK's 4100 troops to cross over to 3713 this turn.  This turn, we suggest 

EITHER P-LK send a commander (from 3521) there to hire next turn  OR P-LK transfers the pc 

this turn so A-GO can hire next turn.  P-LK?  We need an icon on the island ASAP so we won't 

have to retake it a third time... 

 

The Freeps stole no gold from us this turn! 

 
 

 

Keeping up on the transfer rumors; Avalon is the EO capital at 2413.  Hopefully, our AA2 ought 

to shut that down this turn.  Tukkiranta is 0614, P-LK's starting capital.  Our last information 

had 0614 as UA but clearly the Freeps have transferred it.  We should check it out soon... 

 

We put up several camps this turn: 

3120 - Bill's em created a camp only to have the Forsaken land there with an army. 

2724 – J-Hash's em created a camp in the mountains behind Minas Tirith. 

4314 – A-GO's commander posted a camp on ruins. 

It's important that we continue to put down camps every turn until the new limit has been 

reached. 

 

(…usual econ and stats charts…) 

First thing I recognized in these charts was that our total troop numbers are falling for the last 

two turns.  We need to recruit more troops as a team - I know, I've been saying this for a while 

now... 

 



 

(…Relations chart…) 

Looks like some of you have been working on your relations - that's great!  Keep up the good 

work.  To achieve minimum Disliked to all enemies: 

J-SK needs to downgrade n08, Mast Foney 

P-LK needs to downgrade n23 and n24, Charlatans and Mountebanks. 

Almost done. 

 

To achieve minimum Tolerant realations to all allies: 

J-SK needs to upgrade n13, n15, n20, and n21 

A-GO needs to upgrade n02 and n25 

J-Hash needs to upgrade n13, n15, n17, n18, and n21. 

 

Riddles we need to answer this turn: 

 

Encounter for Eterien at 1525. n02 

There is a small subterranean cave where the passage of time has seemed to stop. 

There is a sense of power about the place. On one wall you see enscribed in runes and glyphs of 

power: 

He was grey to most 

and white to the rest, 

but to the little host, 

his other name was best. 

Scott's ideas:  Obviously, this refers to Gandalf.  However, his "little host" was Bilbo, and 

Bilbo's favorite name for Gandalf was his elvish name, Mithrandir, even tho he always called 

him Gandalf.  My guess is "Mithrandir".  Other names for Gandalf include Olorin, Tharkun, 

Grey Pilgrim, and Incanus.  Not listed in Bobbins or ME Enc Site. 

 

Encounter for Kulmasaha at 3413. n17 

There is a small subterranean cave where the passage of time has seemed to stop. 

There is a sense of power about the place. On one wall you see enscribed in runes and glyphs of 

power: 

Above a gate, 

above a wall, 

one of the greatest to guard them all. 

The ME wiki site has: 

Answer: (Bobbins) Barad Dur? Not Caradhras, White Tower, Tarondor, Thorondor, Melian, 

Minas Tirith, Minas Ithil, Orthanc, Angrenost, Saruman, Watchers or Silent Watchers.  

I think this riddle is pretty vague; what age?, man made or natural formation?, could be a 

person?, etc?  I suggest you just skip it ... 

 

In the West: 

H-ST and M-RG are still south of the mountains and working on the LoSt.  They've ignored the 

EO at 2323 so far, but that's about to change, I think.   



J-Hash and M-VP are in the Gap of Rohan and I expect they will take it all back in the next turn 

or two. 

Chuck's going to put up the bridge at Osgiliath this turn and we're going to move an army or 

three over to Minas Tirith this turn.  We want all available ems to meet at Minas Tirith this 

turn !! 

In the Center: 

The Forsaken are at the Black Gate and we must sally forth!  I know Bill's sending another 

1000hc out this turn, but don't know what else we can do while still sending armies to Minas 

Tirith.  Meanwhile, both J-SK's and Chuck's expeditionary forces to Mirkwood have been 

destroyed.  We should expect to see the Freep remnants coming south soon.  One bright note, 

Bill's A82 Crannock Peyn did a ScoArmy and followed 2428hi under Kay the Senechal of EO to 

2718 and will try to assassinate him this turn. 

In the East: 

I already mentioned the new SigK army under Thorin showing up at 3713.  Combine that with 

the NK agents and we've still got our hands full after 15 turns of the R&R Campaign.   

Our ems flipped 4015 and the Charlatans are officially gone from Rhun and their capital has 

now been forcibly moved.  That Charlatans Mtown our AA1 is on at 2109 has 24 loyalty, and we 

suspect the Mtown/fort at 1909 is Charlatans as well, at least he's got an army on it under 

Emrys. 

At Scott's new city/castle at 4015, we suspect the NK agents have shown up with Paul Atreides 

who's reported by the pc.  Our 3 ems are still there and A-GO's big commander so we can try 

doubling and challenging.  We also need to put an icon on that or risk losing it again.  And the 

Mordor boys need to send more waves at Rhun... 

 

As usual, look for the upcoming deluge of mail, 

Sauron 

Make Mordor Great Again! 

 

 

 

My t26 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

Pretty good turn.  I did have a loss tho.  Kaib the Crippler will cripple no more.  He, and his 

army, were assassinated by Gaius Mohaim at 3713 after his victorious combat versus the 

Mountebanks.   

Nothing happened to any of our characters at 4015 and we successfully flipped the city/castle.  

Seems the NK agents were up at Mountebanks capital 3813 this turn.  However, my newly 

acquired city reports Paul Atreides present.  The last time he was seen was with 

Thufir/Gaius/Gurney.  Interesting plotting coming up... 

All the agent stuff worked.  From what I've seen so far: 



2109 - This Mtown is indeed the Charlatan new home.  Of course Scott guessed correctly !!  Our 

AA1 is there with the following targets; 

Warlord Farlan - the Charlatans and army commander.  

Mystic Forbia - the Charlatans.  

Warlock Kamden - the Charlatans 

Also J-Hash's ScryArea shows Emrys of the Charlatans with about 100 troops at 1909 . 

2413 - The EO capital, a city/keep.  Our AA2, along with J-Hash's mage holding the new +35A 

arty and ems from Bill, A-GO, and Chuck, are all there with the following targets; 

Cutpurse Elsinore - the Evenki Okrug. 

Banneret Henrik - the Evenki Okrug.  

Lord Lancelot - the Evenki Okrug. 

 

Oh my, I foresee much death in the upcoming turns.  Look for big mails in the coming days ;)  

Down in the south, it seems I've drawn some attention.   

Lanfear, and his Forsaken company of at least two ems, lowered the loyalty at my Mtown at 

4333 from 52 to 32 and stayed in the hex.  Fortunately, I sent my new multi-classed there with an 

army to recruit and thwart them. 

Additionally, I made it to the Forsaken Mtown/tower at 4427 that he flipped from Chuck last turn 

and met his army there with my 800hc.  Plan to have A-GO move in from 4428 this turn to retake 

the pc the following turn. 

And the SigK em squad, where Durin always shows up, just flipped 3430 from A-GO and came 

to my Mtown/tower at 4334.  It's at 51 loyalty so I probably won't lose it, and I'm prepared to 

cover it with yet another army from my capital this turn. 

Seems I'm getting a bit "stretched" out, there's no way my agent nation can cover all these major 

pcs with armies... 

Successfully transferred village at 4437 to H-ST. 

Successfully improved 4421 to a village and erected a tower. 

Failed to LAT on Torri’s arty , cuz my champion mage had to recruit/split/split.  Sorry. 

Successfully transferred two artys to Bill's agent Istvan and Doubled him as well. 

Big economy still, one character slot open, and still recruiting HC in steel at my capital. 

 

I see others are posting and creating camps.  So I sent my best em out to camp new hexes.  I'm at 

3231 on the road.  Perhaps I should revive the "Camping the South" mail thread, eh? 

Scott 

 

There was a new feature of the game discovered this turn.  Clint at MEGames confirmed that the 

RA spell now allowed for up to 6 targets, instead of just one each turn!  Had we known of this, 

we could have had a complete Arty List by now. 

 

Excerpt from my t26 “LATs and OLS” mail: 

 

Team, 



I still figure our LATs are duty bound to track the Freep known agent groups.  There's no way 

for us to track the rest of the NK company (Gaius/Thufir/Paul /Gurney) unless P-LK would use 

his Reveal Character spell, but we can track others: 

 

- 1) #114 Rat Gauntlets, on Nightshade.  Currently at 3124 via LAT t26, travels with Moon 

Shadow who holds 12 Robes of Aman. 

- 2) #17 Cubragol, on Dalii currently at 2024 t26.  Travels with Ephraim. 

-3) #157 Bow of Thunder and Bone, on Torri was at 2223 t25 but didn't track this turn.  

I don't have any sure way to track their Weakness Squad cuz they dropped Gurthang.  However, 

Meliss Lee never seems to fail to appear on our pcs and they're currently at 3124. 

Since we know of no other worthy artys to go track down, I suggest we use a couple of mages to 

RA using the new "one number plus one per 10 points of mage rank" 412 order to 1)see if it 

works and 2) to get us some new toys.  You'll notice I've left both Circe and Rentice off the list 

below and would ask both M-VP and Chuck to consider casting RA this turn on multiple targets 

instead of LAT on one random number.  Furthermore, you'll see I've given both Magda and 

Risunieto 5 targets to cast on.  Can P-LK and M-VP cast RA this turn? 

Let me know so I can keep this coordinated !! 

(…summary and assignments for mages followed…) 

 

 

Another ‘new’ term was adopted in my mailings this turn - FPSS.  The FPSS = Free People 

Super Squad. That multi-company group of Freep characters that took Minas Tirith had stayed 

together this turn and moved to Minas Ithil. 

- Night/Moon agent company with artys 

- FPWS with mages from LoSt and MF 

- A large group of emissaries, suspected to be two companies 

 

Were the Freeps trying for a Stategic Site Victory?  It seemed so.  All they needed was 

transferring the pcs to one nation.  We needed to move fast to prevent that from happening. 

 



 
Freeps were all over us in the south. 

- SK lost Linhir to GE emissaries. 

- The new SK capital at Pelargir was now infested by an EO army from Minas Tirith. 

- The FPSS could take Minas Ithi, pretty much eliminating the SK from the whole Gondor 

region.  Yikes!! 

- FS armies coming down from Mirkwood. 

- Having to re-take the old Kalmar lands, again. 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 
It was a real struggle to remain relevant in the West.  Yet we continued to throw our strength at 

the Freeps: 

- The EO from Lorien was huge.  He had two new city/keeps, 2323 and Minas Tirith, and was 

running armies from both. 

- Our new AA2 was in the EO capital and would try to slow him down. 

- The re-built AA1 had gone to investigate all the gold transfers to 2109 and found a relocated 

Char base. 

- The RG Em Co took Weathertop, but the Freeps moved an army on it right away.  RG was 

still working in Arnor tho. 

- The SK Em Co took Moria, but we didn’t expect to keep it long.  He was now working with 

RG in his homelands. 

- ST troops with the PWS 1&2 had combined on the LoSt forward base.  The Hash were 

trying to build a new base right behind. 

- Hash and VP sent big cav armies to the Gap, but we were seeing many Freep icons heading 

that way as well. 

- The big mail here was Minas Tirith.  Chuck was planning to put up the bridge from 

Osgiliath, he and Hash would cross with armies, while the rest of the team assembled 11 

emissaries in range. 



 
The grueling R&R Campaign looked almost done.  Well, I’d been saying that for the last several 

turns and each new turn gave us another setback.  As expected, Jeremy and Ernie weren’t just 

going to ‘roll over’ and submit to us. 

- A new SigK army of 4100 troops joined the victorious Freeps at the MB backup 3713. 

- Freep agents detected at 4015 and 4017. 

- FS sends an army to the Black Gate.  Now northwest Mordor must defend Morannon while 

simultaneously launching an offensive over Anduin to retake Minas Tirith. 

- Chuck, Bill, and I continue to send multiple armies to R&R.  All three of us are recruiting hc 

as well as hi at multiple pcs.  GO is sending waves of hi to assist us now. 

- It’s decided that we’ll need to send an Agent Co back to the MB capital.  His new keep has a 

navy defending.  So our plan becomes to wipe out all the Freep armies with our armies, 

assassinate away the fleet, then call in our emissaries to flip the city. 

 

 



We made a lot of grand plans this turn.  Then again, we were making grand plans every turn.  

How bad would the set backs be this time? 

 

 

 

 

T27. 
 

My t27 “Observations” mail: 

 

Team, 

We had a great turn!  We took out 10 Freep characters while only losing 4.  And two of our 

hostages were released!!  Additionally, the team named 3 new characters including Scott's new 

stealthy guy.  Big Win ;) 

 
A-GO challenged and killed Paul Atreides of the NK at 4015. 

P-LK's Weakness Squad took out Martin of the LoSt at 1725, and M-RG's commander Pelagius 

was released. 

H-ST's commander Mordorier was released when he doubled Gaius Mohaim at 4015. 

We lost: 

Ioreth – J-SK's champion and company commander to challenge by Zimlak of LoSt at 2123. 

Blobbins – J-SK's army commander to Weakness at Minas Ithil 3124. 

Moller – M-RG's army commander to assassination by Dalii of LoSt at 2024. 

Lilith - Bill's army commander to assassination by Oisin Murphy of Mountebanks at 3813. 

 

More great news!  J-SK did not lose his capital Pelargir.  The NK army didn't have enough 

offense - the city/tower remains intact.  Chuck put up the bridge from Osgiliath and he sent 

across his HI army and J-Hash sent two armies across.  Most of our ems made it to Minas Tirith 

and it looks like everything's going to fall out as planned.  More details on Gondor in a big 

upcoming mail, you can be sure... 



 

It looks like the Gap of Rohan plan is mostly working as well.  J-Hash made it to Isengard and 

M-VP made it all the way through and can destroy a UA army and capture the town/tower at 

1920.  Unfortunately, we did not flip Hornburg 2121. 

Bill assassinated the big 3000 man EO army coming down from Mirkwood, and also met the 

Forsaken army at Morannon with his cav.  Well done Bill !!  However, the Freeps flipped Minas 

Ithil 3124 and now we have a Freep Mtown/fort in Mordor.  We better take care of this pronto... 

Our moves in Rhun worked.  The Freep armies split up and I'm drooling over the thought of 

defeating them piecemeal.  The NK agent squad has been compromised with A-GO's kill on Paul 

Atraedes and the doubling of both Thufir and Gaius.  We have an advantage in troops again.  A-

GO's drawing attention along the map edge.  All is unfolding as I have foreseen...muhaha... 

 

 

 
The problem here is that M-RG hasn't been able to have a capital order for a couple of turns, 

and won't this turn either.  We've got to get his capital moved this turn.  Should be easy, I'll 

include it in my upcoming Aid mail.  You also see the slow "balancing" of our economies.  That 

means that less aid needs sent abroad, very good. 

 

 

 
Well, I never thought I'd be saying this but if anyone needs gold this turn, P-LK is the one to ask.  

He's flush right now, max characters, low maintenance, extra capital orders, etc.  Wow, betcha 

didn't see that coming... 



We out-stole the Freeps, 10k vs 2k.  We've kept the market depressed and the Freeps have 

abandoned buyouts.  Their armies run across the map only to be insufficient when they arrive at 

the front.  Meanwhile, our mega-agents butcher them in their capitals.  Can you see it?? 

 

 
This shows the current location of most of our reported Freep characters this turn.  I've noticed 

not everything gets put on this chart by the jov.  A more detailed search may be necessary to find 

someone you're looking for. 

A brief glance at the map shows me: 

- we'll be taking shots on 3 NK characters 

- a whopping total of 5 shots on Forsaken chatacters 

- one shot on a EO character at Minas Tirith. 

- one weaknessed LoSt commander 

- several winning combats 

So prepare for another death dealing turn from us ;) 

 

 

You all know I spend alot of time coordinating our efforts.  It's frustrating to see some of the 

mistakes we're making: 



J-Hash misspelled Kronos on his Bribe attempt.  Kronos is the SoM champion sitting at 3924.  

It's probably too late to go back. 

M-VP successfully did the new 412 spell. but didn't cast on 209-213 as listed in the LAT mail.  

Instead he cast on stuff we already own/know. 

A-GO sent his em into the EO capital, but instead of doubling our agents as listed in the AA2 

mail he double an EO agent that we then assassinated. 

M-RG failed to send his em to receive Scott's gold village at 3234.  Instead he went to 3127?  

J-SK failed to transfer 137 to Chuck.  #37 was entered instead of #137. 

There are others this turn.  I've made some in the past.  But this is too many, eh?  These are silly 

typos we shouldn't be making.  But I don't want to sound scolding... 

 

Do not apologize.  I'm starting to feel paranoid again that 1) we're not paying attention cuz 

Scott's taking over and telling everyone what to do and 2) we're not having fun anymore cuz 

Scott's taking over and telling everyone what to do, or 3) we intentionally want to thwart Scott's 

plan  cuz he's taking over and telling everyone what to do ;) .  I'm sure that's not the case, you all 

love me still, right? 

 

 We had a great turn anyway! 

Sauron 

Make Mordor Great Again! 

 

 

Continued mails from J-Hash like this brought a big smile to my face… 

Scott!  It's awesome that you have this lens from which to view the game.  You have the macro 

mind of here is what we have overall - it's easy to get discouraged when, as a single nation, a 

person gets characters whacked and pop centers taken - and mission creep is a thing in all 

gaming scenarios...what motivates me personally is seeing the overall gameplan and gains we 

make toward the objectives... 

 

I know SK is taking it on the chin right now as have many of our allies - but it does look like we 

are ahead overall - - character war is really something to watch each turn.  I think if we stay on 

point and hammer away we can win this for sure...the enemy must be feeling it - - we can't know 

their mental attitude toward things but I'd venture to say we can get them to capitulate. 

 

I like that you help in the greater portion of my turn planning.  No caveats I need the help for this 

game in particular.  Please keep going!  I will be off a couple days next week so I can hunker 

down after a day shift/day off and hammer out some orders - - -this email was just a kudos and 

encouragement to keep going - so...get to it man!  :)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



T27 East: 

 
- On the back-side of Mordor, GO and my SW are set to crush the upstart FS Mtown. 

- We have emissaries set to reclaim the old Kalmar capital, again.   

- GO has made it all the way up the back-side of Rhun, picking up some new pcs on the way. 

- The team has about 8800 troops inside R&R this turn.  About 1/3 are well equipped hc, and 

we have 19 war machines in two armies. 

 



T27 Center: 

 
- The NK assaulted Pelargir, but the SK capital held. 

- Chuck put up the bridge at Osgiliath, and two Hash armies joined his in the crossing to 

Minas Tirith.  We only succeeded in assembling 8 emissaries.  Hopefully, that will be 

enough to destroy the newly hired EO army and flip the pc. 

- AA2 moved one hex from the EO capital to the FS capital in Lorien.  We’ll be making 

several attempts on FS characters. 

- FS moved into Morannon with 1400 troops under the command of Ishamael.  Bill just 

doubled this FS champion, and also moved in 1000hc. 



- Minas Ithil got flipped as expected.  Plans are in the works to take it back with emissaries. 

 

 

T27 West. 

 
- AA1 is at the NK capital. 

- RG is still ‘dancing’ around Arnor with a small army. 

- The RG Em Co landed on their targeted pc only to find a new UA army there. 



- Armies ‘pass in the night’ on the Cape. 

- LK’s companies return to the LoSt capital 1425. 

- The FPSS (reminder; FPSS is the Free Peoples Super Squad – one agent company with 

artys, one Weakness Squad of MF and LoSt mages, and two emissary companies) is at the 

last ST Mtown in the region. 

- Hash cav made it to Isengard.  VP cav made it into Dunland and is facing a UA army and 

town/tower.  VP characters are working on Hornburg. 

 

Not all of my mails got happy responses.  Specifically, P-LK and I had a clash about covering 

Mtowns and cities with armies.  Due to poor translation, the discussion got intense and old 

arguments resurfaced.  Fortunately, we were both adults about it, and agreed to disagree. 

 

Likewise, my many mails to Clint at MEGames were taking its toll.  To correct errors, 14 

artifacts were ‘scrambled’ this turn.  We had several of them, and info on several others.  Names, 

alignment, and powers were all changed.  Players were complaining, myself included. 

 

We had picked up every agent/stealth arty we knew of.  And we had put all of them in two 

companies.  AA1 was run by Chuck, and Bill and I had agents wielding artys.  AA2 was run by 

J-Hash, and both he and I were using the artys.  Here’s a look at the teams’ top 20 agents.  The 

stats for Agent rank and Stealth rank include our artys: 

 
 

 

Excerpt from T27 “Arty List” mail: 

Team, 



We picked up 3 artys and lost none! 

 

P-LK cast LA on 159 Ar-Sil  G +750  "AON" 3725. 

J-SK blasted spirits for 94 Romoquenaro  N  +750 at 3509. 

Chuck 900ed 205 Belt of Durin  N  +25C  at 1709. 

M-VP 900ed 198 Gurthang  E  +2250 at 4016. 

M-VP, Scott, and Bill tracked Freep agents with LAT:  

 - 114 Rat Gaunlets on Nightshade at 2023 

 - 157 Bow of Thunder and Bone on Torri at 2023 

 - 17 Cubragol on Dalii at 2227. 

M-VP's RA on multiple artys looks like this: 

Research Artifact - Durin's Armor/Shield #200 is an Armour - allegiance: Evil - increases 

combat damage by 2250 pts.  

Research Artifact - Navorn #201 is a Sword - allegiance: None - increases combat damage by 

500 pts. Possession of the artifact can allow casting of the spell Perceive Nationality.  

Research Artifact - Macirillë #202 is a Sword - allegiance: None - increases combat damage by 

750 pts.  

Research Artifact - Silmaruth #203 is a Sword - allegiance: None - increases combat damage by 

2000 pts.  

Research Artifact - Orb of Seeing #204 is an Orb - allegiance: None - increases Mage Rank by 

35. 

 

The report on 200 Durin's Armor/Shield is in error.  I looks to me like it's mimicking M-VP's 

Gurthang.  I'll let Clint know. 

Inner-team transfers: 

J-Hash gave Scott 95 Ring of Binding 

Chuck gave A-GO 122 Gaerennon and 172 Daeron's Rapier 

(…revised Arty List followed…) 

 

 

In between the hours of plotting and planning, I even had a few friendly exchanges with Jeremy 

and Ernie about the game.  I tried to keep them up to date as far as possible regarding the errors 

and corrections the game company was making.  They hadn’t been told… 

 

 

 

 

 

T28. 
 

My t28 “Observations” mail: 

Team, 

As usual, things look bad in the West, mediocre in the center, and good in the East.  We retook 

Minas Tirith and Pelargir is safe this turn.  We got Hornburg too.  But south of the White Mts. 



we're getting our butts kicked.  That Freep fleet became a UA army under our old friend, 

warlord Blossom, and moved inland.  M-RG's going to lose two more Mtowns :(  Also, it looks 

like the Freeps are going to take Osgiliath and blow the bridge.  However, after you read this 

you'll see we had another great turn !! 

 

First lets take a look at the Death & Hostage Toll: 

 

Our 4 character losses. 

Caruryn C33, J-SK's army commander at 2227, was assassinated by Dalii.  His guard, Goatleaf 

A55 was overrun and injured down to 25 health.  J-SK's sub-commander, Tolki, took over the 

army. 

Edilwulf C84, A-GO's general at 4015, was assassinated by Thufir Hawat.  He lost 121 Spear of 

Bladorthin, 122 Gaerennon, and 172 Daeron's Rapier.  

Mortha C34, H-ST's army commander at 2023, was Weaknessed to death by 5 spells.  His army 

was disbanded and the Mtown/tower was flipped by Blomquist Co. 

Additionally, we named 4 new characters.  Bill named Torano - C10 A20 S29, outstanding! 

Our attempts on the Freep characters. 

Eterien A63, J-SK's agent failed to assassinate Ephraim of LoSt and was wounded down to 32 

health. 

Harschlait A78, J-SK's agent failed to assassinate Feyd-Ruatha of NK and was wounded down to 

43 health. 

Urgora  A47, H-ST's agent failed to assassinate mega-em Blomquist and was wounded down to 

14 health. 

Steely Pate C10 A27 S25, Scott's agent failed to assassinate Scytale of the NK and was wounded 

down to 8 health. 

H'el Spawn A79 S30, J-Hash's agent in AA2 failed to assassinate Mhael of the Forsaken and was 

wounded down to 70 health. 

Okapoika A36 E92, P-LK's multi was challenged by Munara of the Charlatans and won, down 

to 46 health.  To add insult to injury, Okapoika flipped the Charlatan village at 3413 before 

leaving :) 

P-LK's Mage Squads killed Frask of the LoSt at 1425 but the army did not disband.  H-ST's 

InfOther orders failed. 

Baxx Tabber A106 S17, Scott's agent in AA2, assassinated lord Palmgren of the Forsaken at his 

capital, 2414. 

Miss de Meaner A101 S30, Scott's agent in AA1, kidnapped C20 M50 Beast Rabban of the NK 

at his capital, 1108.  Miss also overran and injured his guard, Vorian Atreides. 

Crannock Peyn A86, Bill's agent assassinated C30 Osan'gar of the Forsaken at 2814. 

Fenziz A76 M52, Bill's new champion, assassinated C30 Arfesen of the Forsaken at 2814. 

Istvan A93 S25, Bill's agent in AA1 assassinated A40 Norma Cenva of the NK at his capital, 

1108. 

Jelly Roll C47, Bill's army commander captured M60 Semirhage of the Forsaken at 3221 and 

took his 87 Spear of Following. 

Katla A85 S15, J-Hash's agent in AA2 assassinated M30 Mesaana of the Forsaken at his 

capital, 2414. 

 

We took out 9 Freep characters this turn.  Last turn was 10.  That's 19 characters in 2 turns ;) 



The two turn tally: 

5 Forsaken 

4 EO 

4 NK 

4 Charlatan 

2 LoSt 

 

 

Wow, look at this!  Except for J-SK and M-RG who've been getting hit hard recently, the team 

has balanced out alot. 

- 5 nations with max characters, 3 with 20 characters, and 2 needing to name 

- tax base is more even, again except for 2 getting hit 

- we're recruiting more, yea! 

- most of us have improved the majority of our camps to villages.  Only A-GO and M-RG have 

alot of camps to upgrade. 

 
 

 

 

Freep characters and companies: 

- Blomquist, the EO em company of 6 ems (estimated) is at Pelargir, 2927.  We have 3 armies 

attacking the NK army there so those ems can't take the pc this turn :)  This also means the FPSS 

(one em company, one agent company, one weakness squad) has split up... 

- Meliss Lee, the LoSt/MF Weakness squad is at Osgiliath, 3024. 

- Nightshade, the ?? agent traveling in company with Moon Shadow is also at Osgiliath, 3024.   

- Durin, the SigK em company of 3-4 ems is at 2439, J-Hash's undefended city/castle.  They did 

30 points last time spotted, but the city has 62 loyalty so should survive.  I suspect this company 

just flipped J-SK's Mtown at 3236 and is now SigK. 

- Dalii, the LoSt assassin traveling in a company with Ephraim is on H-ST at 2022.  H-ST can 

guard his army commander with an A55.. 

- Lanfear, the Forsaken em company of 3-4 ems is at Morannon, 3221.  They must have thought 

they'd beat Bill's army, but it's still there and they can't flip the pc ;) 

- Torri, a lone Forsaken agent, is at 3122, J-Hash's city/tower.  J-Hash's got a 108 challenge 

and an A82, should be a kill next turn ;) 

- Anders Boounder, with unknown em company is at M-RG's capital, 2223.  The EO have a big 

army there, will destroy M-RG's army, and Anders will flip the pc. 



- Seoman, ?? agent, went back to 4416 waiting for A-GO to send a character there. 

- @ 4015 

Thufir Hawat, NK agent doubled by Scott, refused and assassinated Edilwulf (A-GO's C84).  

Now carries 121, 122, 172. 

Gaius Mohaim, NK agent doubled by H-ST, refused and failed to assassinate Fritiimund (A-

GO's E88) cuz the player mis-wrote the name. 

Gurney Halleck, NK agent, failed to assassinate Oberlein (Chuck's E88), and was wounded. 

Ardus, ?? agent failed to assassinate Sly Tovand (Scott's army commander) 

I believe all 4 are still in the hex.  Another 4015 mail coming... 

 

We did manage to make some up and downgrades: 

 
 

I see J-SK still needs a down to n08 Mast Foney.  And a bunch of upgrades to the team.  He's 

nation re-building tho. 

I see A-GO only needs ups to J-SK and J-Hash. 

I see J-Hash only needs ups to P-LK and A-GO. 

 

Our transfers of product and gold allow most of us to do whatever we want to, economically 

speaking: 

 
We have alot of product.  We should use it.  Sure, we may need to sell some, but we should strive 

to put all our cav in steel.  All our HI in bronze.  Save our timber for war machines and bridges.  

And keep our armies fed for maximum movement.  All this takes foresight and planning.  Much 

can be achieved with "extra" orders, as I was talking about last turn.... 

 

 

M-VP’s RA spell: 



Research Artifact - Sword of Soul Reducing #209 is a Sword - allegiance: Evil - increases 

combat damage by 500 pts. Possession of the artifact can allow casting of the spell Perceive 

Nationality.  

Research Artifact - Ring of Stargazing #210 is a Ring - allegiance: None - increases Mage Rank 

by 35.  

Research Artifact - Skull Flail #211 is a Flail - allegiance: None - increases combat damage by 

1000 pts.  

Research Artifact - Cloak of Valacirca #212 is a Cloak - allegiance: None - increases Stealth 

Rank by 15.  

Research Artifact - Ring of Wind #213 is a Ring - allegiance: None - increases Agent Rank by 

40. 

I can't wait to get to the LAT mail..... 

Attached is my un-edited JOV, 

Soooo much to plan, 

 

Sauron  

Make Mordor Great Again! 

 

 

Yes, there was “soooo much to plan”.  Now this Game Summary has gone over 200 pages, and 

I’m barely half way through the game.  But if you’ve been carefully following the details I’ve 

provided, then you see this has become the real turning point in the game.  The reader needs 

those details to truly perceive this critical time in the game.  I could fill the next few pages with 

dozens of emails detailing each regional strategy discussion.  Pretty much everyone was involved 

in some aspect of the game.  My mails were long and detailed with maps and plots.  Everyone 

was giving input. 

- 3 main tactical regions, west, center, and east.  Maintaing the south was yet another long 

mail. 

- Two AA Companies, Chuck commanding #1 and Hash running #2.  I have 6 agents in those 

two companies. 

- Two small Em Companies, RG and ST exclusively.  Also coordinating a ‘Non-company’ of 

6-10 emissaries from all other allies to reclaim southern losses.  SK was reconstituting a 3rd 

company as well. 

- One Weakness Squad, split into two partial companies run exclusively by LK. 

- Massive resources focused on tracking Freeps.  I figure we had most (75% ?) of the Freep 

offensive characters tracked every turn now.  And we had several of their best Doubled. 

- Everyone was getting (and sometimes losing) artys now.  Continuous “Arty List”, “Arty 

Retrieval”, and “LATs and OLS” mails resulted in an overflow of toys. 

 



 
- AA2 on the EO capital in Lorien. 

- Freep agents on the RG capital 2223. 

- Our PWS1&2 on the EO’s stolen city/castle 2323.  RG’s emissary company is here as well. 

- Our armies from Minas Tirith (now GO) move to Pelargir.  They will destroy the NK army 

and keep the Freep emissaries from flipping the SK capital. 

- The FPWS (Freep Weakness Squad) and Night/Moon Agent company is at Osgiliath.  No 

emissaries detected but we expect they’ll blow the bridge and kill some of Chuck’s 

characters. 

- Freep armies and navies push into southern Rohan. 

- Freep armies come down the road toward Morannon. 

- Hash and VP cav armies push through the Gap. 

- Our armies gather in R&R for the final push. 

- We still had to re-take scattered pcs in the south due to Freep Em Co’s running around 

flipping random pcs. 

 

 

For the most part, all players put out their proposed orders a few days before the due date.  I 

would proof read everyone’s proposed orders and give them feedback.  This turn, there was a lot 

of last minute work.  J-Hash was at the hospital again and needed me to submit his turn.  Bill was 

in the hospital and needed me to submit his orders as well.  Of course, remember my Dad never 

could submit his own orders (technology?) so I was doing that too.  What about my own turn…. 

 

 



 

 

T29. 
 

My t29 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

My turn was ok, but unfortunately I made mistakes.  The last couple of weeks have been brutal 

on me.  I didn't get to my own turn until the last minute cuz I was too busy sending in Chuck's, 

Bill's, and J-Hash's turns at the last minute.  I made two stupid errors: 

Blass Feem tried to guard himself, and Xerxes tried to research a spell without the prerequisite.  

I hope I didn't make any stupid errors on anyone else s turn. 

3124 Minas Ithil 

Both my ems succeeded in InfOther and both reported the loyalty as "fair".  I see that both of 

Chuck's ems also succeeded and both reported "normal" loyalty.  H-ST's and Bill's ems both 

failed - a 72 and a 83.  Looks like we left Ithil in control of the MF, and we'll need 3 ems to go 

back. 

4015 Crimond 

I doubled Gurney Halleck of the NK, and A-GO re-doubled my other double in the hex, Thufir 

Hawat, and got his C42 Xottise released.  Check out the pdfs and see how both of us got 

"doubled" reports on Thufir.  Of the 4 NK agents in the hex: 

Thufir  -  moved to 3223 

Gaius - refused and moved to 3223 

Gurney - moved to 3223 

Ardus - thwarted Bill's assassination attempt on Ardus 

So, we ought to assume that all 4 of them are regrouping under a new company commander at 

3223 this turn. 

1108 Annuminas 

Miss de Meaner assassinated Torukarn of the NK. 

Vorian Atreides wasn't in the hex so Bill's assassination on him failed. 

We moved AA1 on to GE capital at 1015 and have 4 targets for next turn. 

2413 Avalon 

Baxx Tabber failed to assassinate Reese of the EO cuz J-Hash killed him in challenge first. 

We moved AA2 to Morannon at 3221 and have two army commanders to kill.  One Forsaken and 

one EO. 

All of our Rhun moves seemed to have worked.  It looks again like we're going to take the two 

Mountebanks cities soon.  We've got 7k+ troops at 3814, with more on the way. 

Hey, my critically wounded stealthy agent made it out of 3813.  They may have let me go cuz I'm 

doubled. 

Sent 2k leather to M-VP at 3222, for his continuing cav recruiting. 



Max characters.  Monster economy.  Looks like I'm set up to attempt 4 assassinations next turn.  

Trying to create a camp and improving a village to town. 

Bringing 2700hi up the road from Khand.  Hiring my first army at 4321 - that's right, all my 

armies thus far are splits.  By the time I combine them, I should have 4k+.   

One more cav recruit at my capital this turn.  Then next turn move out with 2k heavily armed 

cav. 

 

Locate Artifact True - Ring of Stargazing #210 is located in the Open Plains at 3003. 

 

more soon, 

Scott 

 

 

My t29 “Scott’s Observations” mail: 

Team, 

First, be aware that my jov file is attached.  I've only made a few updates.  More importantly, I 

updated my jov program to incorporate the new 412 RA spell, but it changed other things.  It's a 

little different now and I always suggest you do your own research.  I've noticed some of my edits 

don't save ;( 

 

Well, we didn't kill off 9 or 10 FP characters this turn, but we still did pretty good. 

Our losses: 

Fallandor E99 M26, Chuck's em was weaknessed to death. 

Itzahere C40 A41 M45, Chuck's multi was kidnapped by Moon Shadow. 

Richlu, C10 A23, Chuck's new guy was assassinated by Gabriella. 

All three were lost at 3024, but the pc remains Chuck's. 

Henghest, C52 S25, J-Hash's army commander was assassinated by Torri at 3122.  The army 

transferred to Rahs Al Ghoul. 

Our new characters: 

J-Hash successfully Bribed Kronos, E90 M38 champion of SoM at 3924. 

A-GO's commander Xottise C42 was released when Thufir Hawat was re-doubled. 

J-SK named a new C30, Santana. 

H-ST named a new C30, Coonan. 

We took out: 

J-SK’s killer, Butterbur A82, assassinated Blomquist at 2927. 

J-SK's killer, Harschlait A79, assassinated lord Feyd-Ruatha of the NK at 2927. 

Scott's killer, Miss de Meaner A105 S30, assassinated cutpurse Torukarn of the NK at 1108. 

J-Hash's killer, Katla A88 S15, challenged and killed buglar Reese of the EO at 2413. 

 



Congratulations to all - we've recruited up to our biggest level yet.  We've now got 45k troops : 

 
This chart also shows us that: 

- M-RG needs characters and more tax base and more than two Mtowns. 

- A-GO and M-RG have the most camps to improve.  Everyone should improve at least one pc a 

turn. 

- Largest tax base = Scott, J-Hash, and Chuck means we're the most capable of helping out if 

needed. 

- We've got 12 characters held hostage, maybe we should consider hunting them down one at a 

time. 

- The chart doesn't show that we are holding 8 of the Freep characters hostage. 

 

So then, the corollary to large numbers of troops is a straining economy: 

 
This chart shows most of us in the "red" now.  We also see the need to be extra attentive to our 

economies. 

With the market up to 2 on most products, everyone can cap the market with one or two sells so 

there's no real issue about having to save someone with transfers this turn.  However, we should 

foresee that M-RG will need cash in the future to name characters.  So instead of an aid mail 

this turn, I'll be suggesting emissary flips for M-RG's and J-SK's ems in other mails.  Minas Ithil 

comes to mind... 

 

And let's not forget about our Relations issues: 

(…redundant Relations chart…) 



Conflicts are more and more likely now that our nations are becoming more integrated: 

- J-SK needs to worry about blocking allies; A-GO, H-ST, Scott, and Bill are all still considered 

neutrals. 

- A-GO needs to worry about blocking J-SK and J-Hash 

- P-LK needs to worry about Downgrading to Charlatans and Mountebanks  ie.4215 

- J-Hash needs to worry about blocking A-GO and P-LK 

I know you all have other priorities for your capital orders, but when you get the chance be sure 

to consider fixing your relations before it becomes a problem. 

 

This turns info on Freep characters: 

- Meliss Lee, and the FP Weakness Squad is MIA.  We can guess they're still with Night/Moon 

but we don't know for sure. 

- Nightshade with Moon Shadow at 2924, Minas Tirith.  Via LAT on #114 Rat Gauntlets.  New 

agent Gabriella may be with them.  We have J-Hash's army and A-GO's commander there. 

- Gadriel, EO assassin at 2927, Pelargir.  Via Bill’s RCT.  P-LK's mages are standing by ;) 

- Ceridwen, Irulan Corrino, Kenrik, Kerensa, and Veritatis all show up at 2212, Moria.  Irulan 

Corrino is NK, Veritatas and Kenrik are Mountebanks.  I believe all are big ems. 

- Lanfear and his Em Co at 2924, Minas Tirith.  We may lose it this turn if the FP Weakness 

squad is there. 

- Seoman, an unknown assassin at 4413, A-GO's camp and army. 

- Luucia Neito, an unknown at 2916.  P-LK's camp. 

- Aryssa, an unknown agent at 2323, was thwarted.  May or may not be still in the hex. 

- Alicia, Ecko, Gundor, and Piter de Vries are at Angrenost, 2119.  Piter is NK agent, Gundor 

is a commander, and we assume the rest are ems.  J-Hash's in an upcoming combat there. 

- Ovgol is at 2436, J-Hash's village in Umbar.  J-Hash has Fzoul Chembryl A57 E53 there. 

- Dalii and Ephraim are unaccounted for.  Scott's hunch is that they're at 2323... 

 

This turn we plan on LATing 178 Cloak of Duvorn  N  +25A, and sending characters to 

Retrieve: 

213 Ring of Wind  N  +40A, @ 1724 

212 Cloak of Valacirca  N +15S,  @ 2836 

With these three artys we should think about another agent company - AA3 !!  And I have just 

the candidates to wield them: 

Steely Pate C10 A27 S25, Scott's stealthy agent at 4321 

Blass Feem C10 A25 S28, Scott's stealthy agent in command of army at 4433 

Torano  C10 A25 S29, Bill's new stealthy agent at 4017 

It'll take a few turns but we should plan now.  Bill and Scott should move to form a company and 

get doubled asap.  We'll also need a scout, some A80 from the team.  Any volunteers? 

 

AA1 is at the GE capital, 1015.  We've got 4 targets. 

AA2 is at Morannon, 3221.  We've got two army commanders targeted. 

Weakness Squad is at Pelargir, 2927.  EO assassin Gadriel is targeted. 

 



Well, I'm late getting this out, and I feel there's always more to discuss.  But since this is getting 

long, I'll stop for now and concentrate on putting out the next round of mailings... 

Sauron 

Make Mordor Great Again! 

ps. go back and re-read this ! 

 

 
- RG lost his capital and another Mtown in Rohan.  His capital moved to 3924, but two C40’s 

failed to Relocate his capital to 3224.  Our once powerful ally was now the last of the Finn’s 

forced to relocate and down to 9 pcs. 

- Our new bridge over the Anduin was sabotaged again.  The three armies that successfully 

crossed are now covering Minas Tirith, Pelargir, and retaking Linhir. 

- SK cav had been recruiting at Dol Amroth.  This turn, we called them into the fray up to the 

original RG stolen capital 2323.  As soon as SK left, the GE sailed in with a navy.  Serious 

bad luck. 

- Due to my earlier insistence, the team had kept icons on their major pcs to thwart Freep 

Emissary companies.  Those armies were now able to reclaim flipped pcs in Harad and 

Mordor. 

- To retake the ‘hard to get to’ pcs, we were using our many unattached emissaries.  This turn 

they failed to flip Minas Ithil and the old Kalmar capital 4227. 

- Our armies avoided Morannon.  Instead, our AA2 met up with incoming EO and FS armies.  

Gee, that was predictable. 

- We were going to need to rebuild both the SK and RG now.  No problem, we’re huge. 



We were confident of victory in R&R, we had retaken the Gap, and we were in the process of 

retaking our SK losses.  We tracked most of the Freep offensive characters every turn.  We tried 

to keep our AA Co’s from getting into a ‘showdown’ again with Freep companies.  The Freeps 

were matching us in the ‘character war’ but I knew the Freeps couldn’t rival our 3 biggest 

advantages:  Economy, Armies, and Artifacts.     

 

 

 

 

T30. 
 

My t30 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

It seems that last minute plan for Minas Tirith was for nothing.  J-Hash's army under Arennes 

was Weaknessed to death (by one spell, at 100 health ??) {edit: Scott’s error} but A-GO retained 

the city/castle and actually hired an army!  I called in two big ems and J-SK's new agent 

company for nothing.  Sorry. 

Well, I had another outstanding turn - as usual. 

@ 3221 Morannon 

Those two armies of Forsaken and EO are both dead: 

regent Berger of Forsaken was assassinated by Baxx Tabber and I picked up 118 Curaran N 

+500. 

captain Merlin of the EO was assassinated by Jetsam. 

The AA2 left but we brought in two new stealthy agents and two ems and Bill cav army under 

Renalto. 

@ 1015 GE capital 

The AA1 got all three targets, and injured the A30 guard we didn't target: 

cutpurse Nastasja was assassinated by Miss de Meaner, thwarting agent Sofia's guard and 

wounding her. 

captain Kendig was kidnapped by Zulu Baddass. 

warlock Faust was kidnapped by Bill's killer, Istvan, and my double report says he picked up 

artys ;) 

We moved on to 1425, the LoSt capital, but my ScoChar by Flotsam found NOTHING.  

Therefore, 2323 or 2121 seem like the next likely targets if we want to contest Rohan OR back to 

the GE capital.  What do you think? 

Rhun 

As predicted, the Mountebanks blocked us out of 3713.  And Chuck lost to the huge SigK army 

under Thorin at 3913. 

We'll be facing 3 combats outside the Mountebanks cities: 

3815 - the legendary camp named "Dwarf-on-a-Stick".  Chuck will win this combat 1495hc vs 

1000 Mountebanks under Seamus Dillon. 



3714 – A-GO, Chuck, and Scott have a combined 5k+ vs 500 Mountebanks under Winifred 

Kane. 

3814 - Bill's 1450hc vs 1000 Mountebanks under Renalt Hogan and 100 Mountebanks under 

Zina Duffy. 

Then, in the Mountebanks capital at 3813 - The big SigK army under Thorin came back !  Our 

AA2 is there now with this ScoChar from J-Hash: 

Herald Aifric The Bold - the Mountebanks.  

Captain Gimlet - the Sigin Khazad. 

Enchanter Grania The Fair - the Mountebanks.  

Regent Laorl - the Sigin Khazad.  

Regent Phiala Kane - the Mountebanks.  

Regent Thorin - the Sigin Khazad.  

Lord Udoabu - the Sigin Khazad.  

Cutpurse Xana Hogan - the Mountebanks. 

Crannock Peyn - Bill's A87 who scout/followed Thorin's army. 

 

Talk about a target rich environment.... 

I hired my first army of the game at 4321 this turn - just in time for Freep assassin Seoman to 

show up.  Coincidentally, M-VP cast LAT on 178 Cloak of Duvorn  N +20A and it's on Seoman 

at 4321.  My little guy Sly Tovand C18 A34 is probably gonna die. 

 

Locate Artifact True - Cubragol #17 is possessed by Dalii in the Hills & Rough at 2527.  I 

believe J-Hash has a big em in the hex. 

My hostage Varis Votaris C37 E37 escaped from being held hostage to 1909.  :) 

 

My mundane A63 Krimm Ennal was at 4427 and atole 7819 Gold from Forsaken at Soldertalje. 

My army under Blass Feem C10 A25 S28 made it up to 4228 with 2699hi. 

My army under Larry the Leper C19 A33 S22 ran out of food.  I failed to calculate the new 

troops and only made it up to 4324 instead of 4421.  1639hc eats alot of food.  I guess I'll be 

plotting movement to the back-side of Rhun to deal with the three SigK armies coming down. 

E99 failed to CreCmp, no 'cems' message.  Now at 2924 to double J-SK's agents. 

E95 doubled Crannock Peyn and moved to village at 4422 to improve. 

E93 improved desert village to town and sent 931 leather to A-GO. 

 

Double agent Gurney Halleck, of the North Kingdom, located at 2123 reports 

He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement orders. He also reports 

He was ordered to scout for any characters. A scout for characters was attempted. 

Found:Warlord Blossom - the Unsullied 

Amazons. Commander Santana - the The South Kingdom. Nothing else was reported at this time. 

Deficit rising but who cares with an economy like Swarthier Men.  I have too much gold and will 

look to see who I can send aid to. 



oh, you can be sure there will be more mail soon... 

Scott 

 

 

My t30 “Scott’s Observations” mail: 

Team, 

Please read this and respond to the many questions I've asked of you... 

 

We only lost two characters this turn: 

Arennes C71, was assassinated by Moon Shadow at 2924.  J-Hash's army disbanded and he lost 

#97 Culok N +500. 

Butcher Urt C68, was kidnapped by an unknown agent at 4413, probably Seoman.  A-GO's army 

was destroyed in the combat with SigK but his sub-commander is still there. 

 

We got 6 of their characters: 

Gadriel A?? of the EO was Weaknessed to death by P-LK at 2927. 

Faust M60 of the GE was kidnapped by Bill at 1015 with AA1.  Istvan received #130 Palantir of 

Orthanc. 

Nastasja A40 of the GE was assassinated by Scott at 1015 with AA1.  Miss de Meaner injured 

Sofia of the Golden Eagles and thwarted her guard mission. 

Kendig C40 of the GE was kidnapped by Zulu Baddass in AA1.  Scott still thinks that's his 

coolest name ever :) 

Berger C60 of the Forsaken was assassinated by Baxx Tabber at Morannon with AA2,  His army 

disbanded. 

Merlin C40 of the EO was assassinated by Jetsam at Morannon with AA2.  His army disbanded 

as well. 

We had 4 other assassinations fail. 

 

The team named 4 new characters.  Everyone but M-RG is at 20 or 21 characters. 

Additionally, Scott's character Varis Votaris C37 E37 escaped from his 12(?) turn captivity to 

1909 - a Charlatan's Mtown/fort 

 

Tracking Freep characters:  (remember, jov doesn't track everything - but Scott does...) 

Meliss Lee and the FP Weakness Squad is at Pelargir, 2927 via Bill's RCT and pc report. 

Night/Moon agent co. is at Pelargir, 2927 via M-VP's LAT on #114 Rat Gauntlets held by 

Nightshade. 

Lanfear and his Forsaken em co. is at Pelargir, 2927 as reported by the pc. 

Liet-Kynes (C80 NK) now commands a company with Thufir Hawat and Gaius Mohaim at 

2022, H-ST's town.  See below for Double reports. 

Gurney Halleck A?? of the NK did NOT join with Liet-/Thufir/Gaius.  Instead, he's at 2123, J-

SK's new town. 

Piter de Vries A?? of the NK got Doubled by J-Hash at 2119 ;)  See below. 

Dalii and his LoSt agent co. is at Linhir 2527 via Scott's LAT on #17 Cubragol. 



Seoman using #178 Cloak of Duvorn is at 4321, Scott's Mtown and newly hired army via M-

VP's LAT and pc report. 

 

Check out this list of Doubles to see what some of the above did this turn: 

Thufir Hawat of the North Kingdom is located at 2022.  Double agent Thufir Hawat, of the 

North Kingdom, located at 3223 reports He was ordered to perform counter espionage. Counter 

espionage completed. No double agents were reported at 3223. He also reports He was ordered 

to join a company. He joined the company commanded by Liet-Kynes. He also reports He moved 

with the company to 2022. 

- so the NK player thinks that Gaius and Gurney and Arduss (?) are NOT Doubled - oh yeah, 

that's great ;) 

Gaius Mohiam of the North Kingdom is located at 2022.  Double agent Gaius Mohiam, of the 

North Kingdom, located at 3223 reports She was ordered to join a company. She joined the 

company commanded by Liet-Kynes. She also reports She moved with the company to 2022. She 

also reports She was ordered to scout for any characters. A scout for characters was attempted. 

Found:Proclamator Alicia - the Unsullied Amazons. Ecko. Curate Mantas - the Sturmritter. 

Nothing else was reported at this time. 

- so Gaius is in the Liet- Co. and knows H-ST has an em there, Mantas ! 

Gurney Halleck of the North Kingdom is located at 2123.  Double agent Gurney Halleck, of the 

North Kingdom, located at 2123 reports He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement 

orders. He also reports He was ordered to scout for any characters. A scout for characters was 

attempted. Found:Warlord Blossom - the Unsullied Amazons. Commander Santana - the The 

South Kingdom. Nothing else was reported at this time. 

- so Gurney went to J-SK's new town and scouted for who?  He found J-SK's commander; but 

this was also J-SK's original plot for his agent company before Scott changed his mind (to Minas 

Tirith).  Good, bad, I dunno? 

Ishamael (champion) of the Forsaken is located at 2616.  Double agent Ishamael, of the 

Forsaken, located at 2414 reports He was ordered to purchase from the caravans. 2100 Food 

was bought for 5040 Gold. He also reports He was ordered to name a new mage. A new mage 

named Moghedien was available. He also reports He was ordered to force march the army. He 

accepted the forced march orders. Morale was reduced. 

- so my guess is Forsaken is moving another 2000hi/1000hc toward Mordor.  Or was, until he 

sees both J-Hash and M-VP coming into Mirkwood. 

Piter de Vries of the North Kingdom is located at 2119.  Double agent Piter de Vries, of the 

North Kingdom, located at 2119 reports He was ordered to assassinate a character.  He was not 

able to assassinate the character because of tight security. 

- so this is only a partial report since J-Hash just doubled him this turn.  Shadout Mapes was/is 

the NK army commander still in the hex, but last turn we also had Alicia, Ecko, Gundor, along 

with Piter de Vries in the hex. 

 

Let's check out our Economies: 



 
With the inflated market, everyone can sell for 30k this turn, no problem.  Last turn, I had Bill 

send Chuck gold cuz I estimated his deficit at 15k.  But I forgot to calculate his combat losses so 

this became an unnecessary order.  Does anyone need gold or product?  There's been a couple 

of mounts offers !  And I saw J-Hash sent 1378 mounts to Chuck unexpectedly, thanks J-Hash. 

 

A more detailed look at our Economies: 

 
- only M-RG is short characters.  Everyone else is at 20 or 21. 

- J-SK, A-GO, and Chuck all have 3 characters held hostage. 

- M-RG and J-SK have the smallest tax base.  If loyalties are low and pcs may degrade, then 

please consider lowering your taxes to 39%.  39 will give all your pcs +1 loyalty each turn (plus 

or minus one).  Additionally, all your pcs will get a one-time boost of 1-20. 

- we have 12 cities and 30 Mtowns.  There's NO WAY we should lose another player. 

- Scott has the largest armies?  What?  You mean you guys have allowed the "agent nation" to 

field more military that the "military" nations ??  Challenge - who can field more troops than 

Scott next turn....  ? 

- After a couple of losing combats this turn, we've still maintained 45k troops.  Good, keep 

recruiting !! 

 

Every turn I harp on Relations: 

(…Relations chart…) 

- J-SK needs to Downgrade to Mast Foney n08, and Upgrade to A-GO n13, H-ST n15, Scott n20, 

and Bill n21. 

- A-GO only needs to Upgrade to J-SK n02. 



- P-LK needs to Downgrade to Charlatans n23 and Mountebanks n24.  Especially cuz of 4215. 

- J-Hash only needs to Upgrade to P-LK n17. 

 

I'll save the arty info for the Arty Mails, but: 

- we only lost one arty, a +500. 

- we only gained one arty, a +500. 

- Mallazant got the encounter for 212 Cloak of Valacirca at 2836.  J-Hash will InvEnc. 

- Lynna got the encounter for 210 Ring of Stargazing at 3003.  M-VP will InvEnc. 

- Cynwise went "half-way" to 213 Ring of Wind located at 1724.  J-SK found an Inv?Enc at 

2326, but will move to 1724 and 900 on 213. 

- Rentice got this riddle at 2101 for #170 a sword... 

Fleet was he when he did fly 

down the road under the sky. 

Friend was he to both dwarf and elf 

used when speed and courage demanded more of self. 

- And all our RA's this turn did NOT find any new agent/stealth artys.  See the Arty Mails when I 

get to it.... 

 

As usual, I can go on for pages and pages.  However, let's talk about our two players that have 

been pounded recently: 

 

I. 

J-SK may lose his capital at Pelargir this turn.  Partially due to Scott's failure to coordinate the 

Minas Tirith moves early enough.  We wanted two armies at Minas Tirith AND two armies at 

Pelargir.  The move to Minas Tirith was only if Pelargir was going to be secure with two 

armies.  Again, sorry I f-ed this up.  The SKingdom only has 2 other Mtowns and the Freeps have 

been on both.  Therefore, it's critical that we set up J-KS THIS turn for his ensured survival: 

Raebur E99  @ 3822 

- improve the village to town and move to 4332.  Next turn, you'll InfOther and flip A-GO’s 

Mtown/tower currently at 10 loyalty.  This will free up A-GO's army commander to go fight in 

the north or Minas Tirith.  Ok A-GO? 

Reacher E75  @3124 

- InfOther along with M-RG's ems and move to 4227.  4227 is a SigK village/tower that was left 

at "marginal" this turn.  It's the only pc in the game that has 4 products including 2600 gold.  

Stay until you get it then improve it. 

Additionally, at Pelargir, J-KS should have both his new multi's Refuse and move out.  One to 

2438 and one to 3127 - both Mtowns.  And both have characters already there. 

 

II. 

M-RG didn't flip 2323, it was left at "marginal".  Bill has one em there now.  M-RG's down to 

two Mtowns but should flip 3124 this turn.  He needs pcs and characters.  He's got the cash, no 

problem.  But we need Hiltrude with Pectoral to move on from 2523 and establish new pcs.  

Relatively safe pcs!  And we need ruins to put up camps.  I see 3120 this turn as Hiltrude's 

destination.  Build while keeping Pectoral out of harms way. 

 



Mention was made of coordinating our ems - yes, please do!  Keep in mind that J-SK and M-RG 

need to get more pcs and improve them.  Therefore, I'd prioritize their ems to re-create camps on 

ruins first. 

more soon, 

Scott 

 

My “Rhun and the East” mail was quite long with 7 maps plotting armies and characters. 

My “West of the Anduin” mail was quite long with 6 maps plotting armies and characters. 

My new “Center Strategy” mail covered our new excursion into Mirkwood and dealt with other 

coordination around Osgilath and Harad.  Only two maps and a short narrative for this one. 

My 3 Arty mails were sent out with fervor.  We were finally going to attempt to pick up Ring of 

Wind.  Our RA spells were targeting 5 or 6 unknown arty numbers now.  Half our LAT’s were 

tracking Freeps while the other half were finding handfuls of toys.  And now we had two RCT 

spells to track even more Freeps. 

I had sporatic feedback from my allies.  Perhaps they were getting lazy, just following “Scott’s 

plan” blindly?  But no!  This turn my H-ST ally stepped up and coordinated all our un-attached 

emissaries in a big mail.  Most of us gave him feedback.  I was quite pleased. 

 

West: 

 



- ST was still working in Dunland, and recruiting in Rohan 

- The AA1 was in the LoSt capital, but a bogus ScoChar left us with no targets. 

- The UA was now recruiting and moving on our remaining pcs in Rohan. 

- RG and SK had superior forces at 2323 (stolen RG starting capital), but we’d have to call in 

emissaries to flip it. 

- Hash took Linhir and met the GE swashbucklers outside of Dol Amroth. 

- SK’s left with Pelargir, GO now owns Minas Tirith and is recruiting. 

- Hash loses Isengard, again.  VP struggles to maintain Hornburg.   Another Freep army gets 

past the Gap. 

 

 

Center: 

 
- A VP cav army from his homelands got lost on the Anduin delta. 



- The FPSS (reminder: Freep Super Squad = Weakness company, arty toting Agent Co., and 

one big Emissary Co.) is at the SK capital Pelargir. 

- Another Freep Em Co. is at the SK backup at 3127.  Aid for SK is coordinated. 

- RG army and Em Co. securing Minas Ithil. 

- DoD army and emissaries reclaiming Morannon. 

- Hash sends 1540hc with 22 warmachines from Durthang into Mirkwood. 

- VP sends 1183hc up the road toward the East Bight of Mirkwood. 

 

East. 

 
- GO and my SW would finally retake the FS stolen Mtown at 4427.  We coordinated needy 

nations emissaries to retake 4227. 



- We would have to divert armies to deal with the 3 SigK armies coming down the “back-

side” of Rhun. 

- My SW was sending 4700 troops up the Khand road, one third of it hc.  QB cav, another 

1752hc, moved up into the mountains on Bill’s Mtown where he has timber for war 

machines next turn. 

- We maintain icons on all major pcs while recruiting tons of troops. 

- All of our plotted movements into the MB cities were blocked.  We will easily win the 3 

combats outside the MB cities while our AA2 tries to take out those pesky SigK dwarves 

now defending the MB capital. 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

T31. 
 

It was Memorial Day ’18 weekend.  I had family and friends over for a big BBQ, but it was 

extremely hot.   

The last few turns successes had increased my confidence of victory.  

 

My t31 “Swarthier Men report”: 

Team, 

 

Does Scott ever have anything but awesome turns?  Not yet... 

 

There's going to be a showdown this coming turn.  Our AA1 and M-RG's Em Co are going to 

square off with the Freep Weakness Squad and the Night/Moon Co at 2323.  I'll expect some 

feedback to the big mail I send out soon. 

 

3813 

Baxx Tabber failed to assassinate Thorin of the SigK and his army moved to 3713 where I have 

Leech Lord's army.  Big battle coming up.  The other 3 SigK characters in the hex were all 

assassinated.  J-Hash got Udoabo with H'el Spawn, Bill got Gimlet with Crannock Peyn, and I 

got Laorl with Jetsam.  J-Hash's ScoChar shows only 3 Mountebanks characters.  All our armies 

made it to their destinations in Rhun.  All our combats were successful.  The nut is cracked!  

Look for another big mail soon... 

 

EGOM 

My newly hired army didn't get assassinated at 4321, nor did the SigK cav army move here as I 

anticipated.  I've gathered a full compliment of 3499hi at 4422 and can move north as 'fed'.  And 

since my 1639hc didn't encounter Dain's cav, it made it up to 4320 and can proceed as 'unfed'.  

A pleasant surprise!  Means I can free up a stealthy agent... 

 

My NK double: 

Gurney Halleck of the North Kingdom is located at 2019 

Double agent Gurney Halleck, of the North Kingdom, located at 2123 reports 



He was ordered to kidnap a character. Santana (J-SK's commander) was kidnaped. He also 

reports 

He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement orders. 

 

Additionally, I doubled J-SK's agent Harschlait.  All my other doubles (6 now) remain intact.  

And I still hold 5 Freeps hostage.  No artys gained or lost. 

 

Bill and I stole a total of 18k from the LoSt capital at 1425. 

 

Improved a town to Mown at 3725.  Improved a village to town at 4422, and set to improve to 

Mtown this turn.  Sent big ems to both 2323 and 3813. 

 

Locate Artifact True - artifact #178, a Cloak, is possessed by Seoman in the Shore/Plains at 

4018. 

 

At the last minute, I upped my gold transfer to M-RG.  He got 35k gold!  And rather than use my 

extra bronze to recruit in the deep south, I transferred 2k bronze to A-GO on the front at 4015. 

 

Even tho my deficit has ballooned to almost 10k, I'm in great economic shape.  Still recruiting!  

Both cav, and hi from two Mtowns. 

 

more soon, 

Scott 

 

 

My t31 new “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

This thread was formerly named "Scott's Observations".  Dad's been teasing me about being a 

great General, so I've decided to put it into context.  I am now the 'Sauron' of the team and you 

guys are my 9 Nazgul. ;)   Here's what I see happened this turn... 

 

 

J-SK got pounded again this turn, unfortunately as predicted.  Both 2927 and 3127 were flipped 

and his capital is now at Havens of Umbar 2438.  He's down to 1 Mtown, 1 town, and 5 villages.  

He also had a commander Weaknessed to death, two commanders kidnapped, and his best agent 

was captured but escaped.  I'll send a separate mail on the plan to rebuild/relocate J-SK, 

probably the 'Aid' thread. 

 

On the bright (dark?) side, Rhun looks like it's gonna finally fall.  We've got more than 10k 

troops going into the Mountebanks cities that the Freeps can't stop.  We're wiping both cities of 

Freep armies and their agents are far away so there's nothing to stop us from piling everything 

in!  Look to the East mail for details, coming soon. 

 

Great news!  J-SK and J-Hash picked up both artys they were going for.  Cynwise has Ring of 

Wind (+40A) at 1724.  Mallazant has Cloak of Valacirca at 2836.  Planning ahead, Bill and 



Scott have stealthy agents at 3221; and Chuck has one doubled and is doubling the other this 

turn.  The details of coordinating a meeting will be discussed in the upcoming new 'AA3' thread! 

 

We lost 5 characters.  Three killed and two captured: 

Elrand C30 n02, to Weakness at 2927. 

Santana C30 n02, was kidnapped by Gurney Halleck of the NK at 2123. 

Tolki C39 n02, was kidnapped by ?? at 2323. 

Mantas E75 n15, was assassinated by Gaius Mohaim of the NK at 2022.* 

Keenblade A71 n21, was killed by Dain Irontoe of the SigK while trying to assassinate him at 

4416. 

 

We inflicted the following character losses to the Freeps: 

Seamus Dillon C50 of the Mountebanks was assassinated by Chuck's agent Brubar A84 at 3815. 

Laorl C60 of the SigK was assassinated by Scott's agent Jetsam A90 S30 at 3813. 

Ranalt Hogan C40 of the Mountebanks was captured in combat by Bill's commander Vikandar 

C75 at 3814. 

Gimlet C40 of the SigK was assassinated by Bill's agent Crannock Peyn A89 at 3813. 

Jammy Creamer C50 of the MF was assassinated by M-VP's agent Smoke A85 M12 at 2121. 

Udoabu  C50 of the SigK was assassinated by J-Hash's agent H'el Spawn A84 S30 at 3813. 

 

And we named 3 new characters: 

Niuva C10 M20 n13, came with 15 challenge bonus. 

Pergamilion  C10 E20 n18, came with 15 challenge bonus. 

Mor'rless  C10 A20 n19. 

 

The Freeps stole 8k gold from us.  We stole 22k from them. 

 

 

Relations: 

 
Both A-GO and J-Hash completed the "minimum relations" this turn.  P-LK tried two 

downgrades but failed both.  J-SK's capital was under attack this turn, so he couldn't try. 

J-SK - needs to DnStNat to MF n08, and then UpStNat to A-GO n13, H-ST n15, Scott n20, and 

Bill n21. 

P-LK - needs to DnStNat to Charlatans n23 and Mountebanks n24. 

 

 

 

 



 
Even tho J-SK has lost all his armies, the team has recruited up to almost 50k troops.  Keep it 

up! 

Even with this turns losses, everyone but M-RG has 20 or 21 characters.  M-RG's rebuilding. 

Yikes!!  The Freeps are holding 14 of our characters hostage.  We only hold 9 (edit: Scott’s 

error, we hold 11) Freeps hostage. 

Continue to grow your economy - every turn!  Our continued growth in "tax base" is, and has 

been, critical to our success.  Save one big em to improve pcs! 

 

 

 

 

 
Our deficits are growing.  Probably because of our increased recruiting. 

Oh my, we have alot of gold in reserve.  An average of 34k per nation.  But our two nations that 

are hurting the most, J-SK and M-RG, are the two with the most gold.  We've done a good job of 

keeping everyone in the game and rebuilding our displaced nations. 

Save your timber!  We'll have a talk about bridge building soon. 

Use our huge metals advantage to armor all your recruits.  Yeah, it's extra orders for transfers 

but it maximizes our resource advantage over the Freeps. 

 

 

We've also got alot of info on the Freep characters.  Let's start with our doubles: 

 

Thufir Hawat of the North Kingdom is located at 2019 - doubled by A-GO. 

Double agent Thufir Hawat, of the North Kingdom, located at 2022 reports 

He was ordered to assassinate a character. 

He was not able to complete his mission because the character was too well guarded. He also 



reports 

He moved with the company to 2019. 

 

Ardus of the North Kingdom is located at 2019 - doubled by H-ST. 

Double agent Ardus, of the North Kingdom, located at 2022 reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Gundor was guarded. He also reports 

He moved with the company to 2019. 

 

Gaius Mohiam of the North Kingdom is located at 2019 - doubled by H-ST. 

Double agent Gaius Mohiam, of the North Kingdom, located at 2022 reports 

She was ordered to assassinate a character. 

Mantas was assassinated. 

She also reports 

She moved with the company to 2019. 

 

Gurney Halleck of the North Kingdom is located at 2019 - doubled by Scott 

Double agent Gurney Halleck, of the North Kingdom, located at 2123 reports 

He was ordered to kidnap a character. Santana was kidnaped. He also reports 

He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement orders. 

 

Ishamael of the Forsaken is located at 2814 - doubled by Bill 

Double agent Ishamael, of the Forsaken, located at 2616 reports 

He was ordered to put some troops on manoeuvres. The manoeuvres for the Heavy Infantry were 

completed. He also reports 

He was ordered to force march the army. He accepted the forced march orders. Morale was 

reduced. He also reports 

He was ordered to recon the area. Rahs Al Ghoul of the Hasharii with about 1500 troops at 

2814 

 

Domin Chu of the Mast Foney is located at 2121 - doubled by M-VP. 

Double agent Domin Chu, of the Mast Foney, located at 2121 reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Jammy Creamer was guarded. He also reports 

He was injured by Smoke while performing his guard mission. 

 

Dalii of the Lost Stonefoots is located at 2222 - doubled by J-Hash. 

Double agent Dalii, of the Lost Stonefoots, located at 2222 reports 

She was ordered to move the company. She accepted the company movement orders. 

 

Piter de Vries of the North Kingdom is located at 2019 - doubled by J-Hash. 

Double agent Piter de Vries, of the North Kingdom, located at 2119 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was challenged by En Sabbah Nur to personal combat, but refused. En Sabbah Nur gained 

personal honor. He also reports 

He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement orders. 

 

 



Jov tracks stuff.  You can see these charts in the Turn Report View.  However, be aware that jov 

is not perfect.  In fact, every turn I go through the pdfs to see where Freep characters are that 

Jov has not 'read'.  

 

 
 

I'm willing to guess that the Freeps are gathering at 2019 to take a turn "off" and reorganize 

their company(ies).  I suspect they will try to re-double our doubles. 

When I get to my regional mails, I'll be sure to include other suspected Freep characters not on 

the above jov list. 

 

 



Really busy over the holiday weekend.  Back and neck not so good.  Already a week has passed 

since we got the turns.  Sorry I'm behind.  This mail has been sitting in my drafts for days and 

I'm just now sending it out. 

Look for a whirlwind of mail from Scott in the coming days. 

 

Sauron 

Make Mordor Great Again! 

 

 

Most of the responses from the team humorously agreed, I was now the ‘Sauron’ of the team and 

they were happy to be Nazgul ;)   “Lead on, o mighty Sauron.” 

 

West: 

 
- VP was doing a magnificent job defending Hornburg.  He raised Hornburg to a city, sent cav 

supplies to recruit hc, had 3 battle-mages in the army, and agents and emissaries to defend 

his characters. 

- ST and RG were still recruiting in the mountains.  Both had armies on 2323 for the 

‘showdown’. 

- ST had sacked the UA Mtown at 1421, and would sit to recruit. 



- Hash was building in Gondor and sending new commanders from Umbar to hire. 

- @2323, we had finally met up with the FPSS.  The Freeps had the Night/Moon agent 

company, their Weakness Squad, and big Emissary companies.  We sent in our AA1 and the 

RG Em Co.  Our last ‘showdown’ with the Freeps turned out well for us.  This time, the 

Freeps had more power and we would surely lose a good character. 

 

The center: 

 



- Both bridges over Anduin were down.  Pelargir and 3127 just got flipped from the SK.  SK 

was out of Gondor but not out of the game.  We arranged transfers to the SK, reserved 

‘ruins’ for him to camp, while prioritizing him to reclaim any southern pcs the Freeps 

happened to flip in the future. 

- I organized 10k timber being sent to Osgiliath for Chuck to put up the bridge again next turn. 

- RG re-flipped Minas Ithil.  RG now had his capital in EMordor and two Mtowns in the Ithil 

Pass.  He actually sends 2k nudist up the Ithilien road, followed by 865hc of VP (that lost 

cav found someone to follow!).  The ‘seamless’ relocation and rebuilding of RG allows him 

to continue running an Em Co in the west, recruit in the west and center, and still sally forth 

with big armies.  And his nuisance army in Rhudaur finally got caught this turn. 

- Bill re-establishes Morannon.  He plans to improve (all the way up to city) and shift his cav 

supplies here. 

- VP and Bill send two cav armies from the Black Gate toward Mirkwood, 

- Hash and VP cav armies penetrate into Mirkwood.  VP is unopposed at 3013, but Hash runs 

into two FS armies at 2814.  These 4 cav armies (Bill, Hash, and two VP) total 5200 and 

they’re all somewhat armored, and the Hash has 22 war machines with a champion C82 

A84. 

 

The whole ‘scheme’ of multiple nations in northwest Mordor, all improving and recruiting, was 

now going to pay off.  We would now plot and plan for multiple armies coming out of Mordor 

on a regular basis.  With ‘fed’ cav and road movement, we could go anywhere from the Gap 

region up to almost the Forest Road (3111).  Rebuilding the bridge and reclaiming Gondor was 

almost an afterthought, a sideshow.  This was the advantage for the Dark Servants in the 1650 

scenario.  Multiple nations integrated into the same small region is a powerful disposition, both 

offense and defense.  Of course, that requires each player commit to that region.   

 

Excerpt from t31 “Arty List” mail: 

(…) 

We lost no artys this turn. 

 

We picked up four artys this turn: 

J-SK got 213 Ring of Wind when Cynwise moved to 1724 with a 900. 

Chuck got 77 Boots of Iron when Aerybil used a 900 at 2924. 

M-VP got 210 Ring of Stargazing when Lynna blasted spirits at 3003. 

J-Hash got 212 Cloak of Valacirca when Mallazant blasted spirits at 2836. 

 

There were no Inner-team transfers this turn. 

 

Chuck cast Locate Artifact True - artifact #23, Gûlthalion  N  C25, is located in the Shore/Plains 

at 0304. 

Scott cast Locate Artifact True - artifact #178, Cloak of Duvorn  N  A25, is possessed by Seoman 

in the Shore/Plains at 4018. 

M-VP cast Locate Artifact True - Ring of Iron Magic #5  E  M35, is located in the Hills & Rough 

at 2015. 

M-VP cast Locate Artifact True - Rat Gauntlets #114  N  A10,  is possessed by Nightshade in the 

Hills & Rough at 2323. 



(…updated Arty List followed…) 

 

 

The East: 

 



- We have 4 armies and our AA2 at the MB capital 3813.  We plan to destroy all opposing 

MB as well as a Stand order to ensure Ernie doesn’t hire a new army and move out to block 

our reinforcements. 

- My big SW army is at the MB backup 3713 facing the remains of the SigK army under 

Thorin.  I also plan to Stand and defend 3 hexsides so no one can get past me to block out 

our next wave. 

- Three more armies of Bill, Chuck, and GO made it up to just outside the MB cities. 

- Chuck, GO, and ST are all recruiting in the old Char homelands. 

- SigK took the ‘back side’ of Rhun from us and has now moved an army to 4018.  Now we 

know the Freep agent Seoman (using CoDuvorn) is also there. 

- Coming up out of the EGOM, another 6k troops of GO and my SW. 

- The team had put icons on almost all of our Mtowns and cities.  We’re totally prepared for 

Freep emissary companies. 

- SK and RG emissaries are directed to Rhun to camp ruins. 

 

 

 

 

T32. 
 

My t32 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

 

As I've said many times, keep our agent artys in companies and keep them safe by not trying to 

square off with the big Freep companies.  Well, it appears I've failed in that and thus let down 

the team.  We lost 5 characters at 2323 and only killed one.  We lost two top agents and two A/S 

artys... 

 

Miss de Meaner was Weaknessed to death by 5 mages.  Since Miss was in a company, her Ring 

of Curufin was picked up by Flotsam in the company.  Whew. 

So Miss didn't get to try to assassinate Nightshade.  Also Miss's hostage, Beast Rabban C20 M50 

of the NK escaped.  Boo 

 

My E100 Balliard did double Nightshade: 

Nightshade of the Unsullied Amazons is located at 2523 

Double agent Nightshade, of the Unsullied Amazons, located at 2323 reports 

She killed Urgora of the Sturmritter and thwarted her guard mission. She also reports 

She was ordered to assassinate a character. 

Helevorn was assassinated. 

She also reports 

She moved with the company to 2523. 

 

Zulu Baddass assassinated enchanter Hoesef Kernen of the MF but suffered 36 point of health 

from two Weakness spells.  It seems they had 7 mages (minus 1) together at 2323 this turn. 

 



As anticipated, my big army under Leech Lord at 3713 destroyed regent Thorin's SigK army and 

blocked the Mountebanks from coming out with a new hire.  All our moves worked as planned in 

Rhun. 

 

Jetsam assassinated the Mountebanks navy commander Breandan Duffy and disbanded the ships 

at the Mountebanks capital 3813.  Our 6 ems here are clear to flip the city/keep. 

 

All our armies made it to 3713, the Mountebanks city/castle.  We have 7 armies of 10k troops 

and 20 war machines.  Poof... 

 

Locate Artifact True - artifact #178, Cloak of Duvorn, is possessed by Seoman in the Open 

Plains at 3918. 

Chuck has a big agent there this turn  ;) 

 

It's a good thing I sent two armies to the 'back-side' of Rhun.  I met up with a SigK army of 1600 

troops under captain Adaori at 4417.  My recon show another SigK army of 1500 troops under 

regent Valandil at 4416 on his town.  Both my armies are led by small multis so I'll have to 

refuse and attack. 

 

My stealthy agent Steely Pate C10 A37 S25 met up with Bill's stealthy agent Torano C10 A34 

S29 at 2725.  Both J-SK and J-Hash brought in their mages with newly retrieved artys.  Since the 

AA1 just lost two agents, it makes sense to have both of these characters meet up with AA1 and 

join.  Torano's better in stealth so lets have those artys transferred to him from J-SK and J-

Hash.  When both Torano and Steely Pate get into AA1, Jetsam can give Ring of Curufin to 

Steely Pate and we'll be back up to 3 assassins in the company. 

 

Lost Gurney Halleck of the NK as Double at 2019.  Doubled Carissa Bel Dayn of the DoD. 

 

Lost troops at 3713 cut my deficit to 2k, while having 45k in reserve.  

Sent 3357 timber to Osgiliath for bridge construction. 

 

So even with the loss of Miss de Meaner, the Swarthier Men still had a good turn ;) 

Scott 

 

 

My t32 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

Even tho we lost the character battle at 2323, many good things happened as planned. 

 

First, our efforts to build up J-SK went as planned.  The SK went from one Mtown to 4 Mtowns 

this turn.  I'm sure he's feeling much more secure now.  Thanks to A-GO and J-Hash. 

Also, even tho M-RG lost his champion this turn, he named two new characters and is up to 15.  

M-RG has plenty of gold to name 3 or more characters this turn. 

 



Second, the market cap increased from 35k to 40k this turn.  Rough estimates.  The buy and sell 

prices are increasing.  This can only help the Freeps.  We don't need the market.  Our southern 

economies are awesome.  I'd like to suggest more of the team reduce their taxes to 39%, or spend 

lots of gold making pc improvements, or build ships, or name 10k characters, or anything else to 

burn up our gold. 

We gain two things by running tighter economies and a smaller market: 

1) less for the Freeps to steal 

2) smaller buy/sell numbers for the Freeps equals more orders for them to sustain their 

economies. 

This turn, our total reserves are 462k.  That's too much.  We can do everything we need to do 

with half of that or less.  Let's all make an effort to reduce our Reserve.  That will bring the 

market prices down. 

 
 

 

Next, you all have finally done it!!  We have a total of 50k troops on the map this turn.  Thanks 

for recruiting so much.  Now don't stop because it looks like we're going to lose alot of troops 

this turn!  This is another way to bring down our reserves - recruit your butts off... 

 
 

 

The Freeps killed 6 of our characters and Chuck suicided one of his: 

Istvan A86 n21 was assassinated by Moon Shadow of the UA at 2323.  #1 Cloak of Protection, 

#131 Daecollo, and #130 Palantir of Orthanc were lost. 

Miss de Meaner A75 S30 n20 was Weaknessed to death at 2323.  #135 Ring of Curufin got 

picked up by Flotsam. 

Ermanaric C40 E95 n18 was assassinated by Gabriella at 2323.  His company disbanded. 



Helevorn C94 n15 was assassinated by Nightshade at 2323.  His army disbanded. 

Urgora A50 n15 was first wounded in army combat, and then overrun while wounded and 

guarding Helevorn by Nightshade at 2323. 

Liuva C45 M40 n13 was assassinated by Seoman at 4018. 

Aqzmol C49 n19 suicided against 3813 and put the Mountebanks capital under siege this turn. 

 

Additionally, two of our best Freep hostages escaped: 

Beast Rabban C20 M50 of the NK, was held by Miss de Meaner. 

Faust M70 of the NK, was held by Isvan. 

 

We only killed 5 FP characters: 

Hoesef Kernen M50 of the MF was assassinated by Zulu Baddass at 2323. 

Aran'gar C10 of the Forsaken was assassinated by Rahs Al Ghoul at 2814. 

Breandan Duffy C60 of the Mountebanks was assassinated by Jetsam at 3813. 

Zinna Duffy C40 of the Mountebanks was assassinated by H'el Spawn at 3813. 

Grania the Fair M50 of the Mountebanks was assassinated by Crannock Peyn at 3813 and 

retrieved #14 Horse-tamer. 

 

As you've all read in my recent mailing to Clint, we lost 5 of our Freep Double agents.  Thufir 

Hawat, Giaus Mohaim, Gurney Hallek, Piter de Vries, and Ardus were ALL re-doubled by the 

Freeps at 2019 this turn.  We did manage to double some new Freep characters: 

 

Nightshade of the Unsullied Amazons is located at 2523 - doubled by Scott this turn 

Double agent Nightshade, of the Unsullied Amazons, located at 2323 reports 

She killed Urgora of the Sturmritter and thwarted her guard mission. She also reports 

She was ordered to assassinate a character. 

Helevorn was assassinated. 

She also reports 

She moved with the company to 2523. 

 

Moon Shadow of the Unsullied Amazons is located at 2523 - doubled by Bill this turn 

Double agent Moon Shadow, of the Unsullied Amazons, located at 2323 reports 

She injured Delynmit of the Quadlim Brith and thwarted her guard mission. She also reports 

She was ordered to assassinate a character. 

Istvan was assassinated. 

Artifact(s) were discovered on Istvan. She also reports 

She was ordered to move the company. She accepted the company movement orders. 

 

Rosse Richard of the Mast Foney is located at 2121 – doubled by M-VP this turn 

Double Agent Rosse Richard located at 2121 reports that she has no information pass on at the 

present. 

 

We still have: 

 

Ishamael of the Forsaken is located at 2814 

Double agent Ishamael, of the Forsaken, located at 2814 reports 



He was ordered to challenge Rahs Al Ghoul to personal combat. He also reports 

He challenged Rahs Al Ghoul to personal combat, but was refused. He gained personal honor. 

He also reports 

He was ordered to cast a combat spell. Shields was cast. He also reports 

He was ordered to have his army attack all of his enemies. 

 

Domin Chu of the Mast Foney is located at 2121 

Double agent Domin Chu, of the Mast Foney, located at 2121 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Rosse Richard was guarded. 

 

Dalii of the Lost Stonefoots is located at 2023 

Double agent Dalii, of the Lost Stonefoots, located at 2222 reports 

She was ordered to transfer some artifacts to a character. Wood-shadow #58 was transferred. 

She also reports 

She was ordered to move the company. She accepted the company movement orders. 

 

Please report back to me if all your doubles are still intact from last turn. 

 

 

Here's a summary of the Freep characters I see this turn: 

Nightshade, Moon Shadow, Phoebe, and Gabriella at 2523.  This UA agent company 

commanded by Moon Shadow has been traveling with the Freep Weakness Squad for the last 15 

turns or so.  Artys 114 Rat Gauntlets, 12 Robes of Aman, 1 Cloak of Protection, and 131 

Daecollo are all in the company this turn. 

Dalii and Ephraim at 2023.  This LoSt agent company commanded by Dalii has been working in 

Gondor and Rohan for quite some time.  J-Hash's doubling of Dalii reveals he just transferred a 

previously unknown agent arty, 58 Wood-shadow, probably to Ephraim. 

Durin, Anthrax Sorkin, Brain Sullin, and Yacob at 2736.  This SigK emissary company has 

been working the south for the last 10 turns.  J-Hash will probably lose his village here.  

Something else for J-SK to re-take. 

Ovgol, Bhahb Nhutuhn, Brewington, Calkona, Guenivere, Merln, Morgan le Fay, and Pkiel 

at 2322.  Ovgol, Bhahb Nhutuhn, Brewington, and Calkona have all showed up together before 

in what I call the "Ovgol Co.".  Morgan is Mountebanks and Guenivere is EO.  Maybe they made 

their em co bigger. 

Harpy, Pasty Jo, and Rhapsody at 1520.  This is a new group of GE.  Don't know much about 

them but Harpy is an emissary. 

Seoman at 3918.  This SigK agent holds 178 Cloak of Duvorn.  Chuck's targeting him for 

assassination this turn. 

Meliss Lee, Kally Evans, Krian Belly, Faren Kiner, and two other mages at 2523.  The Freep 

Weakness squad just lost a mage, they're down to 6 which is still enough for a kill.  MF and LoSt 

are the two Freeps with Weakness SNA. 

Lanfear, Balthamel, and Ishamael at 3024.  This Forsaken Em Co has been around Mordor for 

many turns.  But two turns in a row we've frustrated him by putting up icons on his targets when 

he comes in ;) 



Mordred and Anders Boounder at 2323.  Thankfully the FPSS left the hex, but left behind a 

couple of stragglers.  Our AA1 remnants are here with M-RG's ems and a few others.  We could 

have been completely butchered if the FPSS would have stayed in the hex.  As it is, we'll target 

these two as revenge and move on. 

Thufir Hawat, Giaus Mohaim, Gurney Hallek, and Ardus are now unaccounted for.  All 4 of 

these NK agents were just re-doubled by the Freeps at 2019.  We'll be sure to track them this 

turn.  

 

We're ready to put up the bridge at Osgiliath and push more troops into Gondor. 

 

M-RG re-flipped his old capital 2323.  The Freeps left 12k bronze in the city/castle !! 

 

Our offensive in SMirkwood is picking up steam.  M-VP bagged a town and J-Hash destroyed 

two armies this turn.  Looks like we're going to assault two Mtowns next turn. 

 

Mountebanks cities in Rhun are done!  We're assaulting 3713 with 10k troops and Influencing 

3813 with 6 ems.  Next turn I hope to declare the Rhun Campaign complete.  Look for us to push 

our victorious armies into Mirkwood soon.  Everybody move Left and Up ;) 

 

Locate Artifact True - artifact #51, Thôlogaer Ciryatano  N  M35 , is located in the Shore/ Plains 

at 1713. 

Locate Artifact True - #52 Voice of the Dark Tower  E  E25,  is located in the Hills & Rough at 

2634. 

 

Look for more details in my regional mails.  Next up, artys.  We've got alot of work to do, my 

mighty minions of Mordor... 

 

Sauron 

Make Mordor Great Again ! 

 

 

Follow-up to “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

...then I blinked and saw some other things. 

 

Tylex Mathis of the ?? thwarted M-VP's assassination attempt at 2121. 

Doctor Yueh of the NK was thwarted by A-GO's newly created camp at 3714. 

 

More discussion on the market, taxes, and reserves. 

I suggested some of us consider dropping our taxes to 39%.  This will use up more of our 

revenue thus keeping our reserves low.  We also get the loyalty boost and a +1/turn for our pcs.  

M-RG and J-Hash have already done this.  If your nation is running a big deficit (15k+) then 

don't drop your taxes cuz that would be a burden.  So A-GO and M-VP should NOT consider 

dropping taxes soon.  But the rest of us should consider dropping our tax rate to 39% in the next 

couple of turns. 

 



The Freeps need a robust market, we do not.  We need to spend gold.  Large reserves boost the 

market prices, small reserves decrease market prices.  Stop buying from the market !  No bids !  

Buying will increase the market prices.  Instead, coordinate with allies for product you need.  

Most likely, they need what you have in abundance and you need what they have lots of.  Use the 

Aid mail for this.  We need a concentrated and coordinated effort to reduce the market's 

influence in the game. 

 

What else will help ?  Anything that keeps our reserves down... 

Strive to name characters ASAP.  Always try to stay at 21. 

Improve pcs.  You've heard me suggest always keeping one good em in the rear to make 

improvements.  Maybe make that city improvement you've put off for so long? 

Recruit your butts off.  And if you're going to recruit, put your troops in armor and weapons.  It 

takes planning and foresight, but is well worth the effort. 

 

This is my most important issue for this turn! 

 
Sauron 

Make Mordor Great Again ! 

 

 

My t32 “Arty Retrieval” mail: 

Team, 

We located two decent artys this turn: 

Voice of the Dark Tower #52 is located in the Hills & Rough at 2634.  

#51, a Helm ( Thôlogaer Ciryatano ), is located in the Shore/Plains at 1713.  

 

This turn, our retrievers just moved around and cast spells for the most part.  However, it's 

noteworthy that Chuck failed the "Fleet was he..." riddle again.  It wasn't Shadowfax or Gwaihir 

the Windlord.  I just had another thought - Arod, the horse that Gimli and Legolas rode double 

on.  Anyway. Chuck moved on and the riddle at 2101 was abandoned.   

J-SK and J-Hash showed up to dump agent and stealth artys onto Bill's stealthy agent Torano at 

2725, and M-VP moved south to claim more mage artys at 2015 and 1713. 

 

Stuff waiting to be picked up: 

 

2634 - 52 Voice of the Dark Tower 

J-Hash can have Mallazant move here. 

Mallazant's transferring 212 Cloak of Valacirca to Bill's agent TORANO so can't do a 900 this 

turn. 

 

1713 - 51 Thôlogaer Ciryatano   

M-VP has "claimed" this using a different mage as retriever, Magda. 

Well, we have several other characters that can go for this, but if M-VP wants to claim it right 

away I'm fine with that.  After all, I am asking that he transfers a couple mage artys to the team.  

M-VP, Magda has RA and RCT that you could be casting.  Sure you want to use her for this? 

 



2015 - 5 Ring of Iron Magic  

M-VP wants to send Lynna here this turn with a 900 order.  Two turns in a row M-VP has put 

out immediate mails concerning this mage item. 

M-VP already has 5 mage artys worth 150 points.  He's going to try to pick up two more M35's 

artys this turn.  In an attempt to conserve orders doing moves and transfers, I suggest J-Hash 

send Kronos here this turn.  Next turn, I suggest M-VP have Lynna transfer BOTH 204 Orb of 

Seeing and 210 Ring of Stargazing to Kronos.  Following that, the plan is for Kronos to meet up 

with Bill's champion Fenziz and transfer one to him. 

This plan lets M-VP do just one transfer this turn for two artys, rather than one this turn and one 

the following turn, to get his mage back to retrieving faster.  J-Hash and Bill will have to work 

out the other transfer next turn.   

End result – M-VP transfers two M35 artys to allied Champions and picks up two more M35 

artys to use.  M-VP retains 150 points of mage artys while J-Hash and Bill use their newly 

enhanced Champions to cast a Lore Spell every turn for the Team.  Thank you M-VP ! 

And of course, we'll be LATing more mage artys this turn... 

 

0304 - 23 Gûlthalion  

Chuck's moving Rentice here with a 900 order this turn. 

    

2326 - Inv?Enc 

J-SK can move Cynwise here this turn. 

Cynwise needs to TrArt TORANo 213 so can't come in with a 900.  That's okay cuz the plan is to 

investigate next turn.  We haven't seen a successful 900 order retrieve an arty "through" a known 

encounter anyway.  I chose this hex so Cynwise can stay centrally located on the map to better 

utilize her 16 hex Fast Stride spell. 

 

2101 - 170 a sword 

riddle: 

Fleet was he when he did fly 

down the road under the sky. 

Friend was he to both dwarf and elf 

used when speed and courage demanded more of self. 

Both Shadowfax and Gwaihir failed.  Scott's next guess = Arod . 

 

3634 - Inv?Enc 

 

3530 - Inv?Enc 

Failed to "re-find". 

 

3426 - Inv?Enc 

 

3730 - 90 a sword 

 

4439 - 187 a hammer 

 

3938 - 44  an axe 



 

2823 - 133 Aedring  G  +1000 

 

4425 - 75 Herugrim  G  +1000 

Gurthang? riddle. 

 

2826 - 185 Sil-Maegil  G  +750 

 

3908 - 100 E Voronwe  G  +500 

Encounter "activated" by M-VP, t29. 

 

2924 - 3 artys dropped by J-SK when Denethor was Weaknessed to death.  88 Palantir of 

Osgiliath, 103 Ring of Barahir, and 152 Burning Blade. 

 

3923 - 136 a staff 

Unsolved  riddle 

1312 - 96 unknown 

Unsolved "Witch-king" riddle 

 

3716 - 10 Corantir N M10  and   92 Craig-Olf-Ti  N 500 

According to Clint's mail, since no "cems" message was given, we must assume that either both 

artys dropped into another hex when Scott was Weaknessed to death or the Freeps have sent in 

their own retriever and already picked these up.  The only way to be sure is to LAT them and 

they're frankly not that important anyway.  

Summary of our Retrievers: 

Cynwise (n02)  C10 M56  ch103 

 - using +20M and +10M artys and +750 

 - needs to transfer of Ring of Wind to TORAN this turn. 

Lynna (n22)  M50  ch140 

 - using +20M arty and +35M arty and +35M 

 - needs to transfer Ring of Stargazing and Orb of Seeing next turn. 

Mallazant (n25)  M55  ch85 

 - using  +15M and +750 damage artys 

 - needs to transfer Cloak of Valacirca to TORAN this turn. 

Rentice (n19)  M59  ch89 

 - using +30M arty  

 - needs to get rid of +20C arty 

 

We should get our Retrievers whatever they need to continue successfully filling our hands with 

cool toys, eh?  

anyone else?  something I missed? 

Speak up, there's tons of toys for everyone!! 

 

Kudos to me for keeping up on this every turn ;)  And thanks to all the participants, 



Sauron 

Make Mordor Great Again! 

 

 

This turn, my mails were so long that I had to break up the regional mails into parts.  With the 

maps and movement plots I inserted, my mails were many pages long.  I broke up the ‘West’ 

mail into two parts, the ‘East’ mail into two parts, and the ‘Center’ mail into three parts.  This 

time, my proof reading of proposed orders caught many errors.  While fixing those errors, the 

team’s discussion of each game aspect became more detailed.   Everyone had ‘bought in’ to the 

Sauron thing… 

 

 

 
- The remnants of AA1 were at 2323, along with the disbanded RG Em Co remnants.  Even 

with the character losses, we were back in Rohan. 

- AA2 was in the SigK capital 3906. 

- The new, and less planned, Mirkwood Campaign was in full swing.  VP, Hash, and Bill had 

a lot of cav in the woods.   And we were sending more from Mordor.  The ST Em Co was in 

place at Dol Guldur to try a flip. 



- GO, VP, and Chuck were going to re-take Gondor.  Their armies would cover the major pcs 

until we could transfer and hire on them. 

- ST was burning pcs in Dunland, while bringing an army down from the mountains to contest 

the UA holdings in Rohan. 

- VP was in an ‘every-turn-battle’ for the Hornburg.  Both ST and VP had put themselves out 

front (along with RG) in the West, distracting the Freeps while our allies rushed to catch up 

with armies.  Hash had been ousted from Isengard, but had now built a Mtown two hexes 

west of Minas Tirith and would be hiring. 

- We were going to finally crush the MB in R&R.  We even plotted some armies to move 

toward Mirkwood and the Forest Road this turn. 

- My SW would ‘swat’ those pesky dorfs on the ‘back-side’ of Rhun.    

- Freep Em Co’s still roam the south, but we have armies and characters in place to reclaim 

any lost pcs. 

- ST put out a big mail coordinating all our emissaries.  One less aspect for me to 

micromanage.  It was a big help. 

 

 

 

 

 

T33. 
 

My t33 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

 

The usual - a good turn.  However, I noted a few small failures... 

 

My super agent Zulu Baddass got doubled again by the Freeps.  He's no longer a double for 

Bill.  Likewise, my army commander Leech Lord got doubled by the Freeps.  He's no longer a 

double for H-ST.  I've gone through all the turns, except J-SK who hasn't posted yet, and all our 

other doubles remain intact. 

 

More on Zulu - after he got doubled, somehow (again!) M-RG's pc local militia thwarted his 

assassination attempt on marshal Mordred of the EO. 

 

My new A40 came with no stealth.  Another candidate for a RtrChar order.  I'll have to go back 

and check but I think I've retired somewhere between 10 and 15 characters in this game ;) 

 

Warlord Dain Irontoe of the SigK moved his army to my village/tower at 4017. 

 

And the last failure I saw was, I issued two 947's of my food.  I did one with a commander 

coming back to the capital and then did one with a capital character.  At least the food got there. 

 

On to awesomeness... 

 

2323 



My 3 agents remaining in AA1 were amazing. 

Zulu, as noted above, refused Mordred's challenge, then got doubled by an unknown Freep, then 

survived an assassination attempt by Aryssa of the EO.  I guess failing to assassinate Mordred 

wasn't that bad, considering :) 

Priest Ovtheast captured Aryssa of the EO while guarding Zulu. 

Flotsam injured Percival of the Evenki Okrug and thwarted his guard mission, then kidnapped 

Anders Boounder of Evenki Okrug. 

A nice recovery after losing Miss de Meaner last turn ;) 

 

3906 

My 2 agents in AA2 were amazing as well. 

Jetsam kidnapped Barell of Sigin Khazad. 

Baxx Tabber injured Lorenet of the Sigin Khazad and thwarted his guard mission. 

He injured Eravuk of the Sigin Khazad and thwarted his guard mission. 

He was ordered to steal the Gold. 8800 Gold was stolen at Ironhome. 

J-Hash's ScoChar last turn didn't get a whiff of either of these guys.  Well, there's two new names 

for us.  ;) 

 

Rhun. 

My army helped assault 3713.  The city/castle was reduced to a Mtown/fort owned by Chuck.  

Leech Lord has 175hc and  553hi left, and he's doubled by the Freeps. 

My em successfully InfOther'ed the Mountebanks capital at 3813.  I looked at Chuck's and A-

GO's ems here.  Of the 6 ems we gathered here, 4 succeeded and two failed.  Of the 4 who 

succeeded, 3 reported 'normal' loyalty and one reported 'fair'.  All six are still in the hex, but it's 

not certain we'll flip the pc this turn either. 

My two armies at 4417 easily destroyed the SigK army.  I had to refuse so they're still sitting in 

the hex.  Both of my commanders were challenged.  Sly Tovand has 2844hi remaining, and Larry 

the Leper has 1510hc remaining.  Don't know what I want to do with this - Larry has 22 stealth 

and I'd like to get him out. 

 

Khand. 

My escaped hostage Varis Votaris finally made it back to the capital - just in time to lead out 

another 1300hc.  That 1300hc will plot 'fed' movement all the way up to 4321 this turn. 

I've got another leg army ready to move up as well.  Assuming that J-SK upgrades me to 

Tolerant this turn, Sulimon will march another 2893hi up to 4228 this turn, then up to 4422 the 

following turn. 

 

Nightshade of the Unsullied Amazons is located at 2323 

Double agent Nightshade, of the Unsullied Amazons, located at 2523 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was ordered to guard a character. Moon Shadow was guarded. She also reports 

She moved with the company to 2323. 

 

Wow, 3 new hostages this turn!  I'll try to Execute Aryssa for sure and maybe Anders : 

Anders Boounder of Evenki Okrug is held by Flotsam at 2213 - No ransom demanded at this 

time. 



Aryssa of Evenki Okrug is held by Priest Ovtheast at 2213 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Barell of Sigin Khazad is held by Jetsam at 3010 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Henrik of Evenki Okrug is held by Baxx Tabber at 3010 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Kendig of Golden Eagles is held by Zulu Baddass at 2213 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Lancelot of Evenki Okrug is held by Jetsam at 3010 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Queron Burke of Mountebanks is held by Sulimon at 4433 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

 

There are rumors of the fall of a Strategic Site.  Dol Guldur 2715 was flipped by H-ST. 

 

No artys gained or lost. 

 

Sent 20k gold to M-RG. 

 

Improved capital to city, finally. 

 

Steely Pate and Torano (Bill) met up with AA1 on P-LK's village at 2213.  Putting two new 

stealthy agents in the company.  Looks safe! 

 

Did not sell.  The market prices were reduced as I wanted but the 'sell cap' increased to 44k this 

turn. 

I'm running a 4k deficit with 15k in reserves.  I finally have a 2nd commander in the capital - but 

he's leaving.  This is my chance to drop taxes to 39%. 

 

I want to put an em in A-GO's company.  I'm already Friendly.  Let's meet. 

 

more soon, 

Scott 

 

 

My t33 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

First, I'd like to address the market. 

We successfully reduced our total reserves by more than 100k.  Thanks to those who made efforts 

to reduce our Reserves.  We could have been more successful if both P-LK and M-VP wouldn't 

have hoarded such large Reserves of gold.  92k and 71k respectively. 

Prices for those products the Freeps have in abundance dropped only marginally.  Food went 

from 2 to 1, mounts went from 22 to 13, but timber and leather stayed at 3.  Please continue to 

run smaller Reserves to depress the market.  We want to make the Freeps spend more orders to 

stay economically afloat. 

It should also be noted that the market "cap" on selling just went from 38k to 44k.  That's better 

for the Freeps than us!  We need to get the market "cap" lower.  How do we do that?  Do we 

issue less orders for the market? Run lower Reserves?  Your input is requested. 



 
 

 

Second, even with losing 5 (or so) characters a turn, our team continues to name and replace as 

fast (or faster) as we take losses.  Regardless of Freep assaults and flipping, we continue to grow 

in pc categories.  Do you all realize we have more than 50 cities and Mtowns?  As long as we 

stay vigilant, it's impossible for any of us to be taken out of the game.  The Freeps have two 

nations running Weakness mages - they had 7 known spells cast in the same hex.  Our "boy" P-

LK, is close to running a 2nd Weakness squad for us all by himself !!  And for the second turn in 

a row, we've maintained 50k troops even with our combat losses.  That's outstanding.  Everyone 

should feel fat and happy now ;) 

 
 

 

Third, I want to keep harping on Relations. 

J-SK needs 5 up/downgrades to achieve minimum Relations.  He just made a C38 in his capital 

and is working on it.  P-LK just needs to get Downgraded to Charlatans.  Check out H-ST's 

Emissary coordination for who needs Friendly for company duty. 

 
 

 

 



 

Now on to the results... 

 

We lost 5 characters this turn.  Three of H-ST's and one of M-RG’s and one of M-VP's . 

Amandil C75 A70 M40 - Champion, assassinated at 1319 by Piter de Vries of the NK.  Army 

disbanded and 134 Aracu G +1500 was taken. 

Siegfried A75 - He was first injured by Piter de Vries while performing his guard mission on 

Amandil, and then assassinated at 1319 by Leto II Atreides (rumor) of the NK. 

Edorans A61 - overrun and killed by Ephraim of LoSt while guarding Hildebrand.  Hiledbrand 

survived and injured Anastasia of the Golden Eagles and thwarted her kidnap mission.  Two 

attempts on Hildebrand both failed ;)  charmed! 

Edwina C40 - Weaknessed to death at 2523. 

Smoke A85 - assassinated by Gaius Mohaim of the NK (rumor). 

 

We took out 7 Freeps... 

Seoman of the SigK was assassinated by Brubar at 3918.  Chuck retrieved 53 Cloak of the 

Heavens and 178 Cloak of Duvorn, and freed Butcher Urt for A-GO :) 

Anders Boounder of Evenki Okrug was kidnapped by Flotsam at 2323.   J-SK's C39 Tolki was 

released. 

Barell of Sigin Khazad was kidnapped by Jetsam at 3906. 

Aryssa of Evenki Okrug was captured by Priest Ovtheast while guarding Zulu Baddass at 2323. 

Liet-Kynes of the NK was killed in personal combat by Vandal at 2121.  M-VP retrieved 139 

Silver Rod of Anduni ;) 

Shadout Mapes of the NK was assassinated by Smoke at 2121. 

Gloin of Sigin Khazad was kidnapped by H'el Spawn at 3906. 

 

 

We now hold 12 Freeps hostage... 

Malantur of Sigin Khazad is held by Skylla at 3312 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Anders Boounder of Evenki Okrug is held by Flotsam at 2213 - No ransom demanded at this 

time. 

Aryssa of Evenki Okrug is held by Priest Ovtheast at 2213 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Barell of Sigin Khazad is held by Jetsam at 3010 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Henrik of Evenki Okrug is held by Baxx Tabber at 3010 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Kendig of Golden Eagles is held by Zulu Baddass at 2213 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Lancelot of Evenki Okrug is held by Jetsam at 3010 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Queron Burke of Mountebanks is held by Sulimon at 4433 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Ranalt Hogan of Mountebanks is held by Vikandar at 3713 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Semirhage of Forsaken is held by Jelly Roll at 3119 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Be'lal of Forsaken is held by Kuriakan at 2616 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Gloin of Sigin Khazad is held by H'el Spawn at 3010 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

 

 

The team named 8 new characters.  Additionally, Two of our hostages were released when we 

killed their captors... 

J-SK's hostage Tolki C39 escaped from being held hostage to 2323.  Thanks Scott! 



A-GO's hostage Butcher Urt C68 escaped from being held hostage to 3918.  Thanks Chuck! 

Like the Freeps, we have 12 characters held hostage still.  This is the first time (since I've been 

keeping track) that we hold as many hostages as the enemy. 

 

Our Freep doubles... 

Nightshade of the Unsullied Amazons is located at 2323 - double for n20 

Double agent Nightshade, of the Unsullied Amazons, located at 2523 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was ordered to guard a character. Moon Shadow was guarded. She also reports 

She moved with the company to 2323. 

 

Ishamael of the Forsaken is located at 2414 - double for n21 

Double agent Ishamael, of the Forsaken, located at 2414 reports 

He was ordered to move and join the army. He accepted the movement orders. He joined the 

army commanded by Mhael. He 

also reports 

He was ordered to have the nation transport by the caravans. 6883 Food (+10%) transported to 

Camelot. He also reports 

He was ordered to have the nation transport by the caravans. 3628 Leather (+10%) transported 

to Camelot. 

 

Moon Shadow of the Unsullied Amazons is located at 2323 - double for n21 

Double agent Moon Shadow, of the Unsullied Amazons, located at 2523 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was challenged by Edwina to personal combat, but refused. Edwina gained personal honor. 

She also reports 

She was ordered to move the company. She accepted the company movement orders. She also 

reports 

She was ordered to scout for any characters. A scout for characters was attempted. 

Found:Asmodean. Balthamel. Bhahb Nhutuhn. Brewington. Calkona. Faren Kiner. 

Gabriella. Graendal. Guyer Adami. Kally Evans. Krian Belly. Lanfear. Lofii. 

Lorelei. Meliss Lee. Ovgol. Captain Pelagius - the Rohangoths. Phoebe. Pkiel. Rebaa Quick. 

Commander Tolki - the The South Kingdom. Zimlak. Nothing else was reported at this time. 

 

Domin Chu of the Mast Foney is located at 2121 - double for n22 

Double agent Domin Chu, of the Mast Foney, located at 2121 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Tylex Mathis was guarded. 

 

Rosse Richard of the Mast Foney is located at 2121 - double for n22 

Double agent Rosse Richard, of the Mast Foney, located at 2121 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was ordered to have her army attack all of her enemies. She also reports 

The army commanded by Rosse Richard has been disbanded because of minimum size 

requirements. 

 



Tylex Mathis of the Mast Foney is located at 2121 

Double agent Tylex Mathis, of the Mast Foney, located at 2121 reports 

He was ordered to assassinate a character. 

He was not able to assassinate the character because of tight security. 

 

Dalii of the Lost Stonefoots is located at 2527 

Double agent Dalii, of the Lost Stonefoots, located at 2023 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was ordered to move the company. She accepted the company movement orders. 

 

 

Here's a summary of the Freep characters I see this turn: 

3038 - Durin's Em Co.   

- Anthrax Sorkin, Brain Sullin, Duinhir, Durin, Yacob. 

2527 - Dalii's AA Co. 

- Dalii and Ephraim, company has 58 Wood-shadow. 

2121 - Liet-Kynes (dead) Agent Co. 

- Thufir Hawat, Gaius Mohaim, Gurney Halleck, Ardus, Piter De Vries. 

2323 - FP Weakness Squad 

- Kally Evans, Krian Belly, Faren Kiner, Meliss Lee, Zimlak. 

2323 - Moon Shadow AA Co. 

- Nightshade, Moon Shadow, Phoebe, Gabriella.  company has 1 Cloak of Protection and 131 

Daecollo. 

2323 - Ovgol Em Co. 

- Bhahb Nhutuhn, Brewington, Calkona, Ovgol.  

2323 - Lanfear Em Co. 

-  Balthamel, Lanfear, Lorelei.  

2323 - Other Freeps I'm not fairly sure about. 

- Asmodean,  Graendal, Guyer Adami, Lofii, Pkiel, Rebaa Quick. 

 

 

We lost one arty: 

- 134 Aracu  G  +1500 

We gained 4 artys: 

- 5 Ring of Iron Magic  N  M35 ; Mike's mage Lynna did a 900 at 2015. 

- 139 Silver Rod of Andunie  G  C20 ; Mike's commander Vandal killed Liet-Kynes at 2121. 

- 53 Cloak of the Heavens  N  A15 ; Chuck's agent Brubar assassinated Seoman at 3918. 

- 178 Cloak of Duvorn  N  A25 ; Chuck's agent Brubar assassinated Seoman at 3918.  

We had two inter-team transfers: 

J-SK gave Ring of Wind to Bill's stealthy agent Torano. 

J-Hash gave Cloak of Valacirca to Bill's stealthy agent Torano. 

 

 

 

 

Wow, this is getting long. 



Guess I'll save the rest for my regional mails, 

 

Sauron  

Make Mordor Great Again! 

 

 

My t33 “Aid and Transfers” mail: 

Team, 

 

Before I get into the regional mails, I want to address some general ideas I have concerning 

getting our 'rear' nations into the Front of military action.  These are multi-turn ideas that 

include pc transfers, but we must start somewhere.  We've proved that a small area with multiple 

nations recruiting and moving out is a powerful position.  It also prevents one of us from taking 

too many hits from the Freeps in one place.  Spread out the damage to us while giving us the 

ability to cover each other.  With that in mind, I want to first talk about Scott and P-LK getting 

into the action in Rhun and Gondor respectively.  A-GO already came out with a mail a couple 

turns ago about recruiting on the Front and good cav building hexes.  I want to revisit that 

idea... 

 

Scott 

Due to lack of army commanders, you'll only be effective on one front.  4321 is the logical 

waypoint from your capital as it's exactly 14 for cav.  From there, it's another exactly 14 for cav 

to reach either 3713 or 3813.  As soon as 3813 falls, we'll arrange for a transfer of one or the 

other.  We want you to maintain and flow from these two hexes, 4321 and 37/3813, with the 

occasional 1500hc coming from your capital.  Chuck, A-GO, H-ST, and Bill all have recruiting 

bases in the Rhun area, you are the 5th. 

 

P-LK 

Due to lack of army commanders, you'll only be effective on one military front as well. 2927 is 

the logical waypoint, and it's the only major pc on the west side of the Anduin in range.  From 

2927 we want you to maintain an army, recruit, and send out an occasional army.  2927 will 

also act as a rally point for your mages giving you better range for the Weakness Squad.  A-GO 

will need to transfer the Mtown/tower to you asap, and that wasn't in H-ST's EE mail.  Can you 

and A-GO arrange for the transfer next turn?  Disband your armies at 3521 and 3629 and use 

those commanders (or others) to accomplish this.  M-RG, M-VP, J-Hash, H-ST, Chuck, and A-

GO are all working in Gondor now.  Most are recruiting and/or moving in armies.  We intend 

for you to be the 7th nation fighting in this area.  We may also plan for you to rebuild the bridge 

in time.  There is another option to explore tho; Pelargir only has 19 loyalty and P-LK could flip 

it instead of A-GO transferring it.  Please discuss! 

 

J-SK and J-Hash 

Like P-LK, your southern capitals don't leave much room to work when looking for a waypoint 

north.  Fortunately, there are 3 pcs in the xx27 row for you to take.  2227 Dol Amroth, 2527 

Linhir, and 2927 Pelargir.  J-Hash only needs a pc for his characters to move north from his 

capital, and that is within 12 of his two major recruiting bases  ie 2724 in the West, and 3122 in 



the East.  J-SK, on the other hand, needs to get put back on the front.  That's tough to ask with 

his lack of commanders and 4 characters held hostage, still do-able tho. 

So if P-LK's getting Pelargir, that leaves Dol Amroth and Linhir for J-SK and J-Hash.  This turn, 

Chuck is capturing Linhir but is opposed by agents.  We plan to move more armies west over the 

road as well.  So keep an emissary handy when we re-capture these - we'll want to transfer them 

immediately.  This also may conflict with H-ST's EE plans. 

 

So that's what I see us doing as far as pc transfers.  All for strategic considerations, not 

economic woes.  I mentioned some other transfers in other mails regarding artys.  Let's put it all 

together here... 

 

Chuck's sending his two new stolen agent artys to J-SK's company, now called AA3.  It takes two 

turns to meet.  Brubar from 3918 should move somewhere in NW Mordor, while J-SK's AA3 

should move to Gondor.  2927?  Link up with P-LK's mages ??  2527?  Confront the Dalii Co if 

it stays?  2227?  Take out the GE army? 

 

M-VP's transferring two M35 artys to J-Hash's (and Bill's) champions for Lore Spell Casting.  

Thanks, and 360 TrArt KRONO 204 210. 

 

P-LK needs several small mage artys to help his casting ranks.  This turn, move Kaalitassu 

(worst mage in the co.) out of your company and to Scott's capital at 4331.  Next turn, he'll 

transfer 56 Black Book to you.  Additionally, the LAT mail designates 3 LATs on 3 small mage 

items.  I intend to get these into your hands as well. 

 

And finally, you were expecting me to identify who needs gold and who has gold to send: 

 

A-GO needs gold this turn.  20k at least, especially if we're asking him to give up 2927. 

P-LK and M-VP have lots of gold.  Can either of you send 20k gold to A-GO at 4023? 

 

There's talk of mount transfers.  Chuck's got the most, but he's also got it all set up to recruit 

900hc for the next two turns, so he's not transferring.  P-LK's got 2nd most and has offered 

mounts in another mail - hope that's all taken care of? 

 

Those of us planning to run large deficits (10k-20k) must be careful.  With our attempting to 

suppress the market, it becomes harder to cover your deficit with sells. 

 

Is there anything else that anyone needs or wants?  LMK and I'll make it happen ;) 

 

your comments are welcome, 

speak up, 

 

Sauron 

Make Mordor Great Again! 

 

 



H-ST continued his Emissary Coordination mail this turn.  It was big, detailed, and integrated 

with our regional strategies.  H-ST’s increased coordination told me that others were also 

confident I was leading us to a victory.  In fact, all the Finns were very responsive, and by this 

time the whole team was focused on the big picture.  We were taking every little detail into 

account.  I was trying to spread out the damage between us while building up the poorest of us.  

My mails were smaller than last turn.  We had won the R&R Campaign and just needed to clean 

up some lose ends.  We had retaken most of Gondor, and even added new bases for recruiting.  

Our makeshift offensive into southern Mirkwood had gone even better than expected as we had 

taken out  most of the southern forest from FS and EO.   

 

The West: 

 
- ST lost his army, champion, and guard, in Dunland.  LoSt and GE are retaking his pcs. 

- Two Em Co’s working in the southern Misties. 

- VP held Hornburg again!  The Freeps bypassed him this turn, sending two armies past the 

Gap.  VP’s by himself here and doing a great job in character warfare despite losing his best 

agent this turn. 

- The FPSS came back to 2323.  I predicted this so we only have an RG commander there to 

hire, and the recently released SK commander. 

- Chuck leads the charge with two armies moving toward Linhir. 

- GO maintains armies at Minas Tirith and Pelargir. 

- VP and RG send armies across the bridge from Mordor. 



- Our AA1 was at a safe (?) LK village in the northern Misties, putting two new stealthy 

agents in the company with RoWind. 

 

 

The Center: 

 
- GO made a 3rd Emissary Company for the team.  Only two members, but he flipped an EO 

town in Fangorn. 

- AA1 regrouping at LK’s village. 

- AA2 softening up 3010.  A key ford crossing, and former MD capital. 

- Once again, Chuck and GO are leading the charge from the east along the river road.  We 

only see up to the xx13 row so we’re also coordinating Scrys and Recons as we go. 



- I expect to see Freeps coming down from the NWastes road but we can’t see anything yet.  

We do see a Freep icon coming across the High Pass from Rhudaur. 

- Bill’s cav, and two VP cav armies tried to move west toward Lorien.  VP got into Lorien but 

Bill got blocked by a FS army. 

- RG brought up 2k nudist to the party and is just outside Dol Guldur. 

- Hash’s depleted cav (only 500 left) with the 22 war machines retreated to just south of Dol 

Guldur to meet up with reinforcements from Mordor.  Unfortunately, Hash miswrote his 

movement order from Durthang and only moved one hex to 3121. 

- Bill brings yet another 900hc out of Mordor up to 3119. 

- GO sends another 800hc from EMordor over to 3116. 

- Even more troops are planned to cross the Osgiliath bridge to deal with the unknown Freep 

armies that got past the Gap. 

- We have thousands and thousands of troops moving north and west, and most of it is heavy 

cav.  Impressive! 

 

 

The East. 

This was a ‘clean-up’ operation now.  We had already sent troops toward Mirkwood and diverted 

my SW to the ‘back-side’ of Rhun with 4500 troops, but we still had about 10k foot troops in the 

R&R core regions.  The only opposition was 1200hc of the SigK running around burning our 

smaller pcs.  This actually set up several ruins to be repopulated by our rebuilding nations, RG 

and SK. 



 
- We assaulted 3713 with a combined 9600 troops and 24 war machines.  Two small MB 

armies are blasted and Chuck takes control of the pc.  Some GO and QB troops head toward 

Mirkwood. 

- My SW blasts SigK at 4417 but has to refuse challenges. 

- Dain Irontoe of the SigK runs around with 1200hc destroying small pcs.  We’ll either catch 

him, or he will come to us. 

- We have two armies and 6 big emissaries at the MB capital.  We left it at ‘fair’ loyalty and 

hope to get it next turn. 

 

 

 

 



T34. 
 

My t34 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

If E-MD and H-SoM are still reading these mails, they should be please to see we're invading 

their original homelands and their characters are still active and doing exciting things. 

 

If our success for a turn was based solely on taking out more enemy characters than we lose, 

then we lost this turn.  However, in my view we had an outstanding turn. 

 

First, there was some unexpected activity where AA1 was, 2213.  Our AA1 went into P-LK's 

village without a ScoChar.  We figured it was safe enough as the loyalty of P-LK's pc was 58.  

The unknown Freep characters there stole gold from P-LK twice and doubled Chuck's company 

commander Delynmit.  Very odd !!  The Freeps knew we were there, they knew Zulu was there 

cuz they doubled him last turn.   They knew Delynmit was there cuz they doubled him this turn.  

They knew that Priest Ovtheast and Flotsam were there with hostages.  Yet the Freep agents did 

nothing to anyone in AA1 - they stole P-LK's gold instead. 

 

Second, the 20+ Freep characters at 2323 didn't achieve their objectives.  J-SK's commander 

Tolki was assassinated.  That's good, cuz he was a hostage until last turn and now J-SK can 

replace him.  M-RG's commander survived army combat, assassination, and made it out.  

Amazingly, the Freeps failed to flip M-RG's city/castle, leaving it at 20 loyalty.  Once again, I 

suspect the Freeps used their ems to double their agents.  Yet surprisingly, both Nightshade and 

Moon Shadow remain our doubles.  However, both doubles only gave us partial reports.   

 

The Freeps took out four of our characters: 

Lendril C68 A83, Chuck's champion first tried to challenge Ephraim (LoSt at 2527), then failed 

to assassinate Ephraim cuz he was too well guarded, and then was assassinated by Ephraim.  

Chuck's army disbanded and he lost 40 Air-cleaver. 

Pelagius C47, M-RG's commander was Weaknessed to death at 2323. 

Tolki C39, J-SK's commander was assassinated at 2323.  Just escaped captivity last turn. 

Murgana M51, M-VP's mage was assassinated by Gaius Mohaim of the NK at 2121. 

 

We lost three of our Freep hostages: 

Aryssa of the EO escaped to 2213.  Reported on P-LK's village. 

Anders Boounder of the EO was executed by Zulu Baddass. 

Renalt Hogan of the Mountebanks escaped at 3713.  Current whereabouts unknown. 

 

We took out only one Freep character: 

Shaidar Haran C40 of the Forsaken was kidnapped by H'el Spawn. 

 

One of our hostages escaped captivity: 

Chuck's hostage Tripana escaped for unknown reasons to 2607.  It's now a Charlatan's 

city/tower. 

 



 

The team named 7 new characters ! 

 
We hold 11 Freeps hostage.  The Freeps are holding 11 of our characters. 

J-SK and M-RG are both at 12 pcs.  They are the priority for camping ruins and improving 

camps to villages. 

Everyone but M-RG is at 20/21 characters.  The team is only 8 characters away from maximum 

possible !! 

We're supporting 56k troops.  Well done.  I'll bet we could support 75k troops with our massive 

economies. 

 

Apparently, keeping low reserves is depressing the market.  Everyone but P-LK is running small 

reserves, thanks.  

 
There's some important highlights to glean from this chart. 

Half the team is low on mounts.  Many of us can no longer maintain HC recruiting due to lack of 

mounts.  Both P-LK and M-VP are conjuring mounts and could send some to allies, assuming 

they have spare orders: 

J-Hash needs mounts at 3122. 

Scott needs mounts at 4133. 

J-SK, A-GO, and H-ST could all use mounts but would have to coordinate cav recruiting 

location. 

A-GO's economy is straining.  Now that his ems are free from 3813, I suggest improving camps 

to villages.  In fact, A-GO, P-LK, and M-VP all have too many camps.  Each of you needs to 

reserve at least one emissary to improve these camps every turn for the foreseeable future.  A 

second em should be reserved for camping ruins.   

M-RG's stores of metals is huge.  Make an effort to gather your metals and send some to allies. 

 



 

New effort. 

I want to suggest everyone take down their fortifications.  Not all, we'll save strategically placed 

forts and try to reduce the rest to towers.  Two reasons for this.  One, if we ever need to re-take a 

major pc because the Freeps flipped it, then our armies will have a much easier time re-

capturing those pcs.  And two, the maintenance saved can allow us to field more armies.  So for 

example, all those massive fortifications in Rhun should be reduced to towers.  Even before 

recruiting !!   

3612 – P-LK's fort 

3713 - Chuck's fort 

3713 – A-GO's castle 

4016 – A-GO's castle 

4015 - Chuck's fort 

3124 – M-RG's fort 

3038 – P-LK's fort 

4022 - Chuck's fort 

2323* - M-RG’s castle  

2924* - A-GO's castle 

Other than the last two which are hot-spots for activity, we should rush to reduce all these 

fortifications.  We don't want to have to re-take fortified pcs in our rear areas. 

 

Dumb stuff I missed. 

I sent J-SK's army in Umbar out to re-take two flipped villages with a C10.  I should have 

anticipated that loyalty would come in at 5 (+/-1).  Now 2436 is J-SK's camp with 6 loyalty.  Will 

correct that situation for next turns assault at 2235. 

I should have recognized that A-GO's transfer of Pelargir would have been better if transferred 

to P-LK's best em in the hex instead of Tuohytypy E40.  Kulmahasa E94 is there and should have 

been the target.  So P-LK got Pelargir at 19 loyalty instead of 47. 

 

Here's a summary of the Freep characters I see this turn: 

3127 - Durin's Em Co.  (SigK) 

- Durin, Yacob. 

2724 - Dalii's AA Co.  (LoSt) 

- Dalii and Ephraim, company has 58 Wood-shadow and third agent. 

2121 - Liet-Kynes (dead) AA Co.  (NK) 

- Thufir Hawat, Gaius Mohaim, Gurney Halleck, Ardus, Piter De Vries. 

2924 - FP Weakness Squad  (LoSt and MF) 

- Kally Evans, Krian Belly, Faren Kiner, Meliss Lee, Zimlak. 

2924 - Moon Shadow AA Co.  (UA) 

- Nightshade, Moon Shadow, Phoebe, Gabriella.  company has 1 Cloak of Protection and 131 

Daecollo. 

2924 - Lanfear Em Co.  (Forsaken) 

-  Balthamel, Lanfear, Lorelei. 

3127 - ?? Em Co. 

- Anthrax Sorkin, Brain Sullin,  

2022 - Harpy's Em Co.  (EO) 



- Harpy, Rhapsody 

2819 - Morgan le Fay Co.  (MB and EO) 

- Morgan le Fay, Plague, Merln, Guenivere. 

We lost track of since last turns action at 2323: 

- Ovgol Em Co. - Bhahb Nhutuhn, Brewington, Calkona, Ovgol.  

- Other Freeps I'm not fairly sure about. 

- Asmodean,  Graendal, Guyer Adami, Lofii, Pkiel, Rebaa Quick, Duinhir. 

 

 

Our Freep doubles: 

 

Nightshade of the Unsullied Amazons is located at 2924 

Double agent Nightshade, of the Unsullied Amazons, located at 2323 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. 

 

Ishamael of the Forsaken is located at 2513 

Double agent Ishamael, of the Forsaken, located at 2414 reports 

He was ordered to fortify the population center. The fortifications at Camelot were improved to a 

Castle. He also reports 

He was ordered to influence the population center loyalty. The loyalty was influenced/improved 

at Camelot. He also reports 

He moved with the army to 2513. He also reports 

He was ordered to recon the area. Jarak of the Vogon Poets with about 800 troops at 2513 

Lambo of the Vogon Poets with about 1000 troops at 2513 

Renalto of the DreamersOfDespair with about 1000 troops at 2514 

Galahad of the Evenki Okrug with about 1900 troops at 2413 

 

Moon Shadow of the Unsullied Amazons is located at 2924 

Double agent Moon Shadow, of the Unsullied Amazons, located at 2323 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was challenged by Pelagius to personal combat, but refused. Pelagius gained personal 

honor. 

 

Domin Chu of the Mast Foney is located at 2121 

Double agent Domin Chu, of the Mast Foney, located at 2121 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Tylex Mathis was guarded. 

 

Rosse Richard of the Mast Foney is located at 1817 

Double agent Rosse Richard, of the Mast Foney, located at 2121 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was ordered to move. She accepted the movement orders. 

 

Tylex Mathis of the Mast Foney is located at 2121 

Double agent Tylex Mathis, of the Mast Foney, located at 2121 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 



He was ordered to sabotage the fortifications. He was not able to sabotage the fortifications 

because of tight security. 

 

Dalii of the Lost Stonefoots is located at 2724 

Double agent Dalii, of the Lost Stonefoots, located at 2724 reports 

She was ordered to move the company. She accepted the company movement orders. She also 

reports 

She was ordered to scout for any characters. A scout for characters was attempted. 

Found:General Agandaur - the Hasharii. 

An unknown Free People Female. An unknown Dark Servant Male. An unknown Dark Servant 

Male. Malien - Dark Servant 

Male. An unknown Dark Servant Female. One or more reports may be incorrect. 

 

 

Great Expectations: 

 

- Minas Tirith will get flipped by Forsaken and A-GO's new multi will die and the bridge will get 

taken down.  We got 6 armies across between last turn and this turn.  If the FPSS doesn't come to 

Osgiliath this turn, we'll talk about putting up another bridge. 

- At 2724 a showdown will occur between the Dalii AA Co and J-Hash and Bill.  J-Hash and Bill 

both have champions, Kronos is a E93  with a 123 challenge and Fenziz is a A82.  The best part 

is that Dalii's ScoChar only revealed one of our 5 characters in the hex.  Look for more details 

on how we're going to challenge, double, and assassinate... 

- AA1 went to Tharbad 1614 finding 6 Freep targets.  Two NK and 4 GE.  I suspect they're 

putting up the bridge. 

- AA2 went to 1909 finding 6 Charlatans targets.  I guess this must be the Charlatan capital 

instead of 2109 that we hit before. 

- AA3 went to Linhir 2527 but we have no known targets.  Plot to meet up with Brubar for agent 

artys.  Off to where? 

- Weakness Squad went to Pelargir and received the Mtown.  No targets so last chance to 

prentice and learn spells and conjure mounts.  Off to where? 

- H-ST and M-RG have done a great job keeping a presence in the West.  Now our armies will 

flow into the region to take back our lost pcs. 

- Mirkwood is going to receive alot of attention this turn.  The forces we used to break southern 

Mirkwood have flowed into Lorien.  Both M-VP and Bill will see action in the Golden Wood this 

turn. 

- The Forest Road is going to see alot of action as well.  I count 8.6k troops moving from Rhun to 

Mirkwood this turn !!  Chuck will "cap off" one end with an assault at 3010 this turn.  Black 

Esgaroth was E-MD's capital. 

- Scott will crush more silly dwarves in the far-East.  Meanwhile, more troops will flow from 

Rhun and Mordor into Mirkwood. 

- Our RA's found two of the three missing big agent/stealth artys - Ring of Impersonation #96  

N  A20 ; Cloak of the Abyss #101  N S40 .  We'll LAT both this turn and see if we can't put more 

into AA3.  Bracers of the Mists is the other one i'm looking for. 

- Our LAT's found 4 lost artys.  see the upcoming Arty List mail. 



- We've got a bunch of new riddles to discuss.  I don't recognize any of them, lots of research this 

turn... 

 

 

okay, this mail has reached the "giant" status, 

look for my more detailed mailings soon, 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

 

My t34 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Guys, 

 

Bad news first. 

Delynmit, Chuck's company commander for AA1, is no longer my double.  Now 2 of our 

characters in AA1 are doubled by the Freeps.  Zulu Baddass got doubled last turn at 2323. 

Dain of the SigK destroyed my village at 4017 but left the tower intact.  He started with 1175hc 

before the assault on my village/tower.  Oh look, a ruin for my allies to camp ;) 

Aryssa of the EO escaped from Priest Ovtheast before I could execute her.  She shows up on P-

LK's village at 2213. 

 

Executed Anders Boounder of the EO. 

 

Stole 7500 gold from Forsaken at 3010. 

 

Sabotaged fort down to tower at 3010. 

 

Gave Ring of Curufin to Steely Pate, now C10 A80 S25. 

 

Steely Pate joined AA1 and stole 1850 gold from P-LK at 2213. 

 

Locate Artifact True - Orb of Dark Seeing #76 is located in the Open Plains at 1217. 

 

I no longer have any stealthy agents in command of armies. 

 

My combined force of 1510hc and 2844hi moved into 4416.  I'll be destroying both the town and 

the large army of SigK under warlord Valandil.  More ruins for allies :) 

 

My new 1270hc made it up to 4321.  Have food, will travel. 

 

My new 2893hi made it up to 4228.  Has food to ForcMar up to 4422. 

 

Keamon assisted in influencing 3813.  The Mountebanks capital is now in A-GO's hands. 

 



Balliard assisted in influencing 2016.  I got the pc at 66 loyalty. 

 

Carlon made 4433 into a city. 

 

Blass Feem, C10 A33 S28, went to the Forsaken town/tower at 3009.  He's prepared to StlGold 

and Recon.  Figure this into our plans to map northern Mirkwood. 

 

Sent 2k steel to A-GO at 3821. 

 

Transferred 10 war machines to Chuck's army under Nokturno Kulto at 3713. 

 

ScoChar at Tharbad 1614: 

Captain Bjork - the North Kingdom. 

Captain Boots Cole - the Golden Eagles.  

Warlock Boyd - the Golden Eagles.  

Warlock Coulson - the Golden Eagles.  

Warlord Miles Teg - the North Kingdom. 

Banneret Slade - the Golden Eagles. 

 

I'll be starting up the "Naming Agents" routine again.  Ths turn, I retired an A40 at the capital to 

free up a slot.  I'll name a new A40 this turn, and Retire an A50 to free up a slot.  Wash, rinse, 

dry, repeat...  until I get two new stealthy agents. 

 

Looks like I should accept 3713 from Chuck as a base in Rhun.  We can't ask A-GO to give me 

3813 cuz he's running a 20k deficit.  That is, if you guys still want me to run armies up there? 

 

Scott 

 

In Gondor: 



 
- The FPSS was on us at Minas Tirith, but we had evacuated in anticipation of this. 

- The VP abandoned Hornburg due to NK agent infestation.  He blocks two Freep armies in 

the Gap. 

- Pelargir was transferred to LK and he brought the well rested Weakness Squad with him.   

- ST and GO armies moved up the Anorien road to block the GE army coming down. 

- AA3 failed to find targets at Linhir.   

- The LoSt AA Co commanded by Dalii came into the new Hash stronghold at 2724.  Right 

when the Hash champion Kronos is ready to transfer a M35 arty to Bill’s champion Fenziz.  

Bad luck.  

 

 

In Mirkwood: 



 
- All our invading armies had been hc, until this turn when Chuck and GO sent their victorious 

leg troops from Rhun into the picture.  Additionally, Chuck’s hc with war machines made it 

to 3010, while GO’s smaller hc force plunged into the forest at 3014 to snag some small pcs. 

- Hash armies met at 2816 to reinforce his war machine and hc army. 

- DoD’s first hc army makes it into Lorien while he sends another hc army from Mordor up to 

2716. 

- VP combines both his hc armies in Lorien at 2513. 

- We see two new Freep icons coming over Goblin’s Gate.  We see nothing in the old SoM 

homeland on the NWastes road, nor can we see the Iron Hills.  We start organizing Scrys 

and Recons in the region. 



Excerpt from t34 “Mirkwood Campaign” mail: 

Team, 

 

Our steamroller is on the move!  Once again, we will flood a region with so many armies that the 

Freeps won't know what hit them.  With our newly organized EE Co's joining in the fray (thanks 

H-ST), this campaign should only last as long as it takes our armies to move.  And that's the real 

slowdown, trees!  So most of our attention will be on the Vales of Anduin and the Forest Road.  I 

suggest we ignore the Northern Wastes and Iron Hills.  Make the Freeps launch armies at us 

from these regions to try to slow us down.  Our focus will be on taking everything else from 

Goblin's Gate to Black Esgaroth(3010), and south to the Gap of Rohan.  If I was drawing arrows 

on a map, one would be from Rhun pointing to Goblin's Gate, two would be from Morannon to 

Moria, and three would be from Osgiliath to the Gap of Rohan.  Do you see it ?? 

(…plots and maps followed…) 

 

 

Again, I took each topic and region and composed massive mailings with maps, movement plots, 

and orders for the teams’ characters.  H-ST coordinated all our emissaries in a big mail again but 

everyone else was content to ‘follow along’.  His leadership among his remaining Finn allies 

really gave my moral a boost.   

 

 

 

 

T35. 
 

 

My t35 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

 

Way too many failures for me to call this a good turn.  Only two of my four assassination 

attempts succeeded.  Still, most of my objectives were achieved so I can't call it a bad turn. 

 

 

Failures. 

 

Nightshade is no longer my double.  As predicted, last turns "partial" report from Nightshade 

was a clue that the Freeps re-doubled her last turn.  I'm loath to rehash this out with Clint. 

 

Named a new agent.  No stealth, but they keep giving me Agent bonus.  I'll retire my new A48 

and name another.  I WILL have stealth.  I'll have to go back and check but I'm probably 

approaching 20 retired characters.  Technically, I've lost way more characters than anyone on 

the team ;) 

 

Flotsam A82 failed to assassinate captain Bjork of the NK at 1614. 

 

Keamon E99 failed to double A-GO's E82 Filith at 3813. 



 

Steely Pate C10 A80 S25 failed to assassinate Slade C10 E60 of the GE and was injured by 

Slade while performing his assassination mission down to 32 health. 

 

 

Good stuff. 

 

Zulu Baddass got redoubled by Bill's em Ravan Greycloak, thanks.  Zulu's ScoChar shows: 

Warlock Boyd - the Golden Eagles.  

Warlock Coulson - the Golden Eagles.  

Burglar Czari - the North Kingdom. 

Banneret Slade - the Golden Eagles.  

Delynmit.  

Legate Ravan Greycloak - the DreamersOfDespair.  

Torano. 

I wonder if the "Double Glitch" gave the Freeps my scout report? 

 

Xerxes transferred The Black Book #56 to P-LK, and cast LAT: 

Locate Artifact True - artifact #114, a Gauntlet, is possessed by Nightshade in the Shore/Plains 

at 2927. 

 

Sly Tovand's army crushed the SigK army and destroyed his town at 4416.  I had 1510hc and 

2844hi versus his 2650hi.  I have 1100hc and 2071hi remaining.  Here's the best part - Dain 

Irontoe brought his cav here to try and stop me.  I'll destroy his army this turn too ;) 

 

Larry the Leper C22 A35 S22 moved up to the Iron Hills.  I wanted to keep an eye on SigK even 

tho I've suggested we ignore him.  Larry's Recon shows a new city/tower with army under Adaori 

at 3808.  Larry's on a camp so he can StlGold and Recon, or move on to scout out more Freep 

turf. 

 

Jetsam assassinated Dervorin C10 M30 of the Charlatans at 1909.  J-Hash's ScoChar shows 5 

big ems of Charlatans came into the hex.  Looks like the AA2 is going to get doubled by 

Charlatans this turn. 

 

Baxx Tabber assassinated Emrys C80 of the Charlatans at 1909 and took #33 Ungolrist. 

 

Improved village to town at 3825. 

 

Stole 1550 gold from Forsaken at 3009. 

 

Flipped 2224 from GE with help from allies.  Nice village, bronze/steel/gold. 

 

All my army moves worked and Chuck gave me 3713 after he kindly removed all the 

fortifications.  I've got 1455hc, heavily armed, that can make it to 3010 this turn.  And I've got 

another 3600hi coming out of EGOM this turn - north to 4417 or east to 4118.  Have food, will 

travel ;) 



 

M-VP sent me 1500 mounts.  Now I can resume HC recruiting.  Thanks M-VP. 

 

It seems I've become too big again.  Between flipping Freep pcs and transfers and improving my 

own pcs, I feel I must give stuff away again.  My econ has grown to twice the size of some of my 

allies.  I'll look to see if I can arrange a Mtown transfer to someone this turn.   

 

enough of this SW report, I must now don the mantle of "Sauron" and lead my Servants to 

victory.... 

Scott 

 

 

My t35 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

We're to the point that I feel I could almost sit back and just watch the end game unfold without 

spending hours of typing any more mailings to you all.  You don't need me anymore... 

 

...I said "almost"  ;) 

 

I'm announcing two new awards I'll be handing out each turn. 

I. Most troops. 

 - this turn, Scott was overtaken by A-GO for "Most Troops".  Well done A-GO! 

II. Most charmed character. 

 - Hildebrand (H-ST) had held that title until this turn.  Gashi (M-VP) just lost his 3rd combat in 

the last 5 turns.  He was captured in all 3 combats, and then immediately escaped from all three 

captors.  Congrats M-VP ! 

You get nothing but recognition by winning these awards. 

 

This upcoming turns showdown at Pelargir will break the moral of the Freeps.  The Night/Moon 

reign of terror is at an end.  Moon Shadow will die this turn and Nightshade the next.  We will 

get some of our hostages released, I think.  Time to pile in more characters and finish off the rest 

too.  They're toting several artys in that company.  Look for details in a separate mail. 

 

Some of my predictions from last turn did not pan out.  We tracked 3 separate groups: 

- FPSS = Meliss Lee WS, Lanfear Em Co, and Night/Moon AA Co. 

- Dalii's AA Co. 

- Thufir/Gaius AA Co. 

I predicted that 2724 would be the Freeps first target, 2323 the second, and then I gave 3 

possible options for the third target - 3024/2927/ 

Well, not only did we lose a champion at 2724, but Dalii AA Co got out unscathed and the 

Freeps did not send in more.  So we have no targets for our "mass" of characters at 2724 this 

turn. 

And I predicted the Freeps would take out the bridge at Minas Tirith, but they did not!  ;) 

M-RG did not lose 2323.  His city/castle is at 21 loyalty.  

 



As anticipated, the Freeps flipped Minas Tirith.  It's now Forsaken (no pun intended).  However, 

not only does our bridge still stand, but A-GO's new multi survived as well.  The Freeps don't 

know as much as I give them credit for... 

 

The Freeps took out only two of our characters: 

Kronos E93 M42 – J-Hash's champion was assassinated by Anastasia (Dalii AA Co) at 2724.  

204 Orb of Seeing and 210 Ring of Stargazing were lost. 

Torres C52 – M-RG's army was destroyed at 2614 and Torres was captured by regent De 

Mandred of the Forsaken. 

 

We took out 4 Freep characters: 

Dervorin C10 M30 of the Charlatans, assassinated by Jetsam at 1909. 

Emrys C80 of the Charlatans, assassinated by Baxx Tabber at 1909 and retrieved 33 Ungolrist. 

Thulzor M40 of the Charlatans, assassinated by H'el Spawn at 1909. 

Miles Teg C70 of the NKingdom, assassinated by Torano at 1614. 

 

We named 6 new characters.   

 
Including hostages, we are now 4 away from max characters!! 

M-RG and J-SK continue to grow slowly.  Continue camping ruins, and improve camps to 

villages. 

A-GO and P-LK also need to improve camps to villages. 

Scott's the one to give away pcs.  His extraordinarily bigger tax base can easily afford to 

transfer a Mtown this turn. 

Globally, the team lost more than 5k troops, yet we maintain about 55k on the board. 

 

Our team did an outstanding job giving aid to allies: 

 



Look at all that armored cav we'll be making.  Bronze armor on HI too! 

In addition, Chuck transferred 3713 Mtown to Scott. 

Thanks to all for your efforts to maximize the team's potential. 

 

Now let's look at the teams' economics: 

 
- we cut our gold reserves from 304k to 169k.  Excellent!   

- we now have 4 nations at 39% tax rate.  We must be extra attentive to our economies now. 

- J-Hash and Scott received mounts and can now continue recruiting HC.  Thanks P-LK and M-

VP!  Now we need to get mounts to J-SK, A-GO, and H-ST. 

- even giving away 1500 mounts, P-LK's conjuring leaves him with 3631 mounts.  Wow.  

Continue using 1 order to send mounts to allies each turn, 

- M-RG moved alot of metals around this turn.  Chuck helped out too.  J-Hash got steel for HC 

and bronze for HI, A-GO got bronze for HI, and Bill got bronze for HI.  Thanks! 

- A-GO and Bill must prioritize growth for their nations.  Asko's 23k deficit is too large for his 

product selling capacity.  Bill's deficit is rising as well.  I know he's making multiple 

improvements each turn. 

 

Our new effort to reduce forts world-wide was highly successful.   

Chuck reduced 3713 from fort to nothing. 

A-GO reduced 3813 from castle to tower. 

A-GO also reduced 4015 from castle to nothing. 

Chuck reduced 4022 from fort to nothing. 

Keep up the good work. 

 

Here's a summary of the Freep characters I see this turn: 

xxxx - Durin's Em Co.  (SigK) 

- Durin, Yacob. 

- was at 3127, flipped town, whereabouts unknown this turn. 

2323 - Dalii's AA Co.  (LoSt) 

- Dalii and Ephraim and Anastasia, company has 58 Wood-shadow. 

2121 - Liet-Kynes (dead) AA Co.  (NK) 

- Thufir Hawat, Gaius Mohaim, Gurney Halleck, Ardus, Piter De Vries. 

2927 - FP Weakness Squad  (LoSt and MF) 

- Kally Evans, Krian Belly, Faren Kiner, Meliss Lee, Zimlak. 

2927 - Moon Shadow AA Co.  (UA) 



- Nightshade, Moon Shadow, Phoebe, Gabriella.  company has 1 Cloak of Protection and 131 

Daecollo and 114 Rat Gauntlets and 12 Robes of Aman. 

2927 - Lanfear Em Co.  (Forsaken) 

-  Balthamel, Lanfear, Lorelei. 

2118 - Harpy's Em Co.  (GE) 

- Harpy, Rhapsody 

- pc reports:   Alicia, Doctor Yueh, Ecko, Gundor, Harpy, Irulan Corrino, Leto II Atreides, 

Rhapsody 

2213 - Morgan le Fay Co.  (MB and EO) 

- Morgan le Fay, Plague, Merln, Guenivere. 

- pc reports:  Guenivere, Merln, Morgan le Fay, Oisin Murphy, Plague. 

 

1614 - ScoChar from Zulu Baddass: 

Warlock Boyd - the Golden Eagles.  

Warlock Coulson - the Golden Eagles.  

Burglar Czari - the North Kingdom. 

Banneret Slade - the Golden Eagles. 

 

1909 - ScoChar from Katla 

Proclamator Ceridwen - the Charlatans.  

Legate Eldram Rand - the Charlatans.  

Mystic Gúhir - the Charlatans. 

Herald Kenrik - the Charlatans.  

Legate Kerensa - the Charlatans.  

Mystic Turin - the Charlatans.  

Footpad Udoabu - the Charlatans.  

Legate Veritatis - the Charlatans. 

 

 

Our FP doubles: 

 

Ishamael of the Forsaken is located at 2414 (doubled by Bill) 

Double agent Ishamael, of the Forsaken, located at 2513 reports 

He was ordered to challenge Lambo to personal combat. He also reports 

He challenged Lambo to personal combat, but was refused. He gained personal honor. He also 

reports 

He was ordered to cast a combat spell. Fire Storms was cast. He also reports 

He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement orders. 

 

Domin Chu of the Mast Foney is located at 1817 (doubled by Mike) 

Double agent Domin Chu, of the Mast Foney, located at 2121 reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Gaius Mohiam was guarded. He also reports 

He was ordered to move and join the army. He accepted the movement orders. He joined the 

army commanded by Rosse Richard. 

 



Rosse Richard of the Mast Foney is located at 1817 (doubled by Mike) 

Double agent Rosse Richard, of the Mast Foney, located at 1817 reports 

She was ordered to influence the population center loyalty. The loyalty was influenced/improved 

at Turm . She also reports 

She was ordered to hire an army. An army of 300 Heavy Infantry with 901 Food was hired. 

 

Tylex Mathis of the Mast Foney is located at 2121 (doubled by Mike) 

Double agent Tylex Mathis, of the Mast Foney, located at 2121 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Piter de Vries was guarded. 

 

Dalii of the Lost Stonefoots is located at 2323 (doubled by Jason) 

Double agent Dalii, of the Lost Stonefoots, located at 2724 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was challenged by Kronos to personal combat, but refused. Kronos gained personal honor. 

She also reports 

She was ordered to move the company. She accepted the company movement orders. 

 

Ephraim of the Lost Stonefoots is located at 2323 (doubled by Jason) 

Double agent Ephraim, of the Lost Stonefoots, located at 2724 reports 

He was ordered to assassinate a character. 

He was not able to complete his mission because the character was too well guarded. He also 

reports 

He moved with the company to 2323. 

 

We lost both Moon Shadow and Nightshade as doubles. 

 

Misc. 

- we lost two M35 artys.  

- M-VP picked up Thologaer Ciryatano. 

- J-Hash picked up Voice of the Dark Tower. 

- Ring of the Witch-king #169 is a Ring - allegiance: Evil - increases Stealth Rank by 25. 

- Cloak of Hiding #117 is a Cloak - allegiance: None - increases Stealth Rank by 10. 

- Locate Artifact True - Cloak of the Abyss #101 is located in the Mountains at 2306. 

- The Freeps out-stole us by 9k gold. 

- We still hold 11 Freep characters hostage, they hold 12 of our characters. 

 

And finally, these past two turns of trying to depress the market have worked well.  The market 

prices are pretty darned low.  If we begin to struggle making up our deficits, imagine the 

difficulty the Freeps will be having.  I still contend we have more product than the Freeps.  Even 

tho it's now summer and the Freeps are at their max, a depressed market will hinder them more 

than us.  Agree? 

 

Big mails coming this turn - yeah, Scott does this every turn.  3 mails just for our big character 

battles, 3 mails on regional army movements, 3 mails on artys/spells, one Aid mail, and this 



Sauron's Eye mail.  When you add my Swarthier Men turn report, that's a dozen detailed mails I 

send to the team each turn.  Tell me, have you ever served a better dark lord ?  ;) 

 

Sauron 

MMGA! 

 

 

A short mail on “Abbreviations” : 

Team, 

 

Typing the same phrases over and over again is time consuming and irritating to me.  Here's a 

summary of the abbreviations I use all the time.  It seems that some may be unclear as to what 

I'm referring to.   

 

PWS – P-LK's Weakness Squad.  

EGOM - the eastern gap of Mordor.  Roughly the area around 4321. 

AA# Co. - agent company with agent/stealth artys. 

FPWS - the FP Weakness Squad, where Meliss Lee shows up regularly. 

FPSS - three FP companies moving together; one AA Co, one Em Co., and the FPWS 

LAT - Locate Artifact True spell; 428. 

RA - Research Artifact spell; 412. 

RCT - Reveal Character True spell; 430. 

OLS - other lore spells; RCT, RA, ScryChar, etc. 

EE# Co. – H-ST's designation for Emissary companies. 

Gap - the area around 2120. 

 

AA1 - Chuck's company; with Scott and Bill, 6 members 

AA2 – J-Hash's company, with Scott, 6 members 

AA3 – J-SK's company, only J-SK, 6 members 

EE1 – H-ST's company, only H-ST, 3 members 

EE2 – A-GO's company, Scott and J-Hash joining this turn, 6 members 

EE3 – M-RG's company, only M-RG, 5 members 

 

If you see any abbreviation you don't understand, please don't hesitate to ask. 

Scott 

 

 



 
- We now have 7300 troops in Gondor, most moving west.  ST, Hash, and LK are all 

recruiting in Gondor now. 

- We plot another 3600hi (one of Chuck’s armies and two RG armies) to cross the bridge from 

Mordor to Minas Tirith. 

- Bill, Hash, and VP now have 4200hc across Anduin and into Lorien.  Hash has 22 war 

machines with his army. 

- Chuck, GO, and ST now have another 4300 troops (some hc) in southern Mirkwood.  Chuck 

has 18 war machines with his army. 

- Bill and GO have 4400 troops (some hc) around 3010, the Forest Road. 

- We have more than 9k troops left in Rhun.  Preparations are made to feed these armies and 

move to the new Forest Road Campaign. 

- And our ‘block’ around Morannon (Bill, Hash, and VP) are all recruiting at their cities.  

They will be ready to move out soon.  Chuck’s got 2k hc moving up the desert road out of 

Morannon this turn. 

 

 

 

 

T36. 
 

My t36 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 



Team, 

 

I'm not having very good luck with my stealthy agents recently: 

 

Steely Pate C10 A80 S25, failed to assassinate Czari (a wounded A40 of the NK) at 1614.  Last 

turn he failed to assassinate Slade of the GE and got wounded.  Maybe Ring of Curufin is 

cursed.... 

 

Blass Feem C10 A38 S28, failed to steal gold at 1908.  Nice Recon tho: 

- Bedivere of the Evenki Okrug with about 200 troops at 1908  

- Scytale of the North Kingdom with about 800 troops at 2009  

- Aldam of the Charlatans with about 500 troops at 1909 . 

 

Priest Ovtheast A82, did the ScoChar at 1614.  He only found one "unknown FP male" and a 

bunch of our characters.  Pretty crappy.  Seems that AA2 and EE3 are here for us tho. 

 

I had 7400 gold stolen at 2016.  Now the town at 66 loyalty reports: 

Guenivere - EO 

Merln - EO 

Morgan le Fay - Mountebanks 

Plague 

 

Larry the Lepper C22 A38 S22, stole 1044 gold from SigK at 3907, then moved to 2905.  Plan to 

StlGold and Recon next turn. 

 

So instead of sending 20k gold to J-Hash, I only sent 15576.  Should be enough tho. 

 

Zulu Baddass C10 A100 S26, sabotaged the new bridge at Tharbad 1614. 

 

Balliard E100, left 2815 at "fair" and joined Ottokar's company.  We went to Minas Tirith 2924. 

 

Carlon E99, improved 3328 to a town and moved to 3725.  Ready to transfer to A-GO! 

 

Varis Votaris made it to 3010 with 1445hc. 

 

Sulimon made it to 4118 with 3593hi. 

 

Sly Tovand destroyed the last SigK army in Rhun at 4416.  He has 808hc and 1522hi left.  Plan 

to move north, up the back-side of Rhun. 

 

Leech Lord has 853hi at 3713.  Recruiting 400hi per turn. 

 

All is quiet in the south.... 

 

The Freeps tried to buyout Mithril.  Many of us can sell for an awful lot of gold.  Be careful we 

don't 'balloon' our Reserves. 



 

LAT reveals Nightshade still at Pelargir 2927.  That plan must have worked ;) 

 

Lost Carissa Bel Dayn (Bill) as a Double, as expected.  I still have 3 'friendly' Doubles: 

- Harschlait, J-SK 

- Crannock Peyn, Bill 

- Lyssande Calad. Bill 

 

My new A40, Slann Derr, did not come with stealth.  Another one for the chopping-block... 

 

I have a 0 Reserve, a 7k surplus, and can sell mithril for 40k (cap?).   

 

that's all for the Swarthier Men, 

 

Scott 

 

…up next, Sauron !! 

 

 

My t36 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

I'm trying a different format for this mail.  Keep it interesting... 

 

There's lots to report, but the biggest action will be at Pelargir.  Not only did the FPSS stay in 

the hex, but they brought in Dalii's AA Co. and the Thufir/Gaius AA Co. as well.  So here's what 

we know for certain, and then some conjecture about other Freep characters known to travel in 

company with them: 

 

 

I.  @ 2927 

 

FP WS , unknown company commander. 

- Meliss Lee, M60 of LoSt, shows on P-LK's pc report. 

- Zimlak, M60 of LoSt, via ScoChar by Butterbur. 

- Kally Evans, MF 

- Krian Belly, MF 

- Faren Kiner, MF 

 

Night/Moon AA Co.  Moon Shadow is dead, so his company either disbanded or is now under the 

command of some other character in the company.  Company had; 1 Cloak of Protection and 

131 Daecollo and 114 Rat Gauntlets, but 12 Robes of Aman was last on Moon Shadow and may 

have fallen on the ground.  

- Nightshade, UA, via Scott's LAT holding 114 Rat Gauntlets. 

- Phoebe, GE, see double report below. 

- Gabriella, GE, see double report below. 



 

Lanfear Em Co. , unknown company commander. 

- Lanfear, Forsaken, shows on P-LK's pc report. 

- Balthamel, Forsaken, shows on Dalii's ScoChar 

- Lorelei, Forsaken, shows on Dalii's ScoChar. 

 

Dalii AA Co.  Dalii is company commander, see double report.  We know the company has 58 

Wood-shadow. 

- Dalii, LoSt, and is J-Hash's Double, see below. 

- Ephraim, LoSt, and is J-Hash's Double, see below. 

- Anastasia, not LoSt, shows on Dalii's ScoChar. 

- Fulni, was with Dalii two turns ago at 2724. ? 

 

Thufir/Gaius AA Co.  Unknown company commander. 

- Thufir Hawat, NK, shows on Dalii's ScoChar. 

- Gaius Mohaim, NK, via Bill's RCT. 

- Gurney Halleck, NK, was in company some turns ago. ? 

- Ardus, NK, was in company some turns ago. ? 

- Piter De Vries, NK, may be new company commander? 

 

Other Freep characters reported by our Double Dalii: 

- Graendal.  

- Guyer Adami 

 

That's a tall order for P-LK and J-SK.  The only other agent assets we have in range are: 

- Brubar A88 at 2724 

- Goatleaf A69 at 3225 

- Varyss A76 S10 at 3632 

Can any of these agents come to Pelargir this turn?  Chuck, J-SK, M-VP ??? 

 

Also, we only have one army in the hex.  So if the FPWS takes out P-LK's army then the Lanfear 

Co can easily flip the Mtown/fort.  If that happens, we'll be hard pressed to re-take Pelargir cuz 

P-LK put up a fort there.  We don't know who the FPWS will target, but it would be a good idea 

to bring in both of M-RG's armies from Minas Tirith.   

I'm anxious to see the plan that J-SK and P-LK suggest. 

 

------------------------------------- 

 

II.  enemy Doubles 

 

Gabriella of the Golden Eagles is located at 2927 (doubled by P-LK) 

Double agent Gabriella, of the Golden Eagles, located at 2927 reports 

She was ordered to assassinate a character. 

She was not able to assassinate the character because of tight security. 

 



Phoebe of the Golden Eagles is located at 2927 (doubled by P-LK) 

Double agent Phoebe, of the Golden Eagles, located at 2927 reports 

She was ordered to assassinate a character. 

She was not able to assassinate the character because of tight security. 

 

Ishamael of the Forsaken is located at 2414 (doubled by Bill) 

Double agent Ishamael, of the Forsaken, located at 2414 reports 

He was ordered to purchase from the caravans. 150 Mithril was bought for 3600 Gold. He also 

reports 

He was ordered to have the nation sell to the caravans. 462 Steel were sold for 3326 Gold. He 

also reports 

He was ordered to hire an army. An army of 400 Heavy Infantry with 1 Food was hired. 

 

Domin Chu of the Mast Foney is located at 1817 (doubled by M-VP) 

Double agent Domin Chu, of the Mast Foney, located at 1817 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Rosse Richard was guarded. 

 

Rosse Richard of the Mast Foney is located at 1817 (doubled by M-VP) 

Double agent Rosse Richard, of the Mast Foney, located at 1817 reports 

She was ordered to recruit some heavy infantry. 300 Heavy Infantry with Wood weapons and 

Leather armor were recruited. 

She also reports 

She was ordered to influence the population center loyalty. The loyalty was influenced/improved 

at Turm . 

 

Tylex Mathis of the Mast Foney is located at 2121 (doubled by M-VP) 

Double agent Tylex Mathis, of the Mast Foney, located at 2121 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Anthrax Sorkin was guarded. 

 

Dalii of the Lost Stonefoots is located at 2927 (doubled by J-Hash) 

Double agent Dalii, of the Lost Stonefoots, located at 2927 reports 

She was ordered to move the company. She accepted the company movement orders. She also 

reports 

She was ordered to scout for any characters. A scout for characters was attempted. 

Found:Anastasia. Balthamel. An unknown Neutral Male. Faren Kiner. Gaius Mohiam. 

Graendal. Guyer Adami. An unknown Dark Servant Male. Unolak - Dark Servant Female. Volog 

- Dark Servant Female. Kally Evans. Adaremb - Dark Servant Male. An unknown Dark Servant 

Female. Lanfear. Lorelei. Meliss Lee. Mihill - Dark Servant Female. Orcir - Dark Servant 

Female. Rhukskâ - Dark Servant Male. Thufir Hawat. Juhimp - Dark Servant Female. One or 

more reports may be incorrect. 

 

Ephraim of the Lost Stonefoots is located at 2927 (doubled by J-Hash) 

Double agent Ephraim, of the Lost Stonefoots, located at 2323 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 



He was ordered to guard a character. Anastasia was guarded. He also reports 

He moved with the company to 2927. 

 

--------------------------- 

 

III.  Failures and Accomplishments by player.  ie. mini turn Report ;) 

 

J-SK. 

- failed to leave a decent commander in the capital for Relations. 

- failed two "camping ruins" missions due to lack of gold cuz he issued a NatSell NOT from the 

capital. 

- successfully brought AA3 to Pelargir.  Vengeance! 

- destroyed MF village at 2235. 

- beat Spirit Encounter at 1217 and retrieved 76 Orb of Dark Seeing 

- Locate Artifact True - Ring of the Witch-king #169 is located in the Mountains at 2802. 

- Draeneso C38 escaped to 2927. 

- successfully downgraded last Freep to "Disliked". 

- improved 4227 to Mtown. 

- improved 3225 to town. 

 

A-GO. 

- lost Xottise and his 788hc at 2814 to assassination by the Unknown Freep agent at 2814. 

- received 15k gold from H-ST and 1000 mounts from M-VP.  Thank you. 

- Double Baxx Tabber (Scott) only gave a "partial" report.  Charlatans re-doubled him at 1909 

this turn. 

- captured two Forsaken towns at 3009 and 2814. 

- camped ruins at 3014. 

- improved camp to village at 3714. 

- flipped 2815, EO camp, and assembled 6-man EE Co under Ottokar.  Currently at Minas Tirith 

2924. 

- economy strained but stable. 

- army under Egil the Violent ready to Destoy the GE army and town at Dol Amroth 2227 

- 5700 hi in Mirkwood now! 

- 7 camps to improve. 

 

H-ST. 

- received 1500 mounts from P-LK.  Thank you. 

- big economy, 21k surplus and lots of product.  But many low loyalty pcs. 

- two Freep Em Co's on his pcs.  Ovgol Co at town 2322, and Leto II Atreides Co at Mtown 

2022.  Both will fall. 

- blocked large GE army under Boots Cole at 2421.  Will lose Sova Demonas 453hc. 

- improved 3435 to city. 

- Gwaeron C44 escaped to 2927. 

- brought Fat Soal's 3-man EE Co to Minas Tirith 2924. 

- sent 15k gold to A-GO.  Thank you. 

- 1800hi approaching Mirkwood from Rhun.   



- 600hi recruiting 300 at Dol Guldur 2715.  Hildebrand still in the running for Most Charmed 

Character! 

- 800hi recruiting 400 at 2725 in Gondor. 

 

P-LK. 

- lost champion Kuningasmetsuri to Weakness at Pelargir 2927.  Company disbanded, and 203 

Silmaruth fell to the ground.   

- lost PettuleipÃ¤ to assassination by Rebaa Quick. 

- 4 gold steals by Freeps:  950 and 1025 was stolen at Raugston 2213, and 243 and 313 was 

stolen at Blakk Tower 2916.  Rumors of Padan Fain and Mordeth at Blakk Tower, and rumor of 

Clair Kelly at Raugston. 

- doubled both Phoebe and Gabriella of the GE, thus their assassination attempts on his 

characters failed. 

- sent 1500 mounts to H-ST.  Thank you. 

- Weaknessed Moon Shadow of the UA to death at 2927.  UA company may have disbanded and 

12 Robes of Aman may be lost in the hex.  Two of our hostages escaped into the hex, one of H-

ST's and one of J-SK's. 

- 800hc recruiting 400 at Pelargir 2927. 

- 5 camps to improve. 

 

M-RG. 

- lost Sardon C33 to assassination at 2118 by unknown Freep agent. 

- lost 2323 city/castle to Freep emissaries. 

- lost combat at 1911.  Runilla got out, but the Rhudaur Expeditionary Force is done. 

- went 3 for 4  with emissaries at Mountebanks village at 2317.  Failed to flip, left at 'marginal'. 

- sent two armies, both of 1200hi, across the bridge to Minas Tirith.  There with Chuck's army 

and two EE Co's. 

- sent new 5-man EE Co to 1614 for re-doubling duties.  See big upcoming mail. 

- 1200hi under Tessara moving west through Gondor. 

- 400hi recruiting 400 at 2523 in Gondor. 

- still has A Balrog with 200hi at 1823. 

- named new C49. 

- camped ruins at 4017. 

- economy sustainable at 39% tax rate.  5 camps to improve.  Lots of product. 

 

Chuck.  (Most Troops) 

- lost Mtown to Freep Em Co (probably Durin of SigK) at 3625 - right in the heart of Mordor. 

- Double H'el Spawn (J-Hash) only got 'partial' report.  The Charlatans re-doubled him this 

turn. 

- Double Torano (Bill) only got a 'partial' report.  The Charlatans re-doubled him this turn.  

- failed to create a camp at 3323, no 'cems' message. 

- captured Forsaken village/tower at 3013, then improved it back up to village. 

- transferred 53 Cloak of the Heavens and 178 Cloak of Duvorn to J-SK's agent Butterbur. 

- 627hi under Aerybil moved into Dol Amroth 2227 with A-GO and ready to Destroy GE army 

and town. 

- 1200hi under Trapam crossed the bridge to Minas Tirith with M-RG's two armies. 



- fielding four armies in Mirkwood now: 

- 2905hi with 18 warmachines under Nokturno Kulto at 2713.  M-VP's town. 

- 641hc under Bozumal at 2813.  Forsaken camp. 

- 300hi newly hired under Tripana at 3010.  Recruiting 300. 

- 1200hc under Azulza at 3111. 

- 2000hc under Mrithlung at 3119 with food !  Can make it all the way to 2614. 

- re-re-doubled Leech Lord (Scott) at 3713. 

- improved 3818 to village. 

- LAT   120  Staff of Earthmastery is located in the Hills & Rough at 4233. 

 

Bill. 

- failed to ForcMar Vikandar's army of 1453hc and 811hi to 2910.  Only went one hex to 3011. 

- failed to Kidnap Slade of the GE cuz he got re-Doubled by GE this turn. 

- Double Jetsam (Scott) only got 'partial' report.  The Charlatans re-doubled him this turn.  

- brought 1881hc under Renalto to the "big dance" at Forsaken capital 2414.  Plan to Destroy! 

- economy unsustainable at 39% tax rate.  Must raise tax rate this turn. 

- Re-re-doubled Delynmit at 1614, Chuck's AA1 company commander. 

- 1700hi under Carissa Bel Dayn at 3212. 

- kidnapped captain Mhael of the Forsaken at 2513. 

- improved 3119 to village. 

- improved 2714 to village. 

- improved 3815 to Mtown. 

- 800hc under Weare Noone at 3713, Fed and ready to move to Mirkwood 

- hiring new 400hi at 3815. 

- 1500hi ready to move out of 3221 this turn.  Recruiting hc now! 

- RCT shows Gaius Mohaim at 2927. 

 

M-VP.    Most Charmed Character - Gashi. 

- lost Bravo and his 654hc to assassination by Nightshade of the UA. 

- Locate Artifact True - Dragon Helm/Armor #124 is located in the Mountains at 2022. 

- Locate Artifact True - artifact #117, a Cloak (Cloak of Hiding), is located in the Hills & Rough 

at 2635. 

- improved 2831 to town. 

- improved 4133 to village. 

- brought 1345hc under Lambo to the "big dance" at Forsaken capital 2414.  Plan to Destroy ! 

- Lynna got riddle at 2614 for 68 Mirlammenrim. 

- Magda found Inv?Enc at 2306 for 101 Cloak of the Abyss. 

- 1200hc under Vandal on the EO camp/tower at 2324. 

- 900hc and 259hi under Warff at 3222.  Recruit 500hc and ready to move out with 1400hc 'fed'. 

- Hornburg 2121 down to 43 loyalty, small MF army under Najar Pete present.  Brethen shows 

on pc report. 

- sent 1000 mounts to A-GO.  Thank you. 

 

J-Hash. 

- moved 'shell' army under Halifax off of Mtown at 2136.  Must return! 

- ScoPop at Forsaken capital 2414 is at 29 loyalty !! 



- 1275hi under Agandaur at 2424 moving through Gondor. 

- 556hi under Shanarra at 2724, recruiting 500hi in Gondor. 

- 200hi under Zzazimat at Linhir 2527.  Recruiting 200hi and improving to town. 

- 906hc under Verminarrd at Durthang 3122.  Recruiting 500hc and moving out with 1300hc. 

- brought 1465hc with 20 war machines under En Sabbah Nur to the "big dance" at Forsaken 

capital 2414.  Plan to Destroy !  

- Cador and Galrun joined A-GO's EE Co led by Ottokar.  Currently at Minas Tirith 2924. 

- Mallazant moved to 3435 and 900ed  63 Dagger of Green Wisdom.  Can transfer both 63 and 

52 Voice of the Dark Tower to H-ST's emissary Drotha. 

- improved 2527 to village. 

- raised tax rate back to 59%.  Strong economy. 

- received 15576 gold from Scott.  Thank you. 

 

Scott already sent the long version of his turn... 

 

------------------------------------ 

 

 

Well, that was different ;)   and long :)   hope you all read what your allies did this turn. 

 

Here's some info you're used to seeing: 

 
- J-SK and M-RG can easily maintain their 39% tax rate.  Both have huge mithril sells this turn.  

Bill cannot maintain his 39% tax rate, and must up to 59% this turn.  J-Hash upped his rate this 

turn and is out of the woods. 

- with most of the team having huge mithril sales this turn, I don't see the need for any gold 

shipments this turn.  Scott can still transfer his Mtown at 3725 to A-GO tho. 

- our mounts distribution is now excellent.  Thanks to P-LK and M-VP for the transfer orders.  

Only J-SK is now lacking in mounts, and we'll wait until he gets Dol Amroth to send them there. 

- M-RG and H-ST still have a glut of bronze.  If possible, J-Hash needs bronze at 2724, and Bill 

needs bronze at 3221. 

- Reserves kept at 160k.  Excellent.  Our market depression forced the Freeps to buyout mithril 

to finance their economies.  Excellent again :) 

 

 

 



 
- we now have 56 cities and Mtowns.   

- we're down to 10 held characters. 

- everyone is within one or two characters of maximum. 

- J-SK and M-RG need more pcs.  Both only have 13. 

- A-GO, P-LK, and M-RG need to improve camps.  7 for A-GO, and 5 for both P-LK and M-RG.  

The team has two emissary artys now and (if necessary) can be considered available for 

improvements if the mentioned players do not have big ems for the task. 

- we're almost up to 60k troops !!  Keep recruiting - we'll soon begin to take losses as the Freeps 

'stiffen' along the Misty Mts range. 

- a review of the "Tax Base" column shows M-RG, J-SK, and P-LK should be improving pcs, and 

should also be the priority recipients for any future pc transfers. 

 

 

Other notes. 

 

- AA1, AA2, and EE3 are all at 1614.  A bad ScoChar gives us no "sure" targets.  However, as 

anticipated, 4 of our agents were doubled by the Charlatans:  Baxx Tabber, Torano, Jetsam, and 

H'el Spawn.  So we've got plenty of friendly ems to re-re-double.  Consider moving both south to 

get in range of Pelargir next turn.  Maybe 2121 and 2323 ?? 

 

- Assume we flip Minas Tirith this turn.  Our armies can move out then.  One north up the road 

to block the two Freeps in Anorien, and two to Pelargir to try and maintain P-LK there. 

 

- Dol Amroth 2227.  Assume Chuck and A-GO destroy the GE army and town.  J-SK's em is in 

place to camp the ruins this turn.  So we need J-SK to send a commander here this turn as well to 

establish himself back in Gondor. 

 

- Lorien.  Combined Destroy orders from JHash, M-VP, and Bill should reduce the pc to a 

ruins/fort.  Poof goes the Forsaken capital at 2414.  Furthermore, Bill's big agent Crannock 

Peyn can take a shot on the 1900 troops under Ostina on the EO capital 2413.  And then Chuck 

brings in his 2905hi with 18 warmachines under Nokturno to 2513 this turn. 

Add the 3 armies coming up from Mordor this turn and we should make it to Moria/Goblin's 

Gate within 5 turns.  :) 

 

- we lost 5 characters this turn.  4 to assassination and 1 to Weakness.  However, two of our 

hostages were released.  We only Weaknessed one Freep and kidnapped one Freep. 

 



- our Mages picked up 76 Orb of Dark Seeing and 68 Dagger of Green Wisdom.  We lost none.  

They also found several key missing artys via RA spell.  The list is almost complete.  See 

upcoming mail. 

 

- the Freeps stole gold from us 5 times.  We only stole once.  They out-stole us 9k to 1k. 

 

- Bill is the first one on the team to hit the 1500 victory point mark.  True, it doesn't mean 

anything now, however the running Victory Points is still a relative measure of how we're doing.  

And Bill has less than 1k in Reserves; that's 1/4 of the 2000 possible Victory Points.  It means 

that Bill's getting only 100 points in that category, and 1400 Victory Points (of possible 1500) in 

the other 3 categories.  Assume then that Bill is 1st/1st/3rd OR 1st/2nd/2nd in the other 3 

categories - 500+500+400 OR 500+450+450.  Now also assume that these "places" are given 

out by the Maintenance Costs of that category: 

 
Now we see that Bill is indeed 1st in Character Maintenance, and 3rd in Army Maintenance.  

But that's just for our team !!  Look at how close to Bill the rest of us are in each category.  What 

about the Freeps??  Their top 3 must be around 1000 Victory Points.  Half our team is over 1000 

Victory Points. 

Point is, we're clearly winning now !! 

 

It's time to end this mega-mail.  As usual, look for a barrage of mail from me soon, 

 

Sauron 

MMGA! 

 

 

The big ‘showdown’ coming up at Pelargir was already several mails into planning by LK and 

the team when I put out my “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail.  They were making plans with bogus 

and incomplete info.  It seemed P-LK didn’t understand the results of the ScoChar order. 

My t36 response to LK’s “Pelargir” mail: 

Ok, here's the deal... 

 

First, see the giant mail I just put out called "Sauron's Eye sees...". 

 

Second, lets review the ScoChar that J-SK had Butterbur do.  That's what P-LK's basing his 

proposal on, and it's completely bogus. 

 

From Butterbur's ScoChar: 

Denethan - Free People Male.  

An unknown Free People Female.  



An unknown Free People Female.  

An unknown Free People Male.  

Captain Gwaeron - the Sturmritter.  

Warlock Havulapsi - the Lankunraastajat. 

Geden - Dark Servant Female.  

Mystic Kaalitassu - the Lankunraastajat.  

Sûldun - Free People Female. 

Enchanter Kantoherra - the Lankunraastajat.  

Keemac - Dark Servant Female.  

Beleguy - Free People Female.  

An unknown Dark Servant Female.  

An unknown Dark Servant Male.  

Enchanter Piharatamo - the Lankunraastajat.  

Morthar - Dark Servant Female.  

Aeden - Dark Servant Female.  

An unknown Dark Servant Male.  

Captain Tuohitypy - the Lankunraastajat.  

Warlock Zimlak - the Lost Stonefoots. 

 

Now compare that to Dalii's ScoChar at 2927 from J-Hash's turnsheet: 

Anastasia.  

Balthamel.  

An unknown Neutral Male.  

Faren Kiner.  

Gaius Mohiam.  

Graendal.  

Guyer Adami.  

An unknown Dark Servant Male.  

Unolak - Dark Servant Female.  

Volog - Dark Servant Female.  

Kally Evans.  

Adaremb - Dark Servant Male.  

An unknown Dark Servant Female. 

Lanfear.  

Lorelei.  

Meliss Lee.  

Mihill - Dark Servant Female.  

Orcir - Dark Servant Female.  

Rhukskâ - Dark Servant Male. 

Thufir Hawat.  

Juhimp - Dark Servant Female. 

 

There are several things to note here, and these confirm my experience in my mostly agent-heavy 

career in ME 

- the only correct reports are either when you get "just a name" or you get "title/name/nation" 

- all other reports are bogus. 



 

So there is no character at 2927 named: 

Denethan  

Geden  

Sûldun  

Keemac  

Beleguy  

Morthar  

Aeden  

Unolak  

Volog  

Adaremb  

Mihill  

Orcir  

Rhukskâ  

Juhimp  

These names are all computer generated "stock" names given to other named characters 

actually present.  All of them are BOGUS. 

 

Now here's something I recall happening in a game I was in 15 years ago.... 

 

My agent company went into a hex a-scouting.  I found a bunch of names, and used the above 

assumptions to target the real guys and ignore the bogus reports.  It just so happened that the 

computer used a "stock" name for a bogus report on one of the enemy characters, and another 

enemy character in the hex had the same name.  Apparently, the naming nation was given a 

"stock" name and that same "stock" name happened to be used in the bogus ScoChar for a 

different character in the report.  I recall he was just a guard and I overran and wounded him.  

But I certainly remember working that circumstance out in my head.  This would be a perfect 

example of Clint's famous "1% of 1%" claim.... 

 

Anyway, I have some general thoughts... 

 

First, let's assume the Freeps don't know about J-SK's company.  We have 5 of J-SK's 6 agents 

doubled by friendly nations.  With all the "clutter" in the hex, it's unlikely that another Freep 

scout would have done better than Dalii.  They may be tracking J-SK's new artys tho, so we 

should at least spend one agent guarding Butterbur. 

 

Second, then the FPWS will target either P-LK's army commander Tuohitypy, or champion 

Parruherra.  IMHO 

 

Third, P-LK has two Freep doubles - Phoebe and Gabriella.  We should ignore them. 

 

Fourth, J-Hash has two Freep doubles - Dalii and Ephraim.  We should ignore them too. 

 

Fifth, P-LK's target for Weakness should still be on Nightshade IMHO. 

 



Sixth, our agents should therefore target the FPWS mages and/or Thufir/Gaius. 

 

Seventh, P-LK should try to double Thufir and Gaius this turn. 

 

Last, call in whatever agent assets we have in range.  Brubar, Varyss, and Goatleaf if they're 

willing.  Also, I'm suggesting that both AA1 and AA2 head south to get in range of Pelargir this 

turn. 

 

 

Now that we have a framework, let's try again to come up with a plan for Pelargir this turn. 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

 
- We lost 2323 again.  RG’s been kicked out of his home twice. 

- VP still has Hornburg even though he abandoned it turns ago. 

- Chuck and GO made it to Dol Amroth.  Three new armies of Hash, VP, and RG move west. 



- The Big Showdown at Pelargir.  LK’s Mtown/fort and his PWS is facing 5 known Freep 

companies.  We hope the new SK AA3 is there and undetected. 

- We’ve got two EE Co’s at Minas Tirith with 3 armies and no opposition.  We should retake 

this stolen strategic site.  The bridge is still up! 

- Our AA1 and AA2 have gathered at Tharbad.  We took the bridge down again.  EE3 is there 

to re-re-Double our AA2 agents. 

- We’re going to destroy the FS capital (2) in Lorien. 

- We’re pushing many thousands of troops into Mirkwood from Rhun.  

 

 

 

 

T37. 
 

My t37 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

Despite some key failures, we had an outstanding turn! 

 

Our biggest failure of the turn was at Dol Amroth 2227.  It turns out that the GE was recruiting 

cav there for some time.   Chuck and A-GO lost the army combat, failed to destroy the town, and 

J-SK's two characters there have nothing to do.  Well, couldn't predict he'd have cav.  And we'll 

have to put this on the list of targets. 

 

We lost 4 characters this turn.  Both of our newly released hostages at Pelargir were victims : 

- Draeneso, J-SK's C38 was assassinated by Dalii at 2927. 

- Gwaeron, H-ST's C44 was assassinated by Phoebe at 2927. 

- Lehtineitsyt, P-LK's M67 was assassinated by ?? at 2927. 

- Runilla, M-RG's C62 was assassinated by ?? at 2317 

 

We took out 9 Freep characters: 

- Nightshade of the UA was Weaknessed to death by PWS at 2927.  114 Rat Gauntlets fell on the 

ground. 

- Meliss Lee of the LoSt was challenged and killed by P-LK's champion Parruherra at 2927. 

- Dalii of the LoSt was assassinated by J-SK at 2927.  Butterbur retrieved 17 Cubragol. 

- Ephraim of the LoSt was assassinated by J-SK at 2927.  Harschlait retrieved 40 Air-cleaver 

and 58 Wood-shadow. 

- Kally Evans of the MF was assassinated by J-SK's agent Eterien at 2927. 

- Ostina of the Charlatans was assassinated by Bill at 2413.  Crannock Peyn retrieved 42 Helm 

of Sen Jey, 47 Morgul Plate, and 85 Mighty Blade. 

- Slade of the GE was kidnapped by Bill's agent Torano at 1614.   

- Coulson of the GE was kidnapped by Scott at 1614.  Baxx Tabber retrieved 54 Palantir of 

Minas Anor. 

- Boyd of the GE was kidnapped by J-Hash's agent H'el Spawn at 1614. 

 

Chuck's multi, Itzahere, was released from captivity at 2927. 



In case you weren't counting, we took 8 artys from the Freeps.  We picked up 7 of the 8.  

Additionally, we picked up: 

 - 169 Ring of the Witch-king, was 900ed by M-VP's mage Lynna at 2802. 

 - 124 Dragon Helm/Armor was 900ed by Bill's mage Fenziz at 2022. 

 

The Forsaken capital 2414 was destroyed.  J-Hash, M-VP, and Bill fought some cav but crushed 

it anyway.  Combined, they still have 2k hc and 17 war machines.  Meanwhile, the team sent 5 

more armies toward Lorien.  The EO capital at 2413 is ripe for plucking and then it's on to 

Moria.  We're unconcerned about any military forces the Freeps send through Moria - just more 

to kill ;) 

 

Finally the Freeps are reacting to our push along the Forest Road.  One Charlatans army 

blocked us from moving west, and two SigK armies have moved adjacent to our 'keystone' - 

3010.  If the Freeps did some minor recon-ing, then they now know we've got more than 10k 

troops on the Forest Road.  Scott 'snaked' through a cav army up to the Northern Wastes road.  

Wonder what their reaction is? 

 

The two Freep armies coming down the Anorien road toward Minas Tirith is now 3 armies.  

They beat H-ST's blocking force, then moved one hex where M-RG blocked them again at 2422.  

This turn Chuck can block them at 2622 and we can bring in an AACo to kill them all ;) 

 

In Gondor, H-ST flipped Minas Tirith.  P-LK retains Pelargir.  J-Hash is building at Linhir.  

Both H-ST and J-Hash are still recruiting from their new bases. Two armies made it to 2323.  

Since the GE didn't hire this turn, they're not needed and can continue on with the conquest of 

the Cape. 

 

Between transfers, improvements, and conquests, everyone on the team is running a manageable 

economy now: 

 
- A-GO now at manageable deficit. 

- Total reserves jumped up to 257k due to giant mithril sell.  That's ok, the market is still 

depressed. 

- mounts and metals evenly distributed between recruiting nations - yea! 

- huge timber reserves.  Save for bridges, war machines, and ships. 

 

 



More team details : 

 
- the team is within 5 characters of maximum allowed.  :) 

- the Freeps hold 9 of our characters, we hold 15 Freep characters hostage  :) 

- J-SK and M-RG each only have 13 pcs.  Please give J-SK and M-RG priority when organizing 

ruins camping, transfers, and flipping. 

- the team has 57 Mtowns and cities.   :) 

- A-GO and P-LK should save at least one big emissary to improve camps to villages. 

- M-RG has the lowest tax base, but only running a 39 tax rate.  Good, but still want to give him 

more. 

- we're fielding 63k troops in ME.  :)   Chuck is now Most Troops award winner.  Congrats. 

 

Here's the jov listing for Freep characters: 

(…jov chart followed…) 

 

Then there's our Double situation: 

 

Gabriella of the Golden Eagles is located at 2927 – P-LK 

Double agent Gabriella, of the Golden Eagles, located at 2927 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was ordered to assassinate a character. 

She was not able to complete her mission because the character was too well guarded. 

 

Gaius Mohiam of the North Kingdom is located at 3024 – P-LK 

Double agent Gaius Mohiam, of the North Kingdom, located at 3024 reports 

She was ordered to move. She accepted the movement orders. 

 

Phoebe of the Golden Eagles is located at 2927 – P-LK 

Double agent Phoebe, of the Golden Eagles, located at 2927 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was ordered to assassinate a character. 

Gwaeron was assassinated. 

 

Thufir Hawat of the North Kingdom is located at 2927 – P-LK 

Double agent Thufir Hawat, of the North Kingdom, located at 2927 reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. He was not able to guard the character because there is 



no (or no longer a) character with 

id "night". 

 

Ishamael of the Forsaken is located at 2414 - Bill 

Double agent Ishamael, of the Forsaken, located at 2414 reports 

He was ordered to challenge En Sabbah Nur to personal combat. He also reports 

He challenged En Sabbah Nur to personal combat, but was refused. He gained personal honor. 

He also reports 

He was ordered to cast a combat spell. Fire Storms was cast. He also reports 

He was ordered to have his army attack all of his enemies. 

 

Domin Chu of the Mast Foney is located at 2119 – M-VP 

Double agent Domin Chu, of the Mast Foney, located at 1817 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Rosse Richard was guarded. He also reports 

He moved with the army to 2119. 

 

Rosse Richard of the Mast Foney is located at 2119 – M-VP 

Double agent Rosse Richard, of the Mast Foney, located at 1817 reports 

She was ordered to recruit some heavy infantry. 300 Heavy Infantry with Wood weapons and No 

armor were recruited. She 

also reports 

She was ordered to move the army. She accepted the army movement orders. 

 

Tylex Mathis of the Mast Foney is located at 2121 – M-VP 

Double agent Tylex Mathis, of the Mast Foney, located at 2121 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Brethen was guarded. 

 

 

Our "Friendly Doubles" changes: 

- Jetsam is now M-RG's double.  Bill lost Jetsam on his report this turn.  Jetsam gave a 'partial' 

report to the Charlatans. 

- H'el Spawn is now M-RG's double.  Chuck lost H'el Spawn on his report this turn.  H'el Spawn 

gave a 'partial' report to the Charlatans.  

- Kelton is now Chuck's double. 

- Leech Lord gave a complete report to Chuck.  Mountebanks did not get a 'partial'. 

- Torano is now M-RG's double.  Chuck lost Torano on his report this turn.  Torano gave a 

'partial' report to the GE.  

- Steely Pate gave a 'partial' report to Chuck.  So he just got doubled by Slade of the GE and 

gave a 'partial' report to them as well.  We anticipated this and have Bill's emissary Ravan in 

place to re-re-double. 

- Baxx Tabber is now M-RG's double. A-GO lost Baxx on his report this turn.  Baxx gave a 

'partial' report to the Charlatans.  

- Tuohitypy gave a 'partial' report to A-GO. 

 



 

M-VP's got a riddle for 101 Cloak of the Abyss at 2306: 

By rock wall it was rung with mile wide vale. 

Towering above all where the seeing were hung 

til lost to the Dunland was its tale. 

- Scott's guess is Orthanc, Angrenost, Isengard. 

 

That random Inv?Enc that J-SK was checking out a few turns ago at 2326 turns out to be 132 

Bracers of the Mists. 

 

M-VP 900ed 169 Ring of the Witch-king at 2902.  It's Evil S25 !! 

 

Well, there's tons more that I see.  Fantastic turn for us.  I'll point out all the details in my 

upcoming bi-monthly barrage of mail.... 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

Our victory in the ‘character war’ at Pelargir was dramatic.  I was completely vindicated about 

the ScoChar orders.  Everyone on the team was wildly cheering our success.  And it was mostly 

SK and LK that did the damage this turn; yes, two of our nations that were beat up and displaced.  

I had always advocated ways to improve ‘player moral’ and this was the best example ever. 

My reply in the “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Indeed ! 

 

Night/Moon company is dead.  Phoebe and Gabriella remain solo at 2927 and we'll try to take 

them out this turn. 

 

Dalii/Ephraim company is dead.  Anastasia and Fulni MAY still be at 2927, if indeed they were 

in the first place. 

 

Meliss Lee WS is dead.  Three mages remain; Faren Kiner, Bilmak, and one other.  Faren is 

reported at 2924 this turn so the remnants of the company may remain intact. 

 

Thufir/Gaius were apparently NOT in a company.  Thufir remains at 2927 but Gaius moved on 

to .3024. 

 

Lanfear Em Co whereabouts are unknown. 

 

J-SK and P-LK's finest hour ! 

 

 

As if that wasn’t good enough, our ‘Arty Game’ was in it’s final stages.   Not only had we picked 

up most of the agent/stealth artifacts, but we had accumulated more than 60 artifacts by t37.  

This was an impressive feat.  I couldn’t remember a FAS game where my team did better, but of 



course we didn’t have the ‘multi-RA-spell’ effect.  Our arty list was almost complete.  This was 

another moral boosting tool in the game – everyone likes to see ‘toys’ on their turnsheet. 

My t37 “Arty Retrieval” mail: 

Team, 

 

If you want artys, there's tons for everyone... 

 

We picked up 9 artys this turn: 

17 Cubragol was retrieved by J-SK when Butterbur assassinated Dalii. 

40 Air-cleaver was retrieved by J-SK when Harschlait assassinated Ephraim. 

58 Wood-shadow was retrieved by J-SK when Harschlait assassinated Ephraim.  

42 Helm of Sen Jey was retrieved by Bill when Crannock Peyn assassinated Ostina. 

47 Morgul Plate was retrieved by Bill when Crannock Peyn assassinated Ostina.  

85 Mighty Blade was retrieved by Bill when Crannock Peyn assassinated Ostina.  

54 Palantir of Minas Anor was retrieved by Scott when Baxx Tabber kidnapped Coulson. 

169 Ring of the Witch-king, was 900ed by M-VP's mage Lynna at 2802. 

124 Dragon Helm/Armor was 900ed by Bill's mage Fenziz at 2022. 

 

 

New LATs found: 

Locate Artifact True - Bracers of the Mists #132 is located in the Hills & Rough at 2326. 

Locate Artifact True - Nazgauga #154 is located in the OpenPlains at 2827. 

Locate Artifact True - artifact #171, a Crown, (Ovir Crown) is located in the Mountains at 3722. 

Locate Artifact True - artifact #13, a Sword, (Anquirel) is located in the Open Plains at 1701. 

Locate Artifact True - artifact #12, a Robes, (Robes of Aman) is located in the Shore/Plains at 

2927. 

 

We need to get M-VP's new 169 Ring of the Witch-king into an AA Co pronto.  Lynna has Long 

Stride and can meet up with a company somewhere in Mirkwood, maybe Lorien.  Look for this 

coordination in another mail. 

 

Rentice didn't meet up with A-GO's army at 2215 cuz Eagles ate them.  I thought it would be 

Ents.  Stay out of Fangorn, eh?  We'll come up with some other plan for his two C25 artys.  

Where can we 'safely' Threaten enemy pcs?  Mirkwood then?  And Rentice really needs a 

movement spell. 

 

Cynwise and Fenziz met up at 2022.  J-SK can transfer his Evil mage arty and move on to the 

next arty at 2635.  Fenziz picked up the Evil M30, can receive Evil M15 from J-SK and move out 

19 hexes using Path Mastery.  We need Fenziz's ScryArea spell in the north. 

 

 

Stuff waiting to be picked up: 

 

2306 - 101 Cloak of the Abyss  N  S40 

M-VP got the following riddle with Magda this turn.  See LAT/OLS mail for RCT target: 



By rock wall it was rung with mile wide vale. 

Towering above all where the seeing were hung 

til lost to the Dunland was its tale. 

- Scott's guess is Orthanc, Angrenost, Isengard. 

 

 

2326 - 132 Bracers of the Mists  N  S35 

The following riddle is activated.  Anyone can move here and ReacEnc:  

They say it was part of a man, 

and that it was for those who went west by sea. 

Where once radiance, then it did wan 

leaving unending evening for all to see. 

-  Calacirya did not work.  A suggestion on Bobbins was "Mindon". 

 

 

2635 - 117 Cloak of Hiding  N  S10 

J-SK having Cynwise Fast Stride here this turn.  Cynwise needs to transfer 76 to FENZIZ 

before leaving. 

 

 

2614 - 68 Mirlammenrim, N  E20 

M-VP activated the following riddle with Lynna t36, anyone can move here and ReacEnc: 

At the gate of the tower were two that had three 

Who without doubt could all passersby see. 

Immovable like stone they seemed not to care 

but to the lament of some they were well aware. 

- I checked Bobbins, but it wasn't listed.  Scott's guess would be "Silent Watchers". 

 

 

4424 - 64 Collar of Might,  N  M25 

The following riddle is activated.  Anyone can move here and ReacEnc: 

Rebel maiden most royal 

Kin bereft by war, in repentance did she toil. 

An enemy most bitter to the one Dark Lord. 

From whom did we get this radiant sword? 

-  Scott's guess is Eowyn. 

 

 

4233 - 120 Staff of Earthmastery  N  M20 

J-Hash has Mallazant here, but didn't get an enc.  900 and cast RA (see LAT/OLS mail) 

 

2927 - all need 900ed. 

- 203 Silmaruth  N  +2000, dropped t36 

- 12 Robes of Aman  G  S30, dropped t36 

- 114 Rat Gauntlets  N  A10, dropped t37 



- there may be others, 1 Cloak of Protection and 97 Culok and 130 Palantir of Orthanc and 131 

Daecollo. 

P-LK has so many mages here, maybe once the Freeps are gone he can do some 900's. 

 

1701 - 13 Anguirel  N  +2250 

 

2827 - 154 Nazgauga  E  M30 

 

3722 - 171 Ovir Crown  N  M20 

 

1216 - 43 Gaergil, "open seas" 

 

2101 - 170 a sword 

riddle: 

Fleet was he when he did fly 

down the road under the sky. 

Friend was he to both dwarf and elf 

used when speed and courage demanded more of self. 

Both Shadowfax and Gwaihir failed.  Scott's next guess = Arod . 

 

3634 - Inv?Enc 

 

3530 - Inv?Enc 

Failed to "re-find". 

 

3426 - Inv?Enc 

 

3730 - 90 a sword 

 

4439 - 187 a hammer 

 

3938 - 44  an axe 

 

2823 - 133 Aedring  G  +1000 

 

4425 - 75 Herugrim  G  +1000 

Gurthang? riddle. 

 

2826 - 185 Sil-Maegil  G  +750 

 

3908 - 100 E Voronwe  G  +500 

Encounter "activated" by M-VP, t29. 

 

2924 - 3 artys dropped by J-SK when Denethor was Weaknessed to death.  88 Palantir of 

Osgiliath, 103 Ring of Barahir, and 152 Burning Blade. 

 



3923 - 136 a staff 

Unsolved  riddle 

1312 - 96 Ring of Impersonation 

Unsolved "Witch-king" riddle 

 

3716 - 10 Corantir N M10  and   92 Craig-Olf-Ti  N 500 

According to Clint's mail, since no "cems" message was given, we must assume that either both 

artys dropped into another hex when Scott was Weaknessed to death or the Freeps have sent in 

their own retriever and already picked these up.  The only way to be sure is to LAT them and 

they're frankly not that important anyway.  

 

Summary of our Retrievers: 

Cynwise (n02)  C10 M56  ch103 

 - using +20M and +10M artys and +750 

Lynna (n22)  M50  ch105 

 - using +20M arty and +35M arty 

Mallazant (n25)  M55  ch85 

 - using  +15M and +750 damage artys 

Rentice (n19)  M59  ch89 

 - using +30M arty  

 - needs to get rid of two +25C artys 

and now Magda and Fenziz are helping ;) 

 

We should get our Retrievers whatever they need to continue successfully filling our hands with 

cool toys, eh?  

anyone else?  something I missed? 

Speak up, there's tons of toys for everyone!! 

 

Kudos to me for keeping up on this every turn ;)  And thanks to all the participants, 

Sauron 

Make Mordor Great Again! 

 

 

Our military offensives were working as well.  My mails were very long with maps, plots, and 

proposed orders for involved characters.  And I was still giving the Hash player special attention.  

He was really sorry he couldn’t interact with the team like he wanted, but his real-life was 

demanding all his time.  He did like seeing his nation grow into a major power tho… 

At this time there were 4 clear goals for our armies: 

 

I. Goblin’s Gate 



 
- I figured the four Freeps in the north would try to disrupt our advance along the Forest Road, 

so my SW cav struck first with a move up to 3005.  Let’s keep the Freeps busy so they don’t 

slow down our advance. 

- 3010 was the ‘keystone’, we’d have to continuously reinforce from Rhun.  That was Chuck’s 

new assignment. 

- That’s 10k+ troops already on the Forest Road, and we’ll have more coming from Rhun 

soon. 

- It looks like slow going through the trees, and then we’ll have to deal with the constant 

Freep fort improvements.  And I expect the 5 icons we see in Rhudaur will come to defend 

Goblin’s Gate eventually. 

 

 

II. Moria 



 
- We have more than 2k hc and 16 war machines left after the destruction of the FS at 2414. 

- Chuck’s 2900hi with 18 war machines makes it into Lorien 2513. 

- New cav from Mordor straddles Dol Guldur.  Between Chuck, VP, and Hash, another 

5300hc is ready to plunge into the fray. 

- Even Bill’s 1500hi comes up out of Morannon. 

 

III. Gap 

 
- VP still holds Hornburg.  A small Freep army, and the Ovgol Em Co is here.  We have our 

AA1 here.  We may lose the city/tower, but we hope to kill off some big emissaries. 

- All those Freep armies that crossed the Tharbad bridge a couple turns ago are now past the 

Gap and moving down the Anorien road toward Minas Tirith.  We have some blocking hi 

armies and hope to catch the invaders with our AA3 next turn. 

- Our next wave of hc from Mordor will be heading in this direction. 



 

IV. Gondor 

 
- We abandoned Minas Tirith this turn.  The remnants of the FPWS are here. 

- Pelargir is a bloody mess.  Corpses all over the place.  Our PWS and AA3 hope to clean up 

the remnants this turn.  We also plan timber shipments so LK can reconstruct the bridge. 

- The Freeps only left one character at 2323 so it looks like we might just flip it for the second 

time. 

- We lost at Dol Amroth, but hope it’s some time before the GE can come out. 

- EO and UA are now recruiting in front of LoSt.  But now we have 4 nations recruiting in 

Gondor. 

 

It was a glorious turn for us.  Surely by this time, all the players in the game recognized the Dark 

Servants were clearly winning. 

 

 

 

 

 

T38. 
 

My t38 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

One of our best turns ever... 

 

J-SK, you failed to move to either of the towns that were offered to you, 3127 and 3625.  Both 

are below 15 loyalty and may degrade.  Check H-ST's Em mail when he puts it out. 

 

M-VP and P-LK, you both sold precious mounts.  You're our two biggest mounts producers (via 

Conjure).  If you need gold, just ask and I'm sure an ally will provide whatever you need.  We'll 

send you the gold, you send us the mounts. :) 



 

M-RG, the SigK Em Co. failed to flip 3726.  We sent you there for nothing, sorry.  We'll ask Bill 

to upgrade to you this turn so you can pick up some food, be 'fed', and get back to 3224. 

 

We lost NO characters.  We lost NO artys.  We did NOT lose Minas Tirith or 3726 as expected.  

We DID lose: 

2121 – M-VP's city/tower, flipped by ems 

2118 – M-RG's town, flipped by ems 

3009 – A-GO's village/tower, captured by SigK 

1823 – M-RG's camp, destroyed in combat. 

And the bridge between Minas Tirith and Osgiliath was sabotaged by Rebaa Quick. 

That's it! ?  That's all the Freeps could do to us this turn?  :) 

 

Freep pc losses: 

3005 - SigK Mtown/tower, destroyed in combat 

3625 - SigK Mtown, captured in combat 

3127 - SigK town, captured in combat 

2323 - GE city/castle, flipped by n20 

2223 - EO town, flipped by n15 

2913 - Char village, flipped by n19 

 

Freep character losses: 

Fulni of LoSt was captured by Brubar n19.  Brubar thwarted his assassination mission versus 

Itzahere, and retrieved #1 Cloak of Protection and #97 Culok. 

Anastasia of GE was captured by Eterien n02  Eterien thwarted her theft mission versus 

Harschlait. 

Thufir Hawat of NK was assassinated by Butterbur n02. 

Phoebe of GE was assassinated by Harschlait n02. 

Gabriella of GE was Weaknessed to death by PWS n17. 

Bhahb Nhutuhn of GE was assassinated by Baxx Tabber n20. 

Brewington of GE was assassinated by Jetsam n20. 

Brethen of GE was assassinated by Zulu Baddass n20.  Zulu retrieved #2 Ring of Axardil, #19 

Shield of Anárion, and #142 Elfhewer. 

Bulni of LoSt was killed in challenge by Vandal n22.  One round, no wounds! 

Ovgol of LoSt was assassinated by H'el Spawn n25. 

Tylex Mathis was captured by Schadou Stormm n25, and thwarted his assassination mission 

versus H'el Spawn.  Tylex Mathis escaped from being held hostage and is still M-VP's Double.. 

 

That's 10 characters and 5 artys taken from the Freeps this turn!  We now hold 17 Freeps 

hostage; while they are holding 9 of our characters.  That makes the two-turn total of : 19 

characters and 12 artys taken from the Freeps. 

 

Scott has retaken the lead for "Most Troops" award this turn: 



 
- M-RG is the only nation NOT at 21 characters. 

- M-RG is also the lowest tax base and has the fewest pcs. 

- the team is fielding just under 70k troops.  Keep recruiting! 

- A-GO, P-LK, and M-RG all need to improve camps to villages.  Economics is what got us this 

far! 

- the team now has 59 cities and Mtowns.  Ridiculous... 

- almost 200 pcs now.  We put down several camps recently, and NOT on ruins.  Maybe the camp 

limit has been raised? 

 

With more troops comes more Economic Strain: 

 
- everybody but H-ST is now "in the red".  And it's harder to cover with a depressed market.  Be 

attentive to every little economic advantage you can get. 

- M-RG's deficit is unreasonable.  Commit to pc improvement, and we'll arrange a gold transfer 

this turn.  4 pcs would be at risk if you were to increase taxes to 59%. 

- A-GO's deficit is creeping up again.  Must lose troops soon. 

 

Let's take a look at our "summer" production: 



 
- everyone but J-Hash can sustain enough leather for a 500hc recruit each turn.  Ask, and the 

team will arrange a leather transfer. 

- Scott, Chuck, and H-ST can supply some amount of bronze to the team.  We've been doing 

that! 

- steel is precious.  Save whatever you can for HC.  If you're not recruiting HC, then save it for 

an ally. 

- sell food to cover deficits, but also arrange food transfers so troops can continue moving as 

'fed' to the front.  The distances are increasing from our recruiting bases to the front.  Did you 

see what Chuck and Scott have done with 3010 and 3713?  And P-LK just 'fed' M-RG at 

Pelargir?  This requires Friendly relations but it's well worth the effort. 

- enough timber was sent to Pelargir this turn for P-LK to put up the bridge next turn.  His C49 

will make the attempt.  We'll need another 10k for the 2924/3024 bridge in a couple turns. 

- mounts are precious.  Nobody has enough production to maintain 500hc each turn.  However, 

both M-VP and P-LK have regularly conjured and can supply the team with some mounts. 

 

Speaking of Relations, we have some special needs: 

 
- J-SK, must get Tolerant to n15, then n13.  asap plz   H-ST n15 is working in Gondor, and 

Scott's going to transfer 2323 to you this turn. 

- A-GO, as soon as convenient get Friendly to Bill n21 and H-ST n15.  Both are working in 

Mirkwood with you.  Not necessary this turn, but you WILL get a recruiting base up north soon. 

- H-ST, needs to get Friendly to Chuck n19 so Pahameili can be inserted into company.  And 

feeding in Mirkwood.  Can your C33 Solomir attempt this turn? 

- P-LK, at your leisure get Friendly to your allies working in Gondor.  No rush, you have other 

things to do this turn anyway. 

- M-RG, the sooner you get Friendly to the allies working next to you in Gondor the better.  J-

Hash n25 and M-VP n22, but there's no rush to do it this turn. 

- Chuck, needs to get Friendly to H-ST n15 so Pahameili can be inserted into company.  And 

feeding in Mirkwood.  Can your C56 Mrithlung attempt this turn?  

- Scott, can get Friendly to H-ST n15 sometime soon so Keamon can be inserted into company.  

However, Keamon is leaving H-ST's company this turn to transfer 2323 to J-SK. 



- Bill, needs to get Friendly to M-RG n18 this turn so his army at 3726 can be 'fed'. 

- M-VP, if you're interested in having Varyss join a new company I'm thinking of, we'll have 

some more artys (from Pelargir) to pass out.  Bill n21 has a spare commander for company duty, 

so go Friendly to him at your leisure. 

- J-Hash, at your leisure, go Friendly to H-ST n15, Bill n21, then the rest of the team. 

 

This Friendly status has other benefits than just feeding armies.  We'll be able to move other stuff 

around; war machines, weapons/armor, company duty, etc.  Maximize all possible advantages...  

But some of these are critical this turn.  Respond with your commitment, please. 

 

 

Gondor. 

We're taking pcs and squashing Freep armies.  5 big combats coming this turn, and we'll throw 

more at them. 

 

Lorien. 

Our armies met up as planned at 2513, and the Freep armies met up as planned at 2413.  AA1 

and some other friends are at 2413 to meet the Freeps.  Perfect... 

 

Mirkwood. 

All armies moved as planned.  Resistance encountered at 2409, 2410, and 2510.  Convoluted 

situation but we'll just throw more at them until they crack. 

 

Gap of Rohan. 

M-VP finally lost Hornburg.  We have little influence here or in Dunland now.  Taking us out of 

there took the Freeps a LONG time.  Thanks J-Hash and M-VP. 

 

 

The gold stealing has been small recently but the Freeps have been out-stealing us: 

 
We need more agents out stealing gold. 

 

We got a bunch of artys this turn, and LATed some more: 



 
Jov doesn't recognize anything but a perfect LAT.  So Talisman of Absorption #165 and Staff of 

Bronze #30 get listed as +1000 damage arty Aedring.  Jov error. (Scott’s edit: a jov update fixed 

this – this chart reproduced with new jov) 

I also noted that 12 Robes of Aman is a Neutral arty.  I'll have to do some research, but I had it 

listed as Good. 

 

 

Where are the Freeps now? 

 
- Lanfear's Em Co is at 2523, but M-RG just hired ;) 



- Durin's Em Co is at 4227 again, but J-SK's loyalty there is 80. 

- NK Agent Co remains at 3024.  Piter de Vries was spotted there too. 

 

Our Freep Doubles: 

 

Gaius Mohiam of the North Kingdom is located at 3024 

Double agent Gaius Mohiam, of the North Kingdom, located at 3024 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was ordered to scout for any characters. A scout for characters was attempted. 

Found:Regent Aerybil - the Quadlim Brith. Commander Brahe - the Sturmritter. An unknown 

Dark Servant Male. One or more reports may be incorrect. 

 

Ishamael of the Forsaken is located at 2024 

Double agent Ishamael, of the Forsaken, located at 2414 reports 

He was ordered to cast a combat spell. Shields was cast. He also reports 

He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement orders. He also reports 

He was ordered to recon the area. Blossom of the Unsullied Amazons with about 1500 troops at 

2024 

Tessera of the Rohangoths with about 1200 troops at 2024 

Glink of the Lost Stonefoots with about 900 troops at 2125 

Tuohitypy of the Lankunraastajat with about 1200 troops at 2125 

Gomor of the Lost Stonefoots with about 400 troops at 2025 

Poralo of the Evenki Okrug with about 800 troops at 2023 

 

Domin Chu of the Mast Foney is located at 2118 

Double agent Domin Chu, of the Mast Foney, located at 2119 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Rosse Richard was guarded. He also reports 

He moved with the army to 2118. 

 

Rosse Richard of the Mast Foney is located at 2118 

Double agent Rosse Richard, of the Mast Foney, located at 2119 reports 

She was ordered to transfer the command. The command was transferred to Najar Pete. She 

joined the army. She also reports 

She moved with the army to 2118. She also reports 

She was ordered to recon the area. No armies were found. . 

 

Tylex Mathis of the Mast Foney is located at 2121 

Double agent Tylex Mathis, of the Mast Foney, located at 2121 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. 

Double agent Tylex Mathis, of the Mast Foney, in an unknown location reports 

He was ordered to assassinate a character. 

He was not able to complete his mission because the character was too well guarded. He was 

captured by Schadou Storrm 

while performing his assassination mission. He also reports 

Tylex Mathis escaped from being held hostage to 2121. 



 

 

Lost or changed "friendly" Doubled status: 

Tuohitypy is no longer A-GO's Double. 

Steely Pate no longer reports to Chuck.  He got re-re-doubled by Bill this turn and gave a 

'partial' report. 

 

There's so much more to say, but we'll get to that in the regional mails.  Still, I've already asked 

for several things from several players in this mail.  Until I hear from you all, I won't continue 

putting out any mail. 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

It was the last few days in August of ’18.  School was starting up and everyone was getting back 

from their vacations.  Responses by the team to my mails had ‘slacked off’ a bit recently and I 

was unhappy with that.  This turn tho, I got a dozen responses to my “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail 

and happily went about my task of mega-mails.  Everyone was on-board… 

My t38 “Arty List” mail: 

Team, 

 

Assuming the Arty List only goes up to 213, we now have a complete arty list.  By my count we 

hold 69 artifacts.  :)  :) 

 

We lost no artys this turn. 

 

We picked up 7 artys this turn: 

1 Cloak of Protection was retrieved by Brubar n19, when Fulni was captured 

97 Culok was 900ed by Brubar n19 

2 Ring of Axardil was retrieved by Zulu Baddass n20, when Brethen was assassinated 

19 Shield of Anarion was retrieved by Zulu Baddass n20, when Brethen was assassinated  

142 Elfhewer was retrieved by Zulu Baddass n20, when Brethen was assassinated  

12 Robes of Aman was 900ed by Fenziz n21 

120 Staff of Earthmastery was 900ed by Mallazant n25 

 

We had one inter-team arty transfer: 

76 Orb of Dark Seeing was transferred to Bill by J-SK.  Thanks J-SK. 

 

Located 3 lost artys: 

Locate Artifact True - Daecollo #131 is located in the Shore/Plains at 2927. 

Locate Artifact True - Staff of Bronze #30 is located in the Coastal Waters at 2338. 

Locate Artifact True - Talisman of Absorption #165 is located in the Open Plains at 3404. 

 

Tracking Freeps via LAT: 

none 



 

Bill had Fargone cast RA: 

Research Artifact - Belthronding #156 is a Bow - allegiance: Good - increases combat damage 

by 2250 pts.  

Research Artifact - Gordur #181 is a Sword - allegiance: Good - increases combat damage by 

500 pts.  

Research Artifact - Steward's Blade #182 is a Sword - allegiance: None - increases combat 

damage by 750 pts.  

Research Artifact - Blue Bow #184 is a Bow - allegiance: None - increases combat damage by 

1250 pts.  

Research Artifact - Helm of Isildur #186 is a Helm - allegiance: None - increases Command 

Rank by 20. 

 

"Bolded' arty names below are stuff that's just laying on the ground or in the water.  See Arty 

Retrieval mail. 

 

1    Cloak of Protection              N  A10  (n19, Quadlim Brith) 

2    Ring of Axardil                    N  C15  (n20, Swarthier Men) 

3    Fire's Edge                         E  +750  (n11 VC) 

4    Dawnsword                         E  +750  (RA t30) 

5    Ring of Iron Magic              E  M35 (n22, Vogon Poets)  

6    Taurin                                N  +2000 (RA t30) 

7    Sting                                  G  +500 (RA t30) 

8    Gersebroc                          G  +750 *Capital Return  (RA t30)  

9   Maikarama                          G  +750 (RA t35)  

10  Corantir                              N  M10  (dropped t22 at 3716 but not there now) 

11   Headband of Slaeg             N  M10  (Jessica Mohiam at 1108 t4, N19 VC) 

12   Robes of Aman                  N  s20   (n21, DreamersofDespair) 

13  Anguirel                            N   +2250  (Open Plains at 1701, t37)  

14  Horse-tamer                       N  +500  (n21, Dreamers of Despair) 

15  Aercrist                              N  +750  (RA t30)  

16  Hatred Curse                      N  +750  (RA t30).  

17  Cubragol                            N  +500  (n02, Skingdom) 

18  Bloodrunner                        N  +750 (RA t30) 

19  Shield of Anárion                 N   C20  (n20, Swarthier Men)  

20  Troll Slayer                         G  +750 (RA t35)  

21   Cloud Bow                        N  +750   (Coastal Waters at 1001 t1, N21 VC) 

22   Glosovagil                         N  +1500  (n22, Vogon Poets) 

23  Gûlthalion                          N  C25  (n19, Quadlim Brith) 

24   Palantír of Annúminas       N  Scry  (RA t30) 

25  Andoeril                             G  +1250  (RA t30) 

26   Dáin's Axe                        G  +750  (RA t30) 

27   Durcrist                              G  +500  *Major Heal  (RA t30) 

28   Helm of Shadow Helm        N  s10  (n20 Swarthier Men) 

29  Caranlhach                         N  +1250 (RA t35)  

30  Staff of Bronze                  N  M20  ( Coastal Waters at 2338 , t38)  



31   Cirmegil                             N  +500  (Martin of LoSt n12, at 1725 t25) and N7 VC 

32   Erivagil                              E   +2250 (RA t31) 

33  Ungolrist                            G   +750 *Capital Return  (n20, Swarthier Men) 

34  Sulhelka                             N   +1000  (RA t31) 

35  Robes of the Orc Priests     E  C10   (n25, Hasharii) 

36  Listening Helm                    N  A15   (n20, Swarthier Men) 

37   Red Robes                         N   C15   (Coastal Waters at 0917 t3.  N13 VC) 

38   Angian                               E  +500 (RA t2) 

39  Collohwesta                        N  s20  (n20, Swarthier Men) 

40   Air-cleaver                         N  +500   (n02, Skingdom) 

41   Angbor                              N  C10  (Coastal waters at 4216 t2) 

42    Helm of Sen Jey                N  C10   (n21, DreamersofDespair)     

43  Gaergil                               N   allows open seas movement  (Open Plains at 1216, t34) 

44   an Axe                              (is located in the Desert Wastes at 3938, t17) 

45  Sauron's Javelin                   E  +1500  (RA t1)  

46   Foam-light                          N  C20  (possessed by Irulan Corrino at 2604 t17.) 

47    Morgul Plate                      E  C10   (n21, DreamersofDespair) 

48  Staff of the Serpent              N  M10  ( Galyon in the Shore/Plains at 2227. t35)  

49  Axe of Braogha                    N  +750 *Perceive Nationality  (RA t31) 

50  Nightfang                            N  +500  (RA t31) 

51  Thôlogaer Ciryatano           N  M35  (n22, Vogon Poets) 

52  Voice of the Dark Tower      E  E25  (n15, Sturmritter)  

53   Cloak of the Heavens          N  A15  (n02, SKingdom) 

54  Palantír of Minas Anor        N   "Scout Area" on any hex. (n20, Swarthier Men) 

55  Troll-cleaver #55 is an Axe  G  +2000  (RA t32) 

56   The Black Book                  N  M10   (n17, Lank) 

57   Aranrûth                            G  +1750  (RA t32) 

58  Wood-shadow                     N   S25  (n02, SKingdom)  

59    Rúnya                               G   +500  (N16 VC) 

60  Staff of the Wanderer          G  M15  (RA t32)  

61   Aeglin                               G   +750  (Coastal Waters at 0513) 

62  Vasamacil                           E  +750  (RA t32) 

63  Dagger of Green Wisdom    N  +500  (n15, Sturmritter) 

64  Collar of Might                  N   M25  ( in the Open Plains at 4424, LAT t33) 

65  Morlhach                            E   +500  *Long Stride. (RA t32) 

66  Believer's Bane                    N  +500 (RA t35)  

67  Cuiviegurth                          E  +750 (n23 VC via Uncover x2) 

68  Mirlammenrim                  N  E20  (Open Plains at 2614. t34) 

69  Fonhrad                             N +500  (dropped in 2814 t24) 

70  Calris                                  E  +750  (n01, Scytale t26) 

71   Durcarak                            (AoN  3402 via SK LA t3) 

72   Calninquë                           (AoN  4108 via SK LA t4) and N03 VC 

73   Black Staff                          N  M10  (n02, SKingdom) 

74  Deepwood Bracelet              N  M15  ( Toast in the Shore/Plains at 0405.  t34) 

75   Herugrim                           G  +1000  (Open Plains at 4425, Gurthang riddle). 

76  Orb of Dark Seeing              E  M15 (n21, DreamersofDespair) 



77   Boots of Iron                      N  C10  (n19, Quadlim Brith) 

78  Mace of the Huntsman         N  +500  (n12, Lost Stonefoots on Gomor t12) 

79  Horse-slayer                        N  +500 (RA t33)  

80  Sceptre of Hent                   G  +750  (RA t33) 

81  Gildagor                              N  +500 (RA t34)  

82  Flails of Horseslaying           E  +500  *Perceive Relations. (RA t34) 

83  Brôdic Spear                       N  +500 (Coastal Waters at 0102, t10) 

84  Sword of Cleaving                N  +750 (RA t34) 

85  Mighty Blade                       N  +750  (n21, DreamersofDespair) 

86  Bracers of Chennacatt          N  C15.  (RA t34) 

87  Spear of Following               N  +500  (n21, Dreamers of Despair) 

88   Palantír of Osgiliath          N Scry  (dropped in 2924 t24) 

89  Amulet of Sea Mastery         N  open seas movement  (RA t34) 

90  a sword                              (Mountains at 3730, t19) 

91  Tinculin                                N  M45 (n22, Vogon Poets) 

92  Craig-Olf-Ti                          N  +500  (dropped t22 at 3716 but not there now) 

93  War-dancer                          N  +750  (RA t34) 

94  Romoquenaro                      N  +750  (n02, SKingdom) 

95  Ring of Binding                     E  A35  (n20, Swarthier Men) 

96  Ring of Impersonation           N   A20  (RA t34)  

97   Culok                                   N  +500  (n19, Quadlim Brith) 

98  Night-piercer                        N  +500  (RA t34)  

99   Maranya                             N  M30  (n21, Dreamers of Despair) 

100  E Voronwë                        G  +500  ( Inv?Enc, Open Plains at 3908, t6) 

101 Cloak of the Abyss             N  S40  ( is located in the Mountains at 2306. t35 ) 

102 Palantír of Minas Ithil         N  "Scout Area"  (RA t34) 

103 Ring of Barahir                  G  C40  (dropped in 2924 t24) 

104 Elhach                                N  +1000 (n25, Hasharii) 

105 Tablets of Dark Knowledge  E M15  (n22, Vogon Poets)   

106 Moon-axe                            N  +750  (RA t34)  

107  a Sword                            (Coastal Waters at 1003, t10) 

108  Rauzgnagli                          E  +1750  (n22, Vogon Poets) 

109 Mormacil                             E   +2250  (RA t34) 

110  Ulûkai                                 E  C35  (n01, Scytale t26) 

111  Water-skimmer                    N  +750  (n25, Hasharii and N17 VC) 

112  Collar of Command            N  C25  (unknown FP agent at 2223, t26) 

113  Miramarth                           E  A10  (n22, Vogon Poets) 

114  Rat Gauntlets                    N  A10  (Nightshade at 2927 t35, dropped in 2927 t37) 

115  Durlachiel                          G  +750  (RA t34)  

116  Ring of Angrenost               N +500 (n20, Swarthier Men) 

117  Cloak of Hiding                N  S10  ( Hills & Rough at 2635 , t36)  

118  Cururan                             N  +500 (n20, Swarthier Men) 

119  Ironfoot's Hammer              G  +500  (RA t35)  

120  Staff of Earthmastery         N  M20  (n25, Hasharii) 

121  Spear of Bladorthin             N  +1250 (n01, NK on Thufir @ 4015 t28) 

122  Gaerennon                         N  C20  (n01, NK on Thufir @ 4015 t28)  



123  E Thrond                            N  M20  (n22, Vogon Poets) 

124  Dragon Helm/Armor          E   M30  (n21, DreamersofDespair)  

125  Ringil                                 G  +2000 (RA t35) 

126  Helm of the Dark                E  C10  (RA t35) 

127  E Mere Vardo                    G  M10  (RA t35)  

128  Thunder's Edge                  E  +1250  (RA t36) 

129  Ongrum                             E   +500  (RA t36)  

130  Palantir of Orthanc           N  Scrying  (n10, Moon Shadow t32)  

131  Daecollo                           N  s25  (2927 t38)  

132  Bracers of the Mists          N  s35  ( Hills & Rough at 2326, t37 ) 

133  Aedring                            G  +1000 (Mixed Forest at 2823. t10) 

134  Aracu                                G  +1500  (Gaius Mohaim of the NK, t33) 

135  Ring of Curufin                   N  A35  (n20, Swarthier Men) 

136  a staff                               (Hills & Rough at 3923 - unsolved riddle) 

137  Black Scale                       E  C30  (n19, Quadlim Brith) 

138  Elenya                               N  s15  (n25, Hasharii) 

139  Silver Rod of Andúni          G  C20  (n22, Vogon Poets) 

140  Kirrauko                             G  +1250  (n02, SKingdom) 

141  Hue Changer                      N  +500  (n25, Hasharii and n03 VC) 

142  Elfhewer                             E  +500  (n20, Swarthier Men) 

143  Ring of Soul-taking             N  M20  (RA t36) 

144 Blue Ring                            E  M15  (RA t36)  

145  Snow Hammer                    N  +500   (n20, Swarthier Men) 

146 Anarmacil                           G  +750  (RA t12) 

147  Fuinrauko                          E  +2000  (n17, Lank) 

148  Robes of Loil                      N  s30  (n25, Hasharii) 

149  Horse-lord's Shield             N  C15  (RA t16) 

150  Helm of the Mûmak-king     N  C25  (n25, Hasharii) 

151  Ring of Bleeding                 E  M30 (n19, Quadlim Brith) 

152 Burning Blade                   E  +500  (dropped in 2924 t24) 

153 Turantir                              G +500  (RA t19) 

154  Nazgauga                         E  M30  (OpenPlains at 2827, t37)  

155  Elfbane                              E  +500  ( AON 4316 t18) 

156  Belthronding                      G   +2250 (RA t38)  

157  Bow of Thunder and Bone   N  +500  (n25, Hasharii) 

158  Stone-mace of Setmaenen  G  +500  (n25, Hasharii, hidden at 3127) lost? 

159  Ar-Sil                                 G  +750  (AON 3725 via LA t27) 

160  Palantír of Amon Sûl          N   "Scout Area" on any hex. (RA t36) 

161  Neldelhach                        N  +750 (AON 2536 via LA t29) 

162  Ossanna                           N  M10 ( is located in the Coastal Waters at 0302. t35) 

163  Orcring                             G  +2250  (RA t36)  

164   Thrakurghash                  E  +500  (n21, Dreamers of Despair) 

165  Talisman of Absorption    E  M20  ( Open Plains at 3404 , t38) 

166  Dagnirdraug                      G  +750 *Perceive Nationality. (RA t35) 

167  Cubeleg                            N  +750 *Perceive Allegiance. (RA t35) 

168  Gúthwinë                          G  +750  (RA t35) 



169  Ring of the Witch-king      E  s25  (n22, Vogon Poets)  

170   a sword                           (Plains at 2101 t4)  Shadowfax riddle. 

171  Ovir Crown                      N  M25  (Mountains at 3722, t37)  

172  Daeron's Rapier                N  +1000  (n01, NK on Thufir @ 4015 t28)  

173  Pectoral                            N  E35  (n18, Rohangoths) 

174  Foam-cleaver                    N  +1500  (RA t29) 

175  Orc Slayer                        G  +750  *Capital Return (RA t29) 

176  Yellow Hammer                 N  +500 *Perceive Nationality (RA t29) 

177  Ancaruin                           G  + 2250  (RA t29)  

178  Cloak of Duvorn                N  A25 (n02, SKingdom)  

179  Sickle of the Heavens         N  +1000  (RA t36) 

180  Usriev                               N  +750  (RA t36)  

181  Gordur                              G  +500 (RA t38) 

182  Steward's Blade                 N  +750 (RA t38)  

183  Skull Helm                         E  C15  (RA t10) 

184  Blue Bow                           N  +1250 (RA t38)  

185   Sil-Maegil                       G  +750  (Hills and Rough at 2826  t3) 

186  Helm of Isildur                  N  C20  (RA t38) 

187  a Hammer                        (Desert Wastes at 4439 t4) 

188  Orcruin                              G  +2250 (RA t37)  

189  Dragon Helm of Dor-Lómin   N  C20 (RA t37) 

190  Mothras                             N  +500  (RA t7) 

191  Wôlor Priest Ring              E  M15  (n25, Hasharii) 

192  Forest Blade                      G  +750  (RA t9) 

193  Blood Spike                       N  +750  (RA t36) 

194  K'Purian Battle Mace          N   M20  (n02, SKingdom) 

195  Nallagurth                          E  +750 and Perceive Nationality*  (RA t37) 

196  Raukambar                        G  +750 and Perceive Relations*  (RA t37)  

197  Orcrist                               N  +750  (RA t6) 

198  Gurthang                           E  +2250  (n22, Vogon Poets) 

199  Stormless Bow                  N  +500  (n21, Dreamers of Despair and N19 VC) 

200  Durin's Armor/Shield        N  C15  (RA t37)  

201  Navorn                               N  +500  and Perc Nat (n21, Dreamers of Despair) 

202  Macirillë                            N  +750  (RA t9) 

203 Silmaruth                          N  +2000  (lost at 2927, t36) 

204 Orb of Seeing                     N  M35  (Anastasia t35, in Dalii Co at 2323) 

205 Belt of Durin                       N  C25  (n19, Quadlim Brith) 

206 Ghostbane                          N  +750  (RA t20) 

207 Stinging Tongue                  E + 500 and Perceive Allegiance (RA t22) 

208 Fire Mace                           N  +750  (RA t23) 

209 Sword of Soul Reducing     E  +500   and Perceive Nationality. (RA t28) 

210 Ring of Stargazing              N  M35 (Anastasia t35, in Dalii Co at 2323) 

211 Skull Flail                           N  +1000 (RA t28)  

212 Cloak of Valacirca               N  s15 (n21, Dreamers of Despair)  

213 Ring of Wind                       N  A40 (n21, Dreamers of Despair)  

 



 

Don't forget to check out the LAT/OLS (other Lore spells) and Arty Retrieval threads coming out 

soon, and as always please correct my errors and omissions.   

thanks, 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

With the threat of the FPWS gone, our agents were now roaming at will.  We had taken out most 

of the Freeps most dangerous assassins, and had taken their agent/stealth artys as well.  Now I 

was adding 3 more mails every turn for our 3 agent companies.  Let’s review our 3 agent 

companies – AA# = agent/stealth arty carrying agents in a company. 

 

My t38 “AA1 @ 2413” mail: 

Team, 

 

As anticipated, the Freeps sent armies to aid the EO capital.  Because we successfully predicted 

this, we did not send in our armies.  We sent in our agents... 

 

Our AA1: 

Delynmit C10 A69 n19, company commander and doubled by n21 

Torano C10 A93 S44 n21, doubled by n18 ; Ring of Wind and Cloak of Valacirca 

Flotsam A84 n20, doubled by n21 

Priest Ovtheast A84 n20, doubled by n19 

Steely Pate C10 A83 S25 n20, doubled by n21 this turn. ;  Ring of Curufin. 

Zulu Baddass C10 A102 S26 n20, doubled by n21  ; Listening Helm 

Ravan Greycloak E97 n21 

 

Also in the hex: 

Crannock Peyn  A93 n21, doubled by n20 

Lynna   M105 S25 n22 ; Ring of the Witch-king 

 

 

Our ScoChar and Recons shows 5 Freeps characters, four of which are commanding armies: 

Captain Elder Bors - the Evenki Okrug. .  

Commander Geraint - the Evenki Okrug.  900 troops 

Lord Peter Najar - the Mast Foney.  2100 troops 

Lord Boroga - the Charlatans.  1400 troops 

Mordred C90 A?? - EO   400 troops 

 

Of the 5 targets, Mordred is most dangerous.  We got rumors of his assassination attempts in 

previous turns.  Our best agent should assassinate him, Zulu.  Then our next best agents should 

go for most troops numbers, Torano on Peter Najar and Steely Pate on Boroga. 

 

Now switch over to guarding.  The Freeps could have undetected agents in the hex, besides 

Mordred.  I will continue to advocate guarding our artys - RoWind and RoCurufin on Torano 



and Steely Pate.  And they should know Zulu is there in the company so he'll need guarded. 

Furthermore, M-VP's mage Lynna came here to transfer RoWitch-king.  She probably shows up 

on the pc and will also need guarded.  And Crannock Peyn just did two assassinations in the last 

two turns here and took 3 artys, so he should be guarded as well.  Uh oh, we don't have that 

many agents in the hex.... 

 

So we'll have to skip some things.  Let's stick with 3 attempts on Freep characters and 4 guards.  

Mordred should be assassinated, but on the off-chance that Mordred guards another of our 

targets we should kidnap the other two.  Of the 4 remaining agents that can guard, only 

Crannock Peyn is NOT holding an agent/stealth arty and therefore he's the one that doesn't get 

guarded: 

 

Delynmit - RfsPers and GrdChar LYNNA 

Torano - RfsPers and Kidnap PETER 

Flotsam - RfsPers and GrdChar ZULU_ 

Priest Ovtheast - RfsPers and GrdChar STEEL 

Steely Pate - RfsPers and Kidnap BOROG 

Zulu Baddass - RfsPers and Assass MORDR 

Ravan Greycloak - RfsPers and Double MORDR 

Crannock Peyn  - RfsPers and GrdChar TORAN 

Lynna   - RfsPers and  TrArt 169 STEEL 

 

So if we're all refusing, then no one is moving out this turn.  Everyone is stuck at 2413 until next 

turn when our armies come in.  Additionally, we have no planned ScoChar.  Well, I suspect there 

will be a target or two left that our agents can attempt on while our armies take the pc. 

 

Do you think we should bring in more?  Do you think we should skip a guard and have the 

company leave? 

 

comments? 

suggestions? 

 

S  

MMGA! 

 

 

My t38 “AA2 @ 2410” mail: 

Team, 

 

It seems we missed the big targets.  There's two armies to the left (2409) and two armies to the 

right (2510), but our Recons and Scrys only found one army here at 2410. 

 

Agravaine of the EO commanding 500 troops. 

 

However, the EO just improved 2410 from castle to keep!  We could try to take it down with 

agents, but perhaps we should instead commit to clearing the pc of Freep armies then flipping it 



with one of our EE Co's.  I like that better.  Then WE get set up with a Mtown/keep right on the 

front lines :) 

 

Our AA2: 

Abrakh C38 A71 n25, company commander and doubled by n21. 

H'el Spawn A93 S30 n25, doubled by n18 . ; Robes of Loil 

Katla A90 S15 n25, doubled by n13 ; Elenya 

Schadou Storrm A84 n25, doubled by n17 

Baxx Tabber A122 S17 n20, doubled by n18. ; Ring of Binding 

Jetsam A98 S30 n20, doubled by n18. ; Collohwesta and Helm of Shadow 

 

So again, just in case, I'll insist we guard our artys.  We can put our best on Agravaine, and then 

GrdChar with the others.  Additionally, we can ScoChar at our new destination hex: 

 

Abrakh - RfsPers and MovCmpy  

H'el Spawn - RfsPers and GrdChar BAXX_ 

Katla - RfsPers and ScoChar 

Schadou Storrm - RfsPers and GrdChar JETSA 

Baxx Tabber - RfsPers and Assass AGRAV 

Jetsam - RfsPers and GrdChar H'EL_ 

 

What is our next destination?  West?  South?  2121?  Rhudaur? 

 

input plz 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

My t38 “AA3 @ 2622” mail: 

Team, 

 

J-SK's company will have to work very hard to top their successes at Pelargir the last two turns.  

M-RG's block at 2622 worked and the large GE army under Boots Cole is here.  The other two 

armies on the road stayed and combated M-RG's army at 2422.  Still, killing this army is great. 

 

Boots Cole C50 of the GE leading a 'large' army of cav. 

There were no artys or subcommanders reported in H-ST's combat on t37. 

 

AA3 – all n02. 

Malo I   C53 A62, and company commander and doubled by n21 

Butterbur  A128,  with Cloaks of Heaven and Duvorn, and doubled by n25 

Harschlait  A88 S25, with Wood-shadow, and doubled by n20 

Eterien  A79,  and doubled by n25 and just captured Anastasia. 

Horeseface A61 

Janysari  A55 



 

The Freeps should now know J-SK's top 3 agents in the company; Butterbur, Harschlait, and 

Eterien.  Whether they're tracking him or not, I always counsel RfsPers.  I always suggest 

guarding your a/s artys as well.  Furthermore, Eterien should try to Execute Anastasia.  And 

you'll need a ScoChar wherever you're going, so: 

 

Malo I  - RfsPers and MovCmpy ? 

Butterbur  - RfsPers and Assass BOOTS 

Harschlait  - RfsPers and ScoChar 

Eterien - RfsPers and Execute ANAST 

Horeseface - RfsPers and GrdChar BUTTE 

Janysari  - RfsPers and GrdChar HARSC 

 

Move to where?   

 

Well, I expect there will be some discussion and replies to the upcoming regional mails.  I'm still 

working on it... 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

And we had ‘extra’ agent/stealth artys to form a 4th AA Co, so I started planning for that.  Our 3 

emissary companies were being coordinated by H-ST, and spare ems were all over the place 

transferring, camping, improving, and attempting to flip.  Everyone was safe and secure with 

multiple Mtowns in multiple regions of the map.  My regional mails (4) were huge because we 

had so many armies and so many troops.  We also planned for forward recruiting bases, food 

transfers to the front, metals for new recruits on the front, and bringing our ‘rear’ troops up as 

fast as possible. 



 
 

My t38 “Strategic Site Victory” mail: 

Team, 

 

It's time to talk about this again. 

 

In a game with no time limit, we will surely beat down the Freeps and win.  However, the game 

only goes to T52, so we only have 14 turns remaining.  If the Freeps will not capitulate and 

declare us the winners by dropping, then we will have to attempt the SS Victory conditions. 

 

To review, achieving a SS Victory requires that ONE nation (not a Kingdom) controls 7 of the 9 

SS sites, to include both starting Kingdom capitals: 

 

1108 - NK capital, city/keep owned by NK 



2924 - SK capital, owned by H-ST 

 

1609 - Amon Sul, Freep camp with icon 

2212 - Moria, Charlatans camp/tower 

2119 - Isengard, Freep camp 

2121 - Hornburg, Freep city/tower with icon 

2715 - Amon Lanc, owned by H-ST 

3124 - Minas Ithil, owned by M-RG 

3423 - Barad-dur, owned by J-SK 

 

 

At this point, it makes sense to promote the idea that H-ST should be the one to receive the SS 

sites and claim the victory.  In Regional mails, you saw my proposal for H-ST to maintain his 

presence at 2715.  You also saw my plan for H-ST to send two armies to 2924 this turn.  If we 

task H-ST with maintaining armies on these two and perhaps one more (3423), then the rest of 

the team can surely maintain armies on the others when we get them.  Just so they can't get 

flipped by Freep Em Co's. 

 

M-RG - keep using 3124 until the last minute.  Both you and H-ST will need to keep an em in the 

vicinity when it's time to transfer. 

J-SK - as soon as you and H-ST can work it out, transfer 3423.  There's no rush, but some time 

in the next few turns would be good.  As soon as you transfer it, H-ST will need to maintain an 

icon there. 

 

Now we need to make plans for taking and holding the other SS sites. 

 

2212 

In the Lorien mail. my last notes were to M-VP.   

M-VP - that village you're going to capture at 2312 is critical.  We need you to facilitate allied 

armies moving up to Moria in the next few turns. 

 

2119 and 2121 

Within two turns, our next wave of cav will be coming out of NWMordor.  I propose they ALL 

move toward the Gap. 

Bill at 3221 - 983hc recruiting 500hc. 

J-Hash at 3122 - 606hc recruiting 500hc. 

M-VP at 3222 - 500hc and 259hi, recruitiing 500hc. 

All three of you need to plan to move out NEXT turn as fed.  You all should prepare by getting an 

army commander to your respective bases to lead out your cav.  M-VP already has an extra 

commander ready, but both Bill and J-Hash need to send someone home this turn.  Additionally, 

you'll all need to send some cav supplies to your bases for next turns recruit.  All three of you 

need to maximize this plan, it's the only military plan we have for re-taking the Gap. 

 

1108 

This is the big one.  The only way we're going to take this is with EE Co's.  And the only way 

that's going to happen is if we clear the hex of Freep characters and armies.  Therefore. the long 



range plan would be to strangle 1108 with agents and PWS for a few turns, then bring in EE 

Co's.  So when we consider targets for our AA Co's and PWS, we should keep in mind that 

getting within 12 hexes of 1108 is the ultimate goal. 

 

1609 

No plan. 

 

Once we take a SS site, we'll need to maintain an army (anyone's) and keep the Freeps out. 

 

This is the beginning of our strategy to achieve SS Victory.  You'll have ideas as well, so please 

voice them here. 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

 

 

T39. 
 

My t39 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

 

I'm used to having good turns.  This one is bullshit.... 

 

Baxx Tabber  A122 S17 

Baxx Tabber was located in the Open Plains at 2410. 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. 

He was ordered to assassinate a character. He was not able to assassinate the character because 

of tight security. 

Henrik escaped from being held hostage. 

He moved with the company to 1908. 

- got doubled by EO, failed his assassination on C50 Agravaine of the EO, and lost his other 

EO hostage. 

 

Steely Pate  C10 A83 S50 

Steely Pate was located in the Mixed Forest at 2413. 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. 

Artifact(s) were received. 

He was ordered to kidnap a character. He was not able to kidnap the character because of tight 

security. 

 - failed his kidnap on C50 Boroga of the Charlatans with 1400 troops. 

 

Zulu Baddass  C10 A102 S26 

Zulu Baddass was located in the Mixed Forest at 2413. 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. 



She was ordered to assassinate a character. She was not able to assassinate the character 

because of tight security. She was killed by Mordred while performing her assassination mission. 

Kendig escaped from being held hostage. 

- no guards, Mordred just killed Zulu outright.  Lost a GE hostage.  Lost 4 artys: 

2 Ring of Axardil 

19 Shield of Anarion 

36 Listening Helm 

142 Elfhewer 

 

Really?  These are 'outstanding' agents.  Again, I claim bullshit.... 

 

Berg 2016 is no longer under our control. 

 

Xerxes failed to cast LAT @94 on #109 Mormacil. 

 

Varis Votaris lost his combat at 3005.  Dain Irontoe of the SigK had 45 less HC than I did, but 

they were slightly better equipped and Dain has Troll Slayer.  Dain took "huge" losses, maybe 

200hc left. 

 

So, what?  Is this payback from ME for all the Errors and Questions I send them ?? 

 

Everything else worked, but after that...  who cares? 

 

Sly Tovand's army blasted 1800hi of SigK under Thorin at 4414.  Sly has now blasted 3 SigK 

armies on the back-side of Rhun. 

 

Micks Dupp brought 1500hc up to 4321. 

 

Sulimon brought 5546hi to 3312. 

 

Blass Feem at 2605 stole 5175 gold at Lag Engar. 

 

Larry the Leper at 2905 stole 1325 Gold at Lag Boba. 

 

Lie Bell at 3621 stole 875 Gold at Trydell. 

 

All doubles remain intact.  Econ good. 

 

Scott 

 

 

My t39 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

The turns become more complicated as time goes on.  I'm sure to miss stuff even after two 

thorough readings of all the pdfs.  Jov doesn't get everything... 



 

The team had a good turn.  We accomplished most of our goals.  Some key failures: 

- failed to put up the bridge at Pelargir.  At least we can try again. 

- 5.5k HI failed to get enough food to move from Rhun to Mirkwood and will now be a turn 

behind. 

- lost one of our top agents and 4 artys.  Only one A/S arty tho, the rest he just got off his last 

victim. 

- failed two kidnaps on army commanders in Lorien.  The Freeps sent a bunch of characters in. 

- lost army combats at 2024 and 2224. 

 

Our character losses: 

Azulza C70, n19, was assassinated by Aryssa at 2510, and his remnants disbanded. 

Less Thanmor C18 A37, n19, was assassinated by Gaius Mohaim at 3024. 

Zulu Baddass C10 A87 S26, n20, was killed by his assassination target Mordred at 2413. 

 

Freep character losses: 

Boots Cole of the GE was assassinated by J-SK's bad ass Butterbur at 2622, disbanding his HC 

army. 

Erkil of the EO was killed in combat at 2510 by Bill and Chuck. 

Fulni of the LoSt was executed by Chuck. 

Peter Najar of MF was kidnapped by Bill's bad ass Torano at 2413, and disbanded his 2100 

troops. 

Bonil of the Charlatans was captured by Chuck in the same combat, but then escaped when 

Azulza was assassinated.  

 

Additionally,  

Anastasia of the GE escaped from J-SK AON 2622 before he could execute her. 

Henrik of EO escaped from Scott when Baxx Tabber got doubled by EO at 2413. 

Kendig of GE escaped from Scott  Zulu Baddass died at 2413. 

We still hold 14 Freep characters hostage :) 

 

We lost 4 minor artys when Zulu died: 

2 Ring of Axardil 

19 Shield of Anarion 

36 Listening Helm 

142 Elfhewer 

 

We took no artys from the Freeps, but we did pick up some outstanding stealth artys: 

131 Daecollo was picked up by Bill at 2927 with Fenziz's 900 order. 

117 Cloak of Hiding was picked up by J-SK at 2635 with Cynwise's 900 order. 

101 Cloak of the Abyss was picked up by M-VP at 2306 when Magda answered the "Angrenost" 

riddle. 

 

Friendly Doubles changes: 

Baxx Tabber only gave a partial report to M-RG.  Apparently doubled by EO, allowing escape 

of Hendrik. 



 

 

Our Freep Doubles: 

 

Gaius Mohiam of the North Kingdom is located at 3024 

Double agent Gaius Mohiam, of the North Kingdom, located at 3024 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was ordered to assassinate a character. 

Less Thanmor was assassinated. 

 

Ishamael of the Forsaken is located at 1424 

Double agent Ishamael, of the Forsaken, located at 2024 reports 

He was ordered to cast a combat spell. Shields was cast. He also reports 

He was ordered to uncover some secrets. Secrets uncovered 

that the nation of the Unsullied Amazons seeks to see to the termination of Mantas by any means 

whatsoever. - uncovered that 

the nation of the Myrkdale possesses the Special Nation Ability -- National Challenge rank bonus 

for specific characters. 

that the Unsullied Amazons capital is at 0206. He also reports 

He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement orders. 

 

Mordred of the Evenki Okrug is located at 2413 (new double of n21) 

Double agent Mordred, of the Evenki Okrug, located at 2413 reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Elder Bors was guarded. He also reports 

Artifact(s) were discovered on Zulu Baddass. He also reports 

He was ordered to recon the area. Boroga of the Charlatans with about 1400 troops at 2413 

En Sabbah Nur of the Hasharii with about 1000 troops at 2413 

Jarak of the Vogon Poets with about 1300 troops at 2413 

Lambo of the Vogon Poets with about 400 troops at 2413 

Nokturno Kulto of the Quadlim Brith with about 4200 troops at 2413 

Rahs Al Ghoul of the Hasharii with about 1300 troops at 2413 

Renalto of the DreamersOfDespair with about 600 troops at 2413 

Scytale of the North Kingdom with about 2100 troops at 2413 

Jelly Roll of the DreamersOfDespair with about 1500 troops at 2412 

 

Domin Chu of the Mast Foney is located at 2218 

Double agent Domin Chu, of the Mast Foney, located at 2118 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Serera Hue was guarded. He also reports 

He moved with the army to 2218. 

 

Rosse Richard of the Mast Foney is located at 1920 

Double agent Rosse Richard, of the Mast Foney, located at 2118 reports 

She was ordered to put some troops on manoeuvres. The manoeuvres for the Heavy Infantry 

were completed. She also reports 

She was ordered to move the army. She accepted the army movement orders. 



 

Tylex Mathis of the Mast Foney is located at 2413 

Double agent Tylex Mathis, of the Mast Foney, located at 2121 reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Bosh Jown was guarded. He also reports 

He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement orders. 

 

Let's look at the Team's Economy: 

 
- I don't understand why M-VP dropped his taxes from 59 to 53 ? 

- P-LK still has his timber for the Pelargir bridge.  Let's get timber to either H-ST at 2924 or 

Chuck at 3024 to put up that bridge too. 

- J-SK will need mounts sent to 2323 for his recruiting. 

- M-RG has bronze to spare! 

- A-GO and M-RG have manageable deficits with plenty of Reserve.  M-VP's econ is now 

straining. 

- our 165k Reserve helps keep the market depressed - well done! 

 

Most importantly, we are still growing: 

 
- 4 short of max characters, only 8 held hostage. 

- Chuck has most troops, congrats! 

- we now have 60 cities and Mtowns. 

- even with combat losses, we're still fielding 66k troops. 

- M-RG is now in "Growth" mode.  This turn he'll flip a town and improve two camps. 

- both A-GO and P-LK have ems out to improve camps to villages - excellent. 

 

 



On to Relations.  Several of you went Friendly to allies.  This will help us supply our military 

campaigns: 

 
- J-SK's C17 succeeded two turns in a row to UP his Relations.  Amazing.  He is now complete - 

all allies are considered Tolerant. 

- H-ST and Chuck are now Friendly to each other.  Chuck can put his ems into Fat Soal's 

company this turn at 1914. 

- Bill went Friendly to M-RG.  As soon as M-RG can go Friendly to Bill, then Lyssande can join 

Derkil's company. 

- A-GO, get Friendly to the players fighting along side you.  Bill, H-ST, and then M-VP. 

- M-VP, get Friendly to the players fighting along side you.  J-Hash, Bill, and then H-ST. 

- J-Hash, get Friendly to Bill, then H-ST.  Have Bill and H-ST reciprocate !! 

 

This is getting out of control.  We're feeding the Freeps with these gold steals: 

 
Take out the 875 that Scott stole from Chuck at 3621, and it still looks bad.  We should be out 

stealing with our mediocre agents, training them up quickly while draining the Freep reserves.  

If you have an extra agent, go out and steal, steal, steal. 

 

 

This list on your Jov is incomplete.  I will add some target names to Regional mails when I get to 

those.  Like 2413...  : 



 
Like I said, this list is incomplete.  I'll be sure to point out additions in my upcoming mails. 

 

 

Upcoming Events. 

 

Forest Road: 

Bill and Chuck beat the Freep first wave at 2510.  Meanwhile, A-GO and Bill made it to the 

Charlatan city at 2607 and will destroy that this turn.  H-ST and A-GO have reorganized their 

troops at 2810 and are ready to move west with another 3100hi.  Our next planned wave got 

stopped at 3010 where there will be a big "Dwarf-roast".  Everyone is invited ;) 

 

Lorien: 

The action at 2413 will require a huge mail.  It looks like we're going to have another showdown 

with the Freep characters.  This will be out third big showdown with the Freep.  I think we need 

to bring in PWS to ensure our victory.  We'll destroy the EO capital this turn :) 



 

Gondor: 

The Freeps have a bunch of troops around the Gap, and south of the mountains.  There will be a 

temporary stalemate in this region while we build bridges and bring in some Mordor cav over 

the Undeeps (2619).  Look for us to make conservative troop movements while J-SK gets 

established at 2323.   

The best part is...  the Freeps have abandoned their advance on the Anorien road toward Minas 

Tirith.  Of the 3 invading armies, one was disbanded, one moved A hex before we blocked him, 

and the last one actually turned around and headed back toward the Gap. 

 

There's tons more that I see.  I'm sure you'll see the details in my upcoming "barrage" of mails.... 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

We were all several days behind this turn because our Hasharii player finally had to call it quits.  

His account was at zero, so I paid the turn fee and had ME send it.  He constantly complimented 

the team and myself and was having a great game, being consistently in the top 3, but his ‘real-

life’ issues no longer allowed him to follow along.  The subject of replacing a player had come 

up way back in the early t20’s, so now we offered the Hasharii position to our two Finns that had 

been eliminated back then.  Both E-MD and H-SoM had read some of the ongoing mails after 

they were eliminated and had commented from time to time.  H-SoM stepped up and agreed to 

take over the Hasharii nation.  J-Hash becomes H-Hash !! 

 

It took several more days to hash all that out.  Pun intended!   

By that time, with only a couple of days left before the due date, it proved impossible to get the 

new H-Hash up to speed so again I supplied orders for the Hasharii nation. 

 

As if that wasn’t enough, I was also in the midst of a multi-turn “Errors and Corrections” report 

to Clint/Edward at ME.  Bugs and fixes had been coming up every few turns and there were big 

discussions about many topics.  Early in the game I had questioned if stealth was working right.  

In fact, I had questioned “stealth” several times so when I received ALL failures this turn with 

my biggest 3 stealthy agents I sent a lengthy ‘complaint’ mail to Clint.   

 

I hereby officially apologize for the tone of that mail.  Of course, I just had a bad turn. 

 

On more than one occasion, while sitting in my living room in front of jov on the screen, Bill had 

commented that I must be spending more than 10 hours typing up all my mails each turn.  

Hindsight being 20/20, I think he was grossly underestimating how much time I was spending on 

this game.   

 

 

 

 

 



2 Campaigns in the north, objectives Goblin’s Gate and Moria: 

 
- Huge upcoming combat for the EO capital 2413.  Our 6 armies with HC and war machines 

versus 4 Freep armies.  Our AA1 is here (minus Zulu), the FPWS remnants are here as well.  

Did the Freeps gather more Weakness mages here? 

- Ernie’s MB armies came down to defend Goblin’s Gate, meanwhile Bill and GO move up to 

destroy the Char city in NMirkwood. 

- SigK moves into 3010.  This ‘keystone’ is Chuck’s responsibility and GO just showed up 

with 1200hc and 2100hi.  GO was supposed to get food and move west, but instead they’re 

all going to sit around and have a ‘dwarf-roast’.  There’s only 2300 dwarves available so 

arrive early – no seconds.  ;) 

- We’re doing lots of Recon’s and Scry’s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2 Campaigns in the south; objectives The Gap and The Cape: 

 
- LK failed to erect a bridge at Pelargir, and the VP cav didn’t cross.  LK can try again.  

Chuck, Bill, and I are assembling a new AA4 here this turn.  LK is gathering mages for a 

new PWS#2. 

- The team arranges timber to Osgiliath (again) so Chuck can try to erect that bridge next turn. 

- Our armies on the front got beat, but we’ve gathered our remnants at Linhir while everyone 

recruits. 

- Scott transfers the original RG capital and SK is now established at 2323.  His AA3 is at Dol 

Amroth. 

- While the Freep armies in the gap split up (north and west) we plan to retake Hornburg with 

the PWS and our best Em Co. 

- 3 big cav armies are recruiting in NWMordor.  Plan to move out next turn. 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



 

T40. 
 

My t40 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

 

From what I've seen of your turns (no Bill or M-VP yet), the team had another good turn.  

However, for a second turn my Swarthier Men's turn was lackluster.  

 

Flotsam A85 was Weaknessed to death at 2413.  He was the 2nd or 3rd Flotsam I've named.  The 

others being retired.  None of them had stealth so maybe I'll make a new Flotsam that gets 

stealth.  Or not.  How many Flotsam's can I name with 12 turns to go? 

 

Steely Pate C10 A83 S50 failed again.  His target was FPWS mage Faren Kiner with the two 

35M artys.  That's ZERO in the last 5 attempts.  No, he's not cursed... 

 

Jetsam assassinated Borondir A40 of the EO at 1908. 

 

Named new A40, Murr de Rhur.  Great name, no stealth.  It's not murder, it's "retirement"  ;) 

 

Lie Bell A47 S25, joined Bill's new AA4 under Weare Noone, and went to Osgiliath. 

 

Larry the Lepper C22 A48 S22, made it to 1701 to get CoAbyss from M-VP's mage Magda. 

 

Keamon E100, doubled Goatleaf, J-SK's agent.  All other Friendly Doubles remain intact and 

gave complete reports.  Crannock Peyn n21, Filith n13, Harschlait n02, Lyssande Calad n21. 

 

Still have 4 Freeps hostages: 

Barell of Sigin Khazad is held by Jetsam at 2413 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Coulson of Golden Eagles is held by Baxx Tabber at 2413 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Lancelot of Evenki Okrug is held by Jetsam at 2413 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

Queron Burke of Mountebanks is held by at 4433 - No ransom demanded at this time. 

 

Improved 3421 to town.  Helped A-GO get Hornburg 2121. 

 

Big 5546hi army at 3111.  1500hc ready to move out of 3713. 

 

Locate Artifact True - Daeron's Rapier #172 is possessed by Rhapsody in the Mixed Forest at 

1409. 

 

Moved cav supplies to 3713.  Running 'tight' economy with 4k deficit and 6k Reserve. 

 

No combats,  No pcs lost or gained.  Stole no gold.  Had no gold stolen.   

 

Lackluster may have been overstating the turn... 

Scott 



 

My t40 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

We had a good turn.  Not everything worked, but does it ever?   

It looks like we're facing a new Freep team, or they've changed their style of play in the last few 

turns.  They have multiple Em Co's working in Mordor again.  Worse, they're accompanied by 

agents that are stealing our gold at an alarming rate: 

 
Both M-VP and Chuck's Reserves are gone.  Worse, no one was able to send gold to M-VP.  With 

the Freep success, this new generation of characters they're throwing at us will become a real 

threat to our homelands.  I suggest ALL of Mordor start recruiting again and keep garrisons that 

can react.  The SigK Em Co is working in the old Kalmar homelands again. 

 

We have blasted the Freeps out of Lorien.  We turned the EO capital into a ruin/tower.  We 

captured two subcommanders in the combat.  Bill and A-GO blasted a Charlatans city in 

NMirkwood, too.  When checking out my jov this turn, I noted a new chart in the "Turn Report 

View": 



 
I've never seen this chart before in my jov, but it's very helpful.  It saves me time flipping back 

and forth between all your pdfs, and relying on my memory when typing my giant mails.  As 

always, I do NOT assume the jov tracks everything and expect there to be omissions and gaps.  If 

you see something not listed, please let us know.  Furthermore, the chart above does not list 

destroyed Freep pcs, like the two cities mentioned above.  It's also interesting to see who has pcs 

at risk.  We all should either maintain every pc or offer it to an ally for flipping. 

 

We only lost two characters this turn: 



Aerybil, Chuck's C64 was assassinated at 3024 by Gaius Mohaim of the NK.  77 Boots of Iron 

was lost to Gaius. 

Flotsam, Scott's A85 was Weaknessed to death at 2413. 

 

And one of our hostages escaped: 

Santana, J-SK's C30, escaped from being held hostage to 2413. 

 

We took out 8 Freep characters this turn: 

Lorelei (A70) of the GE was assassinated by Butterbur at 2227.  J-SK retrieved 114 Rat 

Gauntlets. 

Bosh Jown of the MF was Weaknessed to death by PWS1 at 2121.  P-LK successfully disbanded 

his army and allowed EE2 to flip the Hornburg. 

Aitch of NK was captured by Nokturno Kulto in the combat at 2413. 

Borondir (A40) of the EO was assassinated by Jetsam at 1908. 

Tylex Mathis (A??) of the MF was assassinated by Crannock Peyn at 2413. 

Gurney Halleck (A??) of the NK was assassinated by Torano at 2413. 

Elder Bors (C40) of the EO was captured by Jarak in the combat at 2413. 

Bedivere (C10 E20) of the EO was assassinated by H'el Spawn at 1908. 

We now hold 16 Freep characters hostage !!  We should get them out of harms way if possible.  

If another of our big agents go down, we stand to lose 2 or 3 hostages. 

 

Tracking Freep characters: 

Reveal Character True - Anastasia is located in the Mountains at 2523. 

Reveal Character True - Aryssa is located in the Mixed Forest at 2910. 

Locate Artifact True - Daeron's Rapier #172 is possessed by Rhapsody in the Mixed Forest at 

1409. 

 



Unfortunately, I called in all the big guns to 2413 this turn, trusting that we'd have plenty of 

targets via spells and doubles, but we either killed all the targets or have info on the ones who 

left.  We didn't even track the FPWS.  Bad Scott, bad.  Should we assume the ones we lost track 

of are still at 2413 ?   Sheesh, that's rough, the first time in a long time we've called PWS 

somewhere with no confirmed target. 

 

Our Freep doubles: 

Gaius Mohiam of the North Kingdom is located at 3024 

Double agent Gaius Mohiam, of the North Kingdom, located at 3024 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was ordered to assassinate a character. 

Aerybil was assassinated. 

Artifact(s) were discovered on Aerybil. 

 

Gurney Halleck of the North Kingdom is located at 0000 (killed) 

Double agent Gurney Halleck, of the North Kingdom, located at 2413 reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Scytale was guarded. 

 

Ishamael of the Forsaken is located at 1424 

Double agent Ishamael, of the Forsaken, located at 1424 reports 

He was ordered to influence the population center loyalty. The loyalty was influenced/improved 

at High Point. He also reports 

He was ordered to research a spell. Research Artifact #412 was successfully researched. He also 

reports 

He was ordered to prentice magery. The prentice magery was successful and his Mage rank has 

been improved. 

 

Mordred of the Evenki Okrug is located at 2016 

Double agent Mordred, of the Evenki Okrug, located at 2413 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to have his army attack all of his enemies. He also reports 

Mordred was wounded during combat. He also reports 

He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement orders. 

 

Domin Chu of the Mast Foney is located at 2317 

Double agent Domin Chu, of the Mast Foney, located at 2218 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Serera Hue was guarded. He also reports 

He moved with the army to 2317. 

 

Rosse Richard of the Mast Foney is located at 1920 

Double agent Rosse Richard, of the Mast Foney, located at 1920 reports 

Lack of Food may have affected army movement. Lack of Food restricted the army morale. She 

also reports 

She was ordered to recruit some heavy cavalry. 300 Heavy Cavalry with Wood weapons and 

Leather armor were recruited. 



She also reports 

She was ordered to influence the population center loyalty. The loyalty was influenced/improved 

at Schwarzburg. 

 

Tylex Mathis of the Mast Foney is located at 0000 (killed) 

Double agent Tylex Mathis, of the Mast Foney, located at 2413 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. 

 

 

All of our Friendly Doubles remain intact.  Additionally, this turn: 

Goatleaf, J-SK's agent, was doubled by Scott. 

Baxx Tabber, still doubled by EO. 

 

We picked up 4 artys: 

114 Rat Gauntlets by J-SK's agent Butterbut. 

203 Silmaruth by Bill's champion Fenziz. 

13 Anquirel by M-VP's mage Magda. 

171 Ovir Crown by H-Hash's mage Mallazant. 

 

We lost one arty: 

77 Boots of Iron was lost to Gaius of the NK. 

 

 

Let's look at the Team's Economy: 

 
Gold thefts significantly reduced our Reserves.  The team sold a large portion of its bronze 

stores.  Mounts and steel are scarce.  Mike will need gold this turn for sure. 

 

Several of us improved Relations: 

(…Relations chart omitted…) 

Unfortunately, H-ST's army movement from 2527 failed because Scott input n19 instead of n15 

for the Hasharii orders.  Sorry, my bad again.   

- M-RG can go Friendly to Bill, then Lyssande can join Derkil's company. 

- A-GO, get Friendly to the players fighting along side you. H-ST and M-VP. 

- M-VP, get Friendly to the players fighting along side you.  H-Hash and H-ST. 

- Harro, get Friendly to Heikki then Bill.   

- Bill, get Friendly to H-ST and M-VP. 



- Chuck, get Friendly to H-Hash and M-RG. 

 

And here's the Team Stats: 

 
- still only 4 away from max characters. 

- only 7 of us held hostage. 

- over 200 pcs now. 

- 62 cities and Mtowns. 

- total number of troops fell again.  Recruit more !! 

- H-ST gets "Most Troops" award this turn. 

 

 

Gondor. 

J-SK is set up at 2323, and we've formed a ring around him.  We'll have a couple of combats and 

throw more at them. 

Chuck and H-Hash are going to finish off the last Freep army in Anorien.  Minas Tirith looks 

safe from Freep armies now. 

H-ST's secure at Minas Tirith. 

P-LK's secure at Pelagrir. 

H-Hash's secure at Linhir. 

We just need to take Dol Amroth, then push on to the Cape. 

Chuck's attempting to build a bridge at Osgiliath this turn. 

P-LK's attempting (for the 3rd time) to build a bridge at Pelargir this turn. 

 

Mirkwood. 

EO and Forsaken have been kicked out.  We're now only dealing with the Charlatans and 

Mountebanks on the road north of the forest, and whatever the Freeps can bring over the Misty 

Passes.  Increased Freep character activity, both ems and agents.  The SigK attempts to distract 

us have failed.  We brushed him off like dirt on a shoe.  Chuck blasted his small army at 3009, 

and A-GO blasted his big army at 3010.  This turn we're moving up to Moria and throwing tons 

of troops at 2409/10. 

 

 

We need to make specific plans for SSVictory.  Within two turns, we should only be lacking the 

NK capital to claim victory.  As this effort is emissary intense, and since H-ST is our designated 

SSite holder, it makes sense to drop this in H-ST's lap. 

 



H-ST, in addition to your EE Co mail, please set up a plan to receive Strategic Sites from allies 

starting NOW.  Also coordinate allies to maintain garrisons on them as well. 

 

 

I've got tons of ideas for this turn, so look forward to my regional mails, 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

My t40 “Company targeting” mail: 

Team, 

 

Now that we've got some feedback, some decisions need to be made. 

 

AA1, AA2, and PWS1 @ 2413. 

We've proposed these three companies stay together and head to 1108.  A waypoint in Rhudaur 

seems best.  Baxx Tabber will give a 'partial' report to the EO so they'll know where we are next 

turn.  Larry the Leper with CoAbyss will meet with AA1 to join. 

1909 - Charlatan city/fort with icon, possibly new capital. 

2009 - Freep Mtown/tower with icon, suspected NK. 

2209 - Charlatan Mtown with icon 

1908 - EO city/tower with icon, suspected new EO capital. 

 

AA3 and PWS2 @ 2927. 

J-SK has confirmed AA3 to 2121 this turn.  We hope PWS2 will join him there.  It's unknown 

how many targets will be available, but keeping 2121 until A-GO can hire armies is critical.  

From 2121 next turn, these companies can stay together and move to: 

- Goblin's Gate region. 

- Cape region 

- stay in Gondor 

 

AA4 @ 3024. 

We only have one big killer in this 3 man company, but we're hoping to add two more next turn - 

Crannock Peyn and Blass Feem.  AA4's staying at Osgiliath to kill the last NK agent, get the new 

guys in the company, swap around artys and hostages, and guard the new bridge. 

 

EE1 @ 2809,  EE2 @ 2018, and EE3 @ 2409. 

Thinking that SSVictory is the most important mission, we've suggested these 3 companies all get 

within range of 1108 this turn.  H-ST has provided targets (2111, 2011, and 1818), and Scott has 

made some alternate suggestions (2107 and 2207). 

However, we've overlooked an important target for our EE Co's... 

 

2410 - EO Mtown/keep. 

- EE3 may flip 2409 this turn.  If so, that will block out the 2500 troops of the Charlatans from 

2309. 



- both H=ST and A-GO are ForcMar-ing into 2410 from 2510.  Attack the EO army and move in 

on day one. 

- both H-Hash and M-VP are moving big cav armies into 2410 from 2413.  Combined 1728 + 

1292 = 3020 all hc.  ;) 

There's two Freep icons at 2410 this turn: 

1000 troops of the EO 

2600 troops of the Mountebanks 

 

It would take us several turns to amass enough troops to take 2410.  Our plan was to 'clear' the 

pc with our armies then flip the pc with ems.  Next turn, we may have that opportunity!  So I 

foresee a dilemma next turn.   

If all three EE Co's head to Rhudaur this turn, en route to 1108, who will we be able to 'call in' 

to 2410 next turn?? 

 

better plan now.... 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

My t40 “Strategic Site Victory” mail: 

Team, 

 

If this game had no time limit, our eventual victory seems certain.  But we only have 12 turns left 

and that's not enough time to take all of NWest Middle-earth.  I suppose you could all ask me to 

use my Diplomacy skills and try to convince Ernie and Jeremy to give up and quit, but I type 

(talk?) too much already and am loath to do all that work.  Instead, we're gonna get a Strategic 

Site Victory. 

 

H-ST's the lead man on this.  He'll be receiving SSites from allies.  We must hold these sites until 

we get 1108, the NK capital.  H-ST can't maintain all the sites with armies, so allies will have to 

do that for him.  1108 will require multiple AA and EE Co's and probably the PWS1.  Keep these 

things in mind when planning. 

 

1108 - multiple companies and multiple turns to get there. 

2924 – H-ST's got two armies here now and owns the city/castle.  Maintain two armies and take 

down the castle asap to make it less of a target for the Freeps and easier for us to take back if it 

falls. 

 

3423 – J-SK needs to transfer Barad-dur to H-ST.  This could be done this turn.  I suggest M-RG 

maintain a small army here.  M-RG has the extra commanders to do this. 

3124 – M-RG can transfer Minas Ithil to H-ST at the last minute.  Especially because of M-RG's 

economy.  M-RG's already maintaining an army here. 

2715 – H-ST's already maintaining Dol Guldur with an army and agent to guard and owns the 

city/tower. 



2121 – A-GO just flipped Hornburg this turn and has the city/tower at 53 loyalty.  Rechecking 

the Mirkwood mail, A-GO has two commanders available from 2710 to recruit and fight from the 

Gap.  Please do so! ;)  ... until it's time to transfer to H-ST. 

2119 - Isengard is a Freep camp.  We're sending cav that way. 

2212 - Moria is a Freep camp/tower.  Bill is moving 1500hi here this turn from Mirkwood mail. 

1609 - Amon Sul is a Freep camp with icon. 

 

So, if we make this a priority, it looks like we've almost got it and should therefore move 

everything we have toward 1108.  ?  !!  ?? 

 

Uh, really? 

 

Yep, seems to me we ought to win the game asap by taking 1108 with agents, emissaries, and 

PWS.  When Bill takes Moria next turn, we'll have everything but 1108.  Right? 

 

So let's get on this.  It'll make our other decisions easier. 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

The north: 

 
 



The south: 

 
 

We were racing toward the northwest with most of our power.  Even with losses and a player 

replacement, everyone could see the finish line now. 

 

 

 

 

 

T41. 
 

My t41 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

 

Flawless, I failed in zero assassination/kidnap attempts.  That's because I attempted zero.  :( 

But I killed a MF agent trying to assassinate me.  ? 

 

It turns out there were plenty of targets at 2413.  Wish we would have known.  Instead of killing 

more Freep agents, we simply guarded, got some hostages out, and moved on to Rhudaur.  

Without PWS1 tho. 

 



Sly Tovand @ 4413, destroyed his 3rd SigK army.  I've only got 229hc and 431hi left, but the 

back-side of Rhun is now secure.  :) 

 

Varis Votaris @ 2910, has brought up the mondo 5546hi army on to the Forest Road.  Can only 

make it to 2610 where a subcommander will join. 

 

Micks Dupp @ 3010, has brought up another 1500hc.  He can get food and make it far ;) 

 

Maintaining 2200 troops in Khand for Dwarf Catcher and Elf Exterminator work.  It looks like 

the Durin's EE Co failed to flip H-ST's town at 4127 leaving it at 19 loyalty - so we called all 

those ems into 4127 for nothing.  Sorry guys.... 

 

AA1 and AA2 went to 1908.  Priest Ovtheast and Katla (H-Hash) did the ScoChar: 

Lord Galahad - the Evenki Okrug.  

Commander Geraint - the Evenki Okrug.  

Captain Eserod - the Evenki Okrug.  

Commander Aldalume - the Evenki Okrug. 

Footpad Tristran - the Evenki Okrug.  

 

M-VP gave me CoAbyss (and a +1750) this turn.  Thanks M-VP!  Larry the Leper is stealthily 

wandering around spreading his disease.... 

 

AA4 stayed at Osgiliath and the two extra members made it here to join.  Furthermore, my 

hostage character Ingaak Oneye escaped to 3024 when Chuck killed Gaius Mohaim.  Thanks 

Dad. 

 

New A40 Flotsam (#4) came in with 28 stealth.  Excellent !!  That's my 9th stealthy character of 

the game.  And none of the other Flotsam's had steath... 

 

5896 gold was stolen at 3328 by Freeps. 

 

Cav supplies gathered at 3713.  

 

Sent 1500 steel to Bill at 3221. 

 

Locate Artifact True - Listening Helm #36 is possessed by Mordred in the Open Plains at 1814. 

 

Econ in fine shape.  4.6k deficit and 2.4 Reserve.  Can sell mithril for 30k. 

 

All friendly Doubles remain intact and gave full reports: 

Crannock Peyn 

Filith 

Goatleaf 

Harschlait 

Lyssande Calad 

 



Nation Messages 

He killed Sicka Rantelli of the Mast Foney and thwarted his assassination mission. 

  This is supposed to be in a character report, but I have no idea which one. 

 

Only M-VP's turn is missing, but it looks like the team had a pretty good turn. 

 

mail bombardment coming soon, 

Scott 

 

 

My t41 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

We had a good turn.  Not one where we butcher 8 or 10 Freep characters, but pretty darn good.  

We squashed armies, killed some Freeps, and made it to most of our targets. 

 

Key failures. 

PWS1 disbanded when P-LK's champion was Weaknessed to death.  P-LK's other mages got left 

at 2413. 

Bill didn't make it up to Moria. 1 food unit short  :( 

Chuck lost Olbamarl 3329 to Freep ems. 

The SigK failed to flip 4127, so all those southern ems we gathered there are wasted. 

The Freeps stole 34k gold from us this turn. 

The Freeps didn't oppose us at Hornburg 2121, so PWS2 and AA3 have no known targets.  

Another wasted idea... 

 

Awesome successes. 

Both bridges got put up.  Thanks P-LK and Chuck. 

M-RG flipped Goblin's Gate, blocking out Freep reinforcements, and letting us engage the 

remaining Freep armies on the east side with superior forces.  Big win! 

A-GO and Bill made it up to the NWaste road and are unopposed. 

We picked up 4 artys but lost one. 

 

We took out four Freeps: 

Faren Kiner, M60+ of the MF, was Weaknessed to death by PWS1.  Her 'stolen' mage artys 

dropped in the hex 2413. 

Gaius Mohaim, A80+ of the NK, was assassinated by Chuck.  Brubar retrieved 77 Boots of Iron, 

and Scott's hostage Ingaak was released.  ;) 

He killed Sicka Rantelli of the Mast Foney and thwarted his assassination mission.  This was in 

Scott's Nation Messages.  I've already sent Clint a note. 

Agravaine of Evenki Okrug was captured by Sova Demonas in the combat at 2410. 

 

We lost: 

Parruherra – P-LK's champion and company commander. 147 Fuinrauko dropped in the hex 

2413. 

Santana - C30 that J-SK just got back.  Assassinated by Rebaa Quick at 2413. 



Mordorier - C41 with 1700hi disbanded.  Kidnapped at 2810. 

Ragnar - C40 with 400hi disbanded.  Assassinated by Anastasia at 2523. 

Additionally, Bill's army commander Ulamog was kidnapped at 2910 by Aryssa but immediately 

escaped.  Ulamog's 400hi disbanded. 

 

Hostages released: 

Ingaak Oneye was released when Gaius was killed at 3024. 

We now hold 17 Freeps hostage, while only 7 of our guys are held. 

 

Many of us will be happy with the Freeps buying out mithril because we can sell tons of it.  

However, consider that it helps the Freeps more than us.  We didn't need the buyout to run our 

orders, but apparently the Freeps did. 

And when most of us 'cap' the market at 30k, what's going to happen to all our extra Reserves?  

It's going to get stolen by Freep agents. 

 

Tracking Freep characters: 

Reveal Character True - Anastasia is located in the Mountains at 2523. 

Locate Artifact True - Listening Helm #36 is possessed by Mordred in the Open Plains at 1814. 



 
 

And of course, we always like to look at what our Freep Doubles are doing: 

 

Aryssa of the Evenki Okrug is located at 2607  (Bill Doubled this turn) 

Double agent Aryssa, of the Evenki Okrug, located at 2910 reports 

She was ordered to kidnap a character. Ulamog was kidnaped. She also reports 

Ulamog escaped from being held hostage. She also reports 

She was ordered to move. She accepted the movement orders. 

 



Ishamael of the Forsaken is located at 1424 

Double agent Ishamael, of the Forsaken, located at 1424 reports 

He was ordered to upgrade our relations. Our relations with the Unsullied Amazons were 

upgraded. He also reports 

He was ordered to influence the population center loyalty. The loyalty was influenced/improved 

at High Point. He also reports 

He was ordered to research a spell. Locate Artifact #418 was successfully researched. 

 

Mordred of the Evenki Okrug is located at 1814 

Double agent Mordred, of the Evenki Okrug, located at 2016 reports 

He was ordered to guard the location. Berg was guarded. He also reports 

He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement orders. He also reports 

He was ordered to scout the population center. A scout of the population center was attempted. 

Town named Perhaps - owned 

by the Sturmritter - loyalty = 60. 

Production - Leather : 200 - Food : 400 - Mounts : 40. 

Stores - Leather : 324 - Food : 216 - Mounts : 22. 

Foreign armies present: None. 

 

Domin Chu of the Mast Foney is located at 2316 

Double agent Domin Chu, of the Mast Foney, located at 2317 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Serera Hue was guarded. He also reports 

He moved with the army to 2316. 

 

Rosse Richard of the Mast Foney is located at 1919 

Double agent Rosse Richard, of the Mast Foney, located at 1920 reports 

Lack of Food may have affected army movement. Lack of Food restricted the army morale. She 

also reports 

She was ordered to recruit some heavy infantry. 300 Heavy Infantry with Wood weapons and 

Leather armor were recruited. 

She also reports 

She was ordered to move the army. She accepted the army movement orders. 

 

All of our Friendly Doubles remain intact.  And Baxx Tabber was re-re-doubled by Bill this turn. 

 

 

M-VP got some gold.  M-RG got a friendly town. Chuck sent food to 2312.  H-ST sent food to 

Osgiliath. 



 
- mounts and steel running low. 

- nobody desperate for aid. 

 

Our overall stats remain impressive: 

 
- H-ST takes over Most Troops award for the turn ;) 

- the team is back up to 70k troops. 

- still at 4 characters short of max. 

- 64 cities and Mtowns. 

- A-GO needs to improve camps. 

 

This turn plan to: 

- secure 2410 for em strike 

- move lots of troops up to Moria 

- bust into the Gap with cav 

- stave off the Freep flow in SGondor 

- send in Death Squads to extract P-LK from 2413, or have him flee. 

- contribute to the SSVictory Plan 

 

It seems to me the Freeps are more coordinated now than previously.  They're recruiting and 

sending alot more troops through the Misty Pass.  They have agents stealing gold and scouting 

pcs in Mordor.  They have tons of new characters out messing with us.  P-LK's sacrifice this turn 

hopefully shut down their WS, but we should expect them to reconstitute it soon.  Their armies 

are on the move in Gondor as well.  Now they're back to market manipulation.  A complete 

package... 

All the more reason to accelerate our SSVictory Plan. 



 

We must do it all !!  Continue massive recruiting.  Rush reinforcements to the front. Start 

stealing gold again.  Retake everything they flip in the south.  Depress the market.  Take SSites. 

 

Lately, I've been making small but critical errors.  Not just strategy-wise (ie. no targets for 

company) but mental math errors.  Two turns ago I had Chuck pick up insufficient food, last turn 

I picked up insufficient food, and this turn Bill picked up insufficient food, using my suggested 

math to all get to our destinations.  Not making attempts on blind targets at 2413 that ended up 

being there as suspected.  This turn, I forgot to insert Keamon into A-GO's company and he got 

left behind.  Etc. 

It's complicated trying to catch all your stuff that it seems I forget my own stuff.  That's worse - 

how can I lead when I can't keep my own house in order? 

 

not that I'm doubting my skills, just my recent attention... 

 

There's lots of upcoming mail so be sure to contribute, 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

My t41 “Corrective Action” mail: 

Team, 

 

Identifying failures in the Sauron's Eye mail is great, but it's better to suggest corrective action 

to deal with the consequences. 

 

I. 

With PWS1 being disbanded, it will take an extra turn to flip 1108 for SSVictory.  If we continue 

the plan, we should send our available agents there now.  Not the ems.  The ems can go into 

1108 the following turn, assuming it looks like we're going to clear out the NK army.  The longer 

it takes, the worse it looks: 

 - the Freeps have maintained an army on 1609 for many turns, assume they are aware of SSite. 

 - last turn found a GE with arty at 1409, assume GE maintains army at 1409 for reaction to 

1108. 

 - another Freep icon at 0909, assume UA bringing in icon for 1108. 

 - once we go into 1108 to clear out armies, expect them to oppose us with everything they have. 

 - Charlatans and Mountebanks are still holding back their best EE Co. 

The one thing we do have in our favor is we know many of their best agents and ems and WS 

remnants are on the other side of the Misty Mts., and out of range. 

 

With all that in mind, do we continue the plan?   

An alternate plan could be developed: 

 - hit suspected reinforcement sites with agents first, like 1409, 1402, 1609, etc 

 - hit surrounding Arnor pcs with ems this turn, like 1210, 1209, etc 

 - hire on em targets to help block out Freep reinforcements 



  

Whatever we do, we should expect the Freeps to throw everything they have at 1108 to prevent 

our SSVictory.  They'll do that as soon as they see us go in.  We'll also need to send more the 

next turn!  More agents, more ems, more PWS.  Are we prepared to do that? 

 

Everyone's input is required.  How do we achieve SSVictory? 

 

 

II. 

Do we move back to 2413 to extract P-LK's 4 mages, or does P-LK just flee? 

We know several Freeps show up on Chuck's new camp: 

- Lissa Mae E100 of the MF 

- Zimlak  M60+ of the LoSt , Weakness mage 

- Ardus  A?? of the NK 

- Rebaa Quick  A?? , just assassinated J-SK 

And we know of 3 artys in the hex, 205 Orb of Seeing, 210 Ring of Stargazing, 147 Fuinrauko. 

Will the Freeps stay?   

Does P-LK want to leave anyway?   

To get another mage from the south and re-constitute PWS1? 

 

Plan A. 

P-LK moves all his mages (at 2413) east to his village at 3413,  Jakalakoura at 4215 disbands 

and moves to 3413.  Combine these 5 mages for exactly 100 pts of damage.  However of the 5, 

the lowest cast rank is 64, the second lowest is 69.  The only mage arty between them all is a 

+15M currently on the second lowest.  Furthermore, Jakal is the only mage of the 5 with 

command skill so he would have to lead the company and not use his E63 skill, unless P-LK 

wants to send a 6th character to be company commander.  In which case, it would require a two 

turn move to the south, or somewhere out in Rhovanion not on a Lank pc. 

 

Plan B. 

P-LK's mages sit at 2413, waiting two turns for Jakal (from 4215).  Those 4 mages still do 84 pts 

of damage, but their 2nd order could 900 those lost artys in addition to guarding.  Those two 

+35M artys would solve any cast rank issue.  And this would give P-LK time to use a 6th 

character as company commander if desired.  Furthermore, we'd ask J-SK to bring in AA3 from 

Hornbug 2121 with scouting, or we ask Bill to bring in AA4 from Osgiliath 3024.  AA3 is bigger 

and has the luxury to ScoChar this turn.  AA4 is killing NK characters, dumping hostages, 

joining company, and shedding artys, so J-SK would be the better choice.  Meanwhile, AA1 and 

2 can continue on to Arnor. 

 

In any event, we'll now need to ask P-LK to send his new PWS2 to Arnor from Hornburg 2121 

this turn.  We need it to kill an army each turn at 1108.  1609 looks like a primo target as long as 

we get some scouting info. 

 

AND, P-LK will have to replace 4215 icon or just realize that eventually the SigK will flip it 

away. 

 



Ironic, all this time being out of the limelight and now everything hinges on what P-LK wants to 

do.   

What DO you want to do P-LK?  We're all holding our breath.... 

 

 

III. 

Emissaries gathered in East Mordor.  !?!? 

We gathered 3 ems on the SigK town/tower at 4026.  J-SK has two and Bill has one.  I suggest 

all three InfOther, but leave J-SK's there for next turn and have Bill move on.  5 hits should get 

it, I would think. 

We gathered 5 ems at 4127 but the SigK failed to flip the town/tower and left it at 19 loyalty.  We 

have: 

Mrithlung C56 E93, Chuck's champion 

Faydendra E115 , M-RG with Pectoral 

Hiltrude E97 , M-RG 

Jeeves E77 , M-VP 

Carlon E100 , Scott 

 

M-RG needs the revenue badly so I suggest both Faydendra and Hiltrude do a InfOther. 

 

This turn we also lost 3329 to Freep ems.  Although neither Freep EE Co show up on any of our 

pcs this turn.  So the question is, do we want to stay together and go to 3329 for a re-flip?? 

 

If so, do we all plot separate movements, or does Chuck form a company? 

 

Well, these are our "reserved" ems that we're supposed to be using to improve our own stuff.  

Seems to me we should just go about our merry way, but how important is retaking 3329?  They 

can't hurt us with it, it's just free revenue for them.  which i don't like either.... 

 

So, what's your thinking on this?  M-RG, Chuck, M-VP ?? 

 

---------------------- 

 

Ok, three topics per mail is enough, Scott. ;) 

Your responses to these topics will bear heavily on my future regional mails this turn. 

Please give us your valuable input, 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

My t41 “Strategic Site Victory” mail: 

Team, 

 

1108 - AA1 and AA2 plotting movement here this turn.  Each company will have it's own 

ScoChar.  Two of our EE Co's move in next turn along with PWS2 and AA3.  ;) 



2924 – H-ST's got 3 armies here now and owns the city/fort.  Maintain two armies and take 

down the fort asap to make it less of a target for the Freeps and easier for us to take back if it 

falls. 

 

3423 – J-SK transferred, M-RG has a 'shell' army, and H-ST owns the town/tower.  Thanks guys. 

3124 – M-RG can transfer Minas Ithil to H-ST at the last minute.  Especially because of M-RG's 

economy.  M-RG's already maintaining an army here. 

2715 – H-ST's in combat here this turn.  Bill's bringing in 1000hc as reinforcements. 

2121 – A-GO can hire two armies here this turn, and transfer to H-ST as needed. 

2119 - Isengard is a Freep camp.  A-GO has plans to move here next turn.  See Gondor mail. 

2212 - Moria is a Freep camp/tower.  Bill and Chuck are moving up this turn, see Mirkwood 

mail. 

1609 - Amon Sul is a Freep camp with icon.  PWS2 moving here with recon/scout/spells is my 

suggestion in the Gondor mail. 

 

sound like a plan? 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

The north: 

 



 

The south: 

 
 

 

 

 

T42. 
 

My t42 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

We had a terrible turn.   

?? 

What?   

Yes, we accomplished most of our goals but... 

 

1) The Freeps bought out the mithril last turn, so of course we sold tons for maximum profit.  

Then the Freeps stole 30k of it: 

 



2)  The FP Em Co's flipped two of our Mtowns around Mordor, and several other pcs this turn 

including Goblin's Gate: 

 
3) At least 8 Freep agents intercepted our cav armies moving through the Gap.  Freep agents are 

at Dol Guldur.  Freep emissaries will flip more Mtowns in Mordor this turn.  Tons of Freep 

armies are on the move around Arnor and Dunland, while their Rhudaur block continues to send 

waves of troops over the High Pass.   

 

------------------------------------------------- 

 

Enemy characters: 



 
Reveal Character True - Rebaa Quick is located in the Open Plains at 1605. 

Reveal Character True - Anastasia is located in the Hills & Rough at 2527. 

Jov doesn't track everything... 

Aldam is the Charlatan army commander at 1909 via P-LK's scry. 

Beast Rabban is the NK army commander at 2009 with 1300 troops via P-LK's scry. 

Locate Artifact True - Ulûkai #110 is possessed by De Mandred in the Mountains at 1424. 

 

 

And let's see what our Freep Doubles are doing: 

 

Aryssa of the Evenki Okrug is located at 3010 

Double agent Aryssa, of the Evenki Okrug, located at 3010 reports 

She was ordered to move. She accepted the movement orders. She also reports 



She was ordered to scout the area. A scout of the area was attempted. 

Foreign armies identified: 

Chichan of the Quadlim Brith with about 100 troops at 3010 

Jyxtol of the Quadlim Brith with about 1400 troops at 3010 

Denethor of the Sigin Khazad with about 1000 troops at 3110 

Estelmo of the Sigin Khazad with about 1200 troops at 3110 

 

Ishamael of the Forsaken is located at 1424 

Double agent Ishamael, of the Forsaken, located at 1424 reports 

He was ordered to influence the population center loyalty. The loyalty was influenced/improved 

at High Point. He also reports 

He was ordered to research a spell. Words of Agony #220 was successfully researched. He also 

reports 

He was ordered to prentice magery. The prentice magery was successful and his Mage rank has 

been improved. 

 

Mordred of the Evenki Okrug is located at 2023 

Double agent Mordred, of the Evenki Okrug, located at 1814 reports 

He was ordered to transfer some artifacts to a character. Listening Helm #36 was transferred. 

He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. He was not able to guard the character because he can 

not "self" guard. He also reports 

He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement orders. 

 

Domin Chu of the Mast Foney is located at 2316 

Double agent Domin Chu, of the Mast Foney, located at 2316 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Najar Pete was guarded. 

 

Rosse Richard of the Mast Foney is located at 2020 

Double agent Rosse Richard, of the Mast Foney, located at 1919 reports 

She was ordered to capture the Town of Caer Ulick. She also reports 

Lack of Food may have affected army movement. Lack of Food restricted the army morale. She 

also reports 

She was ordered to move the army. She accepted the army movement orders. 

 

 

All of our Allied Doubles remain intact.  Additionally, this turn: 

Larry the Leper was Doubled by Bill. 

Jeeves was Doubled by Chuck. 

 

We lost two characters this turn: 

Hildebrand C42 A10 E66 was assassinated by Mordeth at 2715. 

Rassker C70 was assassinated by Piter de Vries at 2725.  His 1003hi disbanded. 

 

We took out 4 Freep characters this turn: 



Cersi, C50+ of the UA was kidnapped by Indash at 2715.  Cersi's army disbanded. 

Aldalume, C30+ of the EO was assassinated by Jetsam at 1908. 

Eserod, C40+ of the EO was assassinated by Torano at 1908. 

Geraint, C30+ of the EO was assassinated by H'el Spawn at 1908. 

 

We now hold 18 Freeps hostage, while only 7 of our characters are held. 

 

---------------------------------- 

 

Our economies are becoming more un-even.  We may need an Aid mail this turn: 

 
And look at our Production: 

 
Dang, are we giant, or what? ;)   Some notes... 

- large Reserves drives the market prices up.  We want a depressed market so keep your Reserves 

low, plz. 

- since we're removing fortifications and not building bridges, we should consider gathering our 

timber for war machines to be used in the west.  More on that later. 

- with a little planning, we should be able to armor most of our new recruits.  Can our big metal 

producers work on getting supplies to allies? 

-  mounts for HC are needed by several front line nations.  Can our Conjure Mounts nations help 

? 

 

Moreover, even tho I think we had a bad turn, our overall stats are still quite impressive; 



 
- three characters from max ;) 

- more than 200 pcs 

- 64 cities and Mtowns 

- maintaining 70k troops even with losses 

- need to improve camps, never stop improving your nation's econ 

- Fewest PCs = M-RG and J-SK 

- Smallest tax base = M-RG by alot.  We have not built up M-RG as we have done for others in 

the past.  Let's work on this. 

- Scott retakes Most Troops award ;) 

 

We picked up 5 new artys this turn: 

 
I'll have to recount, but I think we're close to 80 artifacts the team owns now.  Tell me, have you 

ever been in a game where your team has had more toys to play with?? 

:) :) 

 

---------------------------- 

 

Gondor, 

We lost two combats as expected, but then brought in more troops to help.  The plan to defend 

Linhir worked perfectly.  Both Freep armies came to Linhir and met H-ST's big cav armies - 

poof.  J-SK is set up to move out of 2323 and start our offensive toward the Cape.  We're going 

to beat up their armies and take back all of M-RG's homelands.  We've also got 3 more armies 

moving into the Gap this turn, and we expect A-GO to make a move to secure Isengard. 



M-VP and H-Hash are ready to send cav out of Nwest Mordor.  H-ST's ready to move big HI 

army out of Minas Tirith.  Look for plans in the upcoming Gondor mail. 

 

Mirkwood. 

Chuck and Bill made it up to Moria.  H-ST's there to camp the ruins. 

We all made it to 2410 where we're going to take out about 6k FP troops !!  Huge combat, big 

win for us. 

Bill and A-GO continue to destroy Freep Mtowns on the NWastes road. 

SigK has armies next to 3010, but A-GO's bringing in reinforcements to help Chuck this turn. 

Forsaken Em Co under Lanfear is working in SMirkwood.  Just flipped M-VP's town at 2713 and 

will flip A-GO's village at 2814 this turn.  M-RG's there to help take these back. 

H-ST successfully defended Dol Guldur, and Bill brought in reinforcements. 

We 'own' Mirkwood ;) 

 

SSVictory. 

This will be a big planning turn for us.  We'll have our first opportunity to win the game in two 

turns! 

This turn: 

- agents take out NK army at 1108. 

- two em co's come to 1108. 

- P-LK sends PWS2 to 1108. 

- A-GO and M-RG get ems in range of 2121 and 3124 respectively. 

- H-ST camps ruins of Moria. 

- H-ST moves two ems within range of 2121 and 3124. 

Next turn: 

- PWS2 takes out one new Freep army. 

- ems flip 1108. 

- A-GO transfers 2121 to H-ST 

- M-RG transfers 3124 to H-ST. 

 

If one of H-ST's ems flip 1108 next turn, WE WIN !! 

 

ok, the turn wasn't that terrible... 

much more soon, 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

My t42 “Strategic Site Victory” mail: 

 Team, 

 

1108 - NK owns the city/keep, we have AA1 and AA2 are here this turn.  Both of our ScoChar 

shows only: 

Cutpurse Bisto - the North Kingdom.  

Captain Towbar - the North Kingdom 



Bringing in AA3 and PWS2 along with EE1 and 3.  Look for details in the upcoming AA mails. 

 

2924 – H-ST owns the city/tower, and has two armies.  One of 2300hi and the other a 'shell' of 

100hi.  The 2300hi is ready to move out but I don't see an extra commander available to take his 

place.  H-ST can name a new commander in his capital this turn, then send him to 2924 next turn 

to replace the army moving out.    

 

3423 – H-ST owns the Mtown/tower.  M-RG is maintaining an icon. 

 

3124 – M-RG can transfer the Mtown to H-ST next turn.  M-RG's already maintaining an army 

here. 

 

2715 – H-ST owns the city/tower.  Bill has 1000hc here this turn.  The only Freep army near is 

in Fangorn at 2316 and even cav can't make it. 

 

2121 – A-GO owns the city/tower with a new army of 500hi here this turn.  Plan to transfer the 

pc next turn to H-ST.  Also plan to maintain a 'shell' of 100hi, in addition send the 900hi up to 

Isengard this turn - see Gap mail. 

 

2119 - Isengard is a Freep camp.  A-GO plans to move here this turn with 900hi from 2121..  

 

2212 - Moria is a Freep camp/tower.  Chuck destroys the camp and tower, Bill splits off a 'shell' 

of 100hi to maintain icon, and H-ST re-camps the ruins - all this turn. 

 

1609 - Amon Sul is a Freep camp with icon.  PWS2 is here to kill the only known target. 

 

 

sound like a plan? 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

All our planning was now hinged on taking Annuminas, 1108.  We were plotting to send most of 

our character power there, thinking that our armies would never make it in time.  Even so, I sent 

out tons of coordination regarding our army movements.  Maps, plots, meeting places, food, war 

machines, blocks, splits, all of it.  We were maintaining 70k+ troops and more than half of them 

were moving west.  Extra emphasis was given to equipping and feeding heavy cavalry.  In fact, 

we’d been doing that for some time already, and I’m sure the Freep players were shocked to see 

us with so much equipped HC.  A review of the EHI (naked HI equivalents) colomn in the Team 

Stats chart would show a roughly 50% increase in our military power. 

 

I was confident that all the teams’ power would overcome the ‘historical’ bulwark of the Misty 

Mountains and invade the Westlands. 

Like Sauron tried to do in the Second Age before the Numenorians landed… 

 



The north: 

 
 

The south: 

  

 

 

 

 



T43. 
 

My t43 “Sauron’s Eye sees..” mail: 

Team, 

 

Chuck's getting out of the hospital this afternoon, he's been there since Saturday.  Minor 

blockage cleared up with minimal surgery :) 

 

We took a beating again this turn, yet still accomplished most of our goals.  However, we cannot 

win a SSVictory this turn since we can't take 1108. 

 

We lost 4 characters: 

Goromir C16 E35 was assassinated at 2527 by Anastasia of the GE.  H-ST lost 4 artys and 

about 1400hc disbanded. 

Jyxtol C67 was assassinated at 3010 by Aryssa of the EO.  Chuck's 1900hi disbanded. 

Omar Bradley C74 was assassinated at 2020 by Mordeth of the ??.  Bill's 1100hc disbanded. 

Indash A76 was killed by his target, Leto II Atreides of the NK at 2715.  H-ST lost his hostage, 

Cersi C60 of the UA. 

 

We took out 6 Freep characters: 

Narma C50 of the Charlatans was assassinated by Butterbur at 2109, and disbanded his 100 

troops. 

Gravy C?? E40 of the NK was Weaknessed to death by PWS2 at 1609, and disbanded his army. 

Bisto A40 of the NK was assassinated by Baxx Tabber at 1108. 

Towbar C40 of the NK was kidnapped by Torano at 1108. 

Trunk C30 of the LoSt was captured in combat by Brahe at 2527. 

Padan Fain A?? of the Forsaken was killed by his assassination target Agandaur at 2020. 

 

 

I see Freep characters currently at: 

Anastasia A?? is located in the Hills & Rough at 2323 via Bill's RCT. 

Galyon M?? of the GE is in the Hills & Rough at 2527 via J-SK's LAT on Staff of the Serpent 

#48. 

Cersi C60 of the UA is at Dol Guldur 2715 via Chuck's ScoChar. 

Toast C?? of the UA is in the Shore/Plains at 0203 via M-VP's LAT on Deepwood Bracelet #74. 

Irulan Corrino of the NK is in the Open Plains at 1815, via M-VP's LAT on Foam-light #46. 

Rosse Richard of the MF shows up on P-LK's camp at 2020, and is M-VP's Double. 

Ablish C50 shows up on M-RG's Mtown/keep at 2410. 

Duncan Doyle C?? shows up on M-RG's Mtown/keep at 2410.  

 - FP with Duncan at 2020 last turn = Claire Kelly, Luucia Neito, Mordeth, Oisin Murphy 

(wounded), Tarah Doyle, Xana Hogan, Yohn Neito, Phiala Kane, Slayer. 

Calkona E90 shows up on M-RG's camp/tower at 2324. 

Lofii E80 shows up on M-RG's camp/tower at 2324.  

Pkiel E80 shows up on M-RG's camp/tower at 2324.  

Asmodean E?? shows up on Chuck's camp/tower at 2413. 

Balthamel E?? shows up on Chuck's camp/tower at 2413.  



Graendal E?? shows up on Chuck's camp/tower at 2413.  

Lanfear E?? of the Forsaken shows up on Chuck's camp/tower at 2413.  

 - FP EE Co. 

Durin E?? of the SigK shows up on Scott's Mtown at 4422. 

 - FP EE Co. 

 

Our Freep Doubles: 

Aryssa of the Evenki Okrug is located at 2605 – A-GO's double. 

Double agent Aryssa, of the Evenki Okrug, located at 3010 reports 

She injured Chichan of the Quadlim Brith and thwarted her guard mission. She also reports 

She was ordered to assassinate a character. 

Jyxtol was assassinated. 

She also reports 

She was ordered to move. She accepted the movement orders. 

 

Ardus of the North Kingdom is located at 2111 - Chuck's double 

Double agent Ardus, of the North Kingdom, located at 2413 reports 

He injured Pullapoika of the Lankunraastajat and thwarted his assassination mission. He also 

reports 

He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement orders. He also reports 

He was ordered to scout for any characters. A scout for characters was attempted. 

Found:Warlock Havulapsi - the 

Lankunraastajat. Conjurer Havuneitsyt - the Lankunraastajat. Regent Jelly Roll - the 

DreamersOfDespair. General Nokturno 

Kulto - the Quadlim Brith. Enchanter Piharatamo - the Lankunraastajat. Captain Tippaleipa - 

the Lankunraastajat. Nothing else 

was reported at this time. 

- P-LK hit Ardus with 4 Weakness spells this turn at 2413, then came to 2111 with the same 4 

mages  :) 

 

Ishamael of the Forsaken is located at 2521 - Bill's double 

Double agent Ishamael, of the Forsaken, located at 1424 reports 

He was ordered to upgrade our relations. Our relations with the Charlatans were upgraded. He 

also reports 

He was ordered to research a spell. Words of Death #242 was successfully researched. He also 

reports 

He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement orders. 

 - Scott's LAT shows - Headband of Slaeg #11 is possessed by Ishamael in the Mixed Forest at 

2521. 

 

Mordred of the Evenki Okrug is located at 2023 - Bill's double 

Double agent Mordred, of the Evenki Okrug, located at 2023 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard the location. Vitoria was guarded. He also reports 

He was ordered to hire an army. An army of 400 Heavy Infantry with 0 Food was hired. 

 



Domin Chu of the Mast Foney is located at 2515 – M-VP's double 

Double agent Domin Chu, of the Mast Foney, located at 2316 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Najar Pete was guarded. He also reports 

He moved with the army to 2515. 

 

Rosse Richard of the Mast Foney is located at 2020 – M-VP's double 

Double agent Rosse Richard, of the Mast Foney, located at 2020 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was ordered to have her army attack all of her enemies. 

 

 

Our ScoChar at 1402: 

Commander Arantar - the Mast Foney.  

Spy Borgan Mennan - the Mast Foney.  

Commander Breduros - the Mast Foney.  

Agent Elan Mooji - the Mast Foney. 

 

We did 3 ScoChar at 1108.  From those, I've identified 3 targets: 

Captain Fynkle - the North Kingdom.  Army commander with 200 troops. 

Warlord Harmony - the Unsullied Amazons.  Army commander with 100 troops. 

Vorian Atreides A?? of the NK, wounded by Torano while guarding. 

 

 

Other than army commanders, did I miss anything? 

 

--------------------------------------- 

 

My constant econ planning has emphasized balance between our nations.  I've always put the 

priority on building up the weakest of us, while asking the stronger nations to 'donate' their 

spare resources.  This keeps everyone interested and happy with the game, IMHO.   

 
- why in the world do you have 101k in Reserves P-LK??  Not only were nations in need of gold 

last turn, but we've been trying to keep the market down for most of the game. :( 

- likewise, we've been asking for mounts to be sent to our nations that are recruiting HC.  P-LK's 

not recruiting HC (despite my continuing suggestions to send cav supplies to Pelargir) yet has 

the most mounts on the team.  What's up with that?  Are you seeing this? 



- J-SK, even with your small production you could always raise taxes to 59% if necesssary.  

IMO, you're okay you just need mounts every once in a while to keep up the HC recruiting. 

- A-GO, you're nicely balanced and should be able to do anything you want.  Keep cranking out 

the troops.  Again, you'll need an infusion of mounts from time to time. 

- H-ST, with such a massive Surplus you should also be able to do as you please without the 

need to sell.  Again, you'll need an infusion of mounts from time to time.  

- P-LK, your big Surplus means you should also be able to do as you please without the need to 

sell.  Can you help us out with mounts and gold? 

- M-RG, your large deficit should come down as you take and improve pcs this turn (3023, 2713, 

2717, etc.).  Until you're bigger and can get more mounts, your HC recruiting will be curtailed.  

Unless you'd consider raising your taxes to 59%. 

- Chuck, well balanced with huge production.  Keep cranking out the troops.  A power in the 

realm... 

- Scott, you're losing pcs and no longer improving.  Your deficit is too big (cuz of the huge army 

maintenance) and you'll need gold this turn.  But you can maintain HC recruiting. 

- Bill, also a well balanced nation with a large Surplus.  Keep cranking out the troops.  Able to 

help others? 

- M-VP, your deficit is large and your production is only average.  Your providing mounts to J-

SK this turn was much appreciated.  Maybe we can get you some gold too, so you won't have to 

sell. 

- H-Hash, you're nicely balanced and should be able to do anything you want.  Maybe we can 

arrange a metal shipment to 3122 for your HC so you won't have to buy. 

- we did too much buying off the market.  Several food buys, mounts buys, and mithril bids.  Let's 

keep our market interaction to a minimum! 

 

And we dropped in a few categories: 

 
- we're down 6 characters.  H-ST 3, Scott/Chuck/Bill 1. 

- Largest tax base = Bill at 48, H-ST at 44, Chuck at 44. 

- Smallest tax base = M-RG at 26, M-VP at 31, P-LK at 33.  Keep improving pcs. 

- most pcs is Chuck at 32.  Fewest pcs is M-RG at 14. 

- down to 68k troops team-wide.  Scott has most at 12k.  Keep recruiting !! 

- still have 7 characters held hostage. 

 

------------------------------------- 

 

Regional activity. 



 

Goblin's Gate. 

We destroyed 3800hc and 2500hi of the NK and Charlatans at 2410, then M-RG flipped the EO 

Mtown/keep.  We see nothing at 2409 to come down and block us.  Look for the upcoming mail 

where we move up to Goblin's Gate. 

 

Northern Wastes road. 

A-GO and Bill destroyed the Charlatans army and can now destroy the Mountebanks 

Mtown/tower at 2506. 

 

Forest Road. 

The SigK did not come into 3010.  One SigK army moved around and caught Chuck at 3007.  

Interesting that 3007 is still a SoM town. 

 

Moria. 

Chuck and Bill moved into Rhudaur and met a NK army at 2111.  A-GO and H-Hash came to 

2312 for food and will move up this turn.  Assuming M-VP can up relations to A-GO this turn.  

I'm planning to send some of the victorious armies from 2410 down to 2312 for food, and a 

future crossing at Moria.  Look for my upcoming mail. 

 

Gap. 

The Gap is filled with our armies, a beautiful sight.  H-Hash and M-VP will destroy the last 

Freep block at 1920, and then the rest of us can 'flood' into Dunland.  Big mail coming... 

 

Gondor. 

Not so good here.  J-SK stands to lose everything he's built up around 2323.  H-ST's HC is gone, 

and P-LK moved his army from Pelargir up the Anorien road so we have no reinforcements for 

Linhir?  Any offensive plans I was making are shot. 

 

Mordor. 

The Freeps have tons of agents on us.  They stole 29k gold mostly from Mordor.  We failed to re-

flip both 3329 and 4026.  Scott lost 4321 last turn, 4421 this turn, and will lose 4422 this 

upcoming turn.  I'll put out a short mail to direct our armies and ems to retake the pcs. 

 

 

sorry i'm so late getting this out, 

i'll work feverishly in the next two days to put out all the lengthy mails you expect from me, 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

My t43 “ 5 companies at 1108” mail: 

Team, 

 

We did 3 ScoChar going in 

 



Harschlait A115 S25 : 

Adaremb - Dark Servant Male.  

Mijese - Dark Servant Male.  

Sunarm - Dark Servant Male.  

An unknown Dark Servant Female.  

Vurith - Dark Servant Male.  

An unknown Dark Servant Male.  

An unknown Dark Servant Male.  

Captain Fynkle - the North Kingdom.  

Morthar - Dark Servant Male.  

An unknown Free People Male.  

Warlord Harmony - the Unsullied Amazons.  

An unknown Dark Servant Male. 

Aeden - Dark Servant Male.  

Seregul - Dark Servant Male.  

Cararm - Dark Servant Male.  

Adaremb - Dark Servant Male.  

An unknown Dark Servant Female.  

Arolic - Dark Servant Male.  

Leegrash - Dark Servant Female.  

Enchanter Sammaltassu - the Lankunraastajat.  

Warlock Soralapsi - the Lankunraastajat.  

Acolyte Tyttapoika - the Lankunraastajat.  

Dúnhere - Free People Male. 

 

Priest Ovtheast A86 : 

Aabaddon. 

Cador.  

Enerdhil.  

Fat Soal.  

Fritiimund.  

Aldalume - Free People Male.  

Galrun.  

An unknown Free People Male.  

An unknown Free People Female.  

Kantoherra.  

Naglimbal.  

Okapoika.  

Ottokar.  

Pahamieli.  

Ravan Greycloak.  

Risuneito.  

Rob Rong.  

Salaattimasu.  

Sammaltassu.  

Soralapsi.  



Tyttapoika. 

 

Salaattimasu A42 : 

Aabaddon. 

Balliard.  

Cador.  

Enerdhil.  

Fat Soal.  

Fritiimund.  

Galrun.  

Naglimbal.  

Ottokar.  

Pahamieli.  

Ravan Greycloak.  

Rob Rong. 

 

This should give you some insight on scouting.  Most of those names in Harschlait's scout are 

BOGUS.  The only real targets will be 1) just a name, or 2) title/name/nation.  If it says "FP 

male" or something like that, it's bogus. 

 

So there are actually 4 Freeps in the hex: 

Captain Fynkle - the North Kingdom.  Army commander with 200 troops. 

Warlord Harmony - the Unsullied Amazons.  Army commander with 100 troops. 

Vorian Atreides A?? of the NK, wounded by Torano while guarding. 

Towbar C40 of the NK - is held hostage by Torano. 

 

--------------------------------- 

 

We have: 

* = needs doubled by ally  

 

AA1. 

(C) Delynmit -  

Torano - 

Steely Pate - 

Priest Ovtheast -  

Ravan Greycloak - 

 

PWS2 

(C) *Tyttapoika - 

Kantoherra - 502 on HARMO 

Risuneito -  502 on HARMO  

*Salaattimasu -  502 on HARMO  

Sammaltassu -  502 on HARMO  

Soralapsi - 502 on HARMO  

 



AA3. 

(C) Malo I -  

Butterbur -  

Eterien -  

Harschlait -  

*Horseface -  

*Janysari -  

 

EE1. 

(C) Fat Soal  

Enerdhil   

Aabaddon  

Pahamieli   

Naglimbal 

Okapoika   

 

EE2. 

(C) Ottokar 

Rob Rong 

Fritiimund   

Cador 

Galrun  

Balliard 

 

--------------------------- 

 

1) Since there are two Freep armies in the hex, we cannot have our ems InfOther.  Instead, 

they'll have to double our allied agents. 

2) PWS2 can take out the toughest army commander, Harmony. 

3) Our two best assassins should target Vorian Atreides, then our next best assassins should take 

two kidnaps on Fynkle. 

3) Still guarding our artys. 

4) Everybody refuses, and everybody stays in the hex for next turn, and one big ScoChar. 

 

So, our agents are: 

Butterbut  A116 S10  - ScoChar 

Harschlait  A115 S25  - Assass VORIA 

Torano  C10 A110 S44  - Assass VORIA 

Steely Pate  C10 A85 S50  - Kidnap FYNKL 

Priest Ovtheast  A86  - Kidnap FYNKL 

Eterien  A83  - GrdChar BUTTE 

Delynmit  A74   - GrdChar TORAN  

*Horseface  A70   - GrdChar HARSC  

*Janysari  A64   - GrdChar STEEL  

Malo I  C53 A62   - GrdChar OTTOK  (guard champion or StlGold)  

*Salaattimasu  A42 M59   - GrdChar FAT_S  



 

 

So then, our ems can: 

Ravan Greycloak - Double VORIA 

Fat Soal - Double HORSE  

Enerdhil  - Double JANYS  

Aabaddon - Double  SALAA  

Pahamieli  - Double TYTTA  

Naglimbal - Double STEEL  

Okapoika  - Double TORAN  

Ottokar - Double  BUTTE  

Rob Rong - Double HARSC  

Fritiimund  - Double PRIES  

Cador - Double ETERI  

Galrun - Double  MALO_  

Balliard - Double  DELYN  

*Tyttapoika  

 

-------------------------- 

 

Hey, how about some feedback?   

Got your own ideas? 

 

At least confirm (or deny) this plan.  If you don't like it, fine.  At least let me know before the day 

the turn is due, plz. 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

 A further reply to my “…1108” mail: 

Yes A-GO, 

 

As you watch my mails unfold, notice I'm proposing pushing as many troops as possible into the 

west.  We cannot neglect the rest of ME tho.  I'm continuing to plot offensives all over ME as if 

there was no turn limit.  It still hurts the Freeps. 

Also note that P-LK's fractured PWS1 is slowly making its way west as well.  Light a flame under 

P-LK's butt and get his mages over here ;) 

 

Ems flipping surrounding pcs was an early recommendation of mine and it looks like it would 

have been a better plan. 

We do have Fenziz trying to take out the UA army at 1409, and P-LK just wiped out the NK army 

at 1609. 

 

However, now that we have 2 Em Co's at 1108 they are committed to staying.  If the Freeps can't 

put in two armies per turn, we have to be there to flip it.  Any other pc flipping will have to be 



done by M-RG's EE Co. (at 1614) or lone ems in the region.  M-RG is perfect for this.  He has 

extra commanders.  I've already asked him to send more commanders north toward 2410, so why 

not follow his Em Co with a commander as well. 

 

rushing forward at breakneck speed... 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

The north: 

 
 

 

The south: 



 
 

 

 

 

T44. 
 

My t44 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

We had a good turn overall.  Not too many mistakes, and alot of successes. 

 

- Our biggest failure was not guessing the right target hex to catch the Freep agents.  We 

guessed 2409 and they went to 2212 Moria.  

- One of our Arty Retrievers got killed.  H-Hash lost Mallazant and his 5 artys at 1815 to 

assassination. 

- The SigK hired two armies in Mordor.  Chuck caught one at 4321, but 4026 is a problem.  We 

forgot that our early map-moving left the xx26 row off of our turnmaps.  Our EE4 failed to 

InfOther at 4026 cuz the SigK hired an army last turn and we didn't see it. 

. 

We lost 4 characters: 

Mariya C53, challenged and lost to Grunk of the LoSt at 2224.  J-SK's 1053hc disbanded. 

Havuneitsyt M78, was assassinated at 2111 by an unknown Freep.  P-LK's PWS1 is busted now- 

only 3 mages left. 



Mallazant M55, was assassinated at 1815 by an unknown Freep.  See the upcoming Arty List to 

see what H-Hash lost.  Irulan Corrino of the NK was in the hex last turn. 

Micks Dupp C15 A14 E15, was assassinated at 2410 by an unknown Freep.  Scott transferred 

his cav to the big army before dying. 

 

We took out 11 Freep characters: 

Ardus A?? of the NK was Weaknessed to death by PWS1 at 2111.  A-GO's champion Botheric 

escaped from being held hostage for most of the game.  Thank's P-LK. 

Harmony C70+ of the MF was Weaknessed to death by PWS2 at 1108.  His army seems to have 

disbanded. 

Breduros C30+ of the MF was kidnaped by Baxx Tabber at 1402. 

Elan Mooji A30+ of the Mast Foney was overrun and killed by Jetsam at 1402, while guarding 

Borgan Mennan.  

Borgan Mennan A70+ of the MF was assassinated by Jetsam at 1402. 

Fynkle C40+ of the NK was kidnaped by Steely Pate at 1108. 

Cersi C60+ of the UA was assassinated by Crannock Peyn at 2715. 

Vorian Atreides A?? of the NK was assassinated by Torano at 1108.. 

Slayer A?? of the Forsaken was killed by his assassination target Lambo at 2410. 

Arantar C30+ of the MF was kidnaped by H'el Spawn at 1402. 

Jammi Cram C30+ of the MF was overrun and destroyed/routed in the Open Plains at 1919 by 

Shanarra. 

 

We now hold 22 Freeps hostage !!   

 

----------------------------------------------- 

 

We did other stuff to Freep  characters this turn.  They may or may not still be in the hex : 

Bomor was spotted by Alatar while performing his guarding at 4023. 

Tarah Doyle of the Mountebanks was injured and thwarted by her assassination target Bodkiner 

at 2410.. 

Aryssa of the Evenki Okrug was injured and thwarted by her assassination target Butcher Urt at 

2605. 

Claire Kelly of the Mountebanks was injured and thwarted by her assassination target Sesace at 

2410. 

Mordeth was captured and his assassination mission thwarted by Leech Lord guarding Varis 

Votaris at 2410.  Mordeth escaped to 2511. 

Yohn Neito was spotted by Leech Lord while performing his guarding on Varis at 2410. 

Agynes of the Unsullied Amazons was injured and thwarted by her assassination target Fenziz at 

1409. 

 

 

I see Freep characters confirmed at: 

 

Anastasia is located in the Hills & Rough at 2323 via Bill's RCT.  Goatleaf captured Anastasia 

and thwarted her assassination mission on Stilico.  Anastasia escaped from being held hostage 

to 2323. 



Aifric The Bold,  Locate Artifact True - Corantir #10 is possessed by Aifric The Bold in the 

Open Plains at 1814. via Scott's LAT. 

Rebaa Quick , Reveal Character True - Rebaa Quick is located in the Hills & Rough at 1108.  

via M-VP's RCT. 

Mordeth , Reveal Character True - Mordeth is located in the Fens & Swamp at 2511.  via M-

VP's RCT 

Piter de Vries , Locate Artifact True - Aracu #134 is possessed by Piter de Vries in the Hills & 

Rough at 2111.  via M-VP's LAT. 

 

 

Our Freep Doubles: 

 

Mesaana of the Forsaken is located at 3413 - new Double by  J-SK. 

Double agent Mesaana, of the Forsaken, located at 3625 reports 

She was ordered to steal the Gold. She was not able to steal Gold because of tight security. She 

also reports 

She was ordered to move. She accepted the movement orders. 

 

Aryssa of the Evenki Okrug is located at 2605 - Doubled by A-GO. 

Double agent Aryssa, of the Evenki Okrug, located at 2605 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was ordered to assassinate a character. 

She was not able to assassinate the character because of tight security. She was injured by 

Butcher Urt while performing her assassination mission. 

 

Ishamael of the Forsaken is located at 2917 - Doubled by Bill. 

Double agent Ishamael, of the Forsaken, located at 2917 reports 

He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement orders. He also reports 

He was ordered to recon the area. No armies were found. . He also reports 

He was ordered to cast a lore spell. Research Artifact - Elenrûth #170 is a Sword - allegiance: 

None - increases combat damage 

by 750 pts. Research Artifact - Ovir Crown #171 is a Crown - allegiance: None - increases Mage 

Rank by 25. Research 

Artifact - Daeron's Rapier #172 is a Rapier - allegiance: None - increases combat damage by 

1000 pts. Research Artifact - 

Pectoral #173 is an Amulet - allegiance: None - increases Emissary Rank by 35. Research 

Artifact - Foam-cleaver #174 is a 

Sword - allegiance: None - increases combat damage by 1500 pts. Research Artifact - Orc 

Slayer #175 is a Bow - allegiance: 

Good - increases combat damage by 750 pts. Possession of the artifact can allow casting of the 

spell Capital Return. 

 

Mordred of the Evenki Okrug is located at 2023 - Doubled by Bill. 

Double agent Mordred, of the Evenki Okrug, located at 2023 reports 

Lack of Food may have affected army movement. Lack of Food restricted the army morale. He 

also reports 



He was ordered to recruit some heavy infantry. 400 Heavy Infantry with Wood weapons and No 

armor were recruited. He also 

reports 

He was ordered to guard the location. Vitoria was guarded. He also reports 

He was ordered to recon the area. No armies were found. . 

 

Domin Chu of the Mast Foney is located at 2615 - Doubled by M-VP. 

Double agent Domin Chu, of the Mast Foney, located at 2515 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Najar Pete was guarded. He also reports 

He moved with the army to 2615. 

 

Rosse Richard of the Mast Foney is located at 2011  - Doubled by M-VP. 

Double agent Rosse Richard, of the Mast Foney, located at 2020 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was ordered to move and join the army. She accepted the movement orders. She was not 

able to join the army because the 

target commander was not present. 

 

And the jov chart for Freep characters: 



 
I cut out everything reported in 1108.  We'll have a separate mail for that. 

 

--------------------------------------- 

 

The team did an awesome job sending supplies to allies: 



 
Thanks to everyone for the assistance.  Note the Freeps supporting their allies with gold. 

 

We're huge!  It's still good to look at the numbers: 

 
- the bottom 5 nations are set for cav supplies and HC recruiting.  Let's work on getting the top 5 

some supplies. 

- unmanageable deficit Scott, lose some troops. 

- Reserves still too high P-LK, send more gold to allies. 

- only two gold steals against us this turn for 17k.  9k from P-LK at 4215, and 8k from M-RG at 

3224. 

 

We still maintain a significant advantage over the Freeps: 

 
- 208 pcs, 67 Mtowns and cities.  ;) 



- 74k total troops.  Scott's at the top with 13k troops. 

- 4 characters from max. 

 

To see where you line up versus your allies in the VC's: 

 
Army and Character maintenance are 1/2 of your victory points. 

 

---------------------------- 

 

Regional results and observations. 

 

Mordor. 

  The pesky SigK must be rooted out of our homelands.  He's flipped 4 pcs and hired two armies 

on the east side of Mordor.  Look for us to arrange armies to re-claim our losses. 

 

Gondor. 

  The Freeps have one army moving on us, the rest are in the rear recruiting.  We have another 

wave of troops coming, so look for us to head west as far as we can go. 

 

The Gap. 

  We have 10 armies around the Gap and no resistance.  Look for plans to 'sprint' to Arnor, while 

we ignore the West Dunland. 

 

Moria. 

  The Freeps sent their big agent group here to try and shut down our crossing.  The only thing to 

do is challenge the Freep agents and move west toward Arnor.  Look for details in upcoming 

mails. 

 

High Pass. 

  The Freeps didn't defend Goblin's Gate.  It looks like they'll be content to try and block us in the 

pass.  We'll capture the pc and ForcMar west to hopefully move out before the Freeps move in.  

Looks like it will be one hex at a time here. 

 

-------------------------- 

 

Goals for this turn. 

 

- Send all armies to Arnor asap. 

- Stop improving pcs (especially on FP maps) except for recruiting centers. 

- Keep Reserves below 25k. 



- Retake lost pcs with armies. 

- Track and kill Freep agents. 

- Ensure SSVictory possible when 1108 falls. 

- Help allies obtain personal VCs, if you're into that. 

- Hope allies read my mails ;) 

 

more big mails coming, 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

Excerpt from t44 “Gap” mail: 

Team, 

 

This became really long, sorry.  Please find your army suggestions below and confirm. 

 

The Gap of Rohan is now wide open.  We should funnel through as many armies as we can.  We 

should continue setting up food caches at pcs likely to have Friendly armies on them.  Every hex 

counts.  Speed is everything now.  Furthermore, we should completely ignore the GE on the 

Dunland coast.  Yes, he may send an army or two at us, but we'll quickly crush him and be on 

our way to Arnor. 

 

Of the three natural crossings into the West, the Gap is the least restrictive.  Therefore, most of 

our future reinforcements from the south should come by this route.  We have 10 armies moving 

here, and since they overlap let's look at each one: 

(…charts, plots, character orders, etc…) 

 



 
 

Excerpt from my t44 “Arnor, the Final Campaign” mail: 

Team, 

 

What?  What are you talking about Scott?  We're not even through Dunland yet, and we're only 

in one hex of Rhudaur... 

 

That's right, we must plan our army moves with 1108 as the final destination.  Our pile of 

characters at 1108 is not a guarantee of success.  And traveling overland is slow, hence the 

recent push to gather food at key hexes.  If you read through my regional mails, you'll see this 

idea already taking shape: 

(…plots and maps…) 

 

My t44 “1108” mail: 

Team, 



 

I.  P-LK just re-made PWS1 with 3 remaining mages under a new commander, and brought them 

into 1108 this turn.  We now have 6 companies here: 

PWS1 

- (C) Tippaleipa 

- Havulapsi 

- Kaalitassu 

- Piharatamo 

PWS2 

- (C) Tyttapoika 

- Kantoherra 

- Risuneito 

- Salaattimasu 

- Sammaltassu 

- Soralapsi 

EE1 

- (C) Fat Soal 

- Aabaddon 

- Enerdhil 

- Naglimbal 

- Pahamieli 

- Okapoika 

EE2 

- (C) Ottokar 

- Balliard 

- Cador 

- Rob Rong 

- Fritimund 

- Galrun 

AA1 

- (C) Delynmit 

- Torano 

- Steely Pate 

- Priest Ovtheast 

- Ravan Greycloak 

AA3 

- (C) Malo I 

- Butterbur 

- Harschlait 

- Eterien 

- Horseface 

- Janysari 

Not in a company: 

- Pullapoika 

 

--------------------------------- 



 

II. Bad Guys. 

J-SK's ScoChar: 

Captain Bjork.- the North Kingdom.  

Captain Granite - the North Kingdom.  

Regent Poldark - the North Kingdom.  

Warlock Zimlak - the Lost Stonefoots. 

An unknown Free People Male.  

An unknown Free People Male.  

Borero - Free People Male.  BOGUS 

Eroth - Free People Male. BOGUS 

Urthel - Free People Female. BOGUS 

 

P-LK's Recon: 

Bjork of the North Kingdom with about 200 troops at 1108 . 

 

M-VP's RCT: 

Rebaa Quick is located in the Hills & Rough at 1108. 

 

We know there are at least 9 Freep characters here this turn.  We have 5 characters that we can 

target, in order of importance: 

Bjork  

Rebaa Quick  

Zimlak  

Poldark  

Granite  

 

First, we don't know if this is a new 200 man NK army or the same 200 man NK army from last 

turn that we assassinated.  If P-LK's Recon is complete, then there's only this one NK army in the 

hex.  It's likely Granite and Poldark are in Bjork's army, but not necessarily.  Since there are so 

many unknowns, we have to make the attempt to flip the pc with Weakness/InfOther in case we 

get lucky.  IMHO 

Earlier, we discussed NOT sending Ems to 1108 initially, rather flipping the smaller 

surrounding pcs for a turn or two and then going into 1108.  Turns out that would have been a 

better plan, being unproductive with our two EE Co's for the last two turns.  Should we discuss 

leaving with the Ems again?  Or is it too late, and we're stuck here forever? 

 

Then lets target the Freeps like this: 

PWS2  

- Weakness on BJORK  

Bill  

- Ravan Greycloak, Doubles REBAA 

- Torano, assassinates REBAA 

J-SK 

- Butterbur, kidnaps ZIMLA  

- Harschlait, kidnaps POLDA  



Scott 

- Steely Pate, kidnaps GRANI  

 

We should Weakness the known army commander, right?  We should 615 the agent and then 620 

the non-agents, right?  The agent should be Doubled by the same nation that assassinates the 

agent, right? 

 

We should also continue to guard our agent artys, and do TWO ScoChar each turn: 

Scott 

- Priest Ovtheast, ScoChar 

Chuck 

- Delynmit, GrdChar TORAN 

J-SK 

- Eterien, ScoChar 

- Horseface, GrdChar STEEL 

- Janysari, GrdChar BUTTE 

P-LK 

- Pullapoika, GrdChar HARSC 

 

--------------------------------- 

 

All other agents are free to StlGold.  Or guard one of P-LK's Weakness mages, KAALI and 

KANTO. 

All other ems try to InfOther. 

Any other commanders try to Recon.  Fat Soal and Ottokar? 

 

Please confirm your assignments, sooner rather than later... 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

The push was on!  All roads were now leading to Annuminas. 

We still had to maintain the Strategic Sites, retake flipped pcs in the ‘rear’, track and pickup new 

artys, hit other Freep capitals with agents, and use our ‘extra’ Em Co’s to flip Freep pcs.  In fact, 

there was still fighting all over the map.  Gondor had been a “see-saw” battle for the last 20 turns 

and we had committed nearly 10k troops south of the White Mountains.  The east side of Mordor 

was active again, but Chuck and I had maintained thousands of troops there and would just need 

a couple of turns to reclaim it all.  Bill, M-RG, and H-ST were fighting the last Freep resistance 

in southern Mirkwood, while Chuck, Bill, and A-GO were holding the northern half of the forest.  

 

 

 

 

T45. 
 



Whoa!  I just took another 2 week break from typing this up.  It’s almost done – and my 

obligation to submit a Game Summary is almost finished. 

 

Throughout the game, I had exchanged mails with Ernie and Jeremy.  Most were just banter back 

and forth but there were also some game company corrections I kept them up to date on.  By this 

time in the game tho, I felt so confident in our eventual victory that I sent a mail asking for their 

surrender.  It was Christmas time, and I was feeling merciful… ;) 

 

My t45 “FA41, do you guys intend to…” mail: 

 ...try holding 1108 for 7 more turns? 

C'mon, you've done a great job, our players think this is one of the best games they've ever been 

in (if not THE best), but: 

"You are beaten, it is useless to resist..."  (in a James Earl Jones voice)   

- oh wait, quote from wrong movie. 

"Against the power that rises in Mordor, there can be no victory" 

- eh, I think I messed up that quote as well... 

 

Whatever...  I'd rather not have to continue butchering FP characters or having to coordinate 

tens of thousands of troops every turn.  But this will surely continue until the DS are victorious, 

and that will surely take less than seven turns.  And don't tell me those are quotes from guys who 

eventually lost - haha  :) 

 

So save us all a few bucks and throw in the towel !  No shame in that, you've given us an 

excellent game and we're much appreciative.  Let's talk about our next game instead ! 

 

Scott 

 

And then Ernie’s response: 

Bah! At this point, what's another 7 turns? Or less? You want to save money, pour on the gas! 

 

Seriously, given how long the game has gone on so far, we might as well go the distance as best 

we can. It isn't like we're down to only a couple players. And if we DO hold on to turn 52, that's 

in my opinion a huge accomplishment, given how mucked up the FP were from the start. 

 

More than once Jeremy and I have lamented not just joining the DS early like we wanted, rather 

than try to balance the game as best we could. The game would have been over long ago, and 

we'd have been on the winning side for sure. But at this point, surrendering now would basically 

render the last 20 turns worthless. 

 

E3 

 

And once again, Ernie was right!  It would be better to actually experience the “end game” and 

see all my hard work pay off. 

 

My t45 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 



 

I have no time.  It's the holiday season and I'm swamped.   

 

We had a pretty good turn and accomplished most of our goals. 

 

H-ST now has 7 of the 9 SVSites.  Once n15 controls 1108, the game is over and we win.  

Everyone should be doing all they can to ensure H-ST gets 1108 asap.  With only 7 turns left, ask 

yourself if there's anything more you should be doing to help.  ?!?!? 

 

High Pass armies moved one hex to 2309. 

Moria armies moved past Rhudaur and into Cardolan. 

Gap armies moved up road and around swamp, level with Tharbad. 

Gondor armies pushed forward onto Freep towns. 

Two Mordor Mtowns retaken. 

 

We lost two characters, both big agents of the SKingdom: 

Harschlait A90, was Weaknessed to death at 1108.  All his artys were picked up by company 

members. 

Goatleaf A80, was assassinated by Anastasia at 2323.  85 Mighty Blade was lost. 

 

We lost one Freep hostage: 

Breduros C30+ of the MF escaped from being held hostage at 1402 when Baxx Tabber got 

doubled by MF. 

 

We took out 6 Freeps: 

Bjork C40+ of the NK, was killed by PWS at 1108. 

Zimlak M60+ of the LoSt was kidnaped by Butterbur at 1108. 

Brain Sullin E90+ of the MF was assassinated by Larry the Leper at 1402. 

Granite C40+ M50+ of the NK was kidnaped by Steely Pate at 1108. 

Rebaa Quick A?? of the MF was assassinated by Torano at 1108. 

Anthrax Sorkin E90+ of the MF was assassinated by Katla at 1402. 

 

We hold 23 Freep characters hostage! 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

We have 8 Freep characters Doubled, and two of them are champions: 

 

Mesaana (2) of the Forsaken is located at 3413  - new Double by J-SK 

Double agent Mesaana, of the Forsaken, located at 3413 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was ordered to steal the Gold. 1500 Gold was stolen at Oagmonic. 

 

Aryssa of the Evenki Okrug is located at 2905 - doubled by A-GO 

Double agent Aryssa, of the Evenki Okrug, located at 2605 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 



She was challenged by Carissa Bel Dayn to personal combat, but refused. Carissa Bel Dayn 

gained personal honor. She also reports 

She was ordered to move. She accepted the movement orders. 

 

Finist of the Charlatans is located at 2111 - new Double by P-LK 

Double Agent Finist located at 2111 reports that he has no information pass on at the present. 

 

Piter de Vries of the North Kingdom is located at 2111 - new Double by P-LK 

Double agent Piter de Vries, of the North Kingdom, located at 2111 reports 

He was ordered to assassinate a character. 

He was not able to assassinate the character because of tight security. 

 

Ishamael of the Forsaken is located at 2917 - doubled by Bill 

Double agent Ishamael, of the Forsaken, located at 2917 reports 

He was ordered to research a spell. He was not able to research the spell because the population 

center was not of the same nation. He also reports 

He was ordered to hire an army. He was not able to hire an army because the population center 

was not of the same nation. He also reports 

He was ordered to cast a lore spell. He was not able to cast the spell because the spell was not 

known. 

 

Mordred of the Evenki Okrug is located at 2023 - doubled by Bill 

Double agent Mordred, of the Evenki Okrug, located at 2023 reports 

Lack of Food may have affected army movement. Lack of Food restricted the army morale. He 

also reports 

He was ordered to put some troops on manoeuvres. The manoeuvres for the Heavy Infantry were 

completed. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard the location. Vitoria was guarded. He also reports 

He was ordered to recon the area. Junebug of the The South Kingdom with about 1800 troops at 

2024 

 

Domin Chu of the Mast Foney is located at 2715 - doubled by M-VP 

Double agent Domin Chu, of the Mast Foney, located at 2615 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to guard a character. Najar Pete was guarded. He also reports 

He moved with the army to 2715. 

 

Rosse Richard of the Mast Foney is located at 2011 - doubled by M-VP 

Double agent Rosse Richard, of the Mast Foney, located at 2011 reports 

She was ordered to influence the population center loyalty. The loyalty was influenced/improved 

at Wotanburg. She also reports 

She was ordered to hire an army. An army of 500 Heavy Infantry with 1 Food was hired. 

 

 

I also see Freep characters being tracked: 

 



Xana Hogan A?? is located in the Open Plains at 1814 via Scott's RCT. 

Lissa Mae was guarded by Rebaa Quick at 1108 via Bill's Double report. 

Anastasia A?? is located in the Hills & Rough at 2323 via Bill's RCT. 

Aifric The Bold holds artifact #10, a Headband, in the Open Plains at 1814 via M-VP's LAT. 

Mordred is located in the Hills & Rough at 2023 via M-VP's RCT.  But M-VP erred, he was 

supposed to cast on Mordeth A??.  Mordred is already our Double. 

Piter de Vries holds artifact #134, a Bow, in the Hills & Rough at 2111 via M-VP's LAT and is 

P-LK's Double. 

Agynes A?? of the UA survived Bill's assassination attempt at 1409 cuz Fenziz was doubled by 

UA.  Assume Agynes is still in the hex. 

 

Furthermore, our pcs report: 

 
Keeping track of Freep characters and what they're doing is half of the time I spend on this mail 

every turn.  Make sure you know who's on you, and what you stand to lose. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

 

The Freeps stole 40k gold from us this turn.  We had one steal for 2k from SigK. 

 

We have 4 characters working as known Doubles for the Freeps: 

Baxx Tabber - doubled by MF t45. 

Fenziz - doubled by UA t44. 

Tuohitypy - doubled by Freeps t35? 

Abrakh - is no longer doubled by us and is assumed to be Doubled by Freeps. 

 



Check out the big battle at 2111.  Chuck and Bill lost but: 

- 2000hc of UA took "huge" losses down to 200. 

- 1000hc of Char took "huge" losses and disbanded. 

- 1500hi of MF was "destroyed". 

 

Here's our stats: 

 
- Scott still has most troops 

- maintaining 70k troops for turns and turns now ;) 

- both H-Hash and P-LK failed to name characters, yet have the most Reserves and capital 

orders to spare.  ? 

- only 6 of our characters are held hostage. 

- just broke 70 Mtowns/Cities this turn. 

- IMHO, all future characters named should have command skill. 

 

Some minor fluctuation, but our econs are still awesome: 

 
- H-ST dropped taxes to 39%, helping his SVS loyalties. 

- M-RG upped taxes to 59%, not really needing P-LK's 20k gold transfer after all. 

- P-LK got rid of alot of his Reserves by buying another 1000 mithril.  why? 

- Scott's deficit went down to 20k, but he'll still need help. 

- most of us have enough supplies to consistently recruit HC from one pc, yet some of us are not 

transferring supplies to make that happen.   

 

--------------------------- 

 



Jeremy and Ernie claim their team is "unresponsive" and they are quite frustrated.  However, 

they remain steadfast in their commitment to last until turn 52.  So guys, we have some major 

work to do, with not much time, holiday season, and our own lack of "responsiveness".  Don't 

wait to get involved until the last day or two before the turn runs - that really sucks.... 

 

check out the upcoming barrage of mails, 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 
- Our ‘diversion’ to the NWastes Road turned into a mini-Campaign by itself.  GO and Bill 

had taken back most of the SoM homelands while Chuck was working the east side from 

3010.  Only one Char city remains. 

-  The Goblin’s Gate crossing had slowed to a crawl.  We had only advanced one hex for the 

last two turns.  My SW army had 5k troops while Chuck and GO each had 1k hc. 

- The Freeps apparently figured our Moria armies would assist in the conquest of Rhudaur.  

Instead, Hash and GO bypassed Rhudaur and went straight west. 

- It was odd I thought, that the NK never used the city he built at 2407. 

 



 
- 8 armies move past the Gap and into Dunland.  Two more armies come toward the Gap from 

Gondor.  Half of these 10 armies are hc. 

- RG’s emissary company plans to flip a weakened Tharbad.  He has a commander to hire and 

Bill’s sending 10k timber for a new bridge next turn. 

- Bill catches the last Freep army east of the Misties at Dol Guldur.  Again, we have superior 

numbers and troops. 

 

 

 
- SK was firmly reestablished in Gondor, and was leading the charge west. 

- RG and Hash were going to wipe out the GE at Dol Amroth finally. 

- We had more armies flowing west, but had not committed agents or emissaries in Gondor 

for some time. 



- Amazingly, a LoSt army somehow managed to slip past our front lines.  I was totally 

unconcerned with this.  The LoSt would eventually blunder into our armies and we’d have 

another Dwarf Roast. 

 

 

 
- I was fairly unconcerned with the SigK in the east.  We had about 6k troops scattered around 

and would easily reclaim any losses.  The SigK was all alone with no allied help, so we 

considered him only as a minor nuisance.  I still sent out a mail with details and plots for the 

EGOM 

 

 

 

 



T46. 
 

My t46 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

 

I've seen all the turns except for J-SK and M-VP.  Hopefully, they'll be in soon, and I can start 

my mailings early this turn.  Christmas is less than a week away... 

 

Nothing but awesomeness this turn!! 

 

Agynes A?? of the UA was assassinated by Larry the Leper at 1409.  H-Hash got the other 

target, and the UA army is disbanded. 

Lissa Mae ?? was assassinated by Steely Pate at 1108. 

 

Priest Ovtheast picked up RoWind and CoValacirca off of Bill's dead body.  Good thing we're in 

a company.  AA1 is down to two agents now. 

AA 1 moved to 1211 with a ScoChar: 

Warlock Faust - the Golden Eagles.  

Footpad Grebel - the Golden Eagles. (army commander) 

 

6300 Gold was stolen at Shire (UA at 1409) by Baxx Tabber. 

5325 Gold was stolen at Novgorod (SigK at 3806) by Flotsam. 

7500 Gold was stolen at Shire (UA at 1409) by Jetsam. 

That ought to even out the gold steals this turn ;) 

 

Varis Votaris's big army destroyed the Charlatans at 2309 and moved one hex to 2209.  The 

Mountebanks have an army and there are agents in the hex.  EO town is here too. 

 

Sly Tovand brought another 1501hc to 2409 and he's fed. 

 

Ingaak Oneye made it up to 4026 with 3k HI and will capture the SigK town/tower. 

 

Krimm Ennal moved to 4025, scouted the SigK army under Ostethro, and followed him to 4126.  

Will try to assassinate and disband that Dorf army. 

 

Helped flip town/tower at 1310. 

Got the village at 3806. 

 

Reveal Character True - Xana Hogan is located in the Hills & Rough at 2209. 

 

Sent 1500 food to 2119 for A-GO's use. 

 

P-LK sent me 20k gold.  Thanks muchly.  Couldn't have known that I'd steal so much gold.  So 

my economy is in fine shape; deficit=19k and Reserves at 43k. 

 

Still recruiting HC at 3713. 



 

looking forward to seeing your reports, 

 

Scott 

 

 

My t46 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

Be careful with your economy calculations this turn as the season changes from Fall to Winter. 

 

Not an overwhelmingly good turn for us.  We didn't have any huge catastrophes, but we had 

many failures, deaths, typos, and target hexes with no targets! 

 

The Bad. 

- AA1 went to the NK city/castle at 1310 and found no targets.  Lost best agent Torano from 

company. 

- AA3 went to UA Mtown/fort at 1407 and found no targets.  The pc was NK last turn and was 

only a tower, now it's UA and a fort. 

- 1814 Mountebanks Mtown.  Scott's write-up was great but no one caught the fact that I didn't 

assign any one of our 4 armies there to capture the pc!  :( 

- Malugant (H-Hash's em) was supposed to go to 1814 to improve after capturing, but Scott's 

response to H-Hash's orders said 1614.  Again, Scott's typo wasn't caught !  But since 1814 

wasn't captured, it wasn't happening anyway.  And therefore Verminaard cannot hire a new 

army this turn.  Sorry H-Hash. 

- H-Hash lost 1881hi to assassination at 1814. 

- M-VP lost 1022hc to assassination at 1814. 

- M-VP typo-ed his big em Spite to move to 1108 instead of 1808.  Didn't move, more than 12 

hexes. 

- Bill only sent 9.5k timber to M-RG's new town at 1614.  The GE put enough cav supplies in the 

pc to recruit 1000 HC in steel armor!  But M-RG's commander will now have to buy 500 timber 

and put up the bridge! 

- EE4 flipped 3806 and moved to 3706, but the SigK put an army on the pc to block us. Too 

easily predictable, I guess?  :( 

- The FPWS has 5 mages at 1108.  For the second turn in a row, we cannot seem to get their 

names via ScoChar. 

 

We lost 5 characters: 

Derrikk C62 was assassinated at 2607.  His 600hi disbanded. 

Islia C30 M10 was assassinated at 2917. 

Torano C10 A74 was killed by 4 Weakness and 1 Sickness spells at 1108.  His artys were 

retrieved by Priest Ovtheast. 

Jarak C57 was assassinated by Oisin Murphy at 1814.  His 1022hc disbanded. 

Shanarra C34 E44 S17 was assassinated at 1814.  His 1881hi disbanded. 

 

We took out 9 FP characters: 



Poldark C60+ of the NK was Cursed by PWS at 1108.  NK army disbanded. 

Piter de Vries A?? of the NK was challenged and killed by Nokturno Kulto at 2111.  Chuck got 

134 Aracu. 

Aryssa A?? of the EO was thwarted and killed while attempting to assassinate Janta Kova. 

Blossom C80+ of the UA was assassinated by Butterbut at 1108.   

Ishamael C80 M?? of the Forsaken was kidnapped by Shalander at 2917.  H-ST got 11 

Headband of Sleag and 125 Ringil. 

Lissa Mae E?? A?? was assassinated by Steely Pate at 1108. 

Udoabu C30 of the Charlatans was assassinated by Fenziz at 2309. 

Rhapsody C?? E90+ of the UA was kidnapped by Katla at 1409.  The UA army disbanded and 

H-Hash got 121 Spear of Bladorthin, 122 Gaerennon, and 172 Daeron's Rapier. 

Agynes A?? of the UA was assassinated by Larry the Leper at 1409. 

 

We lost 1 FP hostage: 

Towbar of the NK escaped from Torano AON 1108. 

 

One of our hostages was released: 

Elendawen escaped from Piter de Vries to 2111 . 

 

We hold 24 FP characters hostage !! 

They only hold 5 of our characters hostage now.  :) 

 

We retrieved 6 artys and lost none. 

 

The FP stole 38k gold from us.  Scott stole 19k back from the FP. 

 

------------------------ 

 

Tracking FP is crucial to our success.  Don't rely on your jov to show you everything.  That's 

why I make this section every turn.  Jov is NOT complete... 

 

Our FP Doubles: 

(…long report from Doubles…) 

 

ScoChar at 1211: 

Warlock Faust - the Golden Eagles.  

Footpad Grebel - the Golden Eagles.  Recon shows in command of 1100 troops. 

 

LAT's found: 

Locate Artifact True - Mormacil #109 is possessed by Psync in the Mixed Forest at 0913. 

Locate Artifact True - Durin's Armor/Shield #200 is possessed by Dain Irontoe in the Open 

Plains at 2905. 

Locate Artifact True - Corantir #10 is possessed by Aifric The Bold in the Mountains at 2213. 

Locate Artifact True - Mighty Blade #85 is possessed by Anastasia in the Shore/Plains at 2924. 

 

RCT's found: 



Reveal Character True - Xana Hogan is located in the Hills & Rough at 2209. 

Reveal Character True - Claire Kelly is located in the Hills & Rough at 2209. 

Reveal Character True - Yohn Neito is located in the Hills & Rough at 2209. 

Reveal Character True - Mordeth is located in the Open Plains at 2917. 

 

And our pcs show; 

 
Durin's SigK Em Co is at 4227 again.  Loyalty is 60, so results uncertain. 

Lanfear's Forsaken Em Co is at 2927 with MF agents too.  H-ST's agent will get Doubled and 

his hostage Ishamael will escape. 

Calkona's EO/GE Em Co is at 2631, on M-VP in Harondor. 

Telumor is a bogus report. 

It seems the FP Agent Co is on Scott's big army at 2309 this turn.  Hope his guards can hold 

out... 

 

------------------------ 

 

Even tho we had a bunch of mess ups, we're still in pretty good shape.   

 

The "Surge" to 1108. 

Two of our armies coming up from Dunland were disbanded.  Nevertheless, all our other armies 

made it to their destinations.  The FP in Rhudaur only blocked Scott's big army coming over the 

High Pass.  They did not block our armies from Moria nor did they oppose our movements from 

Dunland.  Only the Mountebanks moved against us and blocked the Gap at 1920.  The best news 

is that M-RG flipped Tharbad 1614 and can put up the bridge this turn. 

 

That FPWS is going to continue taking out 1 super-agent per turn unless we do something about 

it now.  This is the 4th turn where our ScoChar (with really good agents) did not find the 5 FP 

mages.  We found and kidnapped 1, Zimlak of the LoSt, but the other 5 remain elusive.  I just 

went back and did a search through old pdfs.  On t31, we got this info on the FPWS with a 

ScoChar: 

Warlock Hoesef Kernen - the Mast Foney.  

Warlock Kally Evans - the Mast Foney.  



Enchanter Krian Belly - the Mast Foney. 

We killed Hoesef Kernen on t32.  Kally Evans on t37.  Krian Belly is still at large! 

 

IMHO, we must have P-LK curse Krian Belly this turn !! 

 

Do you play with your jov?  Moving other player's stuff to see what's possible?  You know I do 

;D   Take a look at my initial thoughts on the 'first wave' into Arnor: 

 
1713 - Agandaur's 2211hc can ForcMar to 1211.  Hopefully, GE will not take down the bridge, 

and AA1 can assassinate both targets.  

1411 - En Sabbah Nur's 1038hc with 15 war machines can MovArmy to 1210.  This can cover 

A-GO's new town while he sends in a commander(s), 

1710 - Kharybdis's 444hc and 663hi can MovArmy to 1809.  This will block Rhudaur armies 

from moving east toward Arnor. 

 

Then, both M-VP and Bill have HC armies that can get to 1409 by moving into 1710 first: 

1810 - Lambo's 839hc with 1 war machine can ForcMar to 1409. 

1811 - Vikandar's 1000hc can ForcMar to 1409. 

 

That's just our vangaurd.  I'll put out more mail soon, but this is something to get the ball rolling 

on this busy holiday weekend.  

  

I'm thinking we need to discuss: 

- the FP Agent Co will soon come to 1108.  We must send more agents back now, IMO. 

- 1108 has 100 loyalty.  Our 8 big ems are not enough.  We must send more ems back now, IMO. 

- having everyone get a front line pc and commit to recruiting troops on the front. 

 



6 turns left, are you doing all that you can? 

 

and please help catch my errors and omissions, 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

Last turn, I started a “Recons and Scrys” mail to deal with the turn-by-turn mapping of Arnor.  

This turn, we plotted 6 Recons and 3 ScryArea spells to blanket the region.  The starting LK and 

GO turnmaps had been preserved all throughout the game and were now invaluable to our 

offensive in the northwest.   All together, we had about 10k troops racing to Annuminas, and 

most of it was heavy cav.  Would we make it in time?  We should have been meeting more 

resistance in Arnor, in my opinion.  Instead, most of the FP resistance was gathered in Rhudaur. 

 

All planning was now prioritized by speed.   

- Put up the Tharbad bridge. 

- Send food to intermediate pcs for our cav. 

- Still improving relations to feed allies. 

- Commanders to front line pcs for hiring. 

- Even extra timber for war machines on the front. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

T47. 
 

My t47 “Swarthier Men report” mail: 

Team, 

 

I went 4 for 5 in my 615/620 attempts: 

Towbar of the NK was assassinated by Jetsam at 1108. 

Ostethró of the SigK was kidnaped by Krimm Ennal at 4126.  His army disbanded. 

id "cyder" of the UA was not allowed as a target.  Larry the Leper failed his 615. 

Faust of the GE was assassinated by Priest Ovtheast at 1211. 

Grebel of the GE was assassinated by Steely Pate at 1211. 

 

I stole gold: 

Baxx Tabber stole 9400 gold from NK at 1108. 

Flotsam stole 4875 gold from SigK at 4207. 

Lie Bell stole 5500 gold from NK at 1310. 

total 19375 ;) 

 

Big army at 2209 captured the EO town, but the MB army under Renalt Hogan did not fight.  I 

did not even guard my army commander, having both subs cross-guard each other.  The FP 

failed to kill him, then sent in 3 more armies.  Big combat coming up at 2209, I only have 662hc 

and 3748hi left. 

 

Big army at 4026 captured the SigK town/tower, then moved to 4126.  Failed to intercept the 

SigK army cuz he disbanded when I kidnapped him ;) 

 

Doubled Chuck's champion Mrithlung.  I now have 6 DS Doubled: 

Mrithlung n19 

Crannock Peyn n21 

Filith n13 

Jakalakoura n17 

Jeeves n22 

Lyssande Calad n21 

 

I'm holding 8 FP hostage now: 

Barell of Sigin Khazad is held by Jetsam at 1108  

Bresow of Forsaken is held by at 3825 

Coulson of Golden Eagles is held by Ingaak Oneye at 4126 

Fynkle of North Kingdom is held by Steely Pate at 1909  

Granite of North Kingdom is held by Steely Pate at 1909 

Lancelot of Evenki Okrug is held by Jetsam at 1108 



Ostethró of Sigin Khazad is held by Krimm Ennal at 4126 

Queron Burke of Mountebanks is held by at 4433 

 

My big army commander at 2209 (Arkney) survived cuz I took the pc and then: 

Local militia spotted Oisin Murphy at Arkney and thwarted his mission. 

There are rumors of an assassination attempt involving Oisin Murphy and Varis Votaris. 

Local militia spotted Xana Hogan at Arkney and thwarted her mission. 

 

And since Varis Votaris didn't die, I failed to name a new character. 

Combine that 10k with the 19k gold I stole and my 24k deficit doesn't seem so bad (?). 

 

There are rumors of a theft attempt involving Gliak at Mordorburg – H-ST's capital 3528. 

There are rumors of a theft attempt involving Nastassja at Pelargir – P-LK's Mtown/fort 2927. 

2000 bronze sent to H-ST at 2121. 

Reveal Character True - Bomor is located in the Shore/Plains at 3024. 

 

Scott 

 

My t47 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

We had a pretty good turn.  As usual, I start with the failures: 

 

- Scott's HC failed to make it from Goblin's Gate to 2008 cuz he issued 850 instead of 860.  Now 

Chuck and A-GO are facing 3 FP armies without Scott's 1500hc.  ;( 

- M-VP's HC failed to make it from 1813 to 1412 cuz he went NW first instead of using the road.  

He only made it to 1512.  :( 

- H-ST's big 3000hi army gathered, got food, and got promptly assassinated before moving out 

of Minas Tirith.  Now the GE have 1000hc in a navy at 2924 and can wipe out H-ST's two 

armies. 

- Chuck's guard at Osgiliath got overrun and the bridge was sabotaged to Minas Tirith. 

- H-Hash failed to meet the LoSt 2900 troops at 2725 cuz the Dorf moved zig-zag and H-Hash's 

army went right by him.  H-ST will lose his city at 2725. 

- M-RG's 1244hi at 2527 failed to pick up one food so moved as 'unfed' and only made it to 2326. 

- P-LK's 1200hi at 1920 failed to attack with Chuck.  Instead he moved. 

 

We took out 10 FP characters: 

Siobhaun of the UA was "cursed" to death by PWS at 1108.  His 1500 troops are now under 

command of Beckah. 

Anastasia of the ?? was assassinated at 2924 by Oolof.  H-ST got #85 Mighty Blade. 

Domin Chu of the MF was challenged and killed by Fargone at 2715.  Bill took no wounds. 

Rosse Richard of the MF was assassinated by Fenziz at 2011. 

Adaori of the SigK was challenged and killed by Tripana at 3010.  Chuck took 2 points of 

damage.  The SigK army disbanded before combat. 

Cyder of the NK was assassinated by Pullapoika at 1108.  His 100 troops disbanded. 

Towbar of the NK was assassinated by Jetsam at 1108. 



Faust of the GE was assassinated by Priest Ovtheast at 1211. 

Grebel of the GE was assassinated by Steely Pate at 1211.  His 1100 troops disbanded. 

Ostethro of the SigK was kidnapped by Krimm Ennal at 4126.  His army disbanded. 

 

We only lost 1 character: 

Duneling was assassinated at 2924 by Ulni I  at 2924.  H-ST's 3k HI disbanded. 

 

We hold 25 FP characters hostage !! 

They only hold 5 of our characters hostage still. 

 

We lost no artys, and picked up 3 more. 

85 Mighty Blade was recovered from Anastasia by H-ST. 

88 Palantir of Osgiliath was 900ed by Rentice at 2924. 

204 Orb of Seeing was 900ed by Oberlein at 2413. 

 

The FP only stole 12.5k gold from us this turn. 

We stole almost 40k from the FP this turn.  ;) 

 

Very odd, the FPWS did not kill anyone this turn.  Instead, I noted: 

- Baxx Tabber was Sicknessed for 31 health. 

- Abrakh was Weaknessed three times for 59 health. 

That's less than 100 points and split between two targets.  ? 

 

Anchored ships reported: North Kingdom at 1211. 

 

-------------------------- 

 

Tracking FP is crucial to our success.  Don't rely on your jov to show you everything.  That's 

why I make this section every turn.  Jov is NOT complete...  

 

ScoChar at 1108: 

Enchanter Beast Rabban - the North Kingdom.  

Captain Beckah - the Unsullied Amazons. 

Warlock Gúhir - the Charlatans. 

and Baxx Tabber was challenged by Guyer Adami to personal combat, but refused.  This may be 

one of the elusive FPWS mages. 

 

ScoChar at 1908: 

Regent Galahad - the Evenki Okrug.  

Agent Tristran - the Evenki Okrug. 

 

LAT's found: 

Locate Artifact True - Staff of Earthmastery #120 is possessed by Psync (GE) in the Mixed 

Forest at 0913. 

Locate Artifact True - artifact #191, a Ring, is possessed by Psync in the Mixed Forest at 0913. 

 



RCTs found: 

Reveal Character True - Bomor is located in the Shore/Plains at 3024. 

Reveal Character True - Claire Kelly is located in the Mixed Forest at 2715. 

Reveal Character True - There is no (or no longer a) character with id "elan ".  Elan Mooji is 

dead?? 

 

Rumors heard: 

There are rumors of an assassination attempt involving Sofia (GE) and Brahe - 2924.  

There are rumors of an assassination attempt involving Ulni I and Duneling - 2924. 

There are rumors of an assassination attempt involving Oisin Murphy and Varis Votaris - 2209. 

Local militia spotted Oisin Murphy at Arkney and thwarted his mission.-  2209 

Local militia spotted Xana Hogan at Arkney and thwarted her mission.  - 2209 

There are rumors of a theft attempt involving Gliak at Mordorburg - 3528. 

There are rumors of a theft attempt involving Nastassja at Pelargir - 2927. 

There are rumors of an assassination attempt involving Leto II Atreides (2) and Brubar - 1310. 

There are rumors of a sabotage attempt involving Bomor - 3024. 

There are rumors of a theft attempt involving Bors I at Lucso - 2423. 

 

 

Our FP doubles: 

 

Mesaana of the Forsaken is located at 2212 

Double agent Mesaana, of the Forsaken, located at 2917 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was ordered to join a company. She joined the company commanded by Aginor. She also 

reports 

She moved with the company to 2212. 

 

Mordeth of the Forsaken is located at 2212 

Double agent Mordeth, of the Forsaken, located at 2212 reports 

He moved with the company to 2212. He also reports 

He was ordered to scout for any characters. A scout for characters was attempted. Found:Rían - 

Free People Male. General Renalto - the DreamersOfDespair. One or more reports may be 

incorrect. 

 

Finist of the Charlatans is located at 1909 

Double agent Finist, of the Charlatans, located at 1909 reports 

He was ordered to have the nation transport by the caravans. 833 Timber (+10%) transported to 

Cameth Brin. He also reports 

He was ordered to transport by the caravans. The transport was changed because there was 

insufficient Timber. 757 Timber (+10%) transported from Cameth Brin to Forstford. 

 

Ishamael of the Forsaken is located at 0000 

Double agent Ishamael, of the Forsaken, in an unknown location reports 

Ishamael could not escape from being held hostage. 

 



Mordred of the Evenki Okrug is located at 2024 

Double agent Mordred, of the Evenki Okrug, located at 2024 reports 

He was ordered to challenge Junebug to personal combat. He also reports 

He challenged Junebug to personal combat, but was refused. He gained personal honor. He also 

reports 

He was ordered to threaten the population center. He was not able to threaten the population 

center because he does not command an army. He also reports 

He was given an invalid order or provided invalid information - NoOrder. 

 

And our pcs report: 

 
- SigK Em Co at island 4215.  Loyalty 85. 

- Char/MB Agent Co at Dol Guldur 2715. 

- Fskn Em Co at Moria 2212. 

- new Fskn Agent Co at Dol Guldur 2715. 

- MB Em Co at 2019. 

- Char Em Co at 2607. 

- Psync has 3 artys that we know of at 0913. 

 

---------------------- 



 

Well, it looks like we'll be able to take 1108 soon.  Maybe even the old fashioned way - by 

assault.  Besides killing all known/suspected targets in the hex, we'll try to take down the keep 

again this turn.   

H-Hash has 3k HC that should be able to make it into 1108 this turn.  Even Chuck can get to 

1108 with another 1400hc from 1614 IF M-RG can upgrade to n19 this turn. I bet that will be 

enough to wipe out any FP armies - then our ems can flip it next turn. 

If that fails, then I hope more of our armies will arrive at 1108 and we'll just assault the place !!  

Determine who will get the pc after combat, and issue a 949 from that nation. 

 

Poof - game over! 

 

look for maps and plans soon... 

 

S  

MMGA 

 

 

My t47 “Minas Tirith 2924” mail: 

Team, 

 

It seems the FP are going to make a play for the two Kingdom capitals.  This mail will be asking 

that any available assets rush to H-ST's defense of Minas Tirith.  It's long I know, but please 

read through this to see if you can help or improve on this plan.  I'd also like you to respond to 

the questions and plans made for your characters...... 

 

We moved most of our biggest and best characters up to the Northwest to deal with the 

concentration of FP.  It was totally predictable the FP would make some kind of effort for 2924 

while we're taking 1108 from them.  In fact, we had AA4 (Bill) and EE5 (J-SK) hanging around 

the area waiting for this several turns ago.  It seems the FP were slow to react, while we were 

impatient to wait for them.  Now the situation requires that any reserved characters be called 

into action. 

 

- With the FP taking down the bridge from Osgiliath this turn, our Mordor armies are once 

again cut off and can only use the Pelargir bridge.  We need to put up the bridge and guard it at 

Osgiliath. 

- The LoSt army of 2900 troops eluded H-Hash and is now going to take H-ST's city at 2725.  I'm 

sure it will then move toward Minas Tirith but won't arrive for 2 turns. 

- Three FP agents generated rumors at 2924 this turn.  H-ST killed Anastasia, Ulni I 

assassinated Duneling, and Sofia failed to assassinate Brahe.  Ulni I and Sofia may still be in 

the hex. 

- Nastassja stole gold at Pelargir.  If he's still in the hex, he may either sabotage the bridge or 

try to assassinate P-LK's army commander. 

- Bomor sabotaged the bridge at Osgiliath and overran Chuck's guard.  Scott's RCT shows 

Bomor still in the hex. 

 



------------------------ 

 

2924 details. 

We may lose 2924 this turn if the FP navy attacks and beats H-ST's armies, and the FP have 

undetected ems in the hex this turn.  Good thing H-ST took down those forts so all we have to 

deal with is a tower.  The GE navy led by Parks should include a mage named Galyon holding 

artys.  He's challenged before and will probably do so again.  Parks is reported to have about 

1000hc in the navy.  I therefore suggest: 

Alastair - 215 and 770 100hi 

Brahe - 215 and 770 200hi 

Doromir - 210 ULNI_  and 770 200hi 

Oolof - 215 and 615 PARKS 

Rentice - 210 SOFIA  and move. 

Doromir and Rentice can pass out challenges cuz they're stacked with aryts, but not to Parks.  

Everyone else needs to RfsPers.  I also assume Rentice will want to get out of the hex.  So then I 

suggest that we assume H-ST's armies will get beat but he retains the pc.  Therefore, since 

either/both Alastair and Brahe may not survive the combat or assassination, I suggest both try to 

hire a new army.  And why not include Doromir trying a Hire as well.  Oolof is then free to 

assassinate any of the known characters in the hex: 

Parks - GE navy commander 

Galyon - GE mage with Parks 

Sofia - FP agent 

Ulni I - FP agent 

Since we can challenge Ulni I and Sofia, have Oolof attempt on Parks or Galyon . 

Does that make sense? 

 

Then we need to send our only army reinforcements this turn: 

 



P-LK brings the bulk of his army to Minas Tirith, leaving a shell of 150ar behind.  He can't 

guard the bridge, but could send the troops out under Ra and allow Kaarn to try a Double on 

Nastassja.  IMO, doubling NASTA is the best defense for P-LK's bridge and army.  We can bring 

troops across this turn if it stays up, see below. 

 

What 'big' agents can we get to 2924 this turn? 

- Vivalda A76 @ 3925   Chuck? 

- Spawn of Shadows A70 E47 @ 3929   Bill? 

- Varyss A90 S10 @ 2632   M-VP? 

 

That's all I see.  I guess the onus is on your three agents – M-VP, Bill, and Chuck. 

 

Are there any other assets we should move to 2924, or get them moving toward 2924 this turn for 

next?? 

- M-VP's navy 

- ems to accompany agents of the same nation (ie. Tyrion for Varyss, Oberlein for Vivalda) 

- one of H-ST's ems to accept a transfer if we need to assault 2924 

 

--------------------- 

 

Now let's work on next turn, and what we'll need this turn to accomplish that: 

- put up bridge from Osgiliath, and guard it. 

- get across the Pelargir bridge this turn with whatever is available.  

- recruit from Mordor and cross the new bridge next turn. 

 

 

I.  Bridge at Osgiliath. 

Chuck brings in his best commander for building the bridge next turn: 

 Nokturno Kulto @ 2413 - 870 3024 AEDRE 

H-Hash uses a capital order to send Chuck 10k timber. 

 Astrid @ 2339 - 948 2339 3024 ti 12000 

Scott brings in his agent from Mordor. 

 Krimm Ennal @ 4126 - 810 3024 

 

II.  Pelargir crossing. 

While P-LK tries to Double the FP agent in the hex, we have only one army that can make it 

over the bridge: 



 
I sure am asking alot of you all, especially Bill.  There's other ways to do this but IMO this is the 

best we can do. 

 

III.  Mordor crosses the bridge in force. 



 
We should have more than enough troops ready to cross NEXT turn: 

3122 – H-Hash should get food THIS turn so his 1500hc will be ready to move out next turn. 

3222 – M-VP will be ready to move out close to 2k HC next turn.  This assumes Vandal is 

moving into 3222 this turn. 

3224 – M-RG's not recruiting but could, and move over with 1200hi. 

3024 - Chuck's army at Osgiliath, 500hc and 809hi, just may get assassinated this turn.  If not, 

then he'll be able to move over most of those troops as well as putting up the bridge. 

3221 - Bill's moving out this turn, so won't be able to move out next. 

3124 – M-RG's garrison for H-ST's SVS. 

3423 – M-RG's garrison for H-ST's SVS.  

 

And, if all goes as planned this turn, Bill will have 1400hc at Pelargir next turn too.   

 

Way more than enough to deal with a few pesky FP.... 

 

--------------------- 

 

Do you like this? 

 

Did you follow this? 

 



Will you respond and/or confirm? 

 

Do you have ideas to improve this? 

 

 

The 1108 mail is gonna be longer i'm afraid.... 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

And a lengthy deluge of mail is just what I gave the team.  This new threat to Minas Tirith 

caused me more concern than I was willing to admit.  So I spent hours crafting plots and maps 

trying to coordinate every little detail.  With only 5 turns to go, it was going to be close. 

 

Now we were seeing Freep characters concentrating on the Strategic Victory Sites.  So I made 

further plans to ‘rotate’ other allied characters and armies into the SVS.   Weathertop, Moria, and 

Dol Guldur were the ‘hotspots’ this turn, in addition to both Kingdom capitals. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

T48. 



 

My t48 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

We're going to take 1108 this turn and transfer it to H-ST. 

Unfortunately, we lost 2924 to the GE.  His navy blasted H-ST's armies and then his Em Co 

flipped the city/tower. 

Additionally, we also destroyed 1609 and re-camped it.  This too needs transferred to H-ST this 

turn. 

Look for detailed plans in upcoming mails on 1108 and 2924. 

 

Failures. 

- Chuck and H-ST both failed to challenge Sofia and Ulni I at 2924, they had both left the hex 

and went to Pelargir. 

- The LoSt army at 2725 took H-ST's city, left an icon to recruit, and moved the bulk to 2825.  H-

ST's commander was captured in combat.  Expect 2500hi in steel armor to arrive at 2924 this 

turn. 

- Chuck's army at Osgiliath was assassinated and disbanded. 

- J-SK mixed up his companies.  He sent his EE5 to the MF capital at 1402, and sent his AA3 to 

1808.  doh 

- Scott failed to assassinate Guyer Adami at 1108, cuz he was not present. 

- EE4 failed to flip 2705, a NK camp/fort. 

- H-ST''s army disbanded at 2715 when his commander was assassinated.  Fortunately, H-ST 

has prepared a new army coming in from 2917 each turn. 

- H-ST failed to assassinate Parks of the GE at 2924.  Probably got doubled by GE ems. 

- Scott failed to assassinate Lorent of the SigK at 3008. 

 

The FP got 3 of our characters: 

Coonan C33 was captured in combat by Grunk of LoSt at 2725.  Grunk commands the LoSt 

army at 2825. 

Aedrell C32 A22 was assassinated by Bomor at 3024.  His army disbanded. 

Malag C56 was assassinated at 2715.  His army disbanded. 

 

J-SK's hostage Doestio escaped to 1410 this turn.  ;) 

 

We took out 8 FP characters this turn: 

Beckah of the LoSt was assassinated by Butterbur at 1108.   

Turin (??) challenged A-GO's em Badwillas and was killed at 1410. 

Beast Rabban of the NK was cursed to death by PWS. 

Galahad of the EO was kidnapped by Brubar at 1908. 

Tristran of the EO was assassinated by Lie Bell at 1908. 

Aldam of the Char was assassinated by Priest Ovtheast at 1909. 

Finist of the Char was assassinated by Steely Pate at 1909. 

Gúhir of the Char was assassinated by Katla at 1108. 

 

We hold 25 FP characters hostage !! 



They only hold 5 of our characters hostage still. 

 

We lost no artys, and picked up no artys. 

 

The FP stole only 1k gold from M-RG. 

We stole almost 43k gold, 37k from the NK alone.  ;) 

 

---------------------------------------------- 

 

Tracking FP chatacters. 

 

Rumors of FP actions: 

There are rumors of an assassination attempt involving Ulni I and Kaarnapoika. (2927) 

There are rumors of a sabotage attempt involving Sofia at 2927. 

There are rumors of Gold being transported by caravan from Balmek (1425 LoSt) to Morehead 

City (?). 

There are rumors of an assassination attempt involving Mesaana and Renalto. (2212) 

Local militia spotted Sofia at Pelargir and thwarted her mission. (2927) 

Kaarnapoika injured Ulni I of the Lost Stonefoots and thwarted his assassination mission. 

(2927) 

Junebug injured Mordred of the Evenki Okrug and thwarted his assassination mission. (2024) 

Local militia spotted Bors I at Lucso and thwarted his mission. (2423) 

There are rumors of an encounter involving Yacob at 3413. (Petteri's Mtown) 

There are rumors of an assassination attempt involving Mordeth and Renalto. (2212) 

There are rumors of an encounter involving Osan'gar at 1815. 

Priest Ovtheast injured Vëantur of the Charlatans and thwarted his assassination mission. 

(1909) 

There are rumors of an assassination attempt involving Bomor and Aedrell. (3024) 

Loial Tee injured Hayt I of the North Kingdom and thwarted his assassination mission. (1409) 

Renalto injured Mesaana of the Forsaken and thwarted her assassination mission. (2212) 

Renalto injured Mordeth of the Forsaken and thwarted his assassination mission. (2212) 

 

 

Our FP doubles: 

 

Mesaana of the Forsaken is located at 2715 

Double agent Mesaana, of the Forsaken, located at 2212 reports 

She was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. She also reports 

She was ordered to assassinate a character. 

She was not able to assassinate the character because of tight security. She was injured by 

Renalto while performing her assassination mission. She also reports 

She moved with the company to 2715. 

 

Mordeth of the Forsaken is located at 2715 

Double agent Mordeth, of the Forsaken, located at 2212 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 



He was challenged by Renalto to personal combat, but refused. Renalto gained personal honor. 

He also reports He was ordered to assassinate a character. 

He was not able to assassinate the character because of tight security. He was injured by 

Renalto while performing his assassination mission. He also reports 

He moved with the company to 2715. 

 

Mordred of the Evenki Okrug is located at 1614 

Double agent Mordred, of the Evenki Okrug, located at 2024 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 

He was ordered to assassinate a character. 

He was not able to assassinate the character because of tight security. He was injured by 

Junebug while performing his assassination mission. He also reports 

He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement orders. 

 

Jov lists: 



 
Bogus reports: 

- Adaori at 1108 

- Ponghora at 2924 

- Thulzor at 2924 

- Bresow at 2924 

- Malantur at 2924 

 

ScoChar at 1108: 

An unknown Free People Female.  

Adaori - Free People Female.  

An unknown Free People Female.  



An unknown Free People Female.  

An unknown Free People Male.  

Captain Miss-deemeaner - the Unsullied Amazons. 

 

ScoChar at 2924: 

An unknown Free People Female.  

Bresow - Free People Male.  

Thulzor - Free People Male. 

Ponghora - Free People Male.  

An unknown Free People Male.  

An unknown Free People Female.  

An unknown Free People Male.  

Malantur - Free People Male.  

An unknown Free People Male.  

An unknown Free People Female.  

An unknown Free People Male. 

 

LATs found: 

Locate Artifact True - Corantir #10 is possessed by Aifric The Bold in the Open Plains at 1520. 

 

RCTs found: 

Reveal Character True - Bomor is located in the Shore/Plains at 3024. 

Reveal Character True - Xana Hogan is located in the Shore/Plains at 2924. 

Reveal Character True - Krian Belly is located in the Shore/Plains at 1402. 

 

------------------------ 

 

First look at planning. 

 

- Chuck can put up the bridge at Osgiliath, and we can plot several Mordor armies crossing over 

to Minas Tirith.  We have agents in both hexes so should be able to keep the bridge up. 

 

- P-LK can wipe out the GE army at Minas Tirith, but can't take the pc.  M-VP and Bill made it 

to Pelargir and can bring their HC to Minas Tirith too. 

 

- We'll assault Annuminas with 4.5hc and 28 warmachines.  H-Hash will get the pc and 

designate an em to transfer it to H-ST this turn. 

 

- Our 'extra' armies in Arnor will branch out and take as many FP pcs as possible. 

 

- Gondor rolls west. 

 

- Dunland armies head for the coast. 

 

- AA Co's head for FP capitals 

 



- EE Co's head for FP mountain pcs. 

 

 

So this turn we take and transfer 1108.  Next turn we take and transfer 2924.   

Game Over.... 

 

S 

MMGA ! 

 

 

Wow.  My worst fear had come true – for this turn anyway.  We lost Minas Tirith.  Had we sent 

too much away, and too far away?  Now we would see if all the garrisons we had maintained in 

the rear areas were worth it! 

 

Arnor. 

 
- We were easily going to take Annuminas.  Two Hash cav armies with Hash war machines, 

along with Chuck’s cav and war machines, had sprinted all the way from Mordor for turns 

(as they had done all game) to cap off our final Campaign.   And then we even had enough to 



block out any FP army with our ‘extra’ armies.  So much, that we even plotted our forces 

around Tharbad to head for the GE coast. 

- GO had sent 17k timber to his new town at 1210 and was going to make another batch of 

war machines.  There were 3 big forts that needed razing in Arnor and this was ‘pay-back’ 

for his nation. 

- Our EE2 was having much success in Lindon.  We’d stolen two Mtowns and would try for a 

mountain town this turn.  Other emissaries had stolen villages in the Barrow Downs.  Now 

we planned to fan-out with the dozen ems we had parked at Annuminas as well. 

- We had kept two AA Co’s at 1108 for many turns.  It was time to visit other FP capitals for 

the final turns. 

 

Rhudaur. 

 
- Not only were we running 5 Emissary Companies (EE#), but we had also organized many 

other ‘lone’ emissaries.  Two groups of ‘loners’ were sent to the southern Misties to flip FP 

pcs in the mountains. 

- My huge combat at 2209 (Rivendell), and Chuck and GO’s victory at 2008, had destroyed 

the bulk of the troops the FP were fielding in the region. 

- GO sent two more armies up from Dunland.  He was home ;) 



- Bill sent another 2.7k HI over the High Pass to join my remnants at Rivendell, and another 

1k HC up to Moria.  Chuck’s recruiting HC at 2413. 

- This was a powerful position for the FP.  They had 4 nations in one tight compact region – 

just like we had done early in the game at the Black Gate.  Jeremy, Ernie, MF, and EO had 

done a good job here and we would not be able to crack this nut in time. 

 

Mirkwood. 

 
- Our ‘anti-diversion’ to the Wastes Road had done it’s job.  All we had needed was to hold 

the Forest Road for our victorious eastern armies to cross to the west unhindered.  Bill and 

GO had devastated the north.  Chuck had met and destroyed waves of SigK from the Iron 

Hills at 3010. 

- ST maintained Dol Guldur via 2917.  He built it up, hired, then shuffeled over an army every 

turn.  Without armies, the FP had no hope of taking this back. 

 

Gondor. 



 
- SK, Hash, and RG have nearly 10k troops heading west to the Cape. 

- Those pesky LoSt dwarves took the Hash city at 2725, and will certainly move to Minas 

Tirith. A crazy set of circumstances and errors allowed all this to happen… 

- The GE navy at Minas Tirith became an army, destroyed our two ST armies (after ST lost 3k 

troops to assassination last turn), then had his undetected Emissary Co flip the pc.  Ugh… 

- LK made it up to Minas Tirith with 1.8k mixed troops.  More than enough to eliminate the 

GE remnants. 

- Local militia saved the Pelargir bridge from sabotage.  Chuck can put up the Osgiliath bridge 

again, for the 3rd (or 4th ?) time as well. 

- Bill and VP made it to Pelargir with 2k HC.  They can both make it to Minas Tirith but will 

probably get blocked by LoSt. 

 

 

My mailing on 2924 was giant.  We planned to have LK destroy the pc, and then we’d re-camp 

the ruins.  An elaborate scheme then transferred the new camp to ST – all on the same turn.  

Additionally, a host of DS characters plotted movement to 2924 while another handful of armies 

came in from Mordor.  We guarded both sides of the new bridge !! 

 

It seems my worries were for nothing.  We had tons of troops and dozens of characters available 

for the Last Battle.   

 

Then again, you never know in ME… 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 



T49. 
 

We didn’t win this turn.  

 

My first mail of the turn had me apologizing for my errors. 

Exerpts from “Deficient Planning, t49” mail: 

(…) 

A-GO, 

So sorry.  I overlooked the fact that Banta had to get food from H-ST's camp to make it to 1520.  

And therefore Janta Kova failed to MovJoin.  Doh... 

(…) 

H-ST, 

Sorry 'bout Brahe and Alastair.  My plan had us assassinating their agents instead of guarding 

you.  The FP had your names, but I chose offensive actions instead.  I hope those went off. 

 

Losing Drotha at 2119 was a possibility, sucks that he got kidnapped.  We'll have to break off an 

em from 1108 to get 1609 from Scott. 

But all you have to do to win the game is have Galathil put up a camp at 2924 ;) 

(…) 

M-VP and Bill, 

Well, you both successfully let the LoSt army under Grunk through 2925 and into Minas Tirith, 

well done.  But then another (split) LoSt army came from 2725 by the same route and blocked 

you both out.   

A disaster = not a good plan from Scott. 

Fortunately, our Osgiliath bridge stayed up so other forces reached Minas Tirith in time to beat 

the LoSt.  We'll probably win this turn before you get to Minas Tirith. 

 

 

My t49 “Sauron’s Eye sees…” mail: 

Team, 

 

This would have been the final turn but for the failure of an E49 to create a camp on the ruins of 

2924.  Virtually everything else we tried worked.  The only way we won't win this turn is if the 

FP surprise us with multiple Weakness Squads on multiple SVSites with stealthy emissaries to 

flip the pcs. 

 

1108. 

H-Hash and Chuck captured the pc.  Chuck captured the commander, and H-Hash transferred 

the Mtown/fort to H-ST.  H-ST's 2700hi arrived on time.  We have thousands and thousands of 

troops in Arnor with only one FP icon in sight. 

 

2924. 

P-LK destroyed the GE army and pc.  H-ST killed Galyon in challenge, M-VP captured Yohn 

Nieto and saved our new bridge, and Chuck assassinated Clair Kelly.  H-ST failed to assassinate 

Xana Hogan, and lost both Brahe and Alastair to assassinations.  P-LK's army commander was 

assassinated with his sub taking command.  M-VPand Bill were blocked out by a second LoSt 



army.  Fortunately, M-VP and H-Hahs came to Minas Tirith with 2k HC and a fleet.  A mock 

combat showed us taking about 30% losses.  As long as H-ST's em Galathil puts up a camp this 

turn, the game will end. 

 

IMPORTANT. 

Even tho Bill did receive a "c e m s" message, we don't know how close we are to the camp limit.  

Nor do we know if the FP are attempting to put down camps.  Therefore it is imperative that 

ONLY H-ST try to camp 2924.  No one else should try to put down a camp this turn anywhere, 

thereby giving H-ST's attempt the greatest possible chance for success. 

Agreed? 

 

-------------------------- 

 

This turn you will receive far less mail from me than you're used to.  Sauron's packing his bags 

and will now retire to Orodruin for a well deserved eternity of Darkness. 

 

I'll still coordinate our final turns worth of death-dealing to the FP.  We have: 

PWS @ 1108, two MF army commanders to target 

AA1 @ 2715, targeting Durin Em Co. 

AA2 @ 0206, UA capital with 6 targets 

AA3 @ 1402, MF capital with 4 targets  

AA4 @ 2924, research will reveal several targets, stay tuned... 

 

FP at: 



 
And our FP doubles: 

 

Bomor of the Lost Stonefoots is located at 3024 

Double agent Bomor, of the Lost Stonefoots, located at 3024 reports 

He was ordered to sabotage a bridge. He was not able to complete his mission because the 

target was too well guarded. 

 

Mordred of the Evenki Okrug is located at 1908 

Double agent Mordred, of the Evenki Okrug, located at 1614 reports 

He was ordered to refuse all personal challenges. He also reports 



He was ordered to steal the Gold. 4450 Gold was stolen at New Bern. He also reports 

He was ordered to move. He accepted the movement orders. 

 

And our spell casters tracking FP: 

Locate Artifact True - artifact #46, an Armour, is possessed by Pasty Jo in the Mountains at 

0606. 

Locate Artifact True - Mormacil #109 is possessed by Pasty Jo in the Mountains at 0606. 

Locate Artifact True - Corantir #10 is possessed by Aifric The Bold in the Open Plains at 2119. 

Reveal Character True - Duncan Doyle is located in the Shore/ Plains at 2924. 

Reveal Character True - Sofia is located in the Shore/Plains at 2928. 

Reveal Character True - Ulni I is located in the Shore/Plains at 2928. 

 

------------------------- 

 

The end is here, and I don't see how we can fail to win.  Remember, no new pcs for anyone but 

H-ST at 2924 !! 

 

This chart is a good judge of your standings compared to the rest of the team: 

 
- Army Maintenance (very) roughly reflects 1/4 of your 2k victory points.  So right now, Bill gets 

first place for 500 pts,, H-Hash's in 2nd, and M-VP's in 3rd,  

- Character Maintenance roughly reflects 1/4 of your 2k victory points.  So right now, Bill gets 

first place for 500 pts,, H-Hash's in 2nd, and Scott's in 3rd. 

- Reserve is definitively 1/4 of your 2k victory points.  So right now, P-LK gets first place for 

500pts., Chuck's in 2nd, and J-SK's in 3rd. 

  

And for the final 1/4 of your 2k victory points: 



 
- Tax Base is a good estimate for this final 1/4 of your 2k victory points,  Of course, loyalty and 

forts will influence the score.  So right now, Chuck's in 1st, J-SK's in 2nd, and H-ST's in 3rd.  But 

it's very close and anybody could be in first.... 

 

So if you want to estimate your final rankings: 

 
Just assume our nations are in the top 5 (or so) in every category and you can estimate how 

much of 2k victory points your nation is worth. 

 

Then you can get 500 bonus points for your Individual VCs, 100 for each of 5. 

For turns and turns I've asked if anyone wanted to coordinate the acquisition of their Individual 

VCs.  This is the last chance to speak up...  

  

 

S 

 

MMGA! 

 

 

Even though I said there wouldn’t be a lot of mail from me this turn, I put out some big 

complicated mails to continue our offensives in case something went wrong. 

 

My t49 “Minas Tirith 2924” mail: 

Team, 

  



 

The FP company(ies) that came to 2924 is rapidly disintegrating.  The GE army, pc, and big 

challenge guy are all dead.   

 

Confirmed FP: 

Duncan Doyle - RCTed at 2924 this turn 

Grunk - LoSt army commander 

 

Suspected FP: 

Scott's assumption proved correct this turn, the big group of FP agents that showed up on P-

LK's camp at 2020 on t42 were traveling together.  To review that report from t42: 

Claire Kelly - assassinated by Chuck this turn at 2924 

Duncan Doyle - RCTed at 2924 this turn 

Luucia Neito  

Mordeth - assassinated this turn by Scott at 2715 

Oisin Murphy  

Tarah Doyle 

Xana Hogan – H-ST failed to assassinate this turn at 2924, 'tight security' 

Yohn Neito - captured by M-VP this turn at 2924 while trying to take out new bridge 

Padan Fain  

Phiala Kane  

Slayer 

and then the defeated GE army commander may be here as well: 

Parks 

 

It's a good bet that most of these FP are here at 2924 this turn. 

 

--------------------- 

 

Here's who we've got: 

AA4 

(C) Weare Noone - C10 A51 

Brubar - A106 

Crannock Peyn - A99 S25 

Lie Bell - A70 S45 

Flotsam - A60 S28 

EE4 

(C) Mrithlung - C56 E99 

Carlon - E100 

Jeeves - E85 

Kelton - E83 

H-ST 

Doromir - C42 M(88) 138 challenge 

Galathil - E100 

Oolof - A83  may be doubled 

Armies 



Halifax C62 A58 – H-Hash's 1400hc 

Munannielija  C21 M33 – P-LK's 123hc 501hi 50ar 

Vandal C80 – M-VP's 650hc 

Herkimer C50 – M-VP's 500hi 150ar, on 4 transports and 9 warships. 

- Magda M(95), has 140 challenge with +2250, and Fearful Hearts spell, and Protections spell 

(1500 defense). 

Others 

Fenziz A93 M(86) - Bill's champion with 143 challenge 

Mag Shieldbreaker C51 - Bill's just released hostage 

Spawn of Shadows A70 E49 - Bill just failed to CreCmp 

Vivalda A79 - Chuck just assassinated Clair Kelly 

Varyss A92 S10 – M-VP just captured Yohn Nieto. 

 

Wow, we were able to scramble 22 characters to Minas Tirith !   So now, what we need to do is: 

1. All four army commanders need to RfsPers and AttEnmy.  We win easy. 

2, Ensure only H-ST attempts to CreCmp with Galathil. 

3. Keep our guys alive. 

 - guard Galathil in case something goes wrong 

 - guard Varyss, FP may try to rescue or assassinate 

 - guard Doromir, FP know he's tough since he beat the GE big challenge guy and took no 

wounds. 

 - guard other arty holders; Brubar. Crannock, and Lie Bell. 

4. Offensive orders on FP 

 - Fenziz, Magda, and Doromir all IssPers, but only Magda can challenge Grunk and his army. 

 - Brubar, Crannock Peyn, Lie Bell, Varyss, and Fenziz all try assassinations on suspected FP 

agents. 

5.  Other important orders 

 - GrdLoc for bridge defense 

 - Varyss executes Yohn Nieto 

 

--------------------------------- 

 

Sauron's suggested orders based on the above plan: 

 

AA4 

(C) Weare Noone - 215 and 610 

Brubar - 215 and 615 XANA_ 

Crannock Peyn - 215 and 615 TARAH 

Lie Bell - 215 and 615 OISIN 

Flotsam - 215 and 610 GALAT 

EE4 

(C) Mrithlung - 215 and 500 XANA_ 

Carlon - 215 and 500 OOLOF 

Jeeves - 215 and 500 SLAYE 

Kelton - 215 and 500 PADAN 

H-ST 



Doromir - 210 PARKS  and  210 DUNCA  

Galathil - 215 and 555  

Oolof - 215 and 610 DOROM 

Armies 

Halifax - 215 and 230 

Munannielija  - 215 and 230 

Vandal - 215 and 230 

Herkimer - 215 and 230 

Magda - 210 GRUNK  and  225 

Others 

Fenziz - 210 LUUCI  and  210 OISIN  and  615 LUUCI 

Mag Shieldbreaker - 215 and 810 ? 

Spawn of Shadows - 215 and 610 VARYS 

Vivalda - 215 and 605 

Varyss - 215  and  650 YOHN_  and  615 PADAN 

 

Any other ideas from the team? 

This is too long already, it'll take another mail to move all the armies. 

 

S 

 

MMGA! 

 

 

And sure enough, it took several big mails to move all the armies.  And companies, and 

characters, … and we were still answering riddles for artys this turn. 

Mirkwood, Rhun, and the Cape were not neglected.  We just didn’t put much effort or resources 

into the periphery, which turned out to be more than the Freeps could handle. 

 

So it would all end next turn, until I thought of this… 

 

 

My t49 “Back up plan” mail: 

Team, 

 

You've seen the plans for H-ST creating a camp at 2924 and winning the game next turn.  Seems 

like a sure thing, right? 

 

Nope, nothing in ME is ever a 'sure thing'.  There is one way, unlikely tho it seems, the FP could 

stop us this turn.  They could have moved in a Weakness Squad.... 

 

We were totally unsuccessful in scouting out the FPWS mages at 1108 several turns ago.  The 

last news we had of them was one Sickness spell on t47, and 3 Weakness spells on t46.  That's 

plenty of time for those mages to reach 2924 - especially since they're mages and may have 

movement spells. 

 



Even tho we've been tracking a suspected Weakness mage, Krian Belly, and he's up north last 

turn, they have other mages and could easily have gathered at 2924 this turn. 

 

So here's our nightmare, H-ST's only big em in the region, Galathil, got scouted and will be the 

FPWS target this turn before he can create the camp. 

 

We better have a back up plan !! 

 

----------------------- 

 

Back up plan for winning NEXT turn.. 

 

H-ST - Name a new E30 in your capital this turn. 

M-VP - Herkimer and/or Vandal could PostCmp next turn.  Jeeves is staying and could CreCmp 

next turn.  Eddard is coming in from 2925 this turn and could both PostCmp and/or CreCmp 

next turn.  Next turn, Tyrion could move in and transfer the pc to H-ST's new em, or either of the 

ems already there, Eddard and Jeeves. 

Chuck - Mrithlung could CreCmp next turn.  Oberlein could come in to transfer to H-ST next 

turn. 

Bill - Kelton could CreCmp next turn, and Spawn of Shadows could transfer to H-ST next turn as 

well. 

 

Can anyone else provide a camp order next turn at 2924 AND transfer to H-ST on the same 

turn? 

 

Should H-ST prepare other ems? 

Aendyr from 2917 

Falamir from 2121 

 

?? 

 

other ideas?? 

 

discussion? 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

Even Ernie sent me a mail asking if we were going to win this turn. 

Excerpts from my mails to Ernie: 

Hey, do you have all the strategic pop centers you need yet, and are they in the hands of a single 

nation? 

 

So close - snagging 2924 back could have made it possible...but in any case, it was fun making 

you work for it. ;) 



(…) 

 

Ernie, 

 

Yes, Sturmritter holds all 9 SVS.  Clint is checking the code now, he's not sure if the SV is even 

coded. 

 

Once done, I suspect we'll all receive notice and final standings. 

 

Yeah, a year ago I was anxious to start another game after this one, but now I'm not as 

motivated.  LMK when you're ready for another one and we'll join together...  if you want. 

 

"Work for it..." ? 

My teammates will tell you how hard I've worked on this game.  Like none other.......... 

Thanks to you and your team for giving me the "greatest" game of FAS ever played. 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

 

 

 

T50. 
 

Game Won! 

H-ST re-camped the ruins of Minas Tirith, and that was all we needed for the Strategic Site 

Victory.. 

 

Clint’s mail from MEGames: 
Hi guys 
  
So looks like the DS have pulled off a first in my GMing life time (over 20 years), of a Strategic site victory 
with 2 turns to go. (I don' t recall another, but I'm sure some astute players will get back to me on that).  
 Awesomeness and congrats to them.  To all and sundry thanks for bearing with the game as this was our 
first ever FAS game on the PC so had some unexpected issues as with all new projects.  (So we thought 
that the encounters would just travel across but needed some tweaking to make them work, artefacts 
fixed and doubling issues resolved were the key ones). 
  
Thanks for all the feedback on the issues and I hope you all enjoyed what has to be the most competitive 
(maybe slow drag to oblviion by the FP) game I've seen in FAS in a long time, kudos all.  We've fixed 
them all so for those looking for a new game have a look at below. 
  
Personal thanks to Scott for all his hard work here, much appreciated. 
  
So we'll send out the Council forms, likely tomorrow now, 
  
For those that are moving on to pastures other, good luck in your gaming and life, a break is always good, 
and we find that lots of players come back to see how things have progressed (our Champions of Middle-



earth game 1v1 is coming nicely in testing and for those that have never player Kin-strife it's our most 
popular module for a very good reason!) 
As always a story about the game works well for players to read, maps are nice to go with it as it's FAS 
and the game looks drastically different from game start.... 
  
Clint 
 

 

Hello Clint, 

 

Thank you, and looking forward to the final stats. 

 

I've already anticipated being asked to provide a story about the game.  It's being crafted now 

but will take some time.  It's been two years after all... 

Give me a few weeks and I'll give you an awesome write up like you've never seen before ;) 

 

Congrats to the DS. 

Thanks to the FP for a 'most' challenging game. 

Special thanks to the remaining Neutral SK, for staying in after failing to Declare. 

Scott 

 

 

My “Game Over” mail: 

Hello J-Hash and E-MD, 

 

In case you didn't see, your old FAS41 was won on turn 50. 

J-Hash, your Hasharii took 3rd place.  Your nation became a monster ;) 

E-MD, your entire homelands were reclaimed and built up.  Four of your characters survived, 

working for allies. 

 

Thank you both for your efforts.  I've included my T50 Jov file if you're interested in looking at 

the end.  Also, this link was provided by Clint at ME : 
http://www.middleearthgames.com/finished-games/41-finished/ 
  

And for a very short time, the Darkenwood and Dropbox are still available if you want to check 

that out.  A-GO will shortly be dismantling and storing all our game info from these, and 

providing a file for us. 

 

S 

MMGA! 

 

(…) 

Gentlemen, 

  

It’s been a privilage playing with you all for the past two years. This has truly been one of a kind 

game. Thank you all for a great victory! And kudos to our enemies as well, for not bowing out at 

the end even if things looked quite grim for them. 

  

http://www.middleearthgames.com/finished-games/41-finished/


Obviously the biggest thanks goes to Scott for his great leadership and planning. We Finns were 

pretty sure we’ve lost the game at the midpoint and would have forfeited without Scott’s 

collection of data and intel which showed that we were far from beaten. I know you might have 

wanted more discussion or comments about your plans, but to be honest, they were usually so 

extensive, that it was hard to find anything to add, at least from my part. 

  

Anyway, I’m going to enjoy this epic win and take a breather from the game. But I hope to see 

you all at some point in the future in some other game! 

  

MMGA!  

- M-RG 

 

(…) 

Hello Everybody! 

 

Thank you for the great gaming experience I had for the past two years. The game was ups and 

downs and this victory feels amazing! 

 

The Team was great and heading towards the same direction all the time. I have had opposite 

experiences as well.  

 

Special Thank You for our supreme leader, Scott. The focus and detail you gave to the game for 

the whole period of two years was something that I have not seen before. 

 

Hope to see you all again, either as a friend or a foe!  

 

Best wishes, 

H-ST 

 

(…) 
Hi Everyone! 
 
Our victory was well deserved and as sweet as they come! 
 
Thank You all for playing with such determination and endurance. At some point I was sure we were 
going to lose it but it was Scott’s hard work and great leadership that pulled us through the hard times. 
So the special thanks goes to Scott. 
 
I hope I’ll play again with or against You guys at some point in this great game. Although I sure hope I 
won’t play against the team that has Scott as a leader.  
 
Now I’m going to have myself a break from this game for a while. 
 
All the best for all of You! 
P-LK 
 
(…) 



Everyone is correct: It was a great game, 
Won by a good team. When you study military 
actions/works there is a leader that TAKES 
responsibility for it all. The same applies to 
characters and their actions. 
I know Bill and I followed a great leader. 
We sat together at meetings every turn, reviewed 
who was where, where they should/could go,  
what to do when, etc. 
For me it was very educational. 
 
Thanks to you all. 
And, YES, hope to see you all, again. 
cb 
 
Chuck (19) 

 

 

(…) 

Hi team, 

 

A big well done to everyone on the DS team! Kudos especially to Scott, who was an outstanding 

general. I have not played many games prior to this one, and I found it to be both entertaining, 

and educational as well. 

 

The bi-weekly sessions were a constant study of not just the previous turn results, but the 

intricate plotting and planning for the next turn. 

 

I am guessing from Clint's end game responses that a Strategic Site victory is rare thing, which 

makes it all the sweeter. 

 

Hoping in the future to see some of you as allies or adversaries, 

Bill  

DREAMERS OF DESPAIR 
 

 

(…) 

I agree with every thing that has been posted. Great game. Great leadership. 

 

I am addicted, so i will be signing up for another game. I hope i do not have to play against any 

of you. 

 

M-VP 

 

 

(…) 

No idea why SK scored so may "victory condition" points.  It was a pleasure aligning with you 

guys.  49 kills for Swarthier Men - indeed they were! 

 

J-SK 



(…) 

Thank you A-GO, that's great and looking forward to it. 

Maybe sometime I'll go back and look at all the mistakes I made as your Leader, both strategic 

and otherwise.  It will be nice to see all the blunders I caused. 

  

Thank you all for prop-ing me up as your leader.  We all know I didn't have all the answers, the 

best plan, the easiest route, etc.  Each of you had your own priorities and would have done 

things different I'm sure.  Nevertheless, for the most part, you all followed my lead anyway.  

Thank you. 

  

As I said before, now that the game is over, I suspect you all will have parting remarks like: 

- best game ever, even with winning another game but not placing in this one 

- never had this many ______ 

- never seen such destruction 

- never been kicked out and come back like this 

- never had such challenging competition 

- never given so much away to allies before 

- never been so integrated as a team, tho the game did not start as a team game 

  

....and of course, I've never seen anyone so coordinated and communicative as Scott Baltes.  His 

efforts are surely a factor in our victory. ;) 

Not since Tom Walton's original Mouth of Sauron have I seen anything close to this game's 

teamwork.  We didn't have this technology back then... 

  

uh, I guess those are actually MY parting remarks.  ;) 

  

S 

MMGA! 

 
 

Final Victory points: 

1750 – Bill’s DoD 

1667 – Chuck’s QB 

1467 – Hasharii (started by J, ended with H, filled in by Scott) 

1450 – Scott’s SW 

1333 – Gothirrim 

1242 – Vogon Poets 

1083 – Sturmritter 

900 -  Lankunraastajat 

733 – Rohangoths 

2770 – South Kingdom (error) 

 



 
 

There was an error that listed 45 Emissaries as level 135.  There were actually 45 Emissaries at level 100. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The End. 


